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INTRODUCTION

Last year, for the first time, the AVA published a Convention Proceedings
Digest as another service to the membership and others concernea about
vocational education. Since it was a beginning, we enclosed a question-
naire and asked that the readers evaluate the content, style and cormat.
We also asked if a second volume should be published. We were prepared
to let the response govern the form of the next Digest, if, indeed, there
was to be next Digest.

The returned questionnaires were overwhelmingly in favor of preparing
a second volume and approved of the approach and style that had attended
the initial effort. With this in mind, we assembled the material as we had
previously. A proceedings recorder was named for each section. These
appointments were made 5y the division vice president, the department
chairman or an official of the organization or group involved. The proceed-
ings recorders accepted the responsibility for determining what would
appear in their section. In compiling the material, they depended upon
meeting recorders for reports of individual sessions. -Depended" should
be underscored because the variety of meetings made it impossible for the
proceedings recorder to :omplete the job unaided. The material has been
printed essentially as submitted.

Obviously, we are pleased that the first Conventioq Proceedings Digest
was well received and hope this second book will again serve to inform
those who need and want to know about the current state of vocational
education.

LowELL A. BLAWIT
FY.:'-utive Director

American voozitional Association
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OPENING GENERAL. SESSION
Saturday, December 5

Greetings
Lynn Emerson, National Reporter
Future Homemakers of America

It is indeed an honor and privilege for me to bring you the warmest greeting
from 571,06-4 girls and boys in the Future Homemakers of America. As the nation's
largest youth organisation, objective is to help individuals improve personal,
family, and community living. In reality, if we pause to tl,ink, all of you here, as
the leaders of vocational education, are striving to accomplish the same goal'
You are working diligently to present America's youth with opportunities and
challiaiges we have never had halm Rest assured that we, Inc i.outh of America,
are grateful 'o you for all the hours you spend and the leisure time you rclinguish
to make vocritional education what it is today.

When we look at statistics we find that one-half of the population is ander 25
years of age. Eighteen-year-olds are voting; younger senato-s, representati es,
and other public officials are elosert with each election. Youth need advice in all
these new encounters advice that they feel is sincere and worthy. This cdvice
must come from those to whom they feel the nearest, including those in vocational
departments. It is through your personal contact with us that we are abk. to leave
a great influence.

There is a short story I like that to me best explains the goal of vocational edits:,
Lion and of the Future itornemake,s of America. It goes like this.

One day a man came home very tired from a hard day's work. Ile just waned
to sit down, read the newspaper, and relax for a while. linally 'oe got the chance
to do this, and he had just been sitting in his easy chair for a short time when his
little four-year-old boy came running into the room saying. "Daddy. Daddy,
ceme play with me." The father answered the boy. "Oh, son, Fin eost too tired
right now. Go play with some of ye'Jr other fii:nds. I will play with you later."
Well, the boy left the room a little downhearted and returned about a minute 01
tw, later begg;:rg, "Daddy, Daddy, will you please conic play with me low ?' The
boy kept begging, and then the fattier saw a map of the world on the hack of OIL
newspaper. He :ook this map and tore it into tiny pieces. Ile gave the pieces to
the boy and said, "Now go put this map of the world together and then I'll Flay
with you. The boy quickly left the room any returned t,t about five minutes very
excited. "Daddy, come sec, I've finished," said the boy. Well, the man just couldn't
believe the fouryear old boy could put the map together so fast. The father wen.
into the little boy's room and there was the map of the world laid out perfectly
on the floor. The father replied, "O.K., you win. I'll play with you. Rut tell me
how you put the map together so fast." The boy replied, "Well, Daddy, on the
back of this map of the world is a picture some children, and I knew if 1 put the
children together right the whole world would be together right. And I b.licse
this is what FICA and AVA arc both striving for.

FHA wishes for you t . most fruitful convention in the history of AVA. With
God's help and your experience and guidance, coupled with the desire and
enthusiasm of youth. how can we fail?
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Priorities for Vocational Education
The Honorable Russell W. Peterson, The Governor of th, titute of Delaware

and Chairman, Education Commission of the Slates

Rec..-ntly, I was told about an innovative approach to vocational teacher education.
One of the new teachers at an area technical school was app70.!,,hed by the building
representative for the American Vocational Association and s is JSkCd to join the
organi/ation. The new teache: flatly refused, claiming that he had cu interest,
no time. no money to waste on such activity.

Then h: was approached by his department head. lie talc' the teacher that the
school was p ;ood of its p . record of 100 percent membership in AVA ami that the
Association had accomplished much in the way of effective legislation, improved
salaries for teachers, end better working conditions. Once again, the new teacher
refused this time more empbtically say.ng that the organi/ation sounded more
like a teache .:nion than a professional association.

The principal of the school NAN tie nest to counsel the new teacher. The principal
pointed out that the AVA fought for a more effective teaching staff, better
facilities, and improved cducatic,:;,1 programs for stut:nt,. At this. the new teacher
became indignant. Not only did ,.'slate his refusal, but he assured the principal
that no amount of pressure Loulci m. ki him change his mind.

Finally, the new teacher w, ,iimnioned to th- office of the superintendent. 1 he
chief school officer pushed an applcation for membership at him and said, "Sign
this and give my your twelve dollars dues or you're fired!- The new- teacher immed-
iately replied, "Certainly, boss, it's a pleasure." Ile quickly signed the card and
paid the fee.

"Now tell me," said the super ntendeni, "why did you give everyone else such
an argu. lent?" "Well," said the teacher, "nobody ever esp/ained it to me the way
you did.-

I am not saying that we in Delaware have used quite his vigorous an approach.
But I am !..iyir-g that those of us in leadership positions can have a profound effect
on the success of programs and policies.

What priority do I put on %National education? It has the top educational priority
of our Administration in Delaware. As executive officer of that Administration.
I have explained at's fact to my cabinet secretaries, to the State Board of Educa-
tion, and to my State Advisory Council on Vocational Education, and the results have
been promising. 1 he State Board of Education, the Delaware School Boards
Association, and the Chief School Officers Association have established vocational
education as their top priority. In my "Future of the State" message to the General
Assembly early this year, I outlined my prio;Hes. The I egislaiure responded by
passing three important pieces of legislation during the past session.

One will provide financial incentive for every high school in the state to establi,h
and conduct programs of occupational education, A second prosides year-round
employment for teachers of occupaiional-vocational education so that we may
reach and serve more students, and so Orr we may reatire greater uttlitation of
our facilities and equipment durirg the su.pinier months. The third legally estab-
lishes and financially' supports vo,:ational youth organitations which arc sit al to
programs of vocational education, It continues to support Paul Weatherly. since
he has a rapidly growing, importaat, and exciting Delaware Technical Community
College.

The State Advisory Cou: ,.:il on Vocational Education. headed by Martha
Bachman, who is with us today, made an independent and thorough esaluation
of vocational education in !Maw ire and commended the State Board and the
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legislature for such positive actions. The Council made several recomrnendat4ons,
however, that suggest we have a long way to go in vocational education and that
1 have a lot more explaining to do at home.

This leads to several other questions I will discuss here this morning:
1. How do we establish a national priority for vocational education?
2. How do we meet our educational needs?
3. Does manpower or vocational education have to be an "either-or" proposi-

tion?
4. How do we go about getting effective action?

James B. Conant has said, We don't have national policies in education. How-
ever, we can achieve nation-wide consensus on major educational programs."

On the toad to seeking a national priority for education, it often is wiser to
attempt to pc.,uade rather than to explain. Let me illustrate with the story about
the budding young farmer who bought out an ord farmer who wanted to retire.
The young farmer asked the old gent to throw his mule into the deal, since the young
fellow didn't have enough money to buy modern equipment. But it took a lot of
persuasion because the retiring farmer said he had developed a deep affection for
the invle. He agreed only after the young farmer promised to treat the mule with
lender, loving care and never work the mule against his will.

Shortly afterwards, the old farmer wandered by as the mine's new owner stood
frustrated in a field tryiig to get the mule to move. After listening to the young
man pleading with the mule, the old man picked up a broken piece of fence rail
and delivered a clout d ectly to the right side of the mule's head, saying, "Please
move, old lima." The mule moved. The young farmer was astonished. You
made me promise," he said, to treat the mule with love and affection and to use
persuasion rather than force."

"That's right." said the old farmer, "but first you have to get his attention!"
To get proper attention, clout is sometimes necessary. The Education Com-

mission or the States, I believe, has the potential to become one or the strongest
influences in American education. It represents 43 member states and territories.
The typical delegation is led by the governor of the member state and includes
key 'Timbers of the legislature (usually the House and Senate education com-
mittee chairmen), the president of the state board of education, the state supe61-
tendent of public instruction, and a leader in the teaching profession.

As national chairman of FCS, my immediate goal is to increase its membership
to include all states and territories. II I, as chairman, can succeed in persuading
these members that vocational education is a top priority in all :Ames and in the
nation, I am convinced that they have the clout and will apply it as necessary to
gain the attention of those in their states to whom our position must be explained.

In the final analysis, it is the collective action of the several states, rather than
the direct influence or the Federal Government, that determines our national
position, goals, and priorities in education.

We have just had a meeting of the steering committee of the Education Corr.
mission or the States in San Diego and agreed to develop a theme for the 70's
that will call for specific emphasis in each of the years in the immediate future
Thi: year, as you may well know, the emphasis is on accountability. How can we
measure whether we are succeeding or failing in the various aspects of evocation?
Let's make all those in charge and responsib!. accountable for whether or not
we get results. The plan for the coming year is to establish gnats for education
in America. Then the next year, FCS will develop plans far reaching each of
those goals and th; fr'!owing year start implementing ine plans. Finally will
come evaluation of the progress we are making in rtach:ng those goals.

You can be sure that the states will see to it that 1 major forware move in
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vocational education will be one of the prime goals of ECS. What can the indi-
vidual states do? They can

1. Recognize their responsibilities to provide the opportunities for every
citizen to develop salable skills.

2. Realize that the development of such skills is, to the individual, an educa-
tional process.

3. Require their educational agencies to render servfres in direct proportion
to the needs of individuals.

In other words, the educational and motivational efforts should be tailored to
the needs of the individual human being. The training program should be cut
to suit individual aspirations and abilities so that the individual can fit into a
satisfying and rewarding niche in our society. You may have heard the statement
that happiness comes from the progressive realization of a worthy goal. f firmly
believe that: a worthy goal, selected by the individual. What we must do in
education is to help young people find a goal which they consider worthy and then
help them to move toward this goal. And when there is same progress toward
this goal, that will be the key for individual happiness and better understanding
and better relationships for all.

If these things are done, then the states can rely upon their educated citizens
to Lse those skills not only f.-,r persona! profit but for the benefit of the general
economy. The stales can realize vast savings from reduced unemployment and
underemployment, from a reduction in the crime rate savings in both human
and fiscal resources. And the states can establish a more effective partnership
with toe Federal Government in meeting our natior al goals.

We absolutely must work harder at individualized counseling and twining.
And there are example, of tremendous success around our country. Everyone
here, I am sure, knows of some examples. We have some great examples in
Delaware. 1 would like to talk briefly about two of them.

One is about a young student in her freshman year in high school. She had
great difficulty, rebelled against the system, organized students against the
establishment, refused to pledge allegiance to the flag, and got kicked out of her
homeroom. This young student was signed up half days in a neighboring voca-
tional school. With the right advice and right teaching she responded beautifully
and became not only the leader of her class and a leader in our state, but a leader
nationally. She is now an influence for good on both kids and adults.

I remember a year ago when 1 gave her the award for outstanding student of
the year. How excited I was about it! How excited the As were! But the next day
her teacher from nor regular high school called the principal of the notational
school and asked of him, -How dare you giv: that girl tha; ay.ard? Don't you
know she hasn't been allowed in her homeroom because she wouldn't pledge
allegiance to the flag?"

"That's strange," the principal said, "She's been pledging allegiance to the flag
here for three years, and what's more, last night she led the whole group, including
the Governor, in the pledge of allegiance to the flag. When was it she wouldn't
pledge the flag in your school?"

"Well, that was three years ago."
What a sad commentary on or.e hand, but what a success story on the other.
Another story is about a young lad who had gotten in trouble for playing with

drugs and after he was busted the second time, he gave up on school, saying,
"It's no [stare for me.- The story might have ended there except that he was rffcred
a half-day opportunity at a vocational school, Today this former drug user is a
leader in drag abuse clinics and a national president of a leading national organiza-
tion.

I1



Michaelangelo said, "in every piece of marble there is a great statue waiting
to be released. 1 say esery school, yery family, every community has great
human beings waiting to be released. I challenge you to work hard to release their
great potential.

We must push for full employment in our er..onomy. That means we must net
only fit individuals to jobs; in some cases, ntust adjust jobs to fit individuals.
Every person should have at least the opportunity to bring some product to the
marketplace of employment and find some buyer. Otherwise, his talents and
skills are not salable.

And to be practical, we should recognize that what seems an opportunity to
one set of personal values can be a threat to another. It is not enough to say.
"lice is the marketplace; here is the buyer; come and sell your skills. That's
only half the job the easy half. The other half requires making the unerrployea
and underemploied conscious of the adi,antges and benefits of full employment.
It requires creation of an attitudinal climate that prefers earning to burning.

Affirmative action and commitment are needed. We must seek out the people
who have problems and help them solve them. If we wail for people to bring their
problems to us, we learn rather than teach, we spend rather than save, and we
lose rather than profit. We must be persistent to reach our goals. A friend of
mine exemplifies this trait of persistence very weli. The other day Fie told me he
had accomplished something he had been trying to do since I95. he bought a
1955 Cadillac.

This brings us to the matter of educational needs. As we press for full employ.
ment, sse can assume that the great majority of persons will, a, ....ome point, be
faced with the necessity of earning a living. The proposition of earning a living
begins with an attitude developed in an individual. with the help of his environ-
ment. Attitudes generally are developed in early childhood. I am convinced that
the first five years of a child's life affect his attitude and ability to learn more than
the subsequent 12 years of formal education.

Thus, I see the need for and support early childhood education as a top prie ty
in vocational education. Do these priorities conflict? I see no conflict. 1 has,:
publicly endorsed the concept of educational programs for four-year-olds. Rather
than "take the child from his mother." I would attempt to bring the mother to
school ,\ ith the child in an attempt at what professiona educators call "in-service
education Perhaps rhrough the child we can adjust the environment to develop
the attitude desired to promote the earning-a-living philosophy. The elemeniary
grades should provide introductory exposure to the world of work.

The junior high schools should provide students with the opportunities to become
aware of the fruits of full employment and prepare them for a primary or scion
dary career by intelligent program selection in high school. Secondary schools
should be as concerned with preparing and placing their students in j.lbs after
high school as they are with preparing and placing them in college. As a matter
of fact. our public high schools should be able to graduate students who have either
a job offer, a college acceptance or both on commencement day.

Higher education. pattietilarly our community colleges, should provide us with
technicians and paraprofessionals, whose ranks will crow tremendously in the
next quarter-century. Programs of adult and continuing education, to meet

the needs of the underemployed and technologically unemployed. cannot he
onsidcrcd beneath the dignity of our publicly-supported institutions.

Professional training in education as well as in medicine, law, and science
needs continuing evaluation and adjustment to kop pace with the rapid changes
and developments experienced in our society. Incidentall;. I consider as

essentially vocational education any programs that arc designed to meet occupa-
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tional needs and desires and that provide services necessary' to share in JUI
economy. We must also recogniz,: he need for programs and s..rvices that fill the
gaps for persons ui, 'c or even unwilling to join the mainstream of education.
And we shouldn't be .:.ounseling kids to prepare for jobs that won't be there when
they get through training. Were doing that today. slag people, I understand,
get PhD's in physics and chemistry and are having gre::t difficulty in finding a
job because of the great shorla.;,e of jobs. And, as you probably know, statisticians
say 10 yea-s from now there will bc twice as may teachers available as there
are jobs for teachers unless something is done to change direction. Certainly it is

more important to the individual and to the community if a young man becomes
a happy and successful plumber rather than a frustrated PhD.

Certainly, the educational system I have jut described roly bc discounted as
idealistic. But let's consider the realities. We have the types of facilities described
elementary' schools, junior and senior high schools, community colleges, colleges,
and universities. At least, we have the bricks and the mortar, and we continue to
erect them at a record-setting pace. Perhaps we need to declare a moratorium
er, planning new fujities until we re-evaluate our priorities in education and
can be assu,ed that the facilities now in the works are de-signed to meet those
priorities. The latest statistics indicate a buyers' market in educational sr.rvices for
the first time in American history. Perhaps we enn be more selective in organizing
our faculties and administrative staffs to assure that they fit ve people in mind when
designing and implementing their programs. We also possess the technical
knowledge and productive capacity to meet educational needs ranging from the
mentally retarded person to the genius.

From individual teaching machines to mass edeeational television, from pro-
erammed instruction to jet cFiarters for field trips, from push button calculators to
computers all the hardware man can coneeise and market is available to our
educational operation. What, then, is mining? Why don't we have Inc ideal sys-
tem? Why can't Johnny get a job? Could it possibly be attitude?

We have conducted countless studies and published reams of reports concerning
the attitude of the chid, his home, and his environment. What about the atiitude
of the schools? Does Johnny really regard the school as a comfortable place where
he can meet friends, discuss his interests, rind seek help in planning his life? Doe,
Johnny regard his teacher as a person interested primarily in him and what he
is going to do for the rest of his life? Does he regard the principal's office as a place
to avoin! Does Johnny's student ramber serve Aim or does it serve as a substitute
for personal contact? Does Johnny know wl,at the stvients who couldn't make it
in Latin class arc doing all day down in the basement shop? Dyes he believe that
once he is sent to vocational school he has forfeited his right to higher education?
Does Johnny's principal sometimes think he is administering an employmeA
agency'? If not. why not?

As you ixmdcr these questions, don t completely absolve! the vocational educay'
either. Are you going to take your nest sibbetical leave and go back to prtvate
employment for a time? Why not? Administrators and teacher-educators, are you
trying to arrange your schedule so that you can return to the classroom for a
semester, perhaps in an urban school? Is enrollment in auto mechanics programs
still outdistancing avionics? if sr:, why? Arz we placing all our cosmetology
graduates? Ate the home econorif .s people pushing child care and other prog,arns
for gainful employment? If not, why not? Answers to these questions can tell as
quite a bit about out attitudes concerning vocational education. consideration
and discussion of our answers can at least 5crAc as a basic for more tlfectn,t.
eoinmunications.

I believe that vocational edueai on can he a powerful tool in c.irng some of our

13
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major social problems of today-poverty, crime, unemployment, unrest. Think
about it for a moment. Education, or the lack of it, cuts across virtually every major
problem we have. Al the same time, I am realistic enough to realize that full
responsibility for the solutions to our social problems cannot be laid;:; the doorstep
ef public education. While education cuts across the spectrum, it mu:4 have the
supportive services of o;her governmental agencies, private enterprise and the
community.

This is the reason I look forward to implementation of the Compreherr_ive
Manpower Act. And then comes the question: Does manpower or vocational
education have to be an "either-or" proposition? I think not. The Act should be
viewed, not as c threat to existing successful activities conducted by competent
vocational educators, but rather as an opportunity to complement ai d supplement.
such activities. Rather than considering it an unneccssaty duplication of facilities
and services, or the creation of a dual and separate school system, I feel certain
it can help make maximum effective use of our vocational and technical schools
and skill centers in carrying out the institutional training and educational com-
ponents of comprehensive manpower plans.

This legislation can strengthen the role of vocational educators. In appointing
my Council on Manpower Affairs, I included people who ate directly responsible
for vocational education in our state. This was to insure their participation in
planning and developing our annual comprehensive application for manpower
funds, to assure appropr.at, use of educational facilities and services, and to guard
against duplication' of effort and waste. I understand also that beyond regular
program funds provided by this Act, special incentive grants will be made to
states who develop exemplars linkage between manpower programs and voational
education. I have explained to the members of the Manpower Council in Delaware
that we should qualify each year for <uch grants.

Of course, the extent to which vocational education and educators will become
involved in this legislation nationally will be determined largely by the quality
and age.-essiveness of its leadership. Your results with students, your programs,
your placements, however, will speak louder than your words. Honestly evaluate
your traditional programs- in your area of specialization in your locale. If they
are found wanting, suggest new, ir nova,i,ie, and exemplary programs ba:,ed on
personal and employment needs. H funding formulae need revision to allow pro-
gram improvement, don't hesitate to suggest change. Your not only is to save
money, 'tut to spend available funds in the most effective manner possible. Direct
your attention to existing and emerging social problems as well as to existing and
emerging employment opportunitie,. Attempt to tie people to jobs through pro-
rams. Take a second and third look at ,he disadvantaged and the handicapped.
Follow up not only on graduates but also upor those who leave before gradua-
tion. Remember, they are also the "products- of our schools. Documc.it your
resultssatisfactory and unsatisfactory. Know and communicate what is happening
so that we may expand and extend success, diminish and eliminate failure.

And speaking of failure, let's stop using th term "drop.iut." The implication
is that ac youngster who leaves school has failed. But he hasn't. No matter what
his problem is, we have failed. And our failure will make it more difficult for him
to succeed. School it only one arena of education. The larger arena the on: that
is even more important-- is that of the community and society. That is where 'hese
kids are going to spend the rest of their lives. So when a youngster leaves school.
we have no right to forget him. Instead. we should redoable our efforts to "educate"
him. If we can find out where we have failed in such cases, we will increase the
probability of succeeding in the Future.

Each child is blessed with inherent talent and ability. Our jot, is to t ncover
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those talents and develop them to their fullest potential. Certainly potentials
vary. just as a large glass holds more water than a small glass. But is there any
reason why each cannot be filled to the brim? Our responsibility then and I

mean governors and public officials as well as teachers, aaministrators. and other
members of the comminity- is to put each youngster on the road that will lead
him to his happiest, most productive, and rewarding life in our society.

So I urge you to evaluate, suggest, revise. change, follow-up, document. com-
municate.

How can all this be done? flow can we go about getting effective 1.ct;on? Three
effective devices are at yotr immediate command.

First, bring your solutions to the attention of your State Advisory Council on
Vocational Education. Since, typically, they are appointed by the rvernor to
advise the State Board of Education, thei can generate the clout necessary to
persuade the establishment that your views are worthy of attention. (I understand
that in some sections of the country. some ridministrators are beg'nning to develop
a soreness behind the right ear. Apparently, a few of the newly- formed state
councils have begun to earn their pay.) The National Advisory Council on Voca-
tional Education is also at your service to deliver messages to the White House
and Capitol Dill. Both counciis are as m'ir as your mailbox and telephone: they
are rlso available on a regular basis, at open public meetings.

Second, bring your successes to the attention of the public through your greatest
avenue of communications in vocational education your youth organizations.
Personally, I have been involved in local, state, and national activities of the
vocational youth organizations and have been tremendously impressed with the
enthusiasm, the civic consciousness, and the social competency of these young
Americans. As Dr. Madden, our State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
remarked; "Wouldn't it be great if we could generate the same enthusiasm for
math and science?"

Action is worth a thousand words. One day last spring, every Delaware legis
lator found on his doh a beautiful potted lily. On it was a neat card complimems
of the students of Kent County Vocational Center. That action told the legislators
more about the activities of those youngsters than a thousand words of well -
prepared test. My visits to the Kent Coonty Vo-Tech Center and other schools
have impressed me with how much vocational youth organization, arc truly an
integral paii of the instruction program. I have for id lunch rooms supervised by
students rather than teachers: beautification projects undertaken and completed
by students rather than school boards: girls in white izers doing more to bring
peace and harmony in school corridors than policemen. Action. These youngsters
present a Vet) convincing argurn:nt for vocational education. "hey offer excep-
tional reinforcement for the chAlenges of public office and administration. As the
chief executive of a state. I advise you that if you haven't as yet turned these
organizations on, please don't do anything to turn them off.

There is no substitute for the energy and idealism of youth. We have in Delaware
recently formed a Governor's Youth Council of SO young people ranging in age
from 14 to 25. They were interviewed and selected, not by me, but by other young
people, and rep esem a wide cross-section of youth from throughout the state.
They represent every educational level including those who have left school and
including representatives from Ferris School and Woodshaven Kruse. schools
for delinquents. That council is the chide whereby Delaware hopes to get
young people involved in seeking solutions to our problems. ft svIl be ssorthsshile
as a means of communication if nothing else. But we are hoping for much more
And it doesn't take much imagination to guess the role the Council can play in
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developing vocational-technical challenges and in removing the stigma that mans
south and parents attach to vocational education.

third, and finally, your communications can be made directly to your governors,
your legi.lators, and your congressmen. Bring ycur suggestions to them by phone
or mail. You will find them surprisingly receptive and amicable. You may even
he al le to persuade them that your inc vidua! clout deserves their personal alien-

;i not, explain it to them at the polls.
Li summary, then, we have discussed how we can establish a national priority

fvr vocational education, and how we can go about getting effectiv: action. With
:II of this, we also need communication, coordination, and cooperation of all seg-

,Is of the community. We especially must work closely with the industrial
community., ror esample, to make sure that our educational system is training
youngsters for jobs that are needed in industry. A trained pipe-filter who can't
find a job is just as unemployed as the unskihed laborer who is out of a job.

In conclusion, let me say that everyone needs the satisfaction of doing something
he feels is important. !, feel that my job is important and f felt that it was an
important part of my job to talk to you today. I Teel that your job is an important
p.m of efforts to improve our system so that it will work better for more of our
ciii/ens, so that more will have the opportunity to red:lie the American dream. I
believe the single 1110s1 important activity. in America today is the one I talked
about here this morning helping individuals get the training and motivation to
fit into a happy and rewarding career.

Let me close by paraphrasing what Michelangelo said every school, CVO)
neiglAiorhood, is loaded with great human beings just waiting to he released. I

challenge you to release teem: you will carve out a niche for yourself in history.

SLCOND GLNERAI, SESSION
Monday, December 7

Welcome to Nel% Orleans
William J. Dodd

Stole Superintendent for Public Education
Louisiana

When I first became superintendent in this slate, the head of ins vocational
eduction disision told me we could succeed in having this Convention in New
Orleans. and he said it would be a treat thing for us. We'd learn much from the
people mho came and he said 3.00f) or 4.(00 would conic, but there arc more than
7.000 here.

I've just heard that this is the largest convention we've ever had, and if we had
one nest year it would be twice as large oecause you'd go hack and tell them what
a wonderful city New Orleans is.

Lei me S,11 that I believe in vocational education and have been preaching
its value for the last ten years. since I became a member of the Slate l'oard of
I duration.

I believe in vocationaLtechnical education, and we've formed a partnership in
this stale with i.idustry and with employers. We've redirected our agricultural
programs at I OU ,1,111d State Uniserstly. We no longer teach pc)ple to 1,11.x crops
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they can't sell. We teach them horticulture. We teach them small motor repair.
We don't teach them how to harness a mule; instead we teach them h,3ss to fix a
tractor.

We've done the same thing in our vocationaltechrical schools. We arc teaching
thousands of the French people along the coast who operate the boats out to the
thousands of wells in the Gulf. We're licensing those people. We are going to the
employer and saying. "What do you want that employee to know'? What do you
ssant us to teach him?'' And we arc asking him what kind of equipment he wonts
us to use to teach him. The Federal Government has made it possible for us to
get the kind of equipment we need, and thus we have ce- equipped our schools.
We didn't have that kind of money in the state.

There is a place for college education there will always be a place, But if you
were comparing education to an automobile. vocational education mould he the
orator and not the tail light. Vocational-technical education is goina to be the
,alvation of this country: it's going to do away with a lot of the welfare programs.
1 wish INe could get that across to the general public.

Yes, we're gild you came to New Orleans, and we know that you are going to
have a good time. We are happier that you're here than you are that ou're here,
and I hope that our people, our vocational-technical people who are helping you to
carry on this Convention, will learn as much as / know rouny of you are going to
learn from each other. I've seen same of the exhibits. 1 cant to see the time come
when we will use every hit of the proved research available in education the same
way that doctors, lawyers. and engineers use it. And I want to ace us get the money
for this type of education. so that we are on a comparative basis with higher

1 don't want to take the money away from higher educatiot, but let's
put the emphasis where the emphasis belongs in vocationaltechnical education,
where 80 to 90 percent of the boys and girls are.

Weleonv. I hope you have a good time and I wish I could `id), down here with
you. I cannot but I have 'o come and let you know how I feel abort v3eational-
technical education, and how we in touisiana feel about it.

CITATION
Remarks made by The Honorabl: James A. Rhodes

Governor of Ohio, 1963 - 1970
voon receiving an A VA Citation

(Sec .irclion on -A VA Awards and E.F.A.

Permit me to thank you for this honor. it does not belong to the Governor of Ohio:
it belongs to Byr1 Shoemaker and the people who have been suppro.scd for sonic
25 to 30 years in the Buckeye State. An J I say suppressed with a capital "S,- for
I know of no organisation that is belittled and besmirched as touch as vo:ational
and technical education.

I want to recite some figures in Ohio. Out of every 100 young people catering the
first grade. only 14 will graduate from college: therefore. 86 percent of he people
in Ohio are on their own. Now, you may think that this is a strange ligure, but
some states ' lee only nine and ten out of 100 graduating from college P ah all
the programs existence. we have 40,000 dropouts. In the state of Ohio last June
we graduated 1050X0 students who have nothing to offer the labor market ;wept
a strong hack and tw ) strong arms.

In some areas we are still constructing college-oriented high sehoi, Is where
50 percent on graduation night determine right then that they are no going'io
college. many because they cannot afford it. 1 hey base been denied their
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cducatioral rights in the state of Ohio. We do not have equal education. Every boy
and girl graduating from high school should have an alternative: each should have
a diploma in one hand and a job in the other, or the option to go on to college.
Those in higher education, however, practice intellectual snobbery.. They look
down upon vocational and technical education; they look down at every boy and
every girl who has to work for a living.

Now we have two systems that I believe in some areas happen to be antiquated
and obsolete. One is welfare. The welfare system as v.: know it costs more than
the educational system today, but is antiquated and oosokte, because fo, 36 years
we've been giving handouts and dotes instead of job training and job education.

Secondly., education itself is antiquated. For 100 years we've offered a general
course which leads to general unemployment. When superintendents can stand
up in your communities and tell parents that we have a system that will provide
education for every student, and that every boy or girl who does not want to go to
college can get J job, you can get all the money you need from taxpayers in your
respective cities. This has happened in Cleveland, Ohio, and it will happen in other
cities. The salvati,n of education from the taxpayer's standpoint lies with you
people here tonight. You are doing the great or in America, and I know hard-
ships, obstacles, and h:irardous conditions have been placed hcfore sou by people
in higher places. Now we have broken that Gordian Knot in Ohio. We have
battled thc Federal Government in older to strengthen the educational sysiern
of the state.

At present the most exciting feature of the educational system we have in Ohio
is vocational i4.nd technical education. We have many people here from Ohio, and
they deserve the credit, not the governor. They have worked diligently and sin-
cerely with no other purpose than doing something for boyys and girls.

The greatest blight on the dignity and decency of any man in the state of Ohio
is unemployment, and all people on welfare are victims of the educational .ystem.
And let me say something in defense of the dropouts from the system we have
40,000 in Ohio I will sa) that the finest 40,0(X) young people we have in Ohio
happen to be dropouts. llowuer, the educators on the higher level have led us to
believe that 4e.000 young Ohioans have turned their backs on society, on C1611/J-
tion, and on celiP7ation. Nothing could be so far from the truth. These youth found
out one thing: tha: the present educational system i; not meaningful to them.

Tel me describe a typical situz,tion in Ohio. A boy whose father is deceased wishes
to help his family to get ahead. lie Ants a job at the age of 16, when he can stop
going to school. So in school they tell him not to take a foreign language. If he has
to, hc can take Spanish since it's the "easiest.- The boy jumps up in class and says,
"I don't want to go to Spain." This is inside protest, which we don't allow: this
is inside academic dissent we don't want. This boy's "no good" immediately bc-
CdUSC he's against the establishment. Ile wants a job. Little arguments ensue, and
finally the matter is taken to the superintendent. They have just the place for hilt,
a system 89 years old: manual training.

For thc first three months he's going to build a bird box. In the neighborhcod hc
comes from hc hasn't seen a robin ii nine years. Nest he'll build a hat rack for
Aunt Nettie, and she hasn't had a hat on silice Confirmation: or a shoe shine box
for Cni.le Ned, and hc hasn't had his shoes shined since he got them from Thom
Niels

We're trying to measure thc dctcrity of that boy's hands in manual training,
because 89 years ago cscrything in New Orleans was mPdc of snood. carpentry
was a leading industry.. This, hosscser. is the technical age, and we're asking thc
educators in higher education to wake up before a decadent society is created in
America that no one will be able to cope with. We hose a double standard of
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education: we don't really have ghettos in America: we have areas of high rates
of unemployment, and the lowest form of education in America exists ;1-1 those
neighborhoods. We're not supposed to rock the boat, yet v.e can't save those people
unless we give them an opportunity

I've been in office eight years. The Constitution says that I cannot run again
But as an avocation I'm going to organise a Vocational and technical research
council. Were going to appeal to industry because when they know the cost of
production of getting trained people they're going to pitch in and help. We're
going to go to the National Association of Manufacturers. We're going to write to
every governor. Were going to write to the senators and the congressm There's
no reason why we should be giving SI4 for higher education aril only SI for the
education of 10 million young people who most need an education.

You're few in number and many are holding their hands on your head they

don't an you to grow up. They don't want you to rock the boat.
You may be small in number, small in site, but you have a cause and you have

principles and you have a purpose. You are trying to do something for human beings,
young people you're trying w get them a job: you're trying to make useful
eititens; you're trying to Mild, construct, and cultivate the best of America.

Greetings
David Colburn, President, High School Division, DECA

First of all, I'd like to express my sincere appreciation to the AVA for making it
possible for the Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA) w enjoy the
privilege of :sharing the spotlight on tonight's occasion. May I also add that I

have only five minutes 10 inform. enlighten, motivate. (.nd "turn on" almost 8,000
people in attendance here at this conference, "turn on'' A 000 people to one of
the greatest movements that will make the decade of the . mcst historic
one. something to remember.

DECA, of course, has many sister organisations. There's VICA.
FR.& and others. Bat primarily,. I would like to talk to you about the values of all
vocational youth organisations in this country'.

think we all agree that each of (he various instructional programs, such as
distributive education, provides the avenues for skill development: and do you
know that every single human being in this entire world has a skill of some !we
I here are numerous avenues available by way of these instructional programs for
the various skill developments an individual nay wish to explore. Certainly- large
amoui.s of money have gone into the funding and creation of techni:al education
centers, a ea Vocational centers. industrial trade schools, and (he like. and may
I assert (hat this has been a wise investment on the part of our government. But
I only wish that I could infl(ieme and encourage our friends al the policy making
level to understand somehow the fact (hat if vocational youth organisations are

exist and I mean exist on a sound, .eve.function I leveld. ample funds must br.
provided.

Furthermore, if (here is anyone who would wish to argue against (he usefulness
of vocational organisations, I am ready to stand up on behalf of every vocational
youth orggnitation in America, as I reprocm one of the greatest in existence today.
Youth organisation involvement provides the avenues for character development.
I &Ain Markham said it this way -We are a!! hind until we scc that in the human
plan nothing is worth making unless it builds the man. Why build these cities
glorious w'nile man unbuilded goes. In an we build the world unless the builder
also grows."
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You see, it takes more than skills to succeed in today's worid. How about the
ability to lead? If you want to see leadership exercised by decent American youth,
get assay from your television sets for awhile and look at what's really happening
with tocla:,'s young organisations. And not only is leadership needed, but also a
sense of responsibility, because if you don't know where you are going, you are not
likely to arrive.

What about the other important character-building values? floss about "D" for
tvrsire? Know where you are going. MK about "Ii" for enthusiasm? Want to
&et there, flow about "C" for conviction? Stand up for what you believe is right
and don't turn your back on life. And then "A" for action: do something when
you do get there. So we have "D" for desire, "L" for enthusiasm, "C" for con-
viction, "A" for action DECA, four important values. DECA: a very important
youth organirition Distributive Education Clubs of America.

There is a tremendous need to provide opportunity for all vocational students
to participate in vocational youth organisations. All should have this opportunity.

One thIng I'm sure of is this: after the twenty-fifth Annual Leadership Con-
ference of the Distributive Education Clubs of America, to b..: held in April '71
n San Antonio, ICUs, sonic very important eyes and ears are going to be opened
opened to the fact that this country needs vocational youth ori:rnintions such as
DECA to build character, to provide leadership, and to give hope and direction
for this nation's future. Part of the future lies in your hands, you in the audience:
after ail. don't we so often hear that today's adults are setting the example for the
youth?

If you truly do believe in today's youth, then you actually. believe in America,
And if you believe in America, then you will support the young people whom I
ara representing tonight in their endeavors, With your support for our organisa-
tions and with recognition of our efforts from all levels, you can rest assured as I
do that America's future is full of hope and grace. a future well worth waiting for.

f thank you for this honor and privilege of being able to express our good will.
Enjoy yourselves. Good night, and God bless you.

Vocational Education in a Pluralistic Society
Arnold R. Weber

Associate Director of the Office of Management and Budget
Executive Office of the President, Washington, D.C.
Formerly Assistant Secretary of Labor for Manpower

I am very glad to appear before you. Before I ascended to my rsrcsent position,
I was Assistant Secretary of Labor and Manpower and the natural enemy of
vocational educators, or so I was led to believe, although it certainly didn't turn out
that way. My' constituency then was the Employment Security Agencies. %%he
I would appear before vocational educators I always had to respond to crt,cisnis
of the Employment Service, and, of course, I would defend them with all the vigor
I had. Now that I have moved to the Executive Office of the President. my situation
has improved considerably. Everybody criticises us.

I have learned, though, that one can case one's way in public appearances by
finding a basis for identification with the group before which one is appearing. In
my Case. of course. that's a little difficult. I'm from New York City. and vocational
education didn't have the broad scope there ar the time I grey, up that ir does now.
I have. however, searched my background. I know you'll he pleased to know that
my wife is a home economist. As a matter of fact, she taught and had her salary.
as I recall, raised to S-1.200 a year thanks to Smith-Hughes. She still retains some
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of her skills, and around our house we say 'hat everything she makes [night not
taste good, but it looks lovely on the plate. A home economist proved to be a very
wise choice, I an to say.. And I hope each of my three boys also marries one.

I do have a serious message. and I think everybody has to (differentiate his
product: I thinl. what you've gutten up to this point- and this is the tendency of
such conventions-- is a steady qreato of supportive messages telling you
important you are and how WO you are doing your job. 'loth of those observations
are correct, but I also think both those .)bservations do not preclude the occasion
for, or necessity' for. critical elf-evaluation in order to develop your orientation in
terms of contemporary. circumstances.

Now the test of my message is very simple, and I do :peak to you as somebody
who spent his career as an educator. I was a college professor until it became a
haiardous occupation. Then I came to Washington and, as Ass'stant Secretary
ol Labor for Manpower, had a primary interest in, and responsi'oility for, training
programs.

In both those capacities I've had the opportunity to observe vocational education,
so that I speak to you not only as a Icderal official but Ls a sympathetic observer
somebody who has had the opportunity. to :.ec what you have to offer and how
you've served it up on the plate. to savor it. and to determine how both the service
and he cooking might be improved.

My message to you is that sucational and technical education undoubtedly are
essential ingredients of effective contemporary educational and manpower politics.
However. for you your potential and serve the vital role which you
should, you have to adapt to changed circumstances and learn to interact with a
whole range of institutions that weren't on the scene over l00 years ago when the
Morrill Act M as passed and established the principle of federal support of voc...tionat
educat'on or even 50 years ago when Smith-Hughes was passed.

if y>u look back, y oil find from a vantage point sech as mine that there has bs.m
federal involvement in vocational education over a hundred -year period. Indeed.
federal involvement with and commitment to education from the sery beginning
was inestiicably related to vocational education. Probably the most far-rea..hing
piece of legislation in this area, as I indicated, was tile lsiorrill Act. which provided
for the establishment of land grant. Most of these land-grant colleges had a
vocational orientation initially., but ()vet the years they have changed. They were
affected in many ways by the demands of society and efforts to emulate European
higher education. Ehey moved away from the old A & M to the consTt
university., where education was not merely a vehicle to equip you for gainful
emphyme'l or economic service to society. but also a vehicle to equip you for
the quest for truth or knowledge through rec.,.rch or to enable you to bceonc.
more intelligent consumer of knowledge and literature and what sock had to
offer.

As the concept of higher cducati in changed to encompass what Mc associate
now with the university, another piece of legislation was passed to fill that gap
that was the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917. The Smith-Hughes Act established the
basic structure of federal involvement in and support for vocational education.
it sursived intact Mitt 01-c esccption of a few amendments, until the passage of roe
Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Amendmems thereto in 1968. The support
the Act gave was generally circumscribed b., a gr a nt-;n-aid system. but it M
grant-in-aid system subject to minimal relraints or control:. Certainly. there
was an Office of I Ju,:ation or its COLM:Cipart, but state administrators had %Nide
latitude in the way they used funds received in respon-e to their assessment of
local needs. It's M hal MC sometimes tall sardonically in he Office of Nianagement
and Budget the -lay it on the stump and run- approach that is. we provide the
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funds and trust to the wisdom and intelligence of local officials. The range of
study and coarses, however, were also fairly well layed outinitially in the areas
of agriculture and home economics, to which were added trade and industry, and
then distributive education. Program udministration then was primarily on a state
and local basis. There was provision for matching, and it was a period of limited
growth and of the programmatic and administrative tranquillity which is associated
with limited growth.

This situation started to change in 1960. During the late fifties and the decade of
the sixties vocational education was subjected to great pressure, great strain and
stress, great stimuli for char.ge in resronse to changing circumstances as were all
educational institutions. I would identify three sets of variables or factors which
impinged upon vocational education at that time. First was the combination of
Sputnik, national demographic trends, and the expression of national taste with
respect to the desire for higher education.

The consequences of these developments was that it was higher education which
was now the glamour area in the educational universe. Thus, if tt was to be
expanded federal aid to education, it was not going to be in I. ; direction of
vocational education -which was viewed as being in a rather steu,iy statebut to
higher education, to people who could build us the better mouse trap or the better
astronautical delivery system to get that man on the moon, as indeed was done
last year.

The second factor which put great pressure on vocational education was the
direction of labor market trends. At the end of the fifties and through the early
sixties we entered what we can now call, in retrospect, the Great Automation
Scare. Those of you who read the literature then, as I did when I was in the
university, will recollect that we were in a period of less than full employment,
and people ware casting around for explanations of the situation. They tended to
associate it with a new surge of technological change designated as automation.
Ali sorts of auguries of the future were conjured up ro that, if one would listen to
the fantasies that were vended at that time. certainly by no later than 1972 the
e,-.anomy would comprise one worker with a hyperactive index finger who would
pu:a a button and out would come a rrillior. dollars worth of goods and services
untot.ched by human hands while we all queued at the cod of the machine. Well,
it's clear that those fantasies won't be realised, indeed; mere people are employed
in more jobs 82 million of them than ever before.

Rut it is true that technological change and change in consumer taste have
achieved or caused a drastic restructuring of the labor force. Toraay, primary
employment in the American labor force is in the white collar and professional
and teehmical category. Employment in agriculture declined from approximately
17 percent in 1946 to about 4 percent today, although we are producing more as
a result of technological change. Similarly. there has been a shift away from
manufacturing and blue collar industries, to the so-called "service industries:
government financed trade, and what have you. These shifts in the structure of
C-e labor force. associated with the change in industrial structure and with the
changes in technology, clearly raised questions in the minds of many observers
concerning the relevance of vocational education. giving rise to the myths of the
bread box. the bird house, the tie rack. When I took shop in junior high school I
made a tie rack, I remember very proudly. And I learned a little about wood and
I learned to keep my thumb out of the plane. Rut I didn't learn mush more, So
they were serious questions that were raised daring the sixties concerning the
relevance of vocational education in providing those skills that were needed in
an economy characteritcd by dynamic upgrading.

Thirdly, there was the development of large-scale manpower programs. NON,
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these manpower programs were triggered by the concern over automation to
which I just alluded, and by the civil rights revolution which became manifest in
this country n 1964. These two forces had a great impact on the Congress and on
the capacity and willingness of the Congress to commit federal funds to what we
designate as manpower training, which is really vocational education in one form
or another. So. you can say that the year one A.D., with respect to manpower
training, was 196' The appropriations for training programs independent of the
employment servi.e in 1962 were 510 million. In fiscal 1970, it was $1.85 billion.
Now those dollars only incidently went to the established institution with the
historical expertise and claim on those resources vocational education which was
in one component the institutional training component of the Manpower Develop-
ment and Tr ining Act. But beyond that there was a proliferation of programs and a
proliferation of agencies.

In fact then, what we saw was a massive commitment to the concept of training
a' an instrument or economic and social policy, but by and large it passed you by.
That's a hard but realistic fact, you know, and is not a judgment of the merits
of it. In fact, it happened, ar.d money flowed to exotic organisations like the Com-
munity Action Agency in many instances the Employment Service and to other
groups like Opportunities Industrial Corporation. which many of you have in
your communities, So what we saw during the sixties, it seems to me. was voca-
tional education as a set of programs, as a concept, as an institution. It was aqacked
because peorle alleged in many instances. unfairly and in some instances
correctly that it 'vas not relevant to the needs of a modern educational system or
a modern labor market. At the same time the resources needed to make it relevant
were unavailable because it was cut out of the increase in resources that -'as
associated with the Congressional commitment to manpower programs.

The reaction of vocational education during the period of the sixties when this
was happening was, in a way, a rather classic reaction. The first thing that was
done was to reassert vocational education's jurisdiction by statute because what
is seen in writing must be true. and what is in a statute not only must he true but
must be adhered to. So in the mid-sixties we sass the amendment to tf,c Manpower
Development and Training Ar.it, Section 241, which provided for or mandated in
the development and idministraticn of manpower programs the use of skill centers.
Of course, skill centers were those adult training centers that were established
and run by local vocational education systems.

Now, it is true that that sort of helped nail you into the system and establish
a claim where you really didn't have it before. But also. as all of you know who
have been associated with government in one way or another. it created a challenge
to bureaucrats in other bureaucracies who didn't want to use you. There must he
2,000 reasons that can be developed by local program sponsors for not using skill
centers, and I've read every one of them, particularly with respect to the JOBS
program.

The second response was to expand the score of your interests and jurisdi
in vocational education so that it would be more closely integrated with where
the action was training the so-celled "disadvantaged" because that's where
Congress was willing to nut money, and because it would establish a competitive
claim on the part of vocational education relative to Community Action Agencies,
relative to the employment service, relative to state welfare agencies under the
Work Incentive Program. This came in 1963, and more specifically. in the Amend-
ments of 196h which said that the vocational education system was responsible
for the development of programs that would adequately serve the disadvantaged.
Although this charter reflected a capacity and willingness on the part of the
vocational education establishment to change, it was really too late because $1
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billion of that training money was now funded through the Economic Opportunity
At and the C.A.A.'s had built up their own constituencies. Similarly, other signifi-
cant parts of manpower training crogram.: were funded through the employment
service or other agencies, and they had their constituencies. Thus, there is con-
siderable justification for the complaints that the Vocational Education Act, once
it got beyond the construction of fa:ilitio. A as really underfunded. For esi;mple,
I was responsible for the Job Corps, and when I'd appear before a Congressional
Committee t Was asked by various Congressmen what r was doing ',inning a
Job Corps, Mh;ch is really a residential vocational training institution for which
there's a provision in the Vocational Education Act of 63, as amended in 68. Well,
the reason I was running it was because the Congress said there should be such
a program called the Job Corps and that the Department of Labor should run it
becau,... apparently, they didn't have the confideace in or didn't want to give it to
vocational education when it was started in 1964.

So, what I'm saying to you is that the history of vocational education has been
such that it's always been inextricably related to Feuer:II support, and indeed, for
many years it was the main line o. federal support. However, in the recent past it
tended to be moved out of the action: moved out of the claim to primary or nvjor
segments of total resources going to whit you can generally identify as vocational
education, because of the factors which caused the Congress' interest in cc/sanded
vocational education in the first place and to sonic extent because of its unwilling-
ness or incipacity to change.

This trend started to change in 1969 when the President sent up to the Con
gross a proposed Comprehensive Manpower Act. The Act presumed to pill
together all the categorical programs that had been established in the manpower
area. We also tried. in a coy direct way, to give a central role to the vocational
education group. First, we included in our draft bill a strong purchase of service
clause which said that any prime sponsor setting a training program had to give
priority to established institutio .s, i.e.. vocational education institutions. Secondly,
we made sure that the states acre built into the planning process. Now this was
important because we knew that socational educators tend to have large infli once
at the state level but might not have as greit influznce at the local level. Thirdly,
when the plans came up for approval and funding at the federal lesel. HEW was
to approve the vocational education plan, and not the bepartment of Labor.

It was an exciting bill. It ,A as and is a bill that you can understand and I can
understand. I Jon't think readers of the Sunday supplement can und,rstand it,
because what it provided for was flexible funding and the shift of power and
resources assay from the Federal Government for the first time in tile modern
history of this Republic. We brought the funding down to the state !eve!. as much
as SO percent of that 51.9 billion, and we were going to say, ''Wc used to control
its disposVan now you control it, because vse don't believe we can expect you
to do the job unless ye gist you ,hc resources."

'Atiat happened with this bill! We tried to put toce;her a coalition v: ch sus
responsise to the world as it A as in 1969. We couldn't say, "Eels forget C.A.A.'s.
"let's forget mayors." They're a political reality, and indeed, they have sonic
major conti.bution to make. But, of course. making this accommodation we
couldn't sat'sfy everyone. What happened was that the governors although they
thought it was acceptable did not really gist their support. The Employment
Sersice thought certain parts of it were all right, but not enough to support. Voca-
tional education and the AV supported it, but in a scry sotto voce manner. Indeed
it was certainly slIfficult to identify the position o; the AVA. especially as related to
stolen-writs from specific units and sub-grows of this organisation aroLnd the
country. The only pourss that supposed that Nee of legislation aggressively
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were the Conference of Mayors and the League of Cities. Now a bill is corning out
of Congress cut of conference in the Congress. That bill was not what we
introduced; it's not what you wanted. In effect, the fellows who walk away with
the influence and control over resources are local mayors who can be established
as prime sponsors and will then purch..se services sometimes from you. but
sometimes from oth:; organisations.

Now, it will be interesting to see how that bill conies out. As I left Washington,
one of our concerns was that they were adding a 5750million authorisation for
so-called "public service employment." which is really subsidised eriployment
in the public sector w.th very limited training input. Under that program.
vocation..1 educators can't play their proper role. More to the point, when it

comes to funding the Vocational Education Act of 196? as amended in 1968,

certain sums of the money that otherwise would be allocated to vocational
education undoubtedly will be di'erted to other sorts of programs. which
politically the greatest thing since homogenited peanut butter. It's going to be
a sure-fire seller if that bill passes.

What lessons can be derived from this experience. and what has to he done to
insure the role that vocational education should have in education and social
developments? I really didn't come here to scold you: my comments az meant to
be constructive and helpful and I'm not going to tick off the litany of criticisms
that outsiders general's. make. However, it seems to me that there arc certain
guides certain principles or standards that you, as leaders in your profession,
leaders in your community, should or may want to keep in mind as you go about
your duties between now and your next consention.

First. I think it's important for v,)cational educators to recogniic that vocational
education exists in a pluralistic society, in a phiralistic labor market. The acquisition
of skills in any modern industrial society was never the exclusive province .Jf one
particular form of pedagogy. There's formal :ocational education, there are
apprenticeship programs, there arc on-the-job training programs, there arc

coupled programs. and there arc as many brilliant permutations as you could
develop. My only point is that you have to recogni/c the sco: of the labor market:
the process of skill acquisition takes place in many forms ano under many institu
tional arrangements, so that you can't Cleft an exclusive claim on everything that
bears the label "training- or "education." In fact, what you have to do is to better
identify your comparative advantage and how you can make your contributions
to other modes of training which fall out of the formal educational system.

Secondly. I think that this means that vocational education and my friends
in the employment service will have to learn to share the action in this area with
ether institutions. I think you should all recognise 11 at vocational education in
this country is no longer merely .a matter of education, a la Smith-flail-les. It's
big social tolicy and big educational policy and big economic policy. That is.

when we talk about what should he done about invrcased unemployment, one
of the first things we look at is training, not merely as an educational vehicle.
but as at. instrument of economic policy. We look ,1 the welfare problem and we
S4y. "1404 can we solse and ever attempt to solve this excruciating and burden-
some problem and system that we hase before us today?" One answer ands to he
-training" or "rocational education." but you cannot think of ...National education
-;is an idindi unto itself." Indeed, vocational education, is part of a wide rang:
of axial and economic action, and it must share the stage and learn to interact
and engage in constructive dialogue with the other actors.

Thirdly. it seems to me that vocational education must strengthen the linkage
between the labor market employ men:, and formal eurriculum Tco often 'here's
slrt of an unreality to it. 1 here w is one small town in New York. which shah remain
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unnamed. in which we had funded for eight consecutive years licensed practical
nurse training programs, at an aggregate cost of over 52 million. That town had
to be comprised of half the people who were sick and half the people who were
taking care of them. Just think what that S2 miltion could have done for that com-
munity if it had been used in terms of developing an institutional framework for
training people for occupations other than that of licensed practical nurse. This
is flat to deny the importance of the LPN program, but it isn't the exclusive
component in the labor market and has certain limitations as to characteristics
of those who participate. Fortunately, you have to give self-conscious considera-
tion to the questions. Who are yea?, Where do you want to go? and What do you
want to do when you get there? Instead of merely responding to the availability
of resources, you should rirther define your role based or what you can do best,
and, as far as the Federal Government is concerned, resources inevitably will
flow in that direction.

It is my feeling that the development of community colleges provides an
excellent opportunity for vocational educators to develop a new sense of identity
and a new focus away from that notion that vocational education is lesser edu-
cation, and to further develop forms of education that provide solid academic
components as well as a bridge to useful employment in the labor market. Be
that as it may, a problem getting your message across to those who 'a an to
listen is the problem of your identification of what you want.

Finally, all institutions have to develop self-consciously the capability and the
willingness to adapt. Clearly the previous administration in many of its programs
adopted the policy., and this is an academic judgment, that the way you solve and
respond to many of the problems that beset us is by overlooking the existing
institutions and creating new ins,itut'ons which are competitive, which will
shock, and which will create tensions among the established institutions. Probably.
that ,sas a good thing, but, in my judgment, it was clearly overdone. What this
Adm: istration has adopted as its policy in the new federalism. what it's offered in
manpower, and what it's offered in other areas is the inestimably more difficult
course: not building new gleaming cities, social Phoenixes from the ashes of past
ruins, but conserving what's good about established institutions while giving
them incentives to change,

I submit to you that that's the more challenging task, Anybody coilld set up a
new community action agency, but try asking them what it means to engage is
constructive trainino. Anybody could set up a new corporation which sells
training services. but this liquidates 100 year of competence that we already
possess is the vocational education establishment. So what we've done and will
continue to do, as reflected in the President's statements, is continue our commit-
ment to the constructive reform of those institutions which have screed us well
and should continue to serve us well in the future. High on that list of critical
ins(' Wiens that we want to see change and institutionahri. the ciipacity to change
is vocational education and vocational technical education.

You penile have a special responsibility. You're the one educational institution
that consc:ously constitutes a link between the school and the world of work, thi.
moves yourq). people into the area of adult responsibility. N'ou'+e the one institu-
tion that's resporiaible for conveying the dignity. of ,c fismenship and high stan-
dards of work: you's e done that and you've done it well.

The other challenges I raised with you, not because I don't think you a ilf succeed
in overcoming them, but because I know in the fullness of time you can succeed,
and your success will he subject not only to federal generosity, but to your own
sense of mission. I A141 you well.
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CITATION AWARDS
Conferred upon individuals who have aided significantly in the develop-
ment and progress of vocational-techm'cal and /or practical arts education
with emphasis on contributions of national importance.

The Honorable Russell W. Peterson
Goternor of Delaware

Ps.rhaps no governor of any state at any time has given such high priority to the
cause of vocational education in his state and has sponsored So many bills to expand
and strengthen vocational education programs in his state as has Governor Peterson.
During his adminisqation, which continues until 1973. laws have been enacted
whirl, provide for vocational education in all school district., summer programs and
in- service training of vocational educators. and state support of vocational youth
organisations.

His interest and leadership have been extented to all other states through his
chairmanship of the Education Coni.iiission of the States, an arm of the National
Conference of Governors. Through this body he has effectively persuaded governors
of other states to support vocational education through legislation and other means.

(kvernor Peterson, a native of Wisconsin, earned bachelor and doctoral degrees
from the University of Wisconsin. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi
honorary. fraternities.

Before entering the political arena in his adopted state, he NJS a leader of the
Three-States Citizens Council. a director of the Greater Wilmington Development
Council, a director of the Correctional Council of Delaware, president of the
mington Kiwants Club, and was active in many other state and local organisations.

The Honorable James A. Rhodes
Gmernor of Ohio 1963-70

Mr. Rhodes' long c ^cry as a public servant to the it 01 Columbus and the state
of Ohio, as auditor. mayor. education boar( member. and Governor, has been char-
d,terited by his strong interest in youth and especially by his vigorous support of
vocational education.

During his two terms as Gosernor, vocational and technical coucdtion in Ohio was
expanded as revel. before, with new training centers, para-professional training and
special programs for disadvantaged yui..'h in inner cities, all stemming from
master plan for vocational education to verse youths and adults of :III ability reVCIS in
accordance with the needs of business and industry.

Ciosernor Rhode, articulated his philosophy and experience in a hook on vocational
education. ,41terriative ro a Decadent Society., and through speeches throughout
Ohio and in many other states. His fello.s governors and many educators base paid
tribute to his national leadership in rallying surport for training for work. 1 he Ohio
Yocatii.mal Associatin named him as its "Man of the Year'' in 1967. and he has re-
ceised honoroy degree, front 11 universities in Ohio. including his alma mater.
Ohio State University.

He has been president of the Amateur Athletic t nion on two occasions. vs;,s a
founder of the Van American Games, and he has 11,0 been achve in mans other
athletic organisations.

SERVICE AWARDS
Given to professional vocational educators in recognition of outstanding
work over a period of years.
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Melvin L. Barlow
Chairman, Division of Vocational Education,
University of California, Los Angeles

"fie tossers among the all -time great leaders of vocational cducati, n." This is
one of many :t,ias.irig appraisals of Dr. Barlow by his professional associates.

As a teacher. counselor, speaker, autht r, edito*, historian, It's contributions t
vocational education over more than a quarter century have had national, eve.'
international, influence. He served on advisory committees named by Presidents
Kennedy' and Johnson: he stas consulted by Congress on the 1968 Amendments to
the Vocational Education Act; his 1967 book iiisiory of industrial Education in the
United Stales is considered the definitive work on the subject.

Governors, state superintendents of education, stale and national assrciatiois of
educators have sought his counsel and his inspiration, as corhultant dnd speaker. In
1968 he %vas consultant to the Ministry of Education in Turkey..

He was president of the Natiornti Association of Industrial Teacher Educators in
1956-7, has been chairman of the AVA committee on public information dncl has
sersed as a member of the edu,:ational television committee.

A Dative of Oklahoma, Dr. Barlow received bachelor and masters di:VC,:v in
engineering and physics at the University. of Southern California and a doctoral:
in education from the University of Cal:forma.

T. Carl Brovvn
State Coordinator of Cooperative Education and
Chief Consultant in Distributive Education,
Nuth Carolina Department of Education, Raleigh

A pioneer in distributive education in North Carolina and in the r. lion. b.:gin-
ning in 1939, "T. Carl" has fostered cooperative relations beivieen education and
business throughout a busy lifetime. He helped to organic the National AssDCidt;on
of State Supersisors of Distributive Education in 1946. the Dis'r butive Education
Clubs of America year later. and the National !slanagement Development Council
for Distributive Education in 1968.

As a member of the AVA Legislative Committee in 19.1h. hew is instrumental in
drafting the George-Barden Act vthich gave official recognition and financial st p-
port to training in distributive education, dnd he was a member of the same coin.
mittee %hen it helped establish guidelines for the Vocational Education Act of 1961.

Ile has contributed numerous II rii:lcs 10 the AMERICAN VOCAlIONAL JOURNAl and
other professional publications, has addressed many stale vocational association
meetings outside his home state and many organisation, of busi nes, men in North
Carolina.

Ile has served on the ads kory council of the North Carolina Vocational
tion since 1939, and he NJ% %JO: president of the Distributive Education Divi.ion f

.AVA, and a member of the AVA Board.
Mr. Brown is a native of North Carolina and received his aeademir training at

Mars Hill Junior College, Wake forest University. University of North Carolina,
and NOV York University.

David W. Berryman
Director of Vocational, Industrial and Technical Education,
Springfield, Nlissouri

One man can make a differeit.:e rn a community. In the process of bringing shout
that ditfcrence, he influences his school. his students, a.'d people outside. in,luc:in!
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some in high places. His fellow townsmen, his fellcw teachers testified to these
things in their nomination of Mr. Berry man. So did United States Senators and
Congressmen.

When he was named to his position in the Springfield Public Schools in 1958.
Mr. Berryman brought with him 17 years of experience in the Poplar Bluff school
system and a record of active participation in the Missouri Vocational Association,
including a term as president in 1954.

In Springfield he established an apprenticeship program in tool and die making,
initiated a health occupations program, and expanded trade and technical training.
Soon the system had it vocational-technical school. The existence of facilities and
strong training programs. for youth at,: efults, helped attract new industry to
Sp ingfield. One corporation spokesman repor... "Thousands of assembly oper.ocrs,
repairmen, testers and middle managers have been subjected to courses in Berry-
man's institution. The results have been exemplary.

Mr. Berryman holds degrees from Wesiminister College and the University of
issouri.

Rachel Marley
Vocational Homemaking Teacher,
Mart High School, Mart, Texas

A teacher of young people and a leader of ica,.:hers 'Thai has been Miss Marley's
professional life since 1918, and she has declined all opportunities for any other
career. Her fellow teachers 1,1 Texas nominated her for an Outstanding Service
Award "to honor a truly master teacher who has unselfishly given much beyond the
call of duty to her profession and the cause of vocational education in this nation.'

After ten years of teaching vocational homemaking in three different school sys-
tems in the state, Gorman, Port Arthur. and Reisel. Miss Marley moved to Mart
(1970 pop. 2.125) in 1949 and has taught there ever since. The state organization of
Future Homemakers of America awarded her its honorary degree in 1957.

Ti 1963 she led the effort to organize the state Vocational Home Economics
Teachers Association. and was elected president in each of the first three years.
during which the membership grew to become largest of the state Lssociations, with
each member also a membe AVA and of the National Association of Vocational
Home Economies Teachers. She was .shosen chairman of 'AVIIET for the year
1967.8 and she fesinred active participation in the national meeting b... college stu-
dent members.

Miss Marley holds B.S. and M.S. degrees in education, and has studied at Sam
Houston State Teachers College, Colorado A&M, Norta Texas Slate University.
Texas Woman's University. rid Baylor University.

NI ER Ir AWARDS

Preserved to individuals or organi:ations not engaged in educatioo. .vn
professional basis mho have contributed signific.mtly to the success of cns'
phase of vocational-technical and /or practical arts education.

1 he Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc.
Ness York, N.Y.

ram the beg nning of vocational education. students have beer taught the skills
of work.og with wood and with metals of man) kinds, but plastics have entered into
American life so recently. in so many diverse forms, and their use has expanded so



rapidly that vocational training in plastics has lagged behind, and the need for
skilled wmkers far exceeds the supply.

The Society of the Plastics Industry, which represents all the manufacturers and
most processors of plastic, recognized the need for more training and organized
the Plastics Education Committee. composed of representatives from industry and
from education rt both the secondary and postsecondary levels.

A nationwide manpower survey confirmed the need for trained personnel in the
plastics field. Results of the survey were disseminated to more than 60.000 schools
and to AVA members at the national convention. Under the leadership of the
Society, several member companies have provided money, materials and equipment
for training programs in schouis located in many parts of the United States.

Recently the Society established a new arm, the Plastics Education Foundation.
dedicated to improving cooperation between the plastics industry and vocational

lucators, with a full-time staff member to implement the program.

Jack Hankins
General N tanager, Sears, Roebuck and Co.,
Little Rock, A rktmsas

A store manager who wonders what he might do to help young people in VOid
tional education will find a wealth of answers in Mr. Hawkins' record:

Make your store a training station for students in distribAive education. Sears
in Little Rock has one to 18 youths in work - training any time.

Let studcn:s borrow cash registers. display cases. manrequin and other equip-
merit for classwork or demonstration,.

Pay for a newspaper ad describing distributive education. Mr. Hawkins bought
a full page.

Sponsor a swine show for 1-.EA.
Provide a meeting place and a luncheon for girls and adisers in the State

Lxecutive Council of futire Homemakers.
Serve as member or chairman of an advisory committee on distributive educa

tion. Mr. Hass kips has done this for eight years.
Participate in the National Leadership Conference of UFA.

1 hese dr.d other contributions were cited by vocational education professionals
who nominated Mr. Hawkins for an Award of Merit. Mr. Hawkins has been presi-
dent of the Arkansas Council of Retail Merchants, Downtown t.ittle Rock Kissanis
Club. Pulaski Count) Better Business Bureau, and the Arkansas 0.hain Store
Council.

E.E.A.SIIIP'S C11,1110\

Robert \I. Worthington, Assistant Commissioner of Vocational-Technical I due.
lion in Ness Jersey, received !he Ship's Citation of the I ducational I xhibitors'
Association in recognition of his many outstanding and distinguished contributions
to vocational and practical arts education the local. state and national levels.

Under Dr. Worthington's leadership. the vocational education program in New
Jersey has h:en greatly broadened in concept and scope.

Beyond the boundaries of New Jersey. Dr. Worthington has worked as a con
sultant on vocational and industrial education in more than 20 states. He is now
serving on both the National Advisor) Council on Vocation.11 I duedtion and the
Naticmal Advisory Board on Consumer I ducation.

He taught machine shop and draflinj in St. Paul. Minn and then taught at the
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college level while completing the recuirements at the University of Minnesota for
both his M.A. degree in industrial education and Ph.D. degree in education.

Dr. Worthington has 1% ritien numerous articles in professional and technical
journals and has been editor of The Journal of Industrial Technical Teacher Educa-
tion. He has also co-authored textbooks an industrial education, and he has been an
officer of several professional organiiations.
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The /louse of Delegates of the American Vocational Association convened in the
Presidential FAIon of the Jung Hotel, New Orleans. Louisiana. at 10 30
December 9. 1970, President C. Thomas Olive presiding.

President 0:iv° announced that Thomas L. Devin, Dumas, Texas, would serve
as Parliamentarian, and that Micah Naftalin, General Counsel of AVA. would
advise on legal and technical que,tions,

President Olive requested Executive Director Burkett to call the roll of states.
Preceding the roll call. Exex.itive Director Burkett read that part of the AVA
Bylaws relating to the House of Delegates. The number of delegates eligible from
each state in accordance with the AVA Bylaws and the cumber pr:sent were as
follows:

State
Nuntbe, of Delegates

Eligible Present

Alabama 17 17

Alaska 0 0
Ariiona 4 4

Arkansas 10 10

California 12 8

Colorado 4 4

Connecticut 4 4

Delaware I 0

District of Columbia 2 I

Florida 11 11

Georgia 24 24

Hawaii 0 0
Idaho ,_ 1_

Illinois 18 18

Indiana 9 9

Iowa 10 10

Kansas 6 6
Kentucky 12 12

Louisiana 9 9

Maine I 0
Maryland 3 s

Massachusetts 10 4

Michigan 4 ,_
Minnesota 15 15

Mississippi 7 6

Missouri 10 10

Montana 2 -
1

Nebraska 5 3

Nevada 1 0
New Hampshire 1 0

New Jersey 6 6
New Mexico 3 3

New York 10 10

North (Throlin i 26 26
North Dikoht 4 3

Ohio .,x 23
Oklahoma is 15

Oregon , 3

Pcnnsykania 9 9
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State Number of Delegates
Eligible Present

Rhode Island 0 0
South Carolina 12 11

South Dakota 2 2
Tennessee 15 15
Texas 25 25
Utah 3 3

Vermont I 1

Virginia 18 18
Washington 8 8

West Virginia 4 4
Wisconsin 16 16
Wyoming 2 _
Guam 0 0
Philippines 0 0
Puerto Rico 8 8
Virgin Islands

1

TOTAL 428 105

President Oliva) asked those in attendance to rise in silent prayer to pay tribute
to those AVA members who passed away during the year.

President identified some procedures the Chair would foliow in conducting
the meeting:

I. Delegates recognized from the floor should give full name and state.
2. Unless a motion is very clear at the time the question is called, the Chair

will request the secretary to restate the motion.
3. The Chair will follow the agenda as printed in the Convention Program.
4. According to AVA B)laws, the Robert's Rules of Order will In followed.

Minutes of Last Meeting
It was moved by Delegate Todd Sagraves. Connecticut. and seconded b) Dele-

gate Hunter. North Carolina, that the House of Delegates dispense with
the reading of the minutes of the meeting. December 10. 1969, Boston, Massa-
chusetts. and that they be approved 3% presented. Motion carried.

Executive Director's Report
President Orivo called on Executive Director Burkett for his annual report to the

House of Delegates. (See Section A at end of House of Delegates minutes.)

Treasurer and Auditor's Report
President Oliva asked Ruth S. Backus. A VA Treasurer, to give the financial report.

(See Section B at end of House of Delegates minutes.)
C. D. Hutchinson, Chai-man of the Audit Review Committee. presented his

report to the delegates. (See Section C at end of House of Delegates minutes.)
It was moved by Delegate John L. Lewis, South Carolina, and seconded by
Delegate Hifi Lee. Iowa, :hat the I-inancial Report and the Audit Review
Committee Report he approved as presented. Motion carried.

ResolutionsProgrem of Work Committee Report
President ()list, called on David Bland, Chairman. Resolutions-Program of Work

Committee, Ire presented the report on the AVA Program of V. Me Program
of Work and Poliey Resolutions are carried in the sectice, which follows the flou.e
of Delegates report
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Resolutions

At this time David Bland reviewed Ihe Resolutions with the Delegates. It was
agreed by general consent that the title of each Resolution would be read, the
intent of the resolution identified, and the resolves read to the Delegates:
Resolution No. 1-- Women in the World of Work

It was moved by Delegate David Bland and seconded by Delegate Dorothy
Chambers, Alabama, that Resolution No. I be approved. Motion carried.

Resolution No. 2- -National Vocational Education Week
It was moved by Delegate David Bland and seconded by Delegate Alice llill,
Florida, that Resolution No. 2 be approved. Motion carried.

Resolution No. 3 --Professional Experience and Service in the A VA Office
It was moved by Delegate David Bland and seconded by Delegate Bernard
Nye, Ohio, that Resolution No. 3 be approved. Motion carried.

Resolution No. 4- Timing of Education Appropriations
It was moved by Delegate David Bland and seconded by Delegate Anne Mc-
Carthy, N:W York, that Resolution No.4 be approved. Motion carried,

Resolution No. 3 Feasibility Study of the Conversion to the Metric System
It was moved by Delegate David Bland and seconded by Delegate Ras Doane.
Connecticut, that Resolution No. 5 be ..pprosed. Motion cart ed.

At his time Delegate Paul Day, Minnesota, proposed that in the interest of saving
time that the remaining Resolutions be reviewed and if any amendments or
questions are pro -ised they can be acted upon at the conclusion.

It was moved by ',relegate Bill Harrison, Oklahoma, and ses.onded by Harry
Schmidt. Minnesota, that the remaining Resulutions be considered according
to Delegate Paul Day's proposal. Motion carried.

Resolution No. 6 Professional Development in Vocational and Technical Education
No amendments offered.
Revolution No. 7 Leadership Development
No amendments offered,
Resolution No. 8 Day Care Centers
No amendments offered.
Resolution No. 9 Role of Industrial Arts Career Octet(); 'tent
No amendments offered.
Resolution No. 10 Career Detelopment and Guidance Program Priority
No amendments offered.
Resolution No. 11 Teacher Certification
No amendments offered.
Resolution Nu. l7 Comprehensive Manpower Act of 1970

h was moved by Delegate Dan Dunham, Oregon, and set, ided by Delegate
Margaret Barkley, Arizona, that Resolution No. 12 be amended Oast para
graph) and insert between "rritmLers" and "necessary" the %or,' is identi-
fied in the Act."

Resolution No. 13 Block Grant Proposals
No amendments offered.
Resolution An 14 legislation in Support of Pousccondart. Career Fdu,atton
No amendments offered.
Rcoluti,,n Na. 13 Intent, Purposes. and fuming Frnuuuns for Rrceorh in the

1968 Amendments
No amendments offered
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Resolution ,Vo. 16 Representation by Youth on National Advisory Council for
Vocational Education

No amendments offered.
Resolution Vo. 17 The Extension of the Expiring Sections of the Vocational

Education Amendments of 1968
No amendments offered.

It was moved by Delegate David Bland ano seconded by Delegate John Walsh,
Minnesota, that Resolutions Nos. 6 thru 17 be approved as amended. Motion
carried.
Ii was moved by Delegate Bill Jeffrey.. Kentucky. and s.xonded by Tony
Wesolowski, Indiana, that the House of Delegates commend the Resolutions-
Program of Work Committee and the AVA Staff for their efforts in providing
the resolutions to the Delegates before the me.tting convened. Motion carried.

David Bland stated that the ResolutionsProgram of Work Committee had
received many resolutions during its deliberations. Many of the resolutions were
identified as operational matters and consequently turned over to the AVA Board
of Directors for consideration.

Bylaws Recision
President Olivo called on Ralph Bender, Chairman of the Constitution Com-

mittee to give his report. (See Section D at end of House of Delegates minutes.)
Ralph Bender requested the delegates to act upon the proposed amendment to

the By Idvss regarding changing the nominating committee to one member from
each division rather than two.

It was moved by Delegate Dan Dunham. Oregon, and seconded by Delegate
R(.1sert Huey, Ohio, that the AVA Bylaws, Section VIII, B(I), be amended to
read "Each vice president shall submit name!, for membership or the Nominat-
ing Committee, and the Board of Directors as a whole shall appoin,
Nominating Comm,tice consisting of one member representing each division
hating a vice presided). Motion carried.
v,as tt,e recommend,,tion of the Constitution Committee, after deliberations

with the CO,A SIA officer:, that the proposed amendment as printed in the AV
Jor.RNS1 regarding membership in COASTA should be revised.

xo ntoveJ by Delegate John Scott, loved, and seconded Delegate Bill
Tripp . 1-10ridd. th0, the revised amendment be considered. Motion carried.

Delegate I ouise I ddr1l, President of COASTA. stated that the amendment to
the proposA ..itLoldmcni had been discussed and approved by the membership of
COASLA,

wac m-led by Delegate Dan Dunham, Oregon, and seconded by Delegate
I )1.ove /gLi. Colorado, that the AVA Bylaws, Section IV, 1312), be amended to
re id "lslem!ership is made up of elected and appointed officers of ;((dialed
v.! 'le and lerritorial assrwidtion of the AVA. However. nothing herein shall
preclude such member, once dc. .d to serve a, an officer of COASTA, from
sere ing the full term of said COASTA office. Motion carried.

Nominating Committee Report
President (30',0 called on Paul Day, Chairman of the !Nominating Comrnitte,

for his repo,t to the delegates. !See Section I-, at end of House of Delegates minutes.)
h as movrd by Delegate Paul Do'. Minnesota, and seconded by Delegate
Robert Rcese, Ohio. that the Nominating Committee Report be approved by
the Il 1,t: 0! 1)C1CFJ1 \ OS 1011 carried

Nominations for President
Presdero Oh' 0 advised the delegates that before d name c,in he placed cn the
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official ballot each nominee must he approved by a majority vote. The Chair also
ruled that a motion to close nomination., will not be in order until the Chair has
asked twice for further nominations from the floor.

President Olive asked for nominations from the floor for President of the AVA
Delegate James Geeter, Texas, stated he would like to place the name of Edith

Patterson, Texas, on the ballot for the office of President of AVA.
President Oliva asked the delegates twice if there were any other nominations

from the floor. There were none.
I; was moved by Delegate Todd Sagraves, Connecticut. and seconded by
Delegate Joe Pentecost, Tennessee. hat nomMations be closed. Motion
carried.

President Olivo asked if there were any seconding speeches for Edith Patterson.
The following delegates made brief statements endor.,ing the nomination of Mrs.
Patterson: James Geeter, Texas; Ross Brown, Indiana: Cal Farmer, California.

After the seconding spceehes were made,
ft was moved by Delegate John Scott, lova, and seconded by T. A. Jackson,
South Carolina. that debate he closed and proceed with the voting. Motion
carried.

Delegate My We Stogner. North Carolina. requested a four-minute caucus before
rocceding with the soling.
The Chairman declared a four-minute recess.
Follow ing the recess Delegate John Scott, Iowa. called for a roll call vote.
President Oliva requested Executive Director Burkett to call the roll.
President Olivo announced the tally as follows: 173 (yes): 187 (no),
Edith Patterson's name will not be placed on the ballot.
The two nominees for AVA President, T. Carl Brown, North Carolina. and

Mildred Jackson. Georgia, made brief statements.to the delegation. The four new
AVA Vice Presidents, who had been elected during the divisional business meetings
Tuesday. December S, were introduced to the delegation by President Oliso:

Business & Office John Rowe. North Dakota
Home Economics Ruth Stovall, Alabama
New & Related Services John Coster, North C'arolfna
Trade & Industrial Joe ,Mills. f

There being no otter business to eome before the House of Delegates President
Olivo declared the meeting adjourned at 12:45 p.m.

Section AReport of AVA Eecutile Director
It is indeed a real pleasure for me o ha-ce this opportunity to collie heiore this

body to report on some of the activities of the Association.
It is impossible for me to report on all of the things that have gone on in the

Association and in the field of soeational education. Since each sear see assemble
here to adopt resolutions to give direction to our important programs, it has occurred
to me that there is a need for sonic assessment as to the effect that these resolutions
have had upon the direction and progress of these programs. It is to the resolutions
of last year that I am going to address myself this morning.

In the short time illocated to me, it will he impossible to deal with all of the
ramificatic of these resolutions and the action that was taken: but if I can give yoi
sonic insight, it will he helpful to you and you might take back to our membership
the inforrnatio t that this deliberations concern programs of ;law) eh;eh
h,isc great effect on the Association's progress.
.StrencArning Stare and 1 crrirorial .1 I if rtes o f (Sc
..1 nit ru-u n ro,.ar tonal iyorciarirrn

The first of the resolutions that V..1s passed by this hods last scar was the matter
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of strengthening our state associations. Asa federation of state associations, the
Aniericim Vocational Association has an obligation to stork with state association,
in order that they might become a viable force in the state and in the focal com-
munity. In accordance with action of the Board of Directors of this Association, four
field representatives have been appointed and assigned to certain states. During
the past year, these field representatives have met with practically all of the state
associations: many state groups requested their assistance. The reports received in
our office indicate that considerable progress is being made in achievimi the 32
objectives that have been set forth for the state associations. We are pleased to
have these foal gentlemen working with you. We hope that we may extend and
expand our activities during the coming year in that regard. We appreciate the
courtesy that has been given to these people as they come into your state: and the
support that your state asse ,ations have given their activities.
Stcling for VocaP'onal Education Leadership in Occupational A/To,.

1he second of the resolutions passed last year dealt wi:h the staffing of vocatiemal
education leadership in occupational areas of the United States Office of Education.
Since 1963, the leadership ;;t the national level has been a troublesome matter for
us in vocational education. I am pleased that the leadership of the U.S. Office of
Educatioi has seen fit to reorganize in recent months in ordei to provide program
service leadership. This has conic about, I am sure, bce,:use many people have
pointed out to them the verb important leadership role *hey must play.. the
Association has worked with the lc:deers in the U.S.O.E., health, Education, and
Welfare, in attempting to arrive at ; program or an organization that will seri, ice
vocational education.
Appropria.mns for Vocational Education Amendments of I96s

lhe next of the resolutions N ;is the program for fiscal 1971. We were pleasca
this year that the Congress of the United States sass fit to take action concerning
the appropriations for all education programs. and moved early enough so that funds
might he available to the schools before the beginning of the school year. Shorty
after July 1, the beginning of the fiscal year, the Congress chd appropriate the
funds. There was some difficulty in getting the Admi,7:stration to approse the
iippropriations. howes Cr. the Congress saw fit to override this.
tending for Vocational Education ,,truirtdmcnts of 19r5S

The real problem, of course, came in the release of funds. Following a consider-
able amount of work on the part of many leaders in the field of education, the
Secretary of ficalth, Education, and Welfare did release these funds tsto and a half
months after approval. 1his. we think, is not too good but even so it took a lot of
work to get to the point where we are today.
Permanent .41.thari:ation for Funding Home Economic* Education

I he next of the resolutions dealt with the matter of extending or makito, a
permanent authorization of funds for home economics education. Much ground
work has been laid for the action that indovhtedly will he taking place nest year
or the year following, because that section of Public I aw 90-576 will he expiring
on June 30, 1972. We expect that the Congress will give due consideration to the
extension of that section of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1901.
Federal Guidelines for !..dueaticri

1 he next of the resolutions dealt with th' federal guidelines for teacher education.
1here hate been guidelines established but they hate never been published in the
Federal Reyitt. 1 he Department of Teacher I ducation of t`,e A \'A has pointed
this Out to the Associate Commissioner in charge of teacher education, and f think
much progress has been made in the administration of this section of the ,Nct
lloweset. this is something that will be expiring also on June itt. 197', and we will
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have to go back for a renewal of that section of the Act.
Use of the Term "Vocational""

The seventh of the resolutions dealt with the matter of untiring the term "voca-
tional" as a generic term in describing our program. We arc constantly hearing
about the need to change the name of our program to "career education," to
"occupational education." However, I think general acceptance of the term
"vocational education" is developing in most areas. most places where me murk.
This is something. of ciurse. that is left to the (Iscretion of the individual. However,
I feel that "vocational education- mill continue to be the term that is used.
Recognition of the Role of Industrial ,4rts in Vocational Education

Recognition of the role of industrial arts in vocational education is something
that, I am sure, is being accepted to a great extent in many states, and wilt continue
to be accepted in many states.
Education for Employment

The next resolution dealt mith education for employment. The idea in that
resolution was to try to stimulate the entire school system to address itself to the
question of employment at the elementary, secondary, postsecondary. and higher
education levels. Unfortunately. I think that many in vocational education have
thought of in-school programs as preparatory programs. I think this is one of the
dilemmas that caused action to be taken i,t regard to other programs such as the
Manpomer Development Training Act.

Homever, there is a grossing acceptance of the total program and the total needs
of vocational education. and I think Owl much progress h. been made there. I

must say that \Oat I am telling you is merely an assessment made from N here I

sit and it does not necessaril: reflect all of the things that are going on in the field,
Manpower Legislation

The tenth of the resolutions passed last year concerned the manpomer legislation.
As you recall, that particular resolution stated that me mould gise support to
legislation to extend and improve rnanprl,ser programs in order that education
and training may be made available to all, also that me mould mork for legislation
that mould strengthen and improve the educational component of the manpomer
program.

Many of us have been very concerned about the deliscry system that is proposed
in the legislation and N; e continue to be concerned. llomever. at this point in time,
the Congress has seen fit to provide the delivery system through the governors
and mayors .governors of the states and mayors of the large metropolitan areas.
I would like to report to you. homever, it mos through our efforts. the efforts of
the American Vocational Association, that me mere able to mritten into the lam
specific pr Aisions that vocational education or facilities lc vocational education
shall he given first priority in terms of prosiding the educational component. This,
of course. is a coestion of administration. and in the year ahead, the problem of
the leadership and the role that me can take is going to be facing us. Hopefully.
if the amendment or the acts are enacted, me mill be able to effect the kinds of
rules and regulations and guidelines that mill proHe the proper role for vocational
education.
International Education Year

Another resolution passed last year, concerned International f.ducation Year
mbicli me strongly ndorsed and mhich has ',eel transmitted to 1,:tit St0 Jr.;
MO. One issue of the Jot. R\11 dealt moth international education. and \c lase
advised every agency of our interest in international education.
Fiftieth Annivevary of the international labor Organi:ation

We also endorsed the International I abor Organiration's fiftieth annisersary a id
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transmitted this to the Honorable David A. Morris, Director General of the
organisation.
Wornea's Bureau, United States Depot- merit of Labor

Next is the Women's Bureau of the United States Department of Labor. We
have had a very close xo,king relationship with them and have expressed our
concern about expanding and improving the program for women and employment
opportunities fcr women. I think considerable progress has been made,

Is I said in Cie beginning, I could spend a considerable amount of time reporting
many, many activities, but I felt that you would be interested particularly in where
we stand on the action taken by this body last year I will be glad to consult with
any of you, and, hopefully, I will have the opportunity le. report at other time, on
more action taken as a result of your deliberations.

Section BFinancial Report
r, the 30th of June, 970, the AVA completed one VI year of operation under

the accrual system of accounting. This established an entirely different method
of maintaining records of income and expenditures. The new system is operating
effectively and our records give an exact accounting of all phases of our operation
at any given time. Our financial statement for the past fiscal year incorporates the
new system.

Th,t total general revenue for the year was 5552,218. Mc,)bership dues con-
stitutes 66 percent of our income. Twelve percent of the total revenue comes from
convention exhibits and rcgistrarion, and twelve peicent from JOURNAL I(JVC is.ng.
Ten percent comes from JOURNAL sales and subscriptions Tt remaining in.!ome
from publications sales, investments and dividends amounts to three percent each.
The total general fund expenditures from program services and supporting
services is 5757,107.

Under program services, expenditures f r publications amounts to six percent;
for the JouR , twenty-six percent, the convention cost is eleven percent and
four percent for professional activities. Under supporting services. membership
costs are seven percent: professional management four percent: and general
management forty-two percent.

The fiscal 1970 report prepared by our auditing firm. Leopold and Linowes, is
available upon request from AVA.

1 appree;a0v this opportunity to present to you the financial position of the
American Vocational Association.

Respectfully submitted,
Ruth Backus, AVA Treasurer

Section C' Audit Resiew Committee Report
The Audit Review Committee appointed by the Board of Directors of the

American Vocation ' Association convened and reviewed the audit report for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1970, made by Leopold and Linowes, Certified Public
Accountants, 11-ashington, D.C.

in adddion to the sign,scl report letter of the auditing firm, the Committee
reviewed:

Exhibit A Summary of Financial Activities, for tt,e year ended June 30, 1970
1.xhoit B Analysis of Functional tipcnditures, for the year ended lure 30,

1970
xhtbit R-I Analysts of Special Projects 1 xpendourcs, for the y oar ended

June 30, 1970
I shibit C Statement of (hinges in Current Restricted I and Balances,

the ye.i; ended June 30, 1970
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Eshibit I) Statement of Changes in 1 quipment Fuod Balance, for they ear
ended June 10, 1970

Inhibit 1. Statement of Financial Position, as of June 30. 1970
Since June 31. 1969, AVA adopted a siiindardi/ed method of reporting financial

activities and financial conditions. This neik method utilites fund accounting and
activity accounting.

The audited financial statements have been prepared in aecordance with stan-
dards adopted by the National Health Council and the National Social Welfare
Assembly. They are stated on the accrual basis and include all material accounts
receivable and payable, all other significant liabilities and material prepaid en-
penses. and as deferred revenue, any substantial amounts received or committed
for support of the Association for the coming year. Depreciation has been recorded
only in the Statement of Financial Position.

The Committee accepts the financial statement as presented by the auditing
firm based on the auditor's report letter and the notes which area part of the report.

The Committee wishes to commend our treasurer. Rcth Backus. for the efficient
discharge of her duties during the past fiscal tear.

'2espect fulls submitted.
C. G. Hutch iron, Chairman

Agriculture
Bess If. Tun

Business and Office Education
John S. ON LT,.

Trade and Industrial Education

Section DReport of C'onstilution Committee
the purpose of the Constitution Committee is to aid in keeping bylaws consistent

and appropriate with the purposes of AVA. This includes the reviewing of proposed
bylaws and making recommendation., to the llo s. of Delegates.

In a rolew of the proposed amendments to he considered by the House of
Delegates, ue were made sensitise to the procedure for making charr.es in the
bylaws. We were somcvihat surprised to learn that any group or member alas submit
a proposed bylaw amendment us long as it is delivered to the LNecutive Director
60 days previous to the VA Convention and printed in the Ann Ric nN VOcA/ kl
hit asst. No screening of the proposed hislack is called for. There could he mans
bylaks presented even though they would he in conflict or inconsistent vkith AVA
purposes and even though they were supported by one person. It V. as evident to
the committee that this procedure needs to he changed. 1 he committee skili he
working on such changes to he acted upon nest scar. If sou have ...Ay suggestions
concerning this aspect of the bylaws or any other phases. please direct them to the
committee.

lhe Constitution Committee reviekked the proposed amendments that you will
vote upon. The amendment concerning the process of nomination for the election
of officers should be approved. This amendment calk for the appointment by the
AVA Board of or r member per division an the Nominating Committee rather than
two members per division. In current operation. this means that there will he I()
members on the Nominating Committee rather than .7.0 according to the present
hlay.s. We see no reason for not approving this proposal.

Ire hylaws 1.1 change IF n/finbCf0,ir of ( °ASIA appeared to the Cons' t_

Committee to be in conch,. kith the kers pawn: and putpose of C os,s1 A. 1 or
ckainple. page 5 of the tlass refers to inference of Officers of Affdiated Mat;
.!rd ferritorLd Ass ittl'ns.- I h.: purpose of C O S1 :A is to pro, ide state and
territorial officers with an oppor. units t t work together to dcsclop int,osed Nal..
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and means for carrying out their responsibilities to affiliated state and territorial
associations. The bylaw change as printed in the AV .rouRNAL indicated that the
membership of COASTA should include past officer, :is well as present officers.
This procedure would permit literally hundreds of past oificers to ne members. It
is ,nconceivable to think that officers of many years ago would he relating the AVA
program to their state associations in a manner as relevant as pres.nt officers.
Inasmuch as the proposed change appeared to be in conflict, the committee met
with the President of COASTA. Louise Liddell, in order to determine the reasons
for the proposed amendment. In learning that the primary purpose was to establish
more continuity of the officers, it was suggested that the COASTA officers meet
with Micah Naftalin, General Counsel of the AVA, to draft an amendment to permit

COASTA member once elected to serve as an officer to continue serving the full
term of said COASTA office. This was agreed upon. Our Constitution Committee
has endorsed this proposal wholeheartedly and recommends that it be passed.

Respectfully submitted,
Ralph L. Bender. Chairman

AVA Constitution Committee

Section E--Report of the Nominating Committee
The Nominating Committee. with representation from all of the services, net

Nice during this Convention to consider the candidates representing the DE.
Disision. 1 would like to e press my personal thanks to the members of this committee
for their assisi.ance and willing cooperation.

Our first meeting was tin organisational meeting to determine the criteria for
selecting the nominees and to review the provisions of the AVA Bylaws relative
to the election. The second meeting was devoted to interviewing the five candidates
and deciding on the names of those V. ho would be most capable of leading the AVA
in 1971 and 1972. This year considerable interest was cihibited by the mans,, .hip
in seeking the office of president. As a committee V. e commend the professional
spirit and interest of those applicants,

It ,A the prerogative of the committee, as outlined in the bylaws of this Associa-
tion, to nominate No or more candidates for the office of president. The com-
mittee felt strongly that election to this position of leadership should he by a majority
vote of the membership and not a plurality. Although it was a difficult task, the
committee. after a thorough evaluation of each individual's qualifications, attitudes,
professional leadership cperience at the local, state .ind national levels, their
philosophy and dedication to vocational education. and following a personal inter-
view. selected two nominees for the office of AVA president.

While ,A C did our best to select the strongest candidates, we are ss a committee
by no means infallible. It is interesting. to note that the Policy Committee also
recommended the election of no more ihan two candidates.

The following names are the overwhelmingly approved nominees selected by the
committee and listed alphabetically: T. Carl Brown, North Carolina. and Mildred
Jackson from Georgia.

4.1

Respectfully. submitted,
Paul Day, Chairman

AVA Nominating Committee
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PROGRAM OF WORK
AND

POLICY RESOLUTIONS
Chairman of Resolt lions-Program of Work Committee:

David Bland
President. Montgomery Technical Institute

Troy, North Carolina
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A PROGRAM OF WORK

1971

The Committee on Resolutions and Program of Work, created by the AVA House
of Delegates, presents the AVA Program of Work for 1971. This suggested program
of activities and concerns was developed by the Committee after participation in
the planning sessions held by the Divisional and Departmental organisations of the
American Vocational Association. We hope it adequately expresses some areas of
concern for the teacihers as well as the organisations within the AVA structure.

We sincerely urge you to take this Program of Work and use it as a hasis for
professional growth and development.

David H. Bland, Chairman
North Ca rolina
(Technical Education)
Myrna P. Crabtree
New Jersey
(Home Economics Education)
Mildred Jackson
Georgia
(Distributive Education)
Jack Michie
Califo,nia
(New and Related Services)
Joe D. Mills
FIvrida
(Trade and Industrial Education)
Cayce C. Scarborough
North Carolina
(Agricultural Eduction)
Herbert Siegel
New 'York
(Industrial Arts Education)
Marian Thomas
New Mexico
(Health Occupations)
Victor Van Hook
Oklahoma
(Business and Office Education)
Charles L.. Weaver
Ohio
(Guidance)

The AVA Program of Work for 1970 highlighted several major areas of concern
relating to planning and evaluation of vocational education. (The term "vocational
education includes Vocational. technical, and practical arts education.) In 1971,
the American Vocational Association. through its individual me (hers and affiliated
state and territorial organisations, offers a Program of Work tiv fovils solely on
evaluation as it applies to programs in operation. adrniniorat.,c . and local.
state and national advisor) councils,
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EXPANDING THE LEADERSHIP ROLE OF AVA
THROUGH EVALUATION

One of the most challenging proposition. facing vocational educators today is this
question: Where are sse and how ssell are we doing? The challenge becomes real
and filled ssith meaning if sse %sill drays upon the competencies that lie Ysithin the
profession and the capabilities of the agencies and institutions already in existence,
and earnestly go about the task of identifying Yshat vocational education can provide
for man and society.

The Program of Work urges all vocational educators --ssorking together through
their local, sote and national professional associations to join in unsYsering the
question: Whose arc sse go;ng and how well are %se ;Ding? and to consider the
implications of this question.

As individt als. as STATE or TERRITORIAL ASSOCIATIONS, and as a NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION, we must become engaged in the all important ',ask of
evaluation.

I. Are ++e sening people?
Are the vocational programs and systems in yr ur district and state oriented to

PEOPLE and their career needs? We have lost the proper perspective if sse become
so enamored of our systems, sshich categorise [-wile. that sse forget that above all
1,,,e serve :MAN and must cope ssith his needs. This is not to Na) that our systems
and programs are not essential; %se are simply asking in all candor, is the "person"
evident in the programs and systems you have Ii' eloped?
A. Guidance services should be career oriented: Vocational educators must
establish closer relationships ssith the guidance personnel in their respective areas
of cork. One such relationship is a "team approach in dealing ssith the career
needs of the individual. A, a member of AVA. you should be morking closely \kith
the guidance personnel in your school and in your professional association in o.dcr
to maximise vocational education's scoice to people.
B. location r! educators should be involved in planning and carry:ng out explora-
tory occupational education programs: 1 he provision for exploratory occupational
education programs in elementary and middle schools gives reconition to the fact
that career choice is developmental. E is, therefore, the responsibility of the voca-
tional educator to funs on as a resource person both in the development and imple-
mentation of exploratory occupational programs.

II. Do ,our secondary and postsecondary programs complement and
support each other in plodding opportunities for +ocational education?

Iloss Nell do our secondary and postsecondary occupational education systems
complement each other? The community college. junior college, technical college,
postsecondary area vocational-:ethnical school. mod technical institute are rapidly
grossing institutions. Postsecondary occupational education programs must be
directls related to those at the secondary level as Nell as to those at the traditional
haccalauteate degree level.

Educerion should provide a continuum of opporturritt.- As vocrtional educator,
Sue accept the idea that education is a continuum As oar society 1,C01,111C, more
complex and technology more demanding. the traditional concept of terminal
education mutt be discard. J. A student may prepare himself at the secondary loci
ti enter a given occupational rich upon graduation or he nso choose to develop
hi. .-onneteneies further at the postsecondary le. el. In either case, the prvirams
at both the secondary and postsecondary Icsels should complement each other.
B trtirularicn should lead to unde.itandrng: I dueators at all loc.!, must has,:
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greater understanding of mutual problems and their solutions and must give
serious consideration to more efficient use of resources.

III. What are the functions of state and national advisory councils?
As a vocational educator, or as a state or territorial vocational association officer.

what information have you provided for the state and national advisory councils
for vocational education? The purpose of these councils is to advise on the imple-
mentation and administration of vocational education and to make other recom-
mendations concerning programs. Communications with the councils is essential.
A. The vocational educator should provide the councils wish program information:
If the purpose of the advisory councils is to be realized, the vocational educator
must actively seek as to establish the type, of relationships that will permit an
exchange. One important ingredient in such a system of communication is your
local craft and/or institutional advisory committee. Too often, involvement of
advisory committees amounts to the preparation of a narrative and/or statistical
report. As vocational educators and members of AVA, we should seek the kinds of
relationships with local, state, and national advisory councils that will involve them
in helping vocational education to serve people more adequately.
B. The vocational educator should be involved in the establishment of evaluative
criteria: Involvement of the vocational educator is crucial to the establishment and
periodic reappraisal of the criteria for evaluation of vocational education programs.
The vocational educator, individually and through his state and national vocational
associations, should be involved in identifying those criteria which, when applied to
vocational programs. will yield results that V1 I ! assist in the improvement of
vocational education.

IV. 1101/ important do you consider professional detelopment?
What is being done locally, on a statewide basis and nationally to advance the

professional development of teachers in vocational education? Today as never
before teachers in vocational education must not only be highly skilled in their
occupational areas but must also possess a sensitivity to the needs of people and to
the communities where they serve. Thcefore. it should be the purpose of the local,
state and national professional associations to provide appropriate esperienccs
for the continued professional development of all vocational educators.
A. Vocational educators should return to their occupational field for study and
upgrading If vocational education is to continue to meet the needs of people.
vocational educators must keep abreast of the changes in their occupational fields.
One important means of accomplishing this is through the periodic return to their
occupational Fields. Vocational educators should have occupational esperienccs
to Keep them up to date in their teaching.
B. Vocational educators should develop a sensitivity to human needs: The in-
structor is far more than someone V1 ho imparts a certiin l)ody of knowledge. he
must he able to deal with the student as a person with individual needs. The %(.%2J-
tional educator should be involved in professional development programs that
assist h:m in meeting this responsibility.

AVA POLICY' RESOLLYTIONS
As adopted by the House of Delegates, December 9, 1970

I. Women in the World of Work
li &mai, federal legislation attempts to assure equal opportunity and equal pay

in employment to a substantial majority of women: and
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Whereas, there is concern for the development and utilization of all of our human
resources: and

Whereas, according to the U.S. Department of Labor statistics, 10.1 million wom-
en weie employed in 1969 as service workers. operatives, and in clerical positions.
while only 4.2 million were employed in professional and technical occupations: and

Whereas, vocational education must recognize this changing role of women in
society, especially at the administrative. j ofessional, and technical levels of em-
ployment, and must lake dynamic leadership in raising the status of the woman
worker in all areas of the working world:

Therefore, Belt Resolved, that the American Vocational Association affirm, sup-
port, and encourage the increased preparation for and expansion of the leadershin
roles for ' somen in vocational education: and

Be It Further Resolved, that the American Vocational A-sociation work fo- the
maximum utilization of human resource potential by encouraging the placement of
qualified women in diversified administrative and professional positions in the
field of vocational education.

2. National Vocational Education Week
Whereas, the American Vocational Association annually promotes and supports

a National Vocational Education Week: and
Whereas, the affiliated state and territorial associations and some of the divisions

promote and support their own National Week or similar observation: and
Whereas, these special observations are interdependent, sharing a mutual inter-

est in strengthening career development through vocational education:
Therefore, Be It Resolved, that the American Vocational Association invite the

active participation of COASTA, the Associations, and the Divisions in the planning
and implementation of future National Vocational Education Weeks: and

Be It Further Resolved, that COASTA, the Associations, and the Div kions spon-
soring a national observation consider coordinating their progrzm and schedule
with the American Vocational Association's National Vocational Education Week.

3. Professional Experience and
Service in the AVA Office

Whereas, assistance from members of the American Vocational Association in the
field would be a valuable adjunct to the AV% ifriiiiquarters Staff: and

Whereas, members of the American Vocational Association on sabbatical lea
could lend their expertise and time to improve the profession:

Therefore, Be It Resolved, that the American Vocational Association provide .1
plan for educational opportunity through an internship for individuals who are
funded through sabbatical leaves or other grants: and

Be It Further Resolved, that these professional resources he utilized to extend
services to the field for the purpose of improving the quality of vocational education.

4. Timing of Education Appropriations
Whereas, it is essential to proper planning and administration that educational

funds be appropriated and allocated before the school year begins: and
Whereas, the Appropriations Committees of the Congress have established a

most beneficial and vital precedent by considering and enacting the appropriations
for the U.S. Office of Education separate from and in advance of the over-all budget
for the Department of I fcalih. Education. and Welfare;

Therefore, Be ft Resolved, that the Congress he commended for setting this
precedent and urged to continue in the practice of appropriating the U.S. (-1" -c of
I ducation's budget separate from and in advance of that or the Department of
Health. I ducatron. and Welfare. to the end that education funds will he appro-
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primed in advance of the beginnine of the school year: and
Be lr Further Resolved, that the American Vocational Association urge that the

President of the United States permit the Department of flealth, Education. and
Welfare to fulls allocate its fund, immediately upon the enactment of appropria-
tions so as not to negate the benefits of planned, orderly programming resulting
from the Congress' timely action.

S. Feasibility Stud) of the
Conversion to the !Metric System
Whereas. the U.S. Department of Commerce, through the National Bureau of

Standards, has implemented the Study of Conversion to the Atetric Measurement
System; and

Whereas, the American Vocational Association sari invited to participate in an
Education Conference. one of seven such meetings called by the National Bureau
of Standards to obtain the reactions of the several segments of our economy: and

Whereas. 10 representatives of the American Vocational Association presented
papers concerning the consersion as it might affect several areas of vocational
education:

Therefore. Be lr Resolved. that the American 'Vocational Association express its
appreciation for having been given the opportunity to participate in this very
important study; and

Be It Further Resolved. that the American 'Vocational Association extend good
ssishes to the National Bureau of Standards for much success in its effort, in making
an objective study of conversion to the metric ssstermsshich is of critical importance
to our international relations.

6. Professional Development in
Vocational and Technical Education
Whereat. the quality of the educational product of all vocational and technical

education programs is highly dependent upon the readership personnel associated
ssith such programs., and

Whereas, Congress has recognised this need for leadership as csidenced by pas-
sage of Title II of the 'Vocational E duration Amendments of 1965: dnd

Whereas, existing and {lending legislation for vocational and technical education.
manpower development, and programs for the di...ids:int-aged and handicapped
require increasing numbers of leadership personnel: and

Whereas. there has been confusion in the implementation of Titre II and minimal
coordination between Bureaus and Divisions of the U.S. Office of Education regard-
ing its administration:

Therefore, Be It Resolved, that the delegates at the 64th Annual Convention of
the American Vocational Association encourage Congress to make full appropria-
tion, as authorised for Title II and to continue its support for the preparation of
leadership personnel, and

Be It Further Resolved, that efforts be made to improve and facilitate the admin-
istration of this Title: and that the agency administering this Title continue to focus
or late planning. utiliting the resources of unisersitie,. colleges. and local educa-
tion agencies, as well as providing direct grants to institutions.

7. Leadership Deseropmenr
Whereas. leadership development is a most pressing need in vocational and

technical education: and
When-or, there is presently a leadership pool of people rcceising grants through

the U.S. Office of I duration for further leadership descfopment: and
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Whereas. only a few areas of vocational education are represented in the present
leadership pool' and

Whereas, newly recognized needs and emerging fields require aggressive, dy-
namic. and specialized leadership to meet these evolving needs:

Therefore, Be It Resolved, that state and territorial affiliates of the American
Vocational Association seek a more active role in working with the disadvantaged,
with the handicapped, and in the emerging occupational fields, and that they
recommend such candidates to the appropriate agencies to be considered for edu-
cational grants for leadership development.

8. Day Care ('enters
Whereas. statistics from the U.S. Department of Labor show that one out of three

vsomen (4.2 million) in the labor force has children under 6 years of age (March
1969), with projections indicating that 6.6 million mothers. age 20-44, with children
under five will be in the labor force in 1985: and

Whereas, employment of mothers. plus the additional hazards of illness or death
of the mother, metal or physical handicap. emotional disturbance, poor family
relationships, and slum living conditions make day care services imperative: and

Whereas, the participation of women with young children is curtailed in programs
of occupational preparation: and

Whereas, day care in currently licensed centers and family homes is available for
only about 640.000 children, with a potential of several million needing such ser-
vices: and

Whereas, day care centers can best achieve maximum realization of desired oh-
jecti,Ts when their facilities include continuous supportive educational services
contributing to the solution of problems affecting the total family unit: and

Whereas, there is an increasing need for the training of qualified professional
and auxiliary- personnel to staff day care centers:

Therefore. Be It Resolved, that the American Vocational Association encourage
and stimulate the development and expansion of day care center services and
facilities, particularly those which provide supportive educational services for the
entire family unit; and support legislation at both slate and federal levels designed
for this purpose: and

Be It Further Resolved, that the American Vocational Association promote and
encourage the development of programs designed to educate and prepare qualified
professional and auxiliary personnel for service as staff members in day care centers.

9. Role of Industrial Arts in
Career Development
Whereas, students in today's schools, especially the disadvantaged anrt the

handicapped, have special need for occupational exploration to understand the
world of work: and

Whereas, industrial arts programs can make major contributions to occupational
exploration by providing handson experience:

Therefore, Be It Resolved, that the American Vocational Association continue to
support industrial arts as ccntributing to career development through occupational
exploration and as pros iding a base for vocational programs: and

Be It Further Resolved. that the American Vocational Association encourage
Congress to include industrial arts in future legislation relating to the vo,tion,i)
t duration Amendments of 1968.

10. Career Development and
Guidance Program Priori!)

Whereas. the Vocational 1 ducation Amendments of 1968 represent a clear corn-
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mitment to career development of individual students; and
Whereas, a major effort is now being made to expand the total range of educa

tional choices available to the individual student in vocational education; and
Whereas, it is essential that all students be given bona fide opportunities to

choose vocational education that protects freedom of choler for the individual. and
Whereas, strong career development and guidance programs are seen as the

major vehicle by which students can consider and choose from among all the edu-
cational opportunities available to therm

Therefore, Be Ir Resolved, that the American Vocational Association place high
priority on the development of strong career development and guidance programs
involving thc total school staff under the leadership of the professional school coun-
selor, and that all vocational educators seek to provide counselors Ail!) data, ckpc-
ricnces, and insights that will help zounselors and related school personnel assist
students in their career developments.

11. Teacher Certification
Whereas, there is a need for an increasing number of qualified vocational and

technical education teachers as indicated by a projected 1975 estimate of 75.000.
provided by the U.S. Office of Education; and

Whereas, the mobility of teachers in today's world makes comity among the
states necessary concerning certification of teachers. and

Whereas, certain steps have been taken by recognized leading authorities to
establish common denominator criteria'

Therefore, Be Ir Resolved, that the American Vocational Association encourage
and support constructive efforts leading to the establishment of flexible guideline,
for the certification of vocational and technical education teachers consistent with
thc historic reliance on the principle of demonstrated competencies uniquely
related to each program service field and

Be Ir Further Resolved, that the American Vocational Association stimulate and
encourage dissemination of said guideline,.

12, Comprehensive Manpower Act of 1970
Whereas, the Congress and the Departments of Labor and Health. 1.ducation.

and %Velfare have recognized the critical importance of the administrative rules
and regulations which determine andgovein the administration of federal programs:

Therefore, Be It Resolved, that the American Vocational Association urge the
U.S. Departments of Labor and Health. Cduca'ion, and Welfare to implement thc
intent of the pending Comprehensive Manpower Act of 1970 by providing direct
and meaningful ihvolvement of vocational education leaders. as well as the public.
in the development of implementation guidelines and regulations; that all such
proposed guidelines and regulations be widely disseminated: and that they be pub-
lished. when prornulpted, in the Federal Register. and

Be It Further Resolved, that in the development of such rules and regulations
and in the interest of promoting that coordination sought by the legislation. the
bcparlmcnts afire serious convdcrdtion to cncour3png the utilitattc.n of the etpxt-
bilities of existing adviwn councils on vocational education at the national. state.
and local levels in the development and implementation of nev manpower services:
and

Be It Fkrrhcr R rSOlved, that the governors of the several states be emouraged to
expand the existing State Advisory Council for Vocational Education to include as
identified in the Act the additional members necessary to mcct the rtNuircmcnts for
the Advisory Council cstabii,hedby thcComprehen,,kc Manpower Act.
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13. Block Grant Proposals
Whereas. Vocational Education has historically depended for its support and

development on the support of the Congress; and
Whereas, the categorical emphasis contained in II e Vocational Education Amend-

ments of 1968 are of critical importance to the continuing development of Voca-
tional Education's mission of serving all people of all ages in all communities: and

Whereas, block grants of federal educational funds Without identification of
categorical purposes may permit the use of such funds for any educational purpose:
and

Whereas, categorical funds for vocational education have stimulated states and
local communities to invest three or more state and local dollars for each federal
dollar invested:

Therefore, Be Ir Resolved, that the American Vocational Association support the
principle of categorical aid to vocational education, and the priorities mandated by
the Congress in the 1968 Amendments: and

Be It Further Rewired, that the American Vocational Association oppcse any
proposal vs hich might either permit the reallocation of vocational education funds
to other programs or sseaken the scope of the categorical principles and priorities
embraced in the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968.

14. Legislation in Support of
Postsecondary. Career Education

Whereas, postsecondary vocational and technical education programs provide
preparatory training to people of varying abilities and interests.: and

Whereas, such programs are of varying length and levels of difficulty: and
Whereas. such programs can be provided successfully in a number of different

types of institutional patterns: and
Whereat. the several states have varying patterns of institutional organisations:
Therefore, Be Is Resolved, that the American Vocational Association support leg-

islation to provide special funding for postsecondary vocational or technical educa
lion With said funding allocated on the basis of educational services to be provided
and persons to he served rather than allocated on the basis of the type of institution
in \shich the services are to he provided.

15. Intent. Purposes. and Funding Prosisions
for Research in the 1968 Amendments

Whereas. legislation beginning ssith the Vocational 1 ducat ion Act of 1961 was
evressly tailored to support vocational education research as an integral part of
basic stale grants to improve and broaden vocational education programs: and

Whereas, the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 mandate a portion of
the basic grants for use in vocational education research: and

Whereas, the annual appropriations for research have not been consistent with
the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Amendments of 1968: and

Whereas, Congress has reaffirmed the intent of lass in its pros ision for vocational
education research in the appropriations for 1-V 1911; and

Whereas, practical research actisities emanating Iron, the National Centers for
Vocational iducation and from many COSI ing projects which contribute to the
doelopment of new and emerging socational and technical curricula must be
continued. and

15)ifrfas, the Research Coordinating Units contribute a national nct%%oA inte-
grating the research actmlies of the states with the National Centers and the C S
Office of Education: and

Whereas, there must be a C.,0 tilt) of socational :euk:JI;on :Csfa r:h funds in
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order that programmatic research and consistency of effort can he maintained; and
Whereas, vocational education research as administered by the Division of Com-

prehensive and Vocational Research of the U.S. Office of Education has assessed
priorities and established a responsible system to administer past research activities
under intolerable constraints;

Therefore, Be ft Resolved, that the American Vocational Association hereby re-
affirm its support for vocational education research consistent with the above state-
ment, and

Be fr Further Resolved, that every effort he exerted by the American Vocational
Association and its affiliated organizations and divisions to implement the intent,
purposes, and funding prosisions of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968
as they relate to research; and

Be Iz Further Resolved, that all funds appropriated for vocational education re-
search he used for activities clearly . consistent'uith professionally recognized defini-
tions of research and which culminate in both short term and long tern visible
results truly affecting each individual's eompetency to enter the world of wort..

16. Representation by Youth on the
National Adiisory Council for Vocational Education

ll'he peas. the National Adsisory Council for Vocational Education has assumed
leadership role in the promotion of vocational education: and

Whereas, the largest group being served in the field of vocational education are
the youth and young adults of America: and

ivhfreas, there are outstanding youth organizations representing the students in
vocational education: and

Whereas, the youth of America should be an equal partner in planning for the
future of vocational educatiol:

Therefore. Be It Resolved, that the American Vocational Association's Board of
Directors call to the attention of the President of the United States that the recog-
nized vocational youth organizations should he considered the appropriate source
of nominees to he submitted for his consideration in appointing the youth repre-
sentative to the National Advisors Council for Vocational I dueation.

17. Imension of Espiring Sections of the
Vocational Education Amendments of 196S

Whereas, the aull,orizat.,ons for the appropriations of federal funds for a number
of sections of the Vocational 1.dueation Amendments of 196S periotdeally expire,
and

Whereas. federal budget procedures /NUJ.: that authorizations be extended
\vett in adsance of their respoJive expiration times to assure continuitr of program
planning.

Therefore, Be le Resol, ed. that the American Vocational Association, through
its Hoard of Directors and headquarters office, sake kill steps necessary to assure that
the Congress of the United Stilts acts in a (Intely manner to ...xtend the expired
prosisions of the law
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Adult Guidance

(December 7)

FERRIS POST, Supervisor, Adult & Vocational Guidance, District School
Board of Pinellas County. Clearwater. Florida

America has never before taken adult education so seriously. Besides going back
for additional education and training for upgrading employment, adults also go
back to school to learn more about themselves, their talents, emotions, dreams, and
values. These adults then begin to feel the pressure of keeping up and of returning
to school. They now experience some of the same pressures that their on children
have while attending school. These people also need someone to talk to; someone
who knows of this newness and is not threatened by it; som:one who accepts `ears and
uncertainties without condemnation: someone who is able 10 guide the troubled into
realistic decisions, and who appreciates the troubled feeling of being a frustrated
adult.

"Which Way Is Upr is a description of available adult guidance services in
Pinellas County, Florida. More specifically, the aims of the adult guida:,ce program
are to fulfill a commitment to the adults of Pinellas County by offering opportunities
for adjustment and improvement in social. civic, and occupational skills; to allow
all adults a chance to plan short- or long-term educational and/or training pro-
grams according to their individual needs; and to afford each adult the oppor-
tunity to understand and accept himself.

Deselopmenl of a Model for Instructor Tenire in the Community College
(December 7)

D. F. CORLETT Dean of Continuing Education. W. W. Holding Technical
Institute. Raleigh.

This was a report of a two-year study by the author. In it the history of instructs)/
tenure was traced in both secondary education and higher education. Circumstances
which demand a different form of tenure for the instructor in the community
college were enumerated. Primary among these was the fact that man, community
college instructors require periodic occupational upgrading to retain current skills
in their area of instruction. When this upgrading requires employment experience
outside of the college, a new dimension is added to tenure considerations.

Court cases for the period 1959-69 which dealt with instructor tenure were
amilyted, and a model for instructor tenure was built thereon which would mini-
mire the likelihood of tenure disputes requiring court consideration. The model
deals with employee coverage, duration of probationary period, duties of parties
during probationary- period. condiions required to end probationary status. con-
testing dismissal of probationary instructors, termination of tenuic relationship,
disciplinary action other than dismissal. hearing. and provision for instructor up-
grading.

Several points were brought out in this study whic.h, while they might be eonsid
crcd just good administratise practice. were in the past frequently overlooked with
thc result that disputes went to court:

I. The goal of tenure policies In the community college should be to encourdpc
and retain competent instructors while helping to strengthen weak instructors. and
to identify those .v ho should he encouraged to lease tcachinE as a career.

2. Tenure policies should be jointly deseloped and ratified by representatises of
thc faculty, administration. and governing body. they should be systematic.')
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reviewed by representatives of these three bodies periodically to sec if they are
accomplishing their goal.

3. Every instructor should have a cc.)y of the tenure policy. New instructors
should have an orientation session which would explain the policy.

4. A plan for systematic faculty evaluation should be a part of the tenure policy
and should be strictly followed. Instructors should insist that periodic faculty
evaluation he conducted. This plan should include steps for improving the ability
of either probationary or tenured instructors who are found to be weak in any area.

5. Both instructors and employing bodies are frequently either inadequately or
improperly instructed with regard to their legal rights and duties. Frequently a case
in court is decided because one party or the other lakes the wrong legal action or
fails to take action in lime. It is amply clear that some central source of competent
legal advice is required for both parties. This source should be well publicized to
the appropriate group, should be quickly available to them, should be inexpensive
to the n, and should specialize in nothing else but school personnel relations.

Adult Farmer Training
(December 8)

DOYLE BEYL, Supervisor, Vocational Agriculture, Wisconsin Board of
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, Madison, Wisconsin

The justification of a district's investing taxpayers' money to train adults in the
business of farming is based on added tax revcnuc. The need for such training by
adults is evidenced by the successful enrollment of people in various programs
designed to train, retrain, or upgrade farmers. Evaluation of these programs is
b.i.,ed on financial achievement, however, sonic thought must be given to justifying
urograms on the basis of behavioral objvaives.

The Distributive Education Community Adult Program
(December 8)

JAMES 110R+,, JR., State Supervisor, Distributive Education, State
Department of Education, Richmond, Virginia
Need for Ih Program

"R.tailing, distribution, marketing is an industry which needs millions of skilled
people. In 1975. we will need about two million more executives and proprietors in
distribution and services than we had in 1960. We will need five million more white
collar workers. We will need at feast 1.5 million more sales persons. We will need
five million more trained people in the service industries. Add up the total over
13 million additional jobs in 1975 as compared to 1960 in the areas served by DE.
Now add job replacements and you arrive at job opportunities in excess of 20
million people. Marketing, retailing, distribution cannot meet their manpower
requirements of the next decade without DE, and we must launch a massise and
concerted effort, beginning now.'' Alfred F. Eisenpreis, Vice President, Allied Stores
Coiporation.
llitory art! Philosophy of the Program

the first IM adult programs started in 1937 as a result of the George-Oven Act,
sshich provided funds for the first time for training in the distributis^ occupations.
As DI. became a part of the Nivcational ofkrings in high schools. many 'totes adopted
and has e maintained the pattern of 'h.! DE. coordinator's being responsible for a
total program of education for distribution in the community, both the in-school
program and the adult program. As the DE coordinator carries out coordination
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activities necessary for the high school program, he is in an ideal position to identify
the needs for adult education in the field, to schedule classes, and to secure adult
instructors.

The annual community survey is the technique used by coordinators in many
states to gather data on employment and training needs as a basis for planning their
high school and adult programs. They are employed on a twelve -month basis to
provide time for this survey during the summer months. The importance of al,:
adult program is further underscored by the fact that school administrators often
provide a salary supplement for its implementation.

Outstanding Features of the Program
Where this "total program- concept has been organised effectively, it consistently

has the strong endorsement, understanding, and support of school administrators,
top management in the community, and trade association executives. This is largely
due to the following outstanding features which it offers:

I. The distributive education coordinators, supervisors. supervising coordi-
nators, and adult coordinators serve as the "community training direct,,rs-
for distribution in the local economy a valuable return to b'isinessmen on
their tax dollars for education.

2. The program enables merchants and other bianessmen to become
involved in identifying training needs in the community And planning pro-
grams to meet these needs.

3. !Merchants and other businessmen who employ and train high school DT
students attend adult classes to learn better ta.chniques of supervision and
management. (There are three back-up adults for every high school
student.)

4. It provides a continuous program of education which offers the proper
sequence and progressMn of instruction for the high school DV. graduate who
stays in the "home town" for full-tir.c employment in distribution and yYishes
to continue his training.

5. Course offerings can be geared to specific needs of the community, and
training can he scheduled on days and at hours comenient to local busi-
nesses.

6. It provides coordination and supervision of instruction through indiyidual
visitation to offer students in the high school And adult program consultation
on job progress and application of instruction.

7. It offers one of the most economical plans availahIc f. r meeting this impor-
tant and growing need for education in the community.

Scope of the Offerings
150-hour diploma programs in management, supervisory ooelopment, and
personnel management
90-hour diploma programs for employees in sales and sales supporting
ties
Programs to train for specific occupations such as checker ciith.ation. gift
wrapping, selling during a rush period. and waitress training
Spctiialired long-term programs for real estate. hardware, imestment selling.
food distribution, and many other industries
Pre-employment programs to prepare unemployed Adults and out-oTsch,,o1
youth for jobs in distribution
Programs for the true) industry, including hotels. motels. rtaurants. tourist
attractions, and campground operations
Shortterm COur.es to prepare new v.orkers in highest demand in A commUnitt.
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such as service station attendants, branch managers, insurance salesmen,
and driver salesmen.

Any Monday

(December 8)

'WILLIAM BREESE, Dean, Business Division, Milwaukee Area Technical
College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Educational institutions must be flexible in their offerings to adults. The school
should function in three v,ays: (a) as an "educational service station'' possibly
offering only one course that will make that adult a better employee and allow the
individual to grow within the company where he is presently employed; (b) as an
"educational job order house" to fit to the person's individual nerds and desires for
an educational curriculum that will prepare him for a specific job. One may wish to
call it a "prescription" type of education:. (c) as an "educational production line,"
a lock-step semester plan which is presently so familiar to many of the educators.

Under the educational service station and educational job order house, education
should be available to any person at any time during the school year, and it at all
possible at any time during any particular time of the year. If a person becomes
unemployed on a Friday, he should be able to start his educational process on a
Monday. This ..:oncept is not new to the Milwaukee Area Technical College. for it
started in the ea rly part of the 1930's. it allows a person who makes a decision to go
to school the opportunity to start the schooling at the time he makes the decision.
When schooling is not available at the time of the decision, something usually
intervenes that causes changes in the mind of the prospective student, and he
consequently does not pursue a course of study at that time or any other time.
Sometimes this type of person becomes underemployed; in other cases he continues
to be unemployed and with little initiative or motivation.

the Milwaukee Area Technical College's Business Division reeogni;es the
accelerating and changion technology that has brought about a new relationship
between man's work and his education. We also recognise that these technological
changes challenge not only the educational institution but the nation's economic,
social, and political institutions as well. We like to feel that we have not stayed
-traditional- in our approach to education, but that lather we have innovated for
both the prospective employee's benefit and also the prospective employer's
benefit. We do have rapport with the world of work, and we are trying to provide
a structure that will build the educational "bridge" between man and his work.

This semester the Business Division of the Milwaukee Area Technical College
has 37 courses available for any day-school student who wishes to start his educa-
tional process on any Monday of the academic school year. Fourteen of the 31
courses do not require a student to have any prior educational background in the
field of business. We also offer the same courses in our evening school operations,
Students ma?' progress at their own rata of speed. Those who have the ability and
are motivated can complete cot.rses in less than one semester Others who find it
more difficult and have a rate of learning that is slower may take up to one and
one-half semesters to complete any given course.

In sonic instances programmed material is used: in other instances normal to
books are adapted for individual study, and the teacher, in effect, conducts the
class as many a oneroom school teacher would hale in past years.

We feel we can serve more students through this procedure than in a traditional
"lock stepped" procedure. the biggest problem we i nd is to orie it prospective
students so that their educational program need not wait, School can star "any.
Monday."
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The Postsecondary Education Department General Meeting was called to order
by the program chairman, Lois L. Farone, at 2:00 P.m., December 7, at the Jung
Hotel, with 225 persons in attendance. Mr. James Bowling, the presiding officer,
opened the program with remarks, then introduced the speakers.

The recorder for both general sessions was Mildred Mason, Supervisor of Health
Occupations, Norfolk City Schools. Speakers for the first general meeting were:

I. MARGARET V. BARKLEY, Professor of Home Economics Teacher Education,
Arizona Stale University
Topic: Directions in Relation to General Education

2. R. FRANK MENSEL, Director, Governmental Affairs, AAJC,Washington,
D.C.
Topic: Directions in Relation to Current and Pending Legislation

3. THOMAS W. INTER, Dean, Occupational-Technical Division, Delaware
Technical and Community College, Georgetown, Delaware
Topic: Directions in Relation to the Nation's Manpower Goals

4. VIRGINIA DOBBS, Associate Dean of Instruction, Technical-Occupational
Programs, Eastfield College, Dallas County Junior College District,
Mesquite, Texas
Topic: Directions in Relation to People Needs

The Postsecondary Education Department Second General Meeting was called
to order by the program chairman, Lois L. Farone, at 2:00 P.M., December 8, at
the Monteleone Hotel, with 265 persons in attendance.

Miss Farone introduced the following speakers for the meeting:
I. EUGENE L. DoRR, Assistant State Director, Vocational-Technical Educa-

tion, State Department of Education, Phoenix, Arizona
Topic: Accountability in Relation to the ,N'ation's Manpower Goals

2. JOHN J. LIGHT, Vice President/Director, Tri-County Technical institute.
Nelsonville, Ohio
Topic: Accountability in Relation to Current and Pending Legislation

3. WALTER J. BROOKING, Program Officer, Postsecondary Education U.S.
Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
Topic: Accountability in Relation to People Needs

4. ERMA J. CHANSLER, Tarrant County Junior College, Northeast Campus
Hurst, Texas
Topic: Accountability in Relation to General Education

At the conclusion of the speeches, Miss Farone asked if there was any business
to be discussed concerning the Postsecondary Education Department. With no
business from the audience, Miss Farone declared the Postsecondary Department
General Meeting for 19'O adjourned at 4:15 p.m., December 8.

EDITED SPEECHES OF GENERAL MEETING
Directions in Relation to General Education
by Margaret V. Barkley

It is impossible to ectermine for all time, and even for any long period, what a
program in general education should be. Change and adjustment are essential in
our complex society. Change for the sake of change alone is not desirable, but rather,
modifications need to be made when situations become different.

General education, general studies, and liberal education are often used synony-
mously blthough some educators make a distinction between liberr,.! and general
education. Liberal education is designated as part of a four-year program which
dram from disciplines and subjects roughly grouped as "arts and ,ciencts." General
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education is denoted as materials most worthwhile for the student who can spend
only a limited part of his time on general studies. Whatever term is used, it is
conceived as an opportunity for mature personal development and offers insight
into the nature of man and his environment. Presumably, general education is to
develop a person of aesthetic sensitivity, social responsibility, scientific lnderstand-
ing, and psychological maturity.

Dr. Marvin Ack feels that all our education institutions are failing to produce
adults who are capable of taking part in the democratic process; they fail to under-
stand that democracy is the highest and most sophisticated political system in exis-
tence and can work for them. In most institutions of higher education, students
have limited opportunities to explore their aptitudes and competencies; they are
not allowed to plan flexible programs that may be changed when the need arises;
kw students are asked to assist in the selection of the content of their courses; and
little exposure is given to the world of work so that students know what is relevant
to learn.

Academicians also fail to relate their disciplines to the practical world. Hone
economics claims to be the application of the root disciplines of economics, psy-
chology, sociology, chemistry and life sciences. I am sure that most of you in voca-
tional education have courses tnat contribute to social responsibility, scientific
understanding, and psychological maturity among individuals but are not afforded
the status of being classified as general education. Isn't it possible and proper
that certain practical courses, such as home economics, be considered general
education?

Few postsecondary institutions have realized their full responsibilities toward
students who come from economically depressed homes and are not equipped
to do average-caliber work in regular classes. Educators at al: levels can no longer
blame students' failure on student disinterest or lack of hnrre background, but we
must realize that we have not succeeded in reaching them. If postsecondary pro-
grams are to succeed, some positive ways must be found to teach effective com-
munication, basic mathematics' computations, and human relationships skills.
some community colleges are attempting to do this with special programs for the
disadvantaged. One of the programs being established at Della College, Bay City,
Michigan, is a program for the "Forgotten Fourth" cr the fourth-quartile high
school graduate who is disadvantaged for one reason or another. Another general
technician program for school-alienated youth has bon proposed by the Depart-
ment of Vocational Education at The Pennsylvania State University.

Another neglected group in most institutions of higher education is women.
Some authorities suggest that women should take only liberal education, for most
of them will marry early and should acquire only an area of specialization that
they plan to use. Most educators feel, though, that women should have enough
specialization so that their general education clas'ies are meaningful. I only hope,
while women take general education courses, that the academicians do not convey
the usual stereotypes to them, for I have had women students tell me that their
chemistry professors tried to dissuade them from taking a medical education.

Of special concern to education should be the mature woman who returns to
school to continue her education. Many of these women are bewildered by the
changes in education, and they feel so inadequate that they work too hard and
alienate their young classmates.

In all fairness to postsecondary institutions, it should be noted that they are
faced with au almes' insurmountable task, for many of them are attempting to do
remedial work viith b:low-average students, to furnish community service, to
develop a salable skill for a majority of the students, and to offer courses that will
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transfer to four-year institutions. Satisfying transfer requirements for some inflexible
four-year schools is a challenge in itself.

Most postsecondary schools are trying a variety of innovations that include an
interdisciplinary approach to general education, new careers programs, redefining
of general concepts, offering, to keep women up to date, and other innovations.
I guess general education in postsecondary institutions is just like all of education;
there is a great deal to be done with not enough time or money to accomplish what
is needed.

Directions in Relation to Current and Pending Legislation
by R. Frank Mensel

Quality of life has always been the first concern of this nation and its people. This
theme, constant in American history, is richly expressed in the growth and develop-
ment of an extensive national system of public and private education. It is expressed
anew in the phenomenal growth of the two-year collegesand in the opportunities
such colleges provide for students, young and old, often excluded from higher
education in the past.

In the 1960's college enrollment has tripled, technological and economic growth
has quickened, society has increasingly urbanized. With these stresses, a federal
commitment to education has occurred to the degree that an orchestrated, balanced
response is needed from all federal dep.irtments. Above all, education today needs
a reliable federal commitmentfirm in extended funding cycles geared to carefully
measured needs and high is 'is capacities for leadership, flexibility, and innovation.

Community college momentum thus far has been largely local. Such colleges
have sprung forth in state after state, supported by local vision and will but rarely
benefiting from either state or federal support to the degree that other segments
of higher education have. Local support is, of course, central to both their strength
and identity. But local support no longer will sustain either the immediate need or
the fuller promise of these colleges It cringes upon federal partnership.

Expanded federal support of higher education must begin with the fuller fund-
ing of already viable programs, enhanced by the application of the principle of
forward funding to all programs for which it is suited. Such public disillusionment
as education contends with today can be traced in part, at least, to federal failure to
fund the support pledged in various acts of the last decade. We recognize the
responsibility of education itself to document its needs mole precisely. But even
where need has been thoroughly documented, the federal commitment simply
has never approached the promise. Direct federal construction support has shrunk
in the space of three fiscal years from $247 million to the complete elimination
originally projected in the FY 1971 federal budget. We likewise deplore the
attempts to eliminate equipment support from the current federal budget,

Dollars alone will not perfect the present programs. Equal in urgency is the need
to restructure federal efforts. The first and most needed step toward that goal is
the formation of a Department of Education and Manpower. Some 44 different
agencies of the Federal Government are currently administering education pro-
grams. The Office of Education, the only agency concerned specifi..dly with
education at all levels and in all areas, administers more than 75 federal assistance
programs. The complexities of recent federal enactment require the following:
(1) an approach that cuts across existing agency lines; (2) a greater reliance on, and
therefore very close coordination wi;h, state and local government jutisdictions;
and (3) a marshaling of both technical and administrative skills in wholly different
combinations from those which have existed in the past.

The AAJC urges federal agencies to explore further decentralization of authority
to regional offices, state departments of education, and urban centers. Today's
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heavy concentration of OE professional personnel in Washington makes access
IC administrators of federal programs expensive and impractical for many colleges.
To ensure stronger attention to the special needs of two-year institutions, a junior
community college office should be created within the proposed Departinent of
Education and Manpower.

There are other reforms and proposals recommended by AAJC that would change
or strengthen postsecondary education. [hese areas of reform include the following:
increased funding of The Comprehensive Community College Act, earmarkcj
funds for community colleges in major programs, full authorization for facilities
constnict:on, continuation of library assistance, increased student financial aid,
continuation of EPDA, full funding of the Vocational Education Act with stronger
emphasis on vocational-technical education in postsecordary programs, start-up
assistance for colleges offering new allied health careers, and increased veterans'
assistance.

In research and future directions, the community college cannot abrogate its
responsibility of asking hard questions about its progress and goals. Without
continuous research, an institution cannot identify and underslard past and present
functioning nor meet the future effectively.

Although research in community colleges is a necessity for sound program
development, the amount of the colleges' involvement in federal programs has
been miniscule. We recommend federal support for a comprehensive .program of
research in the community college. This program could be developed by AAJC,
working in cooperation with federal and state agencies and °the.: institutions, and
funded through existing federal programs. Such a comprehensive program would
coordinate programmatic and experimental research projects so that researchers
do not spend time re-inventing the wheel. Such a comprehensive program would
provide data upon which administrative decisions could be made at the federal,
stale, and local levels.

Directions in Relation to the Nation's Manpower Goals
by Thomas W. Inter

To be able to establish manpower needs for the seventies, the local educational
institution should develop and maintain a local manpower data bank. Thi., can be
done by utilizing national resources and data at the local level, including: (a)
census, (b) population trends, (c) broadening the understanding of the work force,
(d) mobility of technical and service personnel. (e) moving of the masses, (f) labor
supply, (g) financial burdens and security, (h) educational manpower status, and
(i) commitments by educational institutions.

A review of federal, state, and local government manpower agencies that can
be utilized by educational institutions to develop, maintain, and evaluate a man-
power resource bank should be made. This manpower data would be used for
occupational and technical planning, instruction, and advisory committees. It
could also be used for generating local educational statistics to support existing
programs, funding, legislation, and community growth.

Accountability in Relation to the Nation's Manpower Goals

by Eugene L. Dorr
Vocational education in this initial year of the 1970's has a credibility gap :hat

leaves it vulnerable in the current age of accountability! Vocational education
lacks an accurate, up-to-the-minute delivery system that provides concrete data on
he output or lack of output of the vocational education system to the manpower
needs of this country.

"Is vocational education a major manpower training agency?" A recent abstract
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of a forty page report from the office of the assistant secretary for Planning and
Evaluation in Health, Education, and Welfare spells out key gaps in solid data
for decision making at all levels regarding vocational education. One can surmise
that something in the way of hard data is lacking if these comments are officially
raised on whether vocational eduction meets the manpower goals. The observa-
tion comes at a most critical time because parents, taxpayers, and members of
school boards and legislative bodies have all coined a new item for our educational
jargon called "accountability."

The definition that describes accountability best is: "The ability to deliver on our
promises." As vocational educators, have we been talking process or product re-
sults? Do we cite the number of students enrolled, dollars appropriated, and types
of facilities and equipment utilized over numbers of students placed in jobs? Has
our number one story been placement? Is cur dropout record less than regular
academic classes? Have we written specific measurable student-centered perfor-
mance goals for our courses and programs?

Vocational educators must offer programs for the youthful student that provide
the shotgun approach to job preparation rather than th; rifle concept. Vocational
education needs to give greater visibility to and opportunities for adult retraining
and upgrading programs. Every secondary school in the United Stales should be
an employment agency. Schools must recognize that employment :s an integral part
of education. Can vocational education proride such an accountability delivery
system? We can it we all agree to get togeilnir and deliver the goods!

First, we need to agree to an enrollment and follow-up system that is compatible
in all parts of the country. Second, we need to utilize a system that accepts the
technology of computers to digest and expound rapidly on the data. Third, we need
to engage an outside auditing group that will handle the data to give the enrollment
and follow-up reliability.

State legislatures and Congress need accurate data that relates numbers enrolled
by OE code to placement in the same OE code areas. Funding of vocational educa-
tion could be coupled with our ability to produce. Legislative decisiors would not
be made on hunches but on audited results collected by a third party. The auditing
authority should be charged to announce publicly the results that appear.

Accountability in Relation to Current and Pending Legislation
by John J. Light

All of us will concur with the point that we are accountable for our actions and
results in education. Because educational results are difficult to measure, educators
have not been held accountable in the past foi school dropouts, loss or under-use
of funds, poor building utilization, etc. However, the nation and its taxpayers are
now detnInding accountability in education as they do in business and industry.
Vocational and technical educators, because of their industrial and business back-
grounds, should be leading the way in education in terms of aecountahility.

Operation, equipment, and capital funds to- postsecondary programs come
mainly from government sources. Governhient funds are available only after
legislation has approved them. This places us, whether we want it this way or not,
in a position in which we must be accountable for knowledge in current and pending
legislation. This is true because legislation does not just happen automatically, and
funds are not always s cured from passed legislation automatically.

We are to be held accountable for the legislative process as it involves us; to what
extent is the debatable issue. Too often, we are all eager to share the output of the
legislative results, but not willing to share in the input necessary to achieve favor-
able legislation. In fact, we often even miss part of the desired outputs of funds and
benefits because of the t-sck of knowledge concerning passed legislation. Let us
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then look at the total picture of pending and passed legislation and be certain that
we are accountable for these processes.

Legislative accountability must not be the result of accident and hit-or-miss
procedures, but must be the result of a well-planned, organized program to exert
the maximum from passed legislation and to insure favorable legislation. This plan
could take the following form and steps: the guidance and information step would
keep legislators, policy makers, public officials, etc., informed of favorable results
and needs of current programs; during the legislative step, educators would help
draft legislation and keep in close touch with legislators from committees to
passage of legislation; once legislation were passed, it would be imperative that
the latest legislation be received by each school and analyzed for thorough under-
standing and extent to which it could be used; the final steps would be implementing
the use of funds by offering quality programs. Successful programs then insure
success, and the process begins over again. Those steps can be combined, altered,
or added to, but the important point is that ekich institution should have a formal,
planned program with a person responsible for input and output.

A group of Ohio postsecondary educators came to the following consensus oa
accountability and legislation: personal contact with legislators is needed, educators
should work individually and through organizations, and many feel that a program
or workshop could be sponsored by AVA or state groups for administrators.

Accountability in Relation to People Needs
by Wolter 1, Brooking

The Postsecondary Department represents a new and rapidly-growing part of
AVA. Postsecondary education now can be found in various institutions: e.g.,
public, private, technical institutes; community colleges; and higher institutions of
?earning.

The publication "Criteria For Technician Education" may be obtained by writing
Dr. Brooking.

We are accountable to students, parents, employers, ourselves as professionals,
etc. Private institutions are accountable by the ledger sheet. These institutions that
stay in business must be good. Therefore, it would be sound advice for public
institutions to seek out successful private institutions for directioas.

One of the purposes of postsecondary education is to provide a supportive type
of worker who is near the manager.

There are serious deficiencies in many of our postsecondary institutions. A msjor
deficiency is that too often classes ate not filled. When this occurs, education
becomes too expensive, cr we have the tendency to group people together who do
not belong together, thus weakening the program. The failure rate is too high.
We need to make an effort to determine why this is high and correct it. If remedial
or developmental programs are needed, they should he available. More programs
are needed to give the public a larger and more realistic selection of careers. We
neglect a large part of the population who did not get what they wanted or needed
in high ;Aloof. We avid to link programs to this group. We must find a say to bring
this group in and prepare them for learning vocations. Student development pro-
grams are needed!

Generally, postsecondary schools are doing a commendable job, but there are
areas that need to be improved and we must all work together for these improve-
ments.
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Department Planning Committee Meeting

December 4, 1970
The chairman, Tom Des:n, called the meeting to order at 2 p.70. in Room 255 of

the Jung Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana, with the following members present:
Boyd Gardner, Industrial Arts: LeRoy Cavnar, Vocational Guidance; Ellen Abbott,
substitute for Louise Harding, Health Occupations: Arthur Jensen, Vocational
Education Media Center; Nyna Keeton, D. E. Coordinator; Evelyn Robinson,
COE Coordinator; Mary Smith, Home Economies; and Mercedes Vercher, Technical
Education. Among the visitors were: Mildred Jackson, Distributive Education:
Rosalie Risenger, Trade and Industrial, and VICA students Gary Hughes, Dover,
Delaware: and Elizabeth Doyle, San Antonio, Texas.

Nyna Keeton presented the program report, in which the leadership development
series was discussed, a program in which eda:ators touring the country discuss
leadership with all teachers. It was indicated that Monday's program made various
comments on this development, and attendan.:e at these meetings was urged,

ll was recommended that the departmental meetings be held before the divisional
meetings for future planning.

Mildred Jackson indicated the importance of the input that each department
makes to the AVA. She stressed communicatim; from the heart, and that taking
such communications hack to the Resolutions Committee is eioreinely important.
And it must be in writing verbal take-back is not enough.

The year 1971-72 should he based on ;valuation. The topic, Expanding Leader-
ship Role 'Through Evaluation, was discussed, since so many serious problems
evolve because of the lack of leadership in today's secondary schools. The motion
was made by Arthur Jensen and seconded by LeRoy Cavnar that we as the
Secondary Education Department be guhied by the Leadership Rote Through
Evaluation in our 1971.1972 Pro2,ram of Work.

Tom Devin, Chairman, prepared two resolutions with the assistance of a few
committee members: they were approved by the emir:: committee and are as
follows:

RESOLUTION
The following resolution is formulated in support of the Guidance Division's

resolution to establish a branch for career development programs and services in
the U.S. Office of Education.

Whereas, there is a need for career development and guidance for students in
the public schools of the U.S.: and

Whereas, proper placement of stuOczts according to interesis and abilities is
beneficial to the students that they may be guided into worthwhile training for
employment;

Therefore, Be It Resolved, that the Secondary Department of the American
Vocational Association strongly supports the efforts of the Guidance Division and its
Committee for Career Development and Guidance in recommending to the
Associate Commissioner of Adult and Vocational Education that a branch for career
development programs and services be established. Such branch to encompass the
guidance service!, currently scattered throughou; other branches as a means of
giving visibility and impact to career development and guidance programs from the
kindergarten through postsecondary and adult education.

RESOLUTION
Program of Work

Whereas, vocational educatini is being (A.M.:iced by indisiduals in business,
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industry, government, and local citizens not familiar with the program: and
Whereas, labor is attempting to secure appropriations from the Congress of the

United States for use in occupational training that could be better trained in
vocational education offered in organized public schools; and

Whereas, Dr. Hardwick, Assistant Commissioner for Vocational-Technical
Education, U.S. Office of Education, in his audress to the twent/-third Convention
of NVATA, emphasized the importance for communications in vocational -tet inical
education:

Therefore, Be Ir Resolved, i!lat tht program of work for AVA for 1972 b_ Ex-
panding the leadership role of AVA through communications with:

I. business and industry.
2. legislatorsstate and federal
3. national and state boards
4. local school administrators
5. local communities
6. other vocational divisions.

Approved by the Secondary Department of AVA.

As Vocational Educators We Must Be Sensie to Human Needs
LEROY B. CAVNAR
State Supe visor of Voc.tioral Guidance, Colorado Suite Board .for
Community Colleges and Occupational Education
December 7, 1970

Last spring, when I volunteered to address the Secondary Education Department
on the theme of sensitivity tc human needs, I was not yet aware of ....hat a thought-
provoking job It would be. Now I'm grateful to the young sailor in boot camp %sty.
was introduced to Admiral Thomas Moorer, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. 1 he sailor was quite impressed but also equal to the occasion, for he quickly
said, "Gee, sir, you've got a mighty important job and I surely hope you don't louse
it up."

I've thought about that quite often, and I sore:2. hope I don't "louse it up" today.
As a matter of fact, I think that young sailor's remark pretty veil sums up Ora tae
American people are saying about vocatiimal education oday. Vocational educators
have a miehty important job to do and tre e! better not louse it up.

flow :an we be sure we don't 10115e it up? Well, the answer is siniplicity itself,
but cnIess we vocational educators become compIttely se,;,il ye to Ole needs of
all people, we'll find that while the answer is disarming in its tin,ticity it is complex
in its execution. It is sir..ple because it means working to, each individual as an
individual and helping him become what he waii s to he It is the very essence o!
s.nsitivity. Put it is so easily disarming because all individuals do net react to
learning in the same way. Different individuals are motivated in different ways or
re troubled by different problem, that set them aside from other individuals. These

differences are not restricted to social class or race; they are found everywhere.
At this stage, theit. complexity sets in, and its U': same kind of comr'exity that
has beset traditional education with increasing frequency during the past decades.

Charles Silberman recently shook up the educational establishment with the
publication of his book Crisis the Classroom. His well-heeled resources from
the Carnegie Foundation, assisted by a well-endowed staff of ad lsors, enabled
him to document cases, and to point out that education can no I. ,ger remain a
factory process o* . JiC memory; it must put more emphasis on feelings and the
imagination, Silberman has much support from many other quarters. If you have
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not already done so, I recommend that you read all the excellent articles in the
October issue of the AMERICAN VOCATIONAL JOURNAL wherein school board members
tell it as is. In particular, John Ewan, president of the National School Boards
Association, sounds a cry for sensitivity to human needs in his article entitled "A
New Vocational Education."

Our colleges and universities all over the country are enmeshed in dissatisfaction
and violence because the undergraduate years art little different from the high
school years; sterile and devoid of imagination. Vocational education must avoid
that trap. We must be sensitive to the wide variety of human needs of each indi-
vidualnot of the masses. When you have completed the October issue, dig into
the November iss to with its many excellent articles concerning vocational education
for the disadvantaged. Parenthetically, I suppose we are all disadvantaged when
it comes to the area of sensitivity. Vocational educators, however, have the jump
en other educators in many areas. Working with individuals on an individual needs
basis is the heart of sensitivity.

realize it is not possible for all of you to enjoy an advantage I have had within
recent years, so let 'me tell you a little about what it's like to live among the pro-
ducts ?ea by. products of our non relevant school systems. It is a world where you
develop a sensitivity fast, and it's a world I wish every teacher, present and future,
would have to encounter before being allowed to continue teaching. It's an experi-
ence that'. guaranteed either to make you so sensitive to human needs that you
return to the classroom a better teachersensitive and empathetic; or else you
besome so revulsed that you get out of teaching completely. Either alternative
would help education.

Come with ere for a week and get down to the real nitty gritty, gut-level learning.
Forged that your niea family and friend exist in their comfortable way of life. You'll
have to forget rhem, or you'll never be accepted in your new environment. You
are going to become the student, and your teachers are going to be the dowii-and-
out, the school dropout, or the $ch-ol pushout, the winos and those who go into a
bar simply to erase their misery as soon as possible, the unscrupulous bt.siness man
who exploits the human being, as well as the business man who is trying to do the
right thing and help the human bei You'll find people front all backgrounds
and cultures- -the Anglo to be sure, but the Black, the many kinds of hyphenated
Americans, and the Indian, too.

Wear some seedy old clothes and don't be too cleanly shaven. Check into a ghetto
hoteland try to act as if you belong there. Be careful how you talk. Listen carefully
to conversation. Eavesdrop whanever you can sc you can learn the language of the
ghetto, and be Careful whenever you speak don't lei your good middle-class
English be evident. You'll discover that four-letter words abound, but you'll be
su.prised that some of them are words you'd like to use, too. Love is one of them.
You have to make your own discovery about what it means at any given time. Free
is another--spoken wistfully most of the time, when someone is trying to describe
the hoped-for outward mobility, but spoken reverently whenever it describes a gift.
You'll find others, too. They may hurt your ears, or they may sound good to you
because everyone has hope and need. Get out on the street and walk. Learn the
territory and listen so you'll know whether to run with the crowd or to run by
yourself. And w'xen you've got enough confidence in yourself- that you can hold
your own with the ghetto crowd -then start talking. But not only start talking!
Just as soon as you can, start listening. The more you listen the more you'll learn.
You II learn that people have many needs that no one has been sensitive to. You'll
hear stories that will break your heart, no cry in your beer along with the rest of
them; but it's chly a cover so they'll tell you more.
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Meet one of the guys who is willing to take you home with him. Maybe home is
a shay k with a dirt floor come boxes for a table, and a couple of old mattresses to
sleep on. Or maybe he's lucky and hasn't lost all his pride: he might have a wooden
floor, and a rug and some furniture he's salvaged somewhere. Meet his kids and
wonder if the cycle be repeated. Not if you has, your way, it won't. Now
you're getting sensitized. But listen to some mothers. Provoke them to talk. See how
they put down the teachers and counselors. They'll tell you that schools dosi't try to
understand children especially if they're different. No wonder they drop out.

Walk down the street with a young dropout who is rain; so find a job. Watch
in disbelief as a police car grinds to a halt and your your...! friend is up against the
wall, spread-eagled. Try to find out what it's aJ about, and, if you're lucky, you
won't get the same treatment.

Ah, rest! Sounds like a good idea. Besides, you've really gottc t what you came
for. You're sure you can be sensitive to every need a kid may have, You're going to
help them all. Okay, back to the old hotel for a good steep and a clean-up,
back home tomorrow ready to put the new lessons to work.

You turn the key in the cheap lock and go into your room. Holy mackerel, what
happened! Somebody has been there. Nothing left in the room. Your extra skivies
and socks are gone. So is your razor and toothbrush. Good thing you didn't bring
any money. Oh well, somebody else necded them, so what the heckcall the wife
and have her come down for you. Incidentally, you ladies can have this experience.
too. I know of at least two in this audience today who have, and they wouldn't
trade it for the world.

Our AVA program of work deals with commitment and with accountability and
evaluation. Let's briefly [Oak at each, because, as we reflect on our topic, ;t becomes
abundantly clear that sensitivity to human needs is an essential ingredient of
commitment, as well as of accountability and evaluation.

Commitment to anything requires involvement. We are not committed to some-
thing unless we are involved with it, and it's only as we are actively involved that
our commitment nas any purpose. Also, nowhere in American education today is
a group held more accountable for its actions than vocational education. Not only
does the law hold us strictly accountable, but our own conscience holds its account-
able. We have seen the results of neglect in the educational process, and have
dedicated ourselves to the task of overruling that neglect by paying attention to
the individual and his needs. None of us can do it alone. Never has it been more
imperative for us to work together as a team. Vocational educators can no longer
stand the luxury of exclusivism. We've got to become a part of the total education
team just as other educators must become a part of our team.

The vocational educator of the 70's must be sensitive to the needs of these kids.
We have to develop new attitudes toward basic values of our newer generation.
We have to change our teaching style to accept them-- to respect them. We have to
understand them--and let them understand us and we have to show a compassion
that will tear out our old au loritarian and dictatorial hearts. And pleas: note! No
where have I said that we must abdicate our responsibility: I have said that we must
reorganize our priorities with these new understandings and attitudes. Mark these
words clearly because if we don't do it, we're not going to be around when someone
else takes over and does do it.

Our final charge to sensitivity is found in evaluation. Vocational educators, more
than any c.. .se educators, lay it on the line when being evaluated. Our job is to train
and send people out to the job. The product we send to the job must have the
necessary skills and a great measure of human endurance and love of life. Wt.
take our raw product of untrained youth from many corners of life and send them
forth as finished products into a new way of life. We awaken in them new skills,
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new feelings, new cooperations, and the knowledge necessary to identify each
component of their work as 3 part of the whole finished product. Being sensitive
to each new need during each new step of the way assures a skii!ed workman of
sensitivity to his new co-workers, to his new career opportunities, and to his
citizenship responsibilities.

Finally, I would like to share with you a portion of the master example of sensi-
tivity as recorded in the twenty-fifth chapter of the Book of Matthew; "Then slsall
the Lord say unto them at his right hand, come you blessed of my Father, inherit
the $Cngdorn prepared for you from the foundation of the world. For I was hungry,
and you gave me meat; I was thirst; and you gave me drink; I was a stranger and
you took me in: naked was I and you clothed me; I was sick and you visited me; I
was in prison a, ..i you came to see me. And the Lord shall answer them saying,
Verily I say to you, inasmuch as you have done it unto one of the least of these my
brothers, you have done it unto me."

I could wish no more than to have that last sentence above recorded as my
evaluation as a vocational educator.

Leadership Development for Vocational Education
National Association of Distributive Education Teachers ind
PAUL ROTHAUS, presented by NANCY ROSE CAMPBELL,
Westbury High Scl loot Houston, Texas
December 7, 1970

This project offers teachers a new dimension by which leadership qualities may
he resealed, formed, or expanded in students of various educational levels. For
those educators who are innovative, these projects will provide a new challenge
through participation and group action. No other topic is more elusive in a class-
room than the subject of leadership? How does a teacher teach leadership'? How
can a student be helped to develop whatever latent talents he or she may have?
These questions and others which you undoubtedly have asked yourselves demand
answers now.

The Project Committee feels that the matrii.is contained in the manual available
can help each of us find some of the answers. The three "company projects"
which are presented will involve our students in contact with people: thus they can
be helped to an awareness of t e need for sensitivity for the feelings of other human
beings. Our students can be placed in s.tuations within each project in which they
can be I elped to find and exercise their latent leadurship talents.

The material available is usable in our classrooms and will challenge our high
school and college students if we put it to use. Businesses are searching for the
leaders of tomorrow, and these projects will help us de,.elop that special quality in
our students. Our students a-e interested in involvement with people- these
projects will involve them.

Your Project Committee members urge you to study the available material care-
fully, with an open mind to seek out the uses and values of pis project. The real
value of the project will be realized on'y if it is put to work in the classroom, if it is
enthusiastically presented to involve the studer.ts fully, and if the students are
allowed to discuss each project openly after its completion. In short, whatever
"payoff' results there are from this project will be realized by our efforts in the
classroom.

Dr. Rothaus' creative abilities in designing the project so that it would aim at
our specific area of inarketing and distribution really made , he project possible.
His willingness to adapt techniques he has designed to our ne.,ds proied to be the
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major force in the production of the 1969 NADU' Project.
Our wholehearted expressions of appreciation must go to our sponsoring institu-

tion, The Sears Roebuck Foundation, and to Robert J. Buzbe, their Youth Activities
director, for the financial a' iistance in producing the finished project. If you can
find it only half as stimulating and exciting as we do, it will accomplish its purpose
and find a useful place in your classroom activities and in the learning experiences
of your students.

How Vocational Education Can Meet the Needs of Business and Industry

WILLIAM F. MCCURDY
Vice President, Public Relations, Sears Roebuck and Company

December 8, 1970

You're not in the classroom to help business; the sooner business finds that out
the better business is going to be. You are there to teach employable skills and you
are there to help each young person reach his or her maximum potential. To the
extent that VOL' ae successful, business will profit, and that is all that business can
ask from you.

This afternoon I am going to talk to you about the following: venereal disease,
menopause, abortion, unwed mcthers, and bastard childrenalthough actually,
ladies and gentlemen, I have no intention of talking to you about any of these things.
But I do mention them for a purpose; five years ago and certainly ten years ago the
mention of the above terms would have found all the ladies in this audience and
most of rlie gentlemen heading for the exit in outraged ind,ignation Today, we
discuss ,hem as casually as we would perhaps a recipe for coconut cake, and this
is a symptomatic semantic sign of changing times in the world in which we li .
Today we ae playing in a new ball park --we have a new ball game and it affects as
all and we all must change.

In my native state of Texas, there is a snying: "Cotton has moved west; cattle
have moved east; the black man has moved north, and Republicans have moved
south in the chinging times," And never in the history of mankind has change been
so rapid, so difficult to ktsp up with, and so difficult to understand. Bccausc of
failure throughout the history of mankind to recognize and respond to change,
great cijlizations have crumbled, kings and queens have been beheaded, dictators
has.: beer shot, political parties have lost power, and great businesses have perished.

Business has changed tremendously in the United States. Along with everything
else we have all sorts of innovations today; we have the drive-ia windows at tile
bank; vie can go in and let the automobiles see their real owners; and even the
Catholic Church has adopted the drive-in dealthey now have drive-in confessionals
where a t'g sign says, "Toot and tell or go to Hell."

Now forgive me if I talk briefly about Sears Roebuck because Sears is what i
know. 1 am with a company that wiil do in excess of S9 billion in sales this year.
The company require:, 360,000 employees and 100(. locations throughout the United
States that require 2,000 manufacturers to supply us with our goods. We have
176,000 items for sale. I have 'ocen with this company for 33 years and 33 years ago
95 percent of these 176,000 items we offer hadn't even been invented, nor had they
been developed. It is a fact that 50 percent had not been on the market as long as
10 years ago.

Businesses, like trees, always die at the lop; and change in my business is a great
concern, as it is in all businesses in the United States. We have glorified communica-
tions throughout the years.

What is a benefit risk idea? It is an idea which we must get across to the younger
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generation, and only we can do it because it requires experience, maturity, and
wisdom, which am three qualities lacking in youth today. For every benefit there
is a risk. The trick is not to destroy the benefit but rather to minimize the risk. It will
require all of our good sense to sell the idea; we must keep our cool and not lose
our tempers.

Society is not a foreign thing which we seek t,) impose on the young; we didn't
make it we have only sought to inake it better. We are all creatures of our own
environment. We need to set some ground rules. The younger generation has been
freed from the nagging worries of providing clothing, food, and shelter because they
are a product of an affluence that the older generation has created for them. Sensi-
tivity is not the property of the young nor was it invented in 1950, but, today's
generation is able to afford a hyper-sensitivity to social problems that we were not
able to afford.

Society hangs together by the stitching cr many threads, and no l8-year-old is
the product simply of },ii; 18 years; he is the product of 3000 years of the development
of mankind. Throughout these years, injustices have existed and they have been
fought; rules have been outmoded and they have been changed; doom has hung
over mar and has been avoided. Unjust wars have occurred. Pain has been the cost
of progress, yet man has somehow persevered. If others are sincere in their beliefs
and we are sincere in our beliefs, we cannot afford to go our separate ways; we must
work together. What do we owe the younger generation? They should understand
this: I think we owe people whom we bring into this world food, clothing, shelter,
and whatever lave and responsibility they earn; we even owe them the maturing
experience of agitt lion. What we do not owe them are our souk, our privacy, our
whole lives, and immunity from our mistakes or from their own,

We must appreciate and cherish private enterprise because if we don't, I can
predict that twenty years from naw one of our youth will be defending his genera-
tion against his own children ,.no will say that they turned out to be a bunch of
sociological misfits. We were the residual legatees of an rconomic value of Eden
r.',(1 have neither the good sense nor the strength to preseive it.

The Role of Advisory Councils in Evaluation of Vocational Education

DANIEL H. WOOD
Chairman of Arkansas Advisory Council, VocationalTechnical Education
December 8, 1970

To determine best the role advisory councils may play in the evaluation of a state
plan, it would behoove us to examine the history of advisory councils in general.
Further still, liowever, we should consider their statutory authority. But first let
us consider the concept of advisory councils in general. Naturally, we know a
council to he a body of men and women of varying numbers some councils have
as many as 100 members and others as few as 6 or 8. When we assign to a council
the charge "advisory," we then have an established body whose function it is to
provide advice, as opposed to a poticy-making council.

However, progress has been made not because of people of "like id-as and
aptitudes" performing a task; rather, we can base and credit progress on the inter-
change of ideas between men. Social and technological piagrs is much like a body
of water. Unless it has movement coming in arid going out of it, it becomes
stagnant. Any planning agency must be constantly alert for an inbreeding of its
philosophy and philosophical position. To be more specific, educational planning
agencies must be constantly on guard against becoming set in their direction to
the point of resisting any and/or all deviations. I earnestly believe this inbreeding
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or "setness," if you will, is exactly' the reason the United States Congress passed
what is known as the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968. This document.
among other things, established advisory councils.

As a noted French statesman, George Clemenceau, said, "War is too important
to leave to the generals." I submit to you: Education is too important to leave solely
to the educators. The body of vocational advisory council memberships do not
profess to be educators we are not! We do not profess to be experts in tecching
techniques, program planning, program finaiicirig, or in educational philosophy.
However, we are affected immensely by the actions of those who are the experts.
We are on the receiving end of the educators' efforts and of the educational process:.

We are experts in people. Most advisory councils have on their rolls presidents,
personnel directors, and many other corporate executive personnel. The men on
these councils are vitally concerned with the skill levels of those people knocking on
our doors. We know what we need and what we are getting. Tragically, all too
often the two do not match.

State advisory councils can provide a great service if by no other means than
simply complying with the law which created them. Some of their statutory functions
are as follows:

1. To assist in the development of the State Plan
2. To provide advice to the State Board for Vocational Education as regards

policies relating to vocational education
1. To evaluate vocational programs at least annually
4. To prepare recommendations concerning the states' annual and long range

plans.

The Arkansas Council during its investigative processes sought the advice and
counsel of state and national authorities in the field of vocational education,
including Sam Burt of Washington, D.C.; the late Wade Martin of South Carolina:
Frank Troutman, consultant and member of the University cf Arkansas staff in
Little Rock; and Jim DuPree of the State Board for Vocational Education. Compar
ing the findings of these experts with the findings of the Council's own study groups
showed that 96 percent of all vocational programs were either: (a) agriculture,
(b) home economics, or (c) vocational oriented.

liow-ver, the past 15 years have seen increasing amounts of industrialization
develop within A rkansas. Also, Arkansas is now considered by census definition to be
an urban state. Again, as with industry, we have Council member, representing
occupations such as marketing, health services, and other fields. Yet, when the
Council evaluated the State Plan and existing vocational pror-ms offered, we
found that only one-third of our students could even take advantage of vocational
education. And, of the total program, less than four percent of the students could
enroll in vocational courses other than vocational agriculture or home economics.

The Council discovered that roughly 46 of every 100 students who eater the first
grade are not receiving their diploma 12 years later. At this point I would add that
the Council concluded that the 46 percent dropout rate in Arkansas could very well
be a result of the school curricula primarily college preparatory. Our schools teach
as if 9`, percent of all students wig graduate from college when actually it more

like IS percent. Consequently, we neglect th,; educational needs of 85 percent of
our students, which is evideric'ed by the high dropout rate.

The duties and final role of advisory councils can be summarized as follows:
I. Knowledgeability about vocational education
2. Discernment of merits and deficiencies of the vocational education program
3. Correction of deficiencies in the program
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4. Communication with those in the planning agency
5. Analysis of prepared plans to determine the capability of correcting problem

a mos.
Improving the necessary lines of rommunicions is a top priority for nest year.

With an open li Le of communicatio,,s, the advisory councils and state departments
of education together can insure a constant movement into the body of water called
vocational education.

The nest meeting of the Secondary Education Department will be held in March
(1971) in St. Louis, Missouri. Nyna Keeton will be the new chairman.
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Planning Committee Meeting

1. The lostc: of attendees included the following: V. Burgener, chairman:
G. McMahon; A. Miller; Ft. Nelson; W. Spence; R. Tomlinson; and
N. Vivian.

2. E was moved by R. Tomlinson and seconded by W. Spence that minutes of
of the meeting cf March 6, 1970, be approved as presented.

3. The departmental program for the 1970 Convention was reviewed. The pro-
gram as it appeared in the Convention bulletin was correct except for the
omission of Jerome Kapes and Thomas Lorry as presenters in Topic V of
the Monday afternoon session.

4. Gordon McMahon reported that copies of all papers to be presented will be
received in advance of the program. This will facilitate getting these papers
to the AVA to be published in the Convention proceedings.

5. V. E. Burgener reported a discussion with George Brandon concerning the
difficulties that the cutback in research funds has caused. Included is our
funding difficulty of "Research Visibility" in the AV JOURNAL. George
Brandon ha; asked Vern Burgener to collect and report papers and pro-
ceedings concerning research that might be reported in "Research Vis-
ibility." Vern Burgener stated that this material is due at the AVA office
by December 15. lie asked that, if at all possible, the committee members
assume the responsibility of collecting papers (or abstracts of them) con-
cerned with evaluations and research presented at the various division meet-
ings and give them to him prior to the end of the Convention.
A discussion was held concerning the ad' isabi'ity of submitting complete
papers or abstracts, length of abstracts, and techniques for collecting this
information.

6. Vern Burgener explained a change of procedure with the AVA Board. As a
result of this, he is to make a report to Subcommittee C of the Board on
Monday, December 7. This is a new procedure.

7. A. Miller reported that lite Center for Vocational-Technical Educa'ion at
Ohio State University again offered a Research Training Program as a pre-
session to the AVA Convention. Approximately 120 rwaple attended the
four programs held December 2, 3, and 4.
The four programs were:
a. Survey Research Application
b. Systems Approaches to Vocational Education Research and Development
e. Research Utili7etion
d. Evaluation

8. The problems of structuring programs on research and evaluation were dis-
cussed. Some of the research is really relevai t anly to a single service area
while other research has broader applications. As a possible solution, R.
Tomlinson suggested that the first half of the program be devoted to general
vocat::inal education research, while the second half would be reserved for
the special service areas to conduct their own meetings,

9. It was also suggested that the Research and Evaluation Dcpartment Planning
Committee be composed of the chairmen of the Division Research Com-
mittees. There was no action taken, but Vern Burgener indicated he would
discuss this with the Board,

10. Vern Burgener also discussed the AVA Evaluation and Accreditation Com-
mittee's serving as an advisory committee to the National Study of Ac-
creditation of Vocational-Technical Education. The relationship to our
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Committee was discussed. The Committee has asked Vern Burgener to raise
this quer,tion to the Board.

I I. Dr. Crabtree reported on the 1971 Program of Work. A questionnaire on
this was distributed. This questionnaire will be distributed to the state af-
filiates to help them evaluate their activities in relation to the Program of
Work. Dr. Crabtree asked for reactions to the questionnaire. Several sug-
gestions were received.

12. Chairman Burgener asked the Committee for any resolutions which they
might wish to be submitted to the Resolutions Committee.

13. The Committee voiced a concern about the difficulty of getting federal re-
search funds released. The following rosolution was proposed:
"Whereas funds have been appropriated for vocational education research,
but have not been released, we the members of the AVA do evidence a con-
cern for the continuance of vital and valid research efforts.

Be it resolved, that the AVA use all means at its disposal to seek the im-
mediate and full release of those funds."

An Analysis of Student Teaching Problems as Perceived by Student
Teachers and Cooperating Teachers in Vocational Home Economics
Programs

CAMILLE G. BELL, Chairman and Professor, Department of Home Economics
Education, College of Home Economics, Texas Tech University

This study was to determine (a) the problem student teachers themselves felt that
they had during their student teaching experiences, (b) problems the cooperating
teachers belie.. .:d their student teachers had, (c) problems which were thought to be
institution-oriented, (d) problems which were believed to be studentoriented, (e)
correlation of perceived problems to certain demographic variables, and (f) corre-
lation of perceived problems nd the size of the student teaching center.

Data were collected by a 105-item rating scale questionnaire based on problems
obtained from interviews with student teachers, cooperating teachers, a,-1 ccllege
supervisors. Responses showed seven broad problem areas: (a) pi naration and
presentation of lessons, (b) control of homemaking students, (c) con,munication
with the college supervisor. (d) communication with the cooperating teacher, (e)
management of time, (f) evaluation of homemaking students, and (g) portrayal of
a professional image. Problems were also classified as to whether they were caused
by lack of institutional preparation or by the failure of the student teacher to use
her personal resources. Of 130 questionnaires distributed, a total of 90 were com-
pleted and returned, 43 from student teachers and 47 from cooperating teachers.
The Binomial Parametric Formula was applied to the numeric card summary to
determine the significance of rankings. The Pearson r was used to obtain correla-
tion matrices.

Major findings revealed the following: (a) 58 out of thr 105 items were reported
by student teachers as significant at the .01 level; (b) 48 out of 93 appropriate items
were considered significant by cooperating teachers at the DI level; (c) the greatest
difference in rank between problems reported by student teachers and cooperating
teachers was that student leathers were more concerned about classroom control of
their students, while cooperating :eachers designated preparation of lessons as
the greatest problem of their student teachers; (d) the two broad categories in which
the highest percentage of problems as perceived by both student teachers and co-
operating teachers were difficulties in using effective techniques of teaching and in
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coping -with student distractions: (e) both student tea, her, and cooperating teach
considered !7 problems to be due to institutional preparation r, these prob-
lems were not ranked in the same order: (f) there were my two positive and two
negative correlations of problem, designated by studer teach-1.s and cooperating
teachers: (g) there were no signi!.ant correlations betv.,:en problems perceived by
student teachers and their grade point average or their socio economic h ck-
grounds; (h) the site of the student center correated negatively with the area of
communicating with the cooperating leacher.

The wide difference in the way student teachers and cooperating teachers per-
ceived teaching problems encountered durii student teaching indicates th .t more
emphasis should be ,laced c,t in- service meetings in 11 Inch educational theor+es
and practices can be shared with both groups.

The luck c; significant reationship between the types of teaching problems per-
ceived by student teachers and cooperating teachers and their socio-economic
status as indicated by Warner, et al., suggests the possibility' that teacher education
programs have a greater inflt.eice on student teachers' viception of their effective-
ness than do their backgrounds.

Teacher education programs must develop more effective methods of extending
communication's among the student teachers, cooperating telchers, and teacher
educators. They must become realist,cally involved in the process of pr.iblem
solving in the student teaching field in regard to both affective and cognitive
aspects. Such an approach could free student teaches from sonic of their anxieties
and focus on the process of teaching students to think and act constructively in the
face of the constantly changing demands of society.

Massachusetts and New York Evaluation Service Canter !or Occupational
Education

Lours A. Cott Etv, Chief. Bureau of Occupational Education Research,
State Education Department, New York
WiLLIANt G. CONROY, Director, Research Coordinating Unit, Massachusetts
Department of Education

Massachusetts and New York are jo:ntly developing an evaluation process to
Meet the program evaluation needs of occupational education in each of the two
states. The Evaluation Service Center is designed to test the feasibility of es!ablish
ing and maintaining a process of program evaluation for each slate in a way
consistent with a philosophcal principle which hclds that program objectives in
occupational education should be determined by local cducati ?nal agencies
(LEA's), not perscribed by central authorities. The Evaluation Service Center is
essentially a major attempt to bring increased accountability to occupational
education focused on student achievement, but not at the cost of program rigidifi
capon within a slate.

The Evaluation Service Center is purposefully designed to avoid intro: ing any
constraints on operating programs, either directly or indirectly. It is not structured
to become the -tail that wags the dog.- the InfOrtUnale outcome of many SUJIC
wide eveuation programs. The Esaludtion Service Center is conceived as a flexible
=char to treat the evaluation needs of a dynamic educational process. It is not
the purpose of the Lvaluation Service Center v. contribute to the standardi/ation
of instructional practices in occur tional education. but rather to describe and
feed back evaluative data in such a way that growth and experimentation arc en-
couraged. The program evaluation process supported by the Evaluation Service
Center assumes the simultaneous existence of multi-standards within occupational
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education programs and across LEA's. The Evaluation Service Center is designed
to provide continuous information feedback to LEA's within this context, a task
considerably more difficult than the standardized testing approach, but a proce
hypothesized as being more supportive of effective educational practices.

Although the Evaluation Service Center is designed to treat each LEA as a sep-
arate entity, the impact of occupational education within a state as defined by the
variables treated by this project, i.e., student achievement, is a summation of out-
comes attained by LEA's. Therefore the Evaluation Service Center not only feeds
bock information which describes the degree to which LEA's achieve their objec-
tives, but the degree to which the state achieves its objectives in occupational
education.

A classification system for behavioral objectives or more specifically, hr capa-
bilities which educational programs are designed to pro:ucie has been devised. The
system is adapted from the work of Benjamin S. l'oom, David R. Krathiwohl, and
ethers. The fundamental purpose of the Capability Classification System is to pro-
vide an analytical tool to render the product of the Evaluation Service Center
more useful for the purpose of program modification in menner consistent with
the philosophical principle on which the Center was established. Without such a
classification system, the program modification p -.ential offered by the Center
would be extremely gross. The Capability Classification System allows institutions
to deal with specific elements of programs and provides feedback on the specific
capi.tiiities these elements are designed to develop. If it were not possible to dif-
ferentiate behavioral objectives by capabiEties across occupational programs and
institutions, program modification would continue to occur in the absence of
educationally important information.

The Capabiliiy Classification System is designed to be useful to and usable by
both the practitioner and the educational researcher. Indeed, this is a difficult gap
to bridge. The success of the sy :tem will be directly related to its ability to meet
the needs of both audiences, in such a way that communication can occur. Both
groups must reach out and adopt this or a related system if the Evaluation Service
Center and similar evaluation projects are to reach their full potential and become
important change agents in education.

At this point in time 10 schools in both Massachusetts and New York are work-
ing with the Evaluation Service Center in developing various components of the
program evaluation system. Essentially the Evaluation Service Center assists
participating schools in describing occupational programs by behavioral objectives,
provides tests to measure student performance on locally determined objectives,
provides data analysis and feedback services for LEA's and state departments,
and instructs personnel in the use of program evaluation data for program modifi-
cation. Major areas of development activity are the following: processes to sys-
tematize. code. and store behavioral objectives; alternative form performance tests
to measure a variety of behavioral objectives entertained at different levels of
specificity by LEA's within the slates; and procedures to describe student growth
in occupational education programs.

The Mobility of Pennsylvania Slate Tiro -year Technician Graduates

ANGELO C. GIME, Associate Professor, bcportrnent of Vocational Educ .-
tion. College of Education, The Pennsylvania State University

The total population cons:sied of approximately 6.200 graduates of electronics
and drafting design curricula from the years 1955-69, Thirty -three percent of this
popui.tion was drawn in a stratified random mi niter. Fifty-three percent of our
sample responded after a series of three follow-up letters. Eleven percent of the
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questionnaires were returned by the post office as being undeliverable. A 14 percent
random sample was taken from the remaining nonrespondents for the purpose of
comparing them with the original respondents. They were contacted by telephone,
which resulted in an 87 percent response. The Pooled Variance T Test was used to
compare these two groups cn 59 items and it was found that the nonrespondent
group was not significantly different from the respondents. On that basis we were
able tc make general statements about the entire population from which the
sample was drawn.

The zero-order correlation matrix and least squares regression analysis tech-
niques were used in identifying relationships between these mobility factors and
other data obtained in the survey. Included among these are job characteristics
(in the people, data, and thing dimensions), quality of instruction, relevancy of
course work, and present and initial salaries.

Some of the results are as follows: (a) two-thirds of all graduates are living in
Pennsylvania at this lime; (b) the drafting design groups exp.rienced a greater
number of simultaneous job and resident changes, white the electronics technology'
s:raduates averaged a greater number of job changes with different companies; (c) a
treater number of the drarting design groups than the electronics groups moved
distances beyond 2U0 miles for their first job, but a larger number of electronics
groups moved beyond that distance for their present job. The results are pre-
sented in terms of (a) the entire group on a curriculum basis, and (b) each grad-
uating class from 1955 to 1969 on a curriculum basis.

Exploring the Use of The Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Achieve-
ment Tests

THOMAS E. LONG, Assistant Professor, Graduate Studies and Research,
Department of Vocational Education, The Pennsylvania State University
JEROME T. Kr PEI, Graduate Assistant, Vocational Industrial Education,
Department of Vocatio7::.:1 Education, The Pennsylvania State University

The purpose 01 this investigation was to uncover evidence pertaining to the
criterion related validity of the Ohio Trade and industrial Education Achievemenr
Tesr (OTAT). This prAslem is of current importance because of the need to
identify valid criteria for program evaluation which could Oe used on a national
basis.

The sample utilized for this study consisted of eleventh and twelfth grade male
stedents enrolled in the Altoona (Pennsylvania) Area Vocational-Technical School
during the spring of 1969 and 1970. The 1969 sample included 195 students en-
-oiled in seven trade areas (auto mechanics, basic electricity, basic electronics,
mechanical drafting, machine trades, printing, and sheet metal). The 1970 san.ple
included 197 students from nine trade areas (the original seven areas plus auto
body and welding). All the eleventh and twelfth grade student- in these shops were
tested with the OTAT during March of 1969 and 1970. Three independent variables
it eluded in the OTAT battery which were selected for study were the California
Survey of Menra! Maw* (CSMM) total raw score, Sranford ArPhmetic compu-
tational section raw score, and the Trade and Industrial Achievemenr Tesr (T I
Achievemenr) total raw score. The criterion for the study was the grade assigned by
the shop instructor at the end of each year. The T et / Achievement total test
scores and end-of-year shop grades were converted to standard scores separately
for juniors and seniors within each shop to permit grouping all shops together in
order to achieve an adequate sample size.

The statistical terhnique used in the analysis wa. the Pearson Product-Moment
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Zero Order Correlation. The correlations between each of the three independent
variables and the criterion shop grades were computed for both junior and senior
students for the 1969 and 1970 samples. In addition, a longitt comparison
was conducted between all four variable sores obtained by the 1969 juniors and
the scores obtained by the same students one year later who were then 1970 seniors.

The T ct I Achievement Tests yielded moderate correlations with shop grades
ranging from .31 to .45. The longitudinal data indicated that the T & I Ackeve-
ment Test scores were fairly stable over a one-year period tr = .49). The following
conclusions were drawn from the study:

1. That shop grades contain a large component which is not related to ability
or knowledge of the subject matter. Apparently shop instructors consider
much more than the acquisition of factual knowledge of the trade when
assigning grades.

2. That T & 1 Achieven:enr Test may validly measure those aspects of achieve-
ment which can be easily reflected in a paper and pencil knowledge test, but
measures only a small portion of whatever it is that shop instructors base
grades on,

3. The T ct 1 Achievement Test may be useful as an evaluation tool when
that evaluation is concerned with the course content. Course grades may
be a more appropriate measure when a more global concept of school
success is desired.

The Effectiveness of Structured Occupational Experience for Instructors
of Agricultural Occupations

ALFRED J. MANNEBACH, Assistant Professor, University of Kentucky
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effect of an intensive four-

week experimental educational program involving structured, on-the-job occupa-
tional experiences in agricultural firms, plus related classroom instruction, on the
behavior of instructors of agricultural occupations.

The population for the study consisted of Illinois high school and junior college
instructors of agricultural occupations wh' were conducting concurrent work
echcation programs in agricultural firms and who applied to enroll in the experi-
mental educational program offered by the Agricultural Education Division, Uni-
versity of Illinois. Two independent random samples of II high school instructors
were selected from the 22 high school instructors who applied: one group was
designated by lot as experimental, the other as control.

On completing the program, both groups responded to three instruments de-
signed to evaluate partially the experimental educational program: (a) test of
knowledge, (b) attitude scale, and (c) card-sort inventory. Junior college instruc-
tors enrolled in the program Were pre- and posttested on the same instruments.

Additional evidence consisting of objective ratings and descriptive statements
concerning the effectiveness of certain aspects of the program was collected from
participating agricultural businessmen as well as the high school and junior college
instructors who completed the program.

Of the six hypotheses formulated for the study, one yielded significantly different
rest Its at the .05 level. The mean posttest scores of the junior college instructors
completing the program were significantly higher than their mean pretest scores as
measured by the test of knowledge used. No significant differences were found
based on the other hypotheses formulated for the study.

The over-al: reaction to the program, as rated by the participating agricultural
businessmen and the instructors enrolled, was excellent to good. Their cooperation,
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enthusiasm, and over-all ratings indicated that the experimental educational pro-
gram was meeting a critical in-service need of instructors of agricultural oc-
cupations.

Utilization of Centralized Computer Data System

WILLIAM A. rslc1NTOS44, Vice President, Educational Planning and Evalua-
tion, Central Piedmont Community College. North Carolina

Computers have had wide acceptance in education in several areas of application:
in the instructional process itself; as information processing tools to serve teachers
and ether instructional staff, school administrators, and boards of education; and
as research tools in educational. operational, scientific, and scholarly research.
Extensive use of computers nationall, has been made in large institutions and
educational organizations having recourse to necessary funds: colleges and uni-
versities, large elementary and secondary school units, community colleges and
technical institutions, and state departments of education. The slower rate at which
smaller units and institutions have utilized computer services has been primarily
a matter of economics rather than applicability.

A categorization of the areas of application currently implemented is outlined
as follows:
I. Instructional applications use of the computer in the actual ,r.structional

process rather than as a processor of operational and research data
A. The computer as the object of instruction

I. Vocational cducation at several skill lezels
2. Enrichment instruction in the principles of data processing and ituto-

rmition
B. The computer as a problem-solving tool

I. Laboratory sessions in science, mathematics, business, and the hu-
manities

2. Enrichment laboratories in the techniques of heuristic problem-solving
for gifted students

3. Simulation and gaming
C. Computer-assisted ii,strintion: the computer as a tutor or drillana-

exercise master in administer;ng course material to the student.
11. Information-processing applications

There arc, of course, hundreds of information processing tasks performed in
schools by administration, teachers, clerks, and often students, which can be
successfdly mechanized. It is also important to consider the many tasks no.
performed because of manpower ihortagc, or sheer magnitude of the operatio
which would be of considerable educational benefit.
A. Ausiness accounting

Total school system efficiency can be greatly improved through the mech-
anization of such jobs as: payroll processing, personnel record-; teping,
supply requisitioning and inventory control, facilities inventory and ac-
counting, fiscal accourting, library acquisition and circulation control,
budget preparation, bus scheduling, audiovisual aA booking, cafeteria
accounting, etc.

B. Student recordkeeping
Applications of this nature arc of immediate benefit to school personnel
working directly with students: teachers, guidance counselors, mcdia super-
visors, attendance officers etc.

C. Research applications
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This category is intended to embrace all the many studies, analyses, and
tasks which school personnel would like to accomplish but simply do not
have the time to do. Examples include the following: grade predicruns,
drop out studies, college studies, pupil data correlations, community sur-
v:ys, operational analyses and evaluations, and independent research

projects by faculty and students.
The real problem, however, is not what might be done with data processing ser-

vices or how these services can benefit education, but how to provide maximum
service at minimum cost. Some units and institutions will develop independently,
but it is doubtful that the majority will have the economic resources to progress
very far, at least in the foreseeable future. Equal opportunity for all school chil-
dren demands central guidance and assistance. The method which seems to pro-
vide the solution is creation of regional computing centers and area-wide data
processing services. Several states are already in the implementation phase of
regional centers, while many more are planning arch operations. The regional
center approach has the advantage that many users can share a sophisticated
computer system and staff of high competency.

It is recognized that a regional computing center network will require much effort
and time to plan and implement successfully. Progress should be deliberate, but
the effort should begin as soon as possible.

The principal risk in planning for a regional computing center network is that
units and institutions are discouraged from initiating independent ventures: the
attitude adopted is that independent effort will prove wasted when centralized
service is implemented. Nothing could be further from the truth. The more expe-
rience gained and the greater the penetration of data processing utilization, the
easier the conversion to regional center use will be. Also, it must he realized that
full regional center operation will require a matter of years to implem,.t.

Program Development for Training Homemaker-Home Health Aides

MARIE MEYER, Associcre Professc, Department of Vocational Technical
Education, Rutgers University, New Jeney

Thirty-nine selected participants were involved in the two-week noncredit work-
shop, July 1-12, 1968, on Douglass Campus, Rutgers University. The participants
represented 21 states and Puerto "aco. Professionally the participants were (a)
directors n d consultants from llomemaa , --tome Ifealtt Aide Agencies, rot
vocational-technical home economics education consultants, coordinators and
supervisors, and (c) home economics classroom teacher and coordinators of
home economics-related occupational programs at secondary and adult levels.

The content and procedures for the two-week workshop were planned for partici-
pants, resource persons, and consultants to work together so that they might

I. Develop plans to improve and expand programs to train homemaker-
home health aids.

2. Demonstrate ability in using the resource guide, Homemaker-Home
Health Aides Training Manual.

Experiences during the two-week workshop, July 1-12, 1968, included orientation
to the recently developed resource guide, homemaker -Nome Health Aides
Training Mama!, and the development of beliefs and a basic philosophy of the role
of homemaker-home health aide services to families in times of stress or crisis
situations. Approximately one-half the time of the workshop sessions was devoted
to methodology, field trips, and group dynamics appropriate to reinforcing learning
experiences relate'l to the content of the training guide. Opportunities for coordiaa-
lion with voca'ion ' l- technical educators for pro-.Jting and expanding training
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programs were emphasized. Each participant submitted a projected plan For inter-
agency cooperation and coordination in exploring community needs and existing
programs (if any) as a basis `nr initiating and/or expanding homemaker -home
health aide services and training programs.

Evaluation concentrated on the desired outcomes of the 10 all-day workshop
sessions. Measurement of attitude change during the concentrated experience in
relation to the status and 1: :tations of the trained worker, impact of Federal
legislation, interrelationships with community agencies and professional personnel,
and the learning process was based on a Likert-type scale and a semantic differ-
ential attitude measuring device.

Total effectiveness of the workshop and the extent to which workshop objectives
as expressed by participants were met and were judged by participant response on
checklists at intervals during the sessions. The comfort of the arrangements and
Facilities available for the participants was surveyed early during the workshop
sessions and adjustments made to the extent possible.

The two attitude scales used with the workshop participants and the control
group supported the alternative hypothesis that attitudes toward the field of home-
maker-home health aides were changed as a result of the two-week workshop. The
sum change of attitude toward 20 statements on the Likert-type scale was ranked
and analyzed by the Mann-Whitney U Test. The test yielded a value which per-
mitted rejection of the null hypothesis at the .002 level (the normal deviate z =
3.18). The semantic differential attitude measuring devise was analyzed by the
Chi Square method (X' = 9.73). The alternative hypothesis was accepted with
two degrees of freedom at the .01 level of significance.

Follow-up six months later, January, 1969, consisted of reports on progress made
on projected plans in terms of interagency and infra- agency contacts, training
programs initiated and/or expanded, and adaptation and use made of the tra.ning
guide. The director and administrative assistant made Follow -up visitations in
January, 1969, to 11 participants in 10 states participating in interagency meetings
and promoting coordination and cooperation with vocational technical educators
interested in home economics-related occupational programs.

A significant change in attitudes of the participants during a concentrated two -
week workshop was indicated .s a result of comparing responses of participants
to non-participatirg control group members. Thirtyfise participants (90 percent)
indicated that than personal and professional objectives in attending the workshop
had been achieved, and Follow -up reports six months later indicated that those
reporting (92 percent) had been motivated to make many inter- and intra agency
contacts (1498), initiate 36 programs, expand 68 programs, propose 77-82 programs.
and share the training manual with 687 people and an additional 16 groups and 58
counties in which the number of people was not identified.

Conclusions drawn from Follow -up and evaluation indicate that the greatest
progress as a result of the workshop was in initiating inter-and intra-agency dialogue
and contacts, which is basic to initiating, promoting, and/or expanding training
programs. A limited number of new training programs were initiated in coordina-
tion with. vocational-technical (home economics) educators. Additional programs
were reported to have been expanded through the joint efforts of health and vt.el
Fare agencies, both public an' private, some in coordination with vocational-
technical educators. In many btate> interagency funding and placement of trainees
is severely handicapped by the specificity of laves, and regulations governing
supervisory requirements in many states are deterrents to coordinated efforts even
between health and welfare agezcies.
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Selected Leadership Dimensions of Management Personnel in Vocational
Education, General Education, Industry, and the Military

JOHN B. MOtinErrE, Associate Professor, College of Education, Washington
State University

The study assessed behavior and leadIrship dimensions of top, middle, and lower
management personnel in four occupationsvocational education, general educa-
tion, industry, and the military in relation to communications, human relations, and
style and technique as perceived by in-service management personnel.

Two hypotheses were formulated: (a) there is no significant difference in total
scores among leaders in the four occupations when measured by a three-part
Leadership Questionnaire (LQ), and (b) there is no significant difference in total
scores among three levels of leaders in the foil; occupations when measured by a
Leadership Questionnaire (LQ) and by the three different parts of the LQ.

A revised Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) was constructed.
This consisted of 45 (15 each) communications, human relations (integration),
and style and technique (initiation) items whose tetrachoric correlation coefficients
were relatively high between each item and the total dimension score. The survey
research technique was extended to a random sample and a selected stratified
sample of the population, consisting of 120 management personnel -40 in each
manageme it level.

Means were obtained for each part of the LQ and the total LQ. Analyst of
variance was employed to test differences in mean scores among occupations and
management levels. When significance was indicated by the F test, the Duncan
Multipl: Range Test was used to determine significance of means among occupa-
tions. Nonparametric statistics were used to evaluate demographic data.

One hundred twenty management personnel responded to the test instrument,
30 in each occupation and 40 in each management level.

Hypothesis number one was not rejected; hypothesis number two was rejected.
Significant statistical differences among the total scores of the four occupations
variable occurred for the dimensions of communications and human relations, but
did not occur for the total instrument or the style and technique part of the LQ.

The three levels of management personnel in the four occupations ale in
agreement in their perceptions that the dimensions of communications, human
relations, and style and technique are behavioral characteristics of leaders sampled.
However, management personnel in tha military perceived the behavioral character-
istics as centering more on the dimension of communications than on the other two
dimensions, and management personnel in industry perceived the behavioral
characteristics as centering less on the dimension of human relations.

Studies oubht to be initiated to determine the reason for the perceptions of
military management personnel with regard to the communications dimension
and the reasons for the perceptions of industrial management personnel with
regard to the human relations dimension.

Ple Impact of Vocational Training on Vocational Maturity

DAVID I. PUCEL, Department of Industrial Educatit .1, College of Educa-
tion, University of Minnesota
HOWARD F. NELSON, Department of Industrial Education, College of Eltv
cation, University of Minnesota
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DARRELL 11EITZMAN, Department of Industrial Education, College of Edu-
cation, University of Minnesota
DAVID N. WHEELER, Department of Industrial Education, College of Edu-
cation, University of Minnesota

The utility of the Vocational Development Inventory as an instrument to be used
to counsel persons in terms of vocational-technical programs is questioned, based
on the results of this study. The instrument appers to have been developed in
such a way that aspiring to a typical vocational program would give a person a low
score as contrasted with persons aspiring to professional level occupations indepen-
dent of how well-thought-out their vocational plans are. The basic factors contri-
buting to this bias appear to be an interest continuum favoring persons interested
in professional occupations and an intelligence continuum favoring the more
intelligent.

Tr Os substudy also revealed that post-high school vocational training has a
differential effect upon the vocational maturity of persons enrolled in different
training programs as measured by the attitude scale of the Vocational Development
Aleatory. Persons enrolled in technical programs significantly increased in
vocational maturity, while persons enrolled in skilled and sales /clerical programs
did not, Also, it appears that persons with relatively low VD] scores who are not
accepted for training and who enter employment do increase their VDI scores to
a level similar to that of those who have taken part in training. Such a finding
implies that experience in the world of work has the effect of increasing the
vocational maturity of persons who originally have relatively low levels of vocational
maturity as measured by' the VDI.

Research Findings: Senior intensified Program
JEANNE REED, Director, Business Education, Detroit Public Schools

The Senior Intensified Program (SIP) is a curriculum pattern that aims at pro-
viding an entry occupation skill in one year at the senior high school grade level.
Through this program, students who reach their senior year without having taken
traditional courses in office or distributive education can still prepare themselves
for employment before their graduation from high school.

Specifically, Senior Intensified Programs have been developed for the following
cluster of entry occupations:

Data processing. assistant computer console operator
Distributive education salts person
Office education clerk-stenographer or clerk-typist

In the development of materials, emphasis was placed on essential job needs,
not on all the many things that have traditionally been taught in business cEiss-
rooms for some nebulous future time. These minimal essentials are taught in al
80- to 100 - minute period of time. Related work experience is an integral part of the
program.

All teaching materials and tea -ping methods were developed by Detroit high
school business teachers under the ,radership of Dr. Fred S. Cook, Chairman of
the Business and Distributive Eduction Department, Wayne State University,
in coo -ation with the business education supervisory staff of the Detroit Public
Schril . Findings from the research study, "Opportunities end Requirements for
Initial Employment of School Leavers with Emphasis on Office and Retail Jobs-
(111SOE: Project ;2,081, provided the basis for the tasks and units included in the
instruction:.) materials.

For a two -year period, students from 12 Detroit high schools were enrolled in 26
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sections of SIP to test the effectiveness of the program.
Follow-up research has been conducted with a two-fold purpose: (a) to determine

whether or not sufficient skill can be taught to senior students who have not had
previous business courses to prepare them for entry-level employment; (b) to
compare the effectiveness of the Senior Iensified Program with the traditional
high school business currriculum.

Both graduates of the Senior Intensified Program and of the traditional pro-
grams and their employers were interviewed by trained interviewers to pursue
this research.

Statistically, there were no significant differences between the rating for the
outputs for the Seniar Intensified Program and the traditional program. Yet, the
Senior Intensified Program was successful in preparing students in less than half
the class time required by the traditional. Employers were satisfied with the
performance of the outputs from either curriculum pattern.

A low percentage of the outputs of both systems had never been employed during
their first year after graduation from high school-2.5 percent for SIP and 1.6
percent for the traditional. The majority of jobs held by the outputs of both cur-
riculum patterns were predominantly in occupations related to their training, and
both systems taught the basic tasks that were reported as used "on the job" by the
outputs and their employers. It should be noted, however, that the SIP graduates
accomplished their preparation in 50 percent less time than did the traditional
graduates.

Curriculum planners will do well to consider incorporating senior intensified
programs into their school schedules. Similar intensified and integrated laboratory
programs must also be explored for inclusion at the tenth and eleventh grade levels
to provide secondary office and distributive education for those students who decide
on ^ business career earlier than their senior year. Some level of entry job com-
petency must be considered for those students who drop out of high school or out
of the advanced program before their graduation.

Carefully-articulated intensifed and integrated programs Pan provide entry
level job skills to serve the needs of a variety of students at a variety of levels in a
shorter time than the traditional series of subject-oriented courses.

baluation of a "Vocational Awareness" Program in the Elementary' School

JOHN M. WILSON, Director, J. M. Perry Institute, Yakima, Washington
Children's attitudes toward the world of work are formed at a very early age.

Parents, peer groups, and teachers all tend to direct the child toward the occupations
requiring a baccalaureate.

The Research Coordinating Unit of the state of Washington supported evaluation
activities designed to develop awareness of occupations on he part of :lementary
chldren their parents, and their teachers. These activities have continued for
three years and a fourth year has been funded.

the first summer consisted of vocational appreciation activities with childrn in
grades 4-6. The activities consisted of field trips, resource speakers, and inter
disciplinarily articulated cliksrouin activites. A pie- and posttest with the experi-
mental group and a control group provided a bask for evaluation. Success of the
initial summer's work demonstrated the need to experiment with grades K-3
children. Project approval was grantci. It 1; 3S determined by this activity that
children of this age level do apprehena the concepts appropriate to 'heir maturity.
Anecdotal records were evaluated.

It became apparent that the real need was to get the philosophy of vocational
awareness to the classroom teacher so that it could be integrated into the classroom
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subjects of the academic year. To do this, two college extension classes have been.
held. A follow-up questionnaire to determine the effect upon the attitude of these
teachers and their use of the procedures in the classroom has been tabulated.
Positive results are indicated.

An Education Professions Development Act (EPDA) institute is now in progress
as one more step in this continuing activity. Twenty-four teachers are working
with 300 children in grades 1.6 to evawate methods of developing vocational
awareness.

A mobile classroom will take "Vocational Awaren-ss" to the schools in the
1970.71 school year. This project includes a "Vocational Awareness" specialist.
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SPECIAL AND
RELATED PROGRAMS

DEPARTMENT
Proceedings Recorder..

Wilma B. Gillespie
Practical Nursing and Health Occupations Education

West Virginia Department of Education
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The Special and Related Programs Department of AVA had one department
planning committee meeting and two Peneral meetings during the 1970 AVA
Convention.

DEPARTMENT PLANNING COMMITTEE
The planning committee met at 2:00 P.m. in Ro m 259 of the Jung Hotel in New

Orleans. The chairman, Pat Atieberry, presided. Others attending were Ruth
Smith, Mildred Blair, Merle Bodir,e, James Russell, Charles Drawbraugh, and
Wilma Gillespie. Donna Seay, vice-president of New and Related Services, served
as AVA advisor.

Merle Bodine nominated Wilma Gillespie for chairman of the Department for
1971. The motion carried. Ruth Payne Smith, program chairman gave a report of
the 1970 convention for the program for the Special and Related Programs Depart-
ment. Planning entailed input from all state departments of education which have
special needs programs. Wilma Gillespie cited for the program chairman her con-
vention address for forwarding copies of presentations for the CONNT.N I ION PRO-
CEEDINGS DIGEST. The chairman summarized the purposes of the Special and
Related Programs Department for the now member. James Russell, who represents
the Technical Education Division.

The problem of overlapping meetings at the AVA Convention w2. discussed.
Charley Drawbraugh made the motitx1 (which carried) that Department meeting
time be reduced from two three-hour programs to one three-hour program (that
four department groups meet one day and three another day). One suggestion
listed the Secondary Education, Postsecondary Education, Research and Evalua-
tion, and Special and Related Programs Departments on one day and the Adult
Education, Supervision and Administration, and Teacher Education Depulments
on the other day.

Suggestions for the 1971 program were solicited. The following suggestions were
given to Pat Atteberry, who will be the 1971 program chairman: (I) vocational
education for the disadvantaged, and (2) a field trip (by ticket sales) to a place such
as the Job Corps Center for drop-outs in Portland or to the Astoria progr

Theme
The theme for he general m,qings was ''Serving People Through VEA." Merle

Bodine served as host for the first general meeting and Alildred Blair served as
hostess for the second. Wilma Gillespie served as recorder and Pat .Atteberry as
chairman for both meetings.

GENERAL MEETINGS
NIonday, December 7

The first general meeting, held at the Jung Hotel, had as its topic "implementa-
tion." The 33 members who were present were privileged to hear Robert N.
McAbee and Albert Bartschmid present, in their inforn style, informative discus-
sions of vocational education for handicapped students in Texas. Mr. Bartschmid
pointed ou'. that the Feclerzl Congress, through the Smith - Hughes Act of 1917
and the George-Barden Act of 1946, stimulated the development of vocational
education on the secondary school level for prcgrams in agriculture, trade and
industry, home econom1/2s, and distributive eduction. the Vocational Education
Act of 196? authorized the use of funds, not by programs, bat by people, for
several purposes. These purposes are I) iri-school use, (2) out-of-school use, (3)
adult education, (4) persons with special learning needs, (5) construction of area
Vocational education school facilities, and (6) ancillary services and activities. Under
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the 1968 Amendments, purpose number 4 wa expanded under J(8 ] and provides
for vocational education for handicapped persons who, because of their handicap-
ping condition, cannot succeed in the regular vocational education program without
special education assistance, or who require a modified vocational education
program. Eligible students under 4(Bt are persons who arc mentally retarded,
deaf, have speech impairments, are visually handicapped, seriously emotionally
disturbed, crippled, or have other health impairments and need special education
and related services.

At least 10 percent of Texas' allotment of federal funds appropriated under
section 102 (a) shall be used only for the purpose set forth in paragraph 1(B). The
Texas Education Agency at this time is receiving proposals from four kinds of
institutions for special experimental or pilot vocational education programs designed
for handicapped ..tudents. These four kinds of institutions are (I) f S.D.'s, (2) state
se!. Is (for the blind and deaf), (3) junior college,, and (4) E.S.C. fhc present
intent is to provide pilot projects in three phases. The phases are (1) exploration
{diagnosis) to determine what the handicapped can do if training is made available,
(2) vocational education to provide realistic programs of vocational instruction
specifically designed for handicapped persons or to purchase services to .rnabte the
handicapped to succeed in regular vocational education programs, and (3) employ-
ment evaluation and 1.11low-up.

Robert McAbee, also from Texas, addressed most of his remarks to the regular
program and the cluster concept whereby a student is permitted to flew through
several related areas of skill training to determine his mechanical aptitude and
general interest. After a year 'n the program the student is then permitted to enroll
in a regular vocational program for which he is best suited. During the year of skill
training, the student is enrolled in academic courses especially designed for him:
this is sometimes considered "perceptive planning." Before calling for questions
from the group, sir. McAbee said, "The Vocational Education Act affords us the
challenge to meet the needs of people and it is really up to us t, accept the chal-
lenge."

Following questions, the film "The Blind Can Do" was shown. The flan may be
obtained for viewing by writing the Texas Education Agency, Austin.

Tuesday, December 8
The second general meeting was held at the Monteleone Hotel, where 4-3 mem-

bers assembed to hear Donald L. Spoils moderate a panel U/IC/3.4j0/1 on "Work
Experience for Special Needs Youth." The panel focused remarks on the 1968
Vocational Education Act, Past G, pertaining to school-alienated youth (not handi-
capped).

The members of the panel were selected from espouses to an inquiry instrument
which (1) was prepared by the moderator, (1) circulated widely throughout the
United States, and (3) sought responses about programs unique enough to be
shared with interested coordinators. Several panel participants who were selected
were unable to attend the convention, and two additional members from the
audience were asked to participate.

It was noted that although there were specific areas of uniqueness there was a
general commonality with all of the panelists as to the direction of help for "special
needs youth." In other words, the objectives of the programs are the same., it's just
the way that they are implemented that makes the plar noteworthy.

Highlights presented to the audience were innovative aspects of dealing with
students who are disinterested in the traditional school. One example of a program
is the team effort used in the Minneapolis area. A team of teachers devote their
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time to these students on all levels of academic curriculum while maintaining a
close interpersonal and human relationship.

Other hits and pieces of nes' techniques in Minneapolis are (I) follow-ups on all
students for a full year after graduation to insure accountability, Cl.) a one-credit
adjunct program for high financial need students with no related classroom setting
or individual time scheduling (but coordinator contact at least once a day in a home-
room), (3) continuing summer school programs to maintain liaison throughout the
entire year, and (4) individualized instruction emphasizes, all phases with regard
to student need.

Minnesota also utilizes flexibility whereby, if the student isn't employed by a
certain time, he isn't automatically dropped but can be given work-related projects
within the high school and more intensive counseling to determine why he isn't
employable. All students arc discussed at a bi-weekly stalling which includes
administrators and counselors. The work exj.zrience coordinator also has the stu-
dents appear on occasion before the staffing to help determine their goals and
direction.

The Baltimore area has established an Employment Center r3 with both a full
time work-study coordinator and a fall-time placement coordinror who work as a
team to develop jobs and provide employment contacts. Other expanded programs
include flexibility, such as alternating time (days and/or week) in school and time on
the job. Some students could also be employed in the morning and go to school in
the p.m. or. in most cases, the reverse. Industries and businesses cooperate
closely with the schools through presentations in schools, tours of companies,
in-plant actual experience of one-day work situations, apprentic. ship programs, and
a job clinic where n every student will be interviewed for a simulate-1 job by actual
personnel officers.

The State College of Pennsylvania ihilizes an in-school program divided into
specific technical information and general related information. This is obtained
through self-study of text material by school and employer, the employer trying to
coordinate the technical information with real situations on the job. On all kvels
the cooperative rogram institutes personalized instructional techniques.

The Occupational teaming Center of Syracuse, N.Y. offers an inter-discipli-
nary individualized program of instruction that is occupationally oriented in content
combined with work experience and/or occcpational training to serie the needs
of their most disadvantaged senior high school students. Students will receive their
high school diplomas when they have demonstrated competence in knowledge
and skills in all areas of computation, communication, science and citizenship; and
a salable skill or demonstrated ability :o be successful on a job.

The panel and reactor panel discussion with audience response was notably good
in that it became a "rap" session with lively exchange of information, rather than a
lecture-type 1.:esentatis ..i. Several members of the audiena indicated that they fed
the' more of hug: kinds of meetings are needed. Pat Atteberry, silo will Lc the
19. program chairman. made note of these remarks. It was also suggested that
next year's session be more expansive with possibly two concurrent I:a/grams of
panel discussion, moderated pccial needs coordinators. The general feeling
was that the program did not receive deserved publicity and that care should be
taken with the 1S71 program for definitive program 1isting in the AVA Convention
program.

Donald L. Spotty, who is the work experience coordinator at the Centennial
Schools in Minnesota, served as the panel moderator. The panel members were.
Ray Karhu and Clin ;on Derma, Minneapolis, Minnesota; Vincent Brennan, Syra-
cuse. New York; James Royer. Baltimore, Maryland; and, Donald Coss. State
College, Pennsylvania.
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SUPERVISION AND
ADMINISTRATION

DEPARTMENT
Proceedings Recorder:
Carrol E. Burchinal

State Director and Executive Officer
State Board for Vocational Education

Bismarck, North Dakota
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DEPARTMENTAL MEETING
December 8
Chairman: RICHARD S. NELSON

Program Director: JOHN E. ROWE
Hostess: ALMA BENTLEY

Recorder: CARROL E. BURCHINAL
Program Topics: Implications for Effective Administration of Vocational
Education;
Implic 'lions for the Administration and Supervision of Vocational Education
trinetpal Speaker: J. CHESTER SWANSON, Professor of
School Administration, University of California, Berkeley
Reactors: LEON Slms, Vocational and Adult Education, State Department of

Education, Talk% Jaee, Florida; PAUL MILLER, Superintendent of Schools,
Cincinnati, Ohio; VILLIAN1 DUNTON, Assistant Superintendent for
Vocational Education, Special School District of St. Louis, Rock Hill,
Missouri.

This program V. a. directed toward the challenges of effective school administra-
tion. Following the presentation by Dr. Swanson, the reaction panel identified
specific problems c,ncerning the various levels of vocational education they rep-
resented, and reacted to ti e principal presentation.

(For reports of presentations made during the joint meeting with the Research
and Evaluation Department, see Research and Evaluation Departiaent section.)

Criteria lot Effective Alministration of Vocutii;nal Education
BY J. CHESTER SWANSON

Every activity., to be effective, must have an objective. Every activity, to be
dent. must have an organisation syncreby its resource.. in personnel. material,
facilities. and funds are Lllocatcd and coordinated to achieve its objective. This is
the task of the administrator, it is the process of administration, We all live with the
activities of administration, but our contacts and observations vary widely.

The story of a group of blind men defining an elephant when they only expericace

conti.ct with une part of the elephant is very applicable to the reaction of persons
with different experiences related to the administrative process. The administrator
anJ the admitistratise process ar t. being severely questioned these days. Some
persons consider administration the nost essential activity in education and attribute
to it the success or the failure of a school activity.. Others consider administration a
necessary evil to be endured. Still others now appear to consider administration as
both evil and unnecessary..

The definition I shall accept for this presentation is as follows: Educational ad-
ministration is the process of planning. organising. add orrating an educational
activity for achieving the objectives of the activity.. Certainly there must be some
organised manner for allocating the financial, material, and personnel resources
which are available to an activity.. There must be some method of developing policy.
coordinating activities, and assessing the achievements of the use of these resoerces
in relation to the goals of the activity. This process is administration.

Criteria may be defined for this presentation as a set of standards or guidelines
for the development or evaluation of an activity. Criteria thus are not Is or
theories which must be rigidly followed for assured success there rarely are such
dogmatic formulas applicable to activities where thc human posonalily is so
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involved as in educational activities. It appears reasonable, however. ti; expect that
experiences of the administrative process would justify the development of a set of
criteria which would be of service in the development or evaluation of an organiza-
tional activity. The folly.siing criteria have been developed from observation and
are presented in this context. These criteria are presented in terms of the adminis-
tration of vocational education activities. They could, however, be applied to most
types of educational activities

I. A vocational edarati'or, activity must have an objective.
Al] vocational education activities have an objective. Often the objective is not

clearly understood and different peisons within the organization may be expecting
quite different outcomes.

When the goal el the public schools in America was teaching reading so that
everyone could red the Rink:, cs it was during the early Colonial period, the ad-
ministration of the schools was quite different than it is at present If the vocational
program is to provide training in three trade areas as a prerequisite to entering an
apprenticeship, the administration will he quite different from that necessary for a
diversified vocational curriculum in merchandising, health, hods, and indastriil
priduction. And if the expectancy for the vocational program is an exit l'esibuie
for the academic failures. we will expect quite a different allocation of space, mate-
rial, financing, and personnel.

2. The objtctives of the vocational education program must be clearly stated and
readily available.

Tiis criterion is really a correlative of the first criterion. 1 he objectives of the
program mils' be understood and pccepted by the administration. tie teaching
taff. the students, and the public. The administration, and public should
review periodically these ohjectisas. as well as be involved in developing them.

3. An educational c:tiviiy must have a chief executive officer and s..bordinate
officers who have knewledg and expoienre related to the objectives of the
program.

This criterion is being questioned. Some petst.ns F Jv that any scholar can be a suc-
cessful administrator Others say that there are unique skills and knowledge related
to administration, hat that these skills are common to any administrative task:
there 'ore the medical, industrial, po,itical, or educational administrator snould have
the same training and could perform equally well in any organization. The Legisla-
ture of the State of Califorria passed a nev credentials law in the spring of 19/0
which will permit a school board to appoint as superntendent a persoit who has
never been a 'cachet, a school administrator, or who has hrd no education as an
administrator.

I do not accept the principle that all administrative skills are essentially the same.
! believe that the process and content of the administration of educational activities
are unique. If a person is given the responsibility for the administration of a voca-
tional education activity' with no previous related education or experience, the
chances for the program's being successful will be greatly diminished.

The leaders in some classroom teacher organizations are stating:
I. that administration is developing policy and implementing the policy:
2. that the group of classroom teachers in a school can Very effectively develop

the policy:
3. that a clerical person can perform the duties of implementing the

Lsscntially, this is saying that administration is necessary but the adminiArator
is not.
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4. The vocational administrator must have the ability to motivate and coordinate
the personnel within his activity to work harmoniously and effectively together.

This criterion somewhat describes an administrator as one might describe the
director of an orchestra. He must be able to ha..'s, the members of his ensemble
"play" the same theme in Iiie same tempo and in time. This is not an easy task,
particularly under the present political-social conditions. No orchestra or chorus
has achieved eminence with a large number of prima donnas who demand the
right to set their own tempo or ct.00se their own pitch.

On the other hand, we recognize the value of individuality, of creativity, of diver-
sity. The administrator of today must create a olerance for diversity without having
chaos. Ile may himself be creative but he must be creative without being dogmatic.

5. The administrator mut be dedicated to the objectives of the vocational activity
for which he has responsibility.

In my observations of vocational administrators in action and in research studies
of the traits of successful administrators, the one element. which is most often
present is a "missionary zeal." It appears that a realization of the importance of the
task and the resultant zeal will motivate the administrator to overcome deterrents
to operating a successful program.

6. the administrator must consider the environment or ''climate- in which the
so,:ational eeucational activity operates.

The environrr. nt or "climate" is a conglomerate of many elements. Major ele-
ments would be we administrative staff, the teaching staff, the stt dents, the public,
the labor market. The social, economic, and political factors are usualiy much more
important in the administration of vocational programs than in the more academic
phases of the curriculum.

There have been communities in our country *bete for all practical purposes it
was impossible to develop and operate significant vocational programs. cse

communities were places where the commitment to academic instruction 'as F at
and the understanding of programs with other objectives practically able. '1 c
environment in such a situation would have to be changed before vocational
:ion could succeed.

A ocativnal rdmiiiisqator must know the needs in the labor market of his se ,r )1
dishier. A successful program in one location may not be effective in a diffe..nt
situation.

7. 4 vocational program must have an organizational plan which assigns specific
duties and responsibilities to each member of the staff.

There must be a unity of purpose as a total staff. This unity requires that the ad-
ministration know the strengths of each member of the staff and that they be given
tasks which use these particular strengths in the most effective manner. Many good
teachers become poor administrators, and not many poor teachers become good
administrators. As staff personnel is chosen, very careful consideration must be
given to match the person to the task. Good administration often changes the nature
of the job as a new appointment is made because the new person has different skins,
knowledge, and personality from that of the previous staff member. Thus a new
staff member may change the duties and relationships of other staff personnel:
such conditions should be understood by the staff.

8. An educational activity must provide means of communication between staff
members-, teachers and administrators- and between the staff and its clientele
students. teachers and the public,

Traditionally and by common practice, the basic communication in a school or
school district has been a "telling" activity' where the communication has been
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one-way, from one level of the hierarchy to the next level below. Two-way communi-
cation is often nonexistent for all practical purposes. The administrator must make a
consistent and sincere effort to listen as well as tell, to encourage participation as
well as give instructions. This is not easily achieved. Often the time limitations of
administrators and teachers make it appear so reasonable and time saving for all
simply to pass on instructions orally or in writing.

The participation of teachers or subordinate Ldministrators in planning and
problem-solving requires that the administrator and his staff provide the participants
with information and sources of information which will make it possible for the par-
ticipants to make intelligent contributions. One of the great forces of our time is the
implied significance of mass participation in decision making. Pooled ignorance
cannot cl,tvelop intelligent decisions. Often the major source of the pertinent infor-
mation for policy making is wi'hin the hands of administration; this information
must be made available to all the participants.

9. The chief vocational administrator must be able to present his analysis and
recommendations directly to the superintendent or the school board.

Many of the poor decisions made by superintendents and school boards- -both at
the state level and the local school district level are due to the fact that they do not
receive sufficient information on which to make the best decisions. Often the
highest-ranking vocational administrator reports to a director of secondary educa-
tion, who reports to an assistant superintendent for instruction, who reports to an
associate superintendent, who reports to the superintendent vv`io makes recommen-
datior s to the school board. Each of these four administrators through whom the
vocational education analysis and reeommendarons must flow has responsibilities
for evaluation and recommendation. Each honestly and conscientiously makes the
decisions and recommendations which are his responsibility. But be the "filter-
ing- process is through four persons at major hierarchical levels, much of the nature
of the recommendations may be lost.

Vocational education is more than just another curricular program. It has many
features not common to other segments of the curriculum. Most administrators and
supervisory' personnel have had very little or no experience with vocational programs
and thus have difficulty making the most significant decisions when choices must be
made between vocational and other curricular programs. The most satisfactory
solution to this problem is to have the chief vocational administrator report as
directly as possible to the superintendent.

10. There must be a continuing process of appraisal or evaluation.
John Gardner said, "Organizations must have some means of combating the

process by which men become prisoners of their procedures." Administration and
its resultant organization must serve vocational education. The educational activity
must not be the servant of the administrative process. It is so easy for the bureau-
cracy to develop where maintaining a status quo is the major role of the adminis-
!ration.

Vocational education has every reason to be viable, dynamic, and ever ready for
change. It is a part of the most rapidly changing productive ecoromy which the
world has ever produced. But we are composed of individual persons who feel in-
herently threatened by change. Since vocational education prepares reople for this
changing world, it can justify its existence only by being alert to mor. . effective
practices. "A world in ferment is a world unsafe for schools guided by administrative
techniques developed to meet the demands of a previous more stable era."

This process of change should be guided by a planned program of appraisal and
evaluation carried out by the administrative slat.
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Abstract of Reaction
by Leon Sims

Dr. Swanson has enunciated basic principles which apply to all administration.
The problem lies in implementing the concepts. At the state level it is necessary to
establish the goals and objectives of a statewide vocational education program for
the target populations which the state must serve. But philosophy and objectives
must be couched in manageable terms to permit measurement of progress. This
raises the problem for the slate agency of balancing leadership posture with regula-
tory responsibilities.

Objectives must be clear and unambiguous so that workable leadership respon-
sibilities are clearly defined. The Florida Industry Services Unit was established to
carry out one of the primary objectives of the state's vocational division that or
quickly providing specialized training services for new and expanding industries,
and of providing these services in concert with local educational agencies.

Vocational education administrators must be extremely knowledgeable of voca-
tional education if they are to function effectively in policy formulation, implemen-
tation, and evaluation. Knowledgeability must, in turn, be coupled with missionary
zeal to achieve maximum effectiveness.

Staff members must have specifically assigned duties and be prepared for chang-
ing responsibilities through in-service staff development programs. Conversely,
attractive salary schedules must be provided to recruit persons with essential leader-
ship competencies and attributes of flexibility which enable them to surmount the
threats Mherent in change.

Lastly, a state director, like a local administrator, must have immediate access
to his commissioner and board if he is to formulate and effectuate policies and op-
erational procedures as required by his responsibility.

Abstract of Reaction
by William Dunron

The purpose of this presentation is to illustrate by oral comment and visual pro-
jection the ways in which the Special School District of St. Louis Couriy has fol-
lowed Dr. Swanson's definition of administration as "planning, organizing, and
operating to achieve an objective" and the degree to which progress coward the
objective is being made.

The Special School District %vas first created in 1957 by the Missouri Legis'ature
to provide education and training for all types of handicapped school-age children
living in the 25 local school districts of the one-million-plus population county. (St.
Louis City is not included in St. Louis Coenty.) In 1965 the local districts renucsted
the Special District to provide vocational programs for normal children also. The
Board of Education stipulated that if the responsibility were to be accepted, '411
districts must be included in the tat base. Because of the logistics involved and the
estreme differences in school calendars and time schedules, the stipulation was
also made that the vocational schools must operate on a full-day basis. The various
boards agreed, the legislature acted, and the voters of the County approved the
necessary tat levy.

The administration of the Special School District believes that there are four
fundamental elements involved in the quality of planning if the vocational program
is to be successful. The elements are facilities, staff, students, and program. In re-
gard to program, since the schools were to operate on a full-day basis, the Board
decided to operate Type A five-hour daily T & I programs. although all other pro-
grams in Missouri were three-hour Type B programs. ft was interesting to not that
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the change to the Type A increased the capacity of the partially planned first build-
ing by 54 percent.

The central office vocational administrative staff is organized on the basis of the
four fundamentals, wit', Directors of Business Affairs, Instruction, Personnel, and
Pupil Personnel reporting to an Assistant Superintendent for Vocational Education
who reports directly to the Superintendent of the District.

The Missouri statute establishing the district's vocational program stipulates
that entrance requirements be established, and board policy requires that the 20
applicants judged most likely to succeed be ^'ected for each program. Ten -selec-
tion criteria" are used to build a "selection score. These scores have been re-
searched and have been found to .Lorrelate significantly' with teacher grades and
with achievement as measured by the Ohio Trade Achievement Tests and other
standardized measures. More than two-thirds of the students score above the na-
tional median on these tests. It has been interesting to note that while those enter-
ing in 1970 were no better "students" as judged by their sending schools' GPA's
or reading and mathematics achievement tests, they had much greater mechanical
aptitude and potential as judged by GATE than Those entering two years previously.

Thus far the Special School District has invested 59.5 million in land, facilities,
and equipment for the two schools. A S2 million-plus addition is now being planned
with programs to be determined by the critical job openings matrix and other
criteria. One of the unique features of the buildings is the degree to which each
shop is self-contained. It is considered significant and appropriate to the district's
planning concept that all the $9.5 million expended has been on a "pay-as-,ou-go"
basis with no money borrowed or interest paid. All capital investments have been
financed entirely by current taxes, and no bonded indebtedness exists.

Since in Missouri only the Special School District has a Type A program and all
other T & I programs are Type B, certain differences have been noted between the
district's present programs and the half-day Type B program previously operated
on a cooperative basis by a number of the high schools in the county. A study of the
history of the earlier program revealed that only II percent of the students enrolled
attended four semesters, while d4.7 percent of these enrolled in the present Ty pe A
program completed four semesters. Further, only 40.4 percent of the half-day
graduates were employed as trained or in a closely related occupation, while 70.8
percent of the Type A program students have been so employed.

This abstract cannot provide the details given in the presentation, btu', as indicated
in New Orleans, the vocational administrative staff of the Special School District
believes that the nine criteria stated by Dr. Swanson in his address have, to a rea-
sonable degree, been met. Readers with Further toterest are referred to the October,
1970, issue of the AMERICAN N'OCATI')NAL JOURNAL in which Board President
Wendell Stark's article outlined the policies under which the program operated and
stated that "satisfactory progress is being made toward the aim of developing a
program second to none in America."

Abstract of Reaction
kr Paul Miller

Our speaker, Chester Swanson, emphasized the necessity of having dedication -

he called it missionary real. I suppose, if anything, he did not emphasize that point
enough for me. I'll return to that port in a moment.

When Chester talked about the special bony of knowledge that administrators
must h,.ve he made a very important point, not only in terms of this particular field
but in terms of oral educat.on. I write to my two grandsons and soon will be writing
to my little granddaught-r about what 1 call the talking tool. Actually, when you talk
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about the body of experience. tools are your business. No people know tools any
Dater than the group right here. Therefore, it is a special body of knowledge, and
ou cannot administer without that special knowledge.

Another point he emphasized was report- -but to whom? here is where Chester
and I begin to part ways, bccause I believe here he tends to assume one thing which
is not necessarily true. And, as of this }-,,ist week, it became less true in a Congres-
sional hall.

He is talking abort reporting to whom? An administuttiF may report to the
superintendent, and this superintendent reports to another, who in turn reports to
another superintendent. Let's assume a unitary system of education, although that
is not necessarily the case. The kind of administration you teach in the years to come
depends much upon unitary control or whether it be dual or tertiary control. Now, it
has been relatively unitary up to this point, but I am not sure that it will continue
so. Aided and abetted at least by the lackadaisical attitude as I look at it from AVA.
I'll get back to that in a minute.

There is another point that I hoped Chester would have emphasized a little more.
That has to do with appraisal. No one would agree more than I with the emphasis
he did give, but there is another aspect of the matter that I think is a normality of
vocational-technical education as I have seen it in almost 30 years of direct work in
the field. We have often used number of hours as a criterion for quality. One hun-
dred forty -four hours or 1000 hours automatically qualifies someone. But I submit
to you as a school viministrator l'ie question, How do you know you are going to get
good mileage out of the dollar? How are you going to get quality out of that dollar?
I have to submit a test, and actually he came to it paradoxically in another point he
made--pove your case. I smiled to myself. Yes, we have to prove our case before
we have a chance to succeed. Everyone wants instant success, but the performance
test is with us. Actually, men in our field know what performance means. In the
academic halls of learned society you hear much about positive and effective domain
in learning. "Facts and behavior" is another way to put it.

My emphasis here, if I have any, is upon anothe point relative to missionary
zeal. As Einstein says, "It depends upon where you stand when you administer all
those principles." We have true administrative principles, but I submit that the
application of those principles depends really upon the way you are looking at them
and where you are standing. My basic question is. Do you stand with the why
boys or the how boys? The American Vocational Association and all vocational
educators as I have known them have tended much too often to say we know how.
1 say, yes, fellows, but do you know' why? Do you teach the kids why? Do you teach
the cultural advantages, the cultural significance of the things for which we are
feeling, because many years from now those bowls made by fine craftsmen are going
to be dug up and we are going to be judged by them. Why don't we teach the culture
along with the craft? How come we don't? The two are inextricably, interrelated.
Again, it depends upon where you stand. I submit that when you look at the cam-
puses today the score is in favor of the how boys, because at least they know- where
they are going. 1 don't want to develop the point further except to say it depends
upon your viewpoint. But it's time the how' and shy people stood together not
apart.

The basic question before talking about school administration is what priority
shall be given to work. 1 say it that way because I believe in work; I believe in cal-
luses: and I believe in swee But then there is a basic question about which work
is most important. There is a second question more basic O. n .oat to the total



learning experience of youngsters: what shall be the learning relationship of the
working, the earning, and the learning? I happen to believe that you can't have any
kind of learning at any time in life unless those three are related at the learning
points. When does work start? Well, I have already implied the answer to that. If
we have made a mistake in education, including vocational education, it is that we
have put off the work ex.oerience too long. f maintain we need to go to the vertical
system. That is, you start out to work; you start out to earn; and you start out to
learn as soon as you are old enough to know what life is all about. Vocational educa-
tion and work education begin in kindergarten. It is your priorities that make the
differences in this training, and if a ?ealous administrator is what you want, he
going to have to be zealous all the way, not at some late date. I happen to believe
that you cannot make a difference between college prep education and work
education.

Finally, who shall lead work education? I don't see any greet big ruckus in this
association. Maybe you do. I don't get an impression from the people sitting around
me that they are getting excited about the O'Hara Bill, the Nelson Bill, or the Con-
ference results. I believe education does possess a unitary uniqueness, and I am not
willing to share it with everyone. As much as I love labor I am not willing to share it
with labor except to the extent that we can call the shots as professional educators
Fit when 1 inquired of AVA in Washington about the O'Hara Bill they didn't seem
too excited about it. So I obtained it myself and read it. I got excited about it; and I
didn't like what I saw. How you apply these things depends much on who is in
charge of education. So, we return to the European system that is exactly what
happened only "going it one ltystter," as I see it, and I'm speaking advisedly.
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PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING
December 4

The major action of the Planning Committee of the Teacher Education Depart-
ment is summarized in Chairman Floyd Grainge's report on business of the
Department in the Monday, December 7, meeting. Nancy Gr 2ham, Teacher
EducaLor. School of Home Economics, University of Arizona, Tucson, will assume
chairmanship of the Teacher Education Department on January I, 197!.

GENERAL SESSION AND BUSINESS MEETING
December 7

PROFESSIONAL MEETING
ropier The Education Professions Development Act-
Priorities and Prospects
Speakers: LLOYD BRIGGS
Chief, Vocational Education iersonnel Branch, U.S. Office of Education
Washington, D.C.

DON DAVIES
Associate Commissioner, Bureau of Educational Personnel Development,
U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
Reactors: ELIZABETH NI. RAY, WILLIAM MITCHELL, LEWIS HOLLOWAY

Lloyd Briggs made brief remarks relative to the emphasis given vocational
educational personnel training in the total structure of the Education Professions
Development Act. Eleven institutions of higher education are now funded (1.9
million dollars) for Leadership Development Programs involving 160 participants.
Grants totaling five million dollars have been made through state departments of
education under the Cooperative Arrangement Program, which is based upon
state plans for professional personnel development, including the exchange pro-
gram. Programs include in-service training for local and state staffs, special training
for persons entering or re-entering vocational education, and retraining for
vocational positions. The programs are designed to be mutually supportive with all
levels of employees involved. In response to a question from the floor rega:ding the
projected oversupply of teachers during the next decade, M . Briggs stated that
the need for vocational and technical teachers is growing. Mr. Briggs answered a
second question relating to appropriations, saying that 6.9 million dollars was the
amount projected for the next fiscal year for vocational personnel training, part of
which is committed to on-going programs and part of which will be available for
new programs.

Mr. Davies presented an overhead program, with comments outlining the major
purposes and priorities of the Education Professions Development Act. Excerpts
from his comments and overhead presentation follow:

Teacher educators representing colleges and universities and local school admin-
istrators must plan cooperatively to meet the needs for professional development
of teachers. Stated briefly, he purpose of EPDA is to improve the quality of
teaching and to help meet critical shortages of adequately trained educational
personnel." EPDA represents a consolidation of legislation and programs in the
National Defense Act, the Higher Education Act, and the Arts and Humanities Act.
Major funding areas under EPDA, with a FY1971 budget of 135.8 million dollars,
are teacher corps (S30.8 million); state grants for recruiting and training ($15.0
million): training projects through grants to states, local school districts, and
universities ($81.9 million); higher education personnel training ($10 million):
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and vocational education personnel training ($6.9 million). Funding for educational
personnel training has increased from $81 million in 1967 to $136 million in 1971.
This is a small amount when the total budget for education is considered, but it
does provide leverage for change.

EPDA priorities are (a) to improve the education of children of low-income
families with supporting programs in career opportunities (to equalize opportunities),
Lacher corps, and urban/rural school develop lent; (b) to improve the preparation
of all educational personnel with supporting programs in training of teacher
trainers, educational lea..ership, and undergraduate preparation of educational
personnel which is not supported directly but is included in proposed amendments;
(c) to meet critical shortages of personnel in the areas of special education, voca-
tional education, early childhood education, and pupil personnel services, with the
intent of solving the quantitative problem and effecting change; (d) to meet special
needs of educational personnel as they arise by developing and testing solutions
to growing problems, such as more effective utilization or schoo! personnel,
teacher deveiopment in desegregating schools, and preparation to teach about
drug abuse; and (e) to become better informed about needs for educational per-
sonnel development and to evaluate effectiveness of EPDA prograrr, through
annaul assessments and evaluation. Priorities (a) through (e) are funded tor $65,
$16, $41, $9, and $2 million respectively.

The EPDA program examples under the Career Opportunities Program include
grants to local school districts to attract new people, to improve staffing patterns,
to reform the preparation system, and to develop school-college-cornmurity parity.
Under the Teacher Corps Program, grants have been made to universities and
local school districts to attract new people, to improve staffing patterns, and to
reform the preparation system. Similar objectives were proposed in grants to
universities for teacher training. Grants have been made to local school districts
under the Urba ./Rural School Development Program to concentrate on the entire
staff of a single school, to provide on-site training, to pinpoint schools with the
greatest needs, and to focus on pupil achievement,

EPDA program strategies in 1971 35 opposed to 1968 have moved from the
training of individuals to systems reform and the tra;ning of whole school staffs;
from dispersal of resources to a concentration of resources; from short term to long
term training; from university-based programs to school-university parity and on-
site training; from teachers to all educational personnel; from proposal quality
to evaluation of need and potential; from categorical restrictions to responsiveness
to needs; and from no specific target groups to emphasis upon low-income and
handicapped children and vocational-technical students. The changes in ern
phases have resulted primarily from amendments to the act.

Evaluation of EPDA programs will focus upon pupil performance and account-
ability. Evaluation will stress the impact of training on student performance, the
effectiveness of training programs judged by trainee performance, the extent
to which proErams meet stated objectives and the extent to which programs meet
stated objectives, and the extent to which programs produce institutional change.
Mr. Davies poinfed out that EPDA programs are designed to effect change in
education and eliminate polarization in educational activities.

Comments from reactors to Mr. Davies' presentation included Elizabeth Ray's
statement that the various priorities in EPDA funding may be part of the answer
to why higher education institutions are su slow to change. Mr. Holloway noted that
teachers are prepared today in much the same manner as 20 years ago becau,e the
emphasis is on the completion of academic requirements rather than meeting the
needs of teachers. Mr. Mitchell reacted to Mr. Daisies' reference to the importance
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of the concept of accountability by agreeing that institutions must be responsible
for their product.

Comments and questions from the floor referred to areas in which EPDA funds
could aid in solving educational problems. In response to a comment that all
teachers should know something about the world of work, Mr. Davies stated that
this was a good idea but that little emphasis is given such an objective. Mr. Davies
said that there may be more opportunity to use teachers on a release -time basis
from industry now that employment is down. Ile also stated that EPDA legislation
encourages the use of industry in occupational training. EPDA funds may be used
for the dissemination of information about exemplary programs. He suggested that
the Teacher Education Department may want to undertake a project to establish
aninformation exchange service.

BUSINESS MEETING

Report of Chairman Floyd Grainge
Professional Developnt-nt in Teacher Education

The Teacher Education Department elected to pursue the theme "evaluation"
this year. A proposed nationwide study on the assessment of neci, improvement of
effectiveness, definition of quality accountability for vocational teacher education,
and professional development of teacher educators was developed and resulted in
an EPDA grant to make the study. Under the expert leadership of Melvin Barlow
and George Brandon, the four-major-step project was developed. The four major
steps were: (a) discovery of need and effectiveness; (b) process in evaluation; (c)
implementation; and (d) dissemination.

The first step consisted of a small group meeting which resulted in the develop-
ment of two papers, one on "effectiveness" and the other on "need." The second
step consisted of a small group meeting which developed four additional papers
concerned with federal, state, local, and institutional roles in the evaluation of
vocational teacher education. The third step consisted of three regional institutes
(west, central, east) resulting in a refinement of the six papers.

The fourth step will ronsist of bringing the results of these institutes to the AVA
Convention and disseminating the final report i idy group sessions within :lie
Teacher Education Department's program 0', i nrJrith follow-up study will be
made to determine impact and change as a result of this study. No doubt many
spin-off studies will result from this to promote vocational teacher education
expansion in quantity. quality. and diversity to micteh the expansion in vocational
education and manpower development.

Representation of AVA in Associate) Organizations for Teacher Education
William Drake and Floyd Grainge were AVA representatives to the AOTE

planning committee and attended two meetings of this group. the purpose of
which is to study and recommend change in teacher education. Special studies
have been made on the inner-city school needs. cooperatk' of education technology
industries and cducaticn, accreditation standards and .Nroccsscs. These studies
generally improve the role of teacher preparation. The AOTE is planning to
develop a National Conference on Teacher Education.

Florida State Department of taxation Omference on Credentiraing
George Brandon, Harry Davis and Floyd Grainge represented AVA at a special

conference conducted by the Florida State Department of Education. This con-
ference was designed to acquaint us with the new credentialing process to he
used in Florida and to encourage us to cv.luaic it for its ramifications in our Geld,
The conference was designed to include all levels and disciplines in education.
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Resolutions Developed by Teacher Education
The Planning Committee of the Teacher Education Department developed

four resolutions to AVA for consideration at the New Orleans Convention.
One resolution was for adequate funding and personnel to be included in the

Basic State Grant specifically earmarked for preservice and in-service training
of teachers.

The second resolution was for AVA to develop a plan and encourage members
on sabbatical leave to serve as professionals in residence in the AVA Headquarters
Office.

The third was a commendation for George Brandon, Lowell Burkett, and Mary
Allen for their untiring efforts for improving teacher education.

The fourth resolution was for the "Expansion and increased Effectiveness of
Vocational Pers nnel Development." The Department is very serious about this
resolution, which requests full funding of EPDA, Title 2, Part F of the EPDA Act
of 1965 and requests the support of the directors in pursuing this issue.

Dissemination ql Information Pertinent to Teacher Education
The Department plans to launch a program of developing and disseminating

information pertaining to the improvement of vocational teacher education. This
wail be accomplishc t by articles for professional journals, and an attempt will be
made to have one issue of the JOURNAL devoted to teacher education.

Report of William Drake, AVA representative to AOTE
First, I want to remind you that you have two representatives on the Advisory

Council of the Associated Organizations for Teacher Education, Floyd Gringe and
myself, because the membership of the teacher education groups within AVA is
large enough to qualify for two -epresentatives. Very quickly, I would like to do
two things: (a) give you a brief background on the history, structure, and purposes
of AOTE, and (b) describe the current activities c! AOTE.

AOTE was conceived by the Orranization and Planning Committee which had
been appointed jointly by the Executive Committee of the AACTE and the Co-
ordinating Committee an Collegiate Problems in Teacher Education. It was
intended that AOTE would represent a plan for ccoperation between AACTE and
other teacher-education associations. It was also intended that AOTE could con-
sider the problems of teacher education in general and vork toward the advance-
ment of teacher education. These intentions were put in the form of a plan which

is approved by AACTE in 1953.
in E469, an AOTE committee urder the leadership of Sister Jane Godfrey

re-examined the .ole of AOTE That committee described the mission of AOTE
as providing leadership in assisting member organizations to identify and respond
effectively to educational issues. Through AOTE, member organizations con-
cerned with the education of teachers could pool their icsoarees for identifying
and exploring common and ecific concerns.

The main functions of AOTE could be described as follows:
I. to generate ideas for action programs that would improve the quality of

teacher education
2. to implement such action programs, either trough AOTE because of its

unique rnembersiip, or through one or more of its associated organizations
because of their special resources

3. to serve as a board of consultants on projects in teacher education
4. to utilize the AOTE. relationship with the AAC1 F as a means by which

member organization5 may communicate with AACTE and its extensive
college and unisersi!s membership.

The structu of AMIE takes the form of an Advisory Council with each
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associated organization having membership on the Council. Currently, 17 organi-
zations, all concerned with teacher education, are represented on the Advisory
Council of AOTE.

Current activities of AOTE include the following task forces:
I. Education and Industry Cooperation
2. Educational Personnel for the Inner City
3. NCATE Standards and Guidelines

The most recent effort of AOTE was initiated this fall at the October meeting
of the Council. A committee has been formed t, explore the feasibility of a White
House-type National Conference on Teacher Education. As you can see from this
brief report, AOTE, which has been called a stepchild of AACTE, is coming of
age and you will hear more and more from this organization.
Report of Harry Davis. AVA representative to the Florida State Department of
Education Conference on Teacher Accreditation

George Brandon, Harry Davis, and Floyd Grainge represented the AVA in a
conference sponsored by the Florida State Department of Education in Miami
Beach on May 19-22, 1970. The conference was planned as a training session for

e education leaders interested in developing new systems for training and
tifying educational personnel. /Meal of concern included ways in which in-

..ervice teacher education may be troadened to make it equal to preservice teacher
education, how agencies other than colleges may be involved in the teacher -
education process, and how teacher performance may be used as a basis for teacher
certification. A major purpose of the conference was to develop plans for moving
toward performance-based teacher certification.

Participant in the Honda conference were teacher- education leaders from
eleven sta es, seven professional organizations, and the U S. Office. of Education.
A source book and training manual will be published as a result of the conference.

GENERAL SESSION

December 8

Topic: Report of EPDA ProjectProfessional Development in
Teacher Education

Slibtopk 1: Foundations of Teacher Education Evaluation
Spzaker: MEI.VIN L. BARLOW
Director, Division of Vocational Education, University of California,
Los Angeles

Subtopic 2: Perceptions and Recommendations of the
Regional institutes
Spiker: GEORGE L. BRANDON
Advisor to the Executive Director, AVA, Washington, D.C.

Dr. Barlow gave background information and a progress report regarding the
FPDA project, Professional Development in Teacher Education, as a means of
introducing discussion group sessions designed to provide additional review of two
previous phases of the project. Participants were asked to respond to 179 statements
about teacher education included in a document which was distiibuted to six o r k -

shop groups. To give members additional information concerning this project (also
see the report on business of the department by Floyd Grainge, Monday, December
7). the foreword to the paper distributed during the meeting follows.
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The major go. of this project is to encourage vocational teacher education ex-
pansion in quality, quntity, and diversity to match the expansion in vocational
education and manpower development. The project is designed for the assessrnent
of need, improvement of effectiveness, definition of quality accountability for
vocational teacher education, and professional development of teacher educators.
In short, teacher education must rise again to consciousness level in all planning
aspects of vocational education.

The first phase of the project consisted of two meetings in which two questions
were considered. First, what are the foundation elements of vocational teacher
education? Second, what are the roles of the federal, state, local, and institutional
groups in teacher education and in the evaluation of teacher education?

The second phase of the project consisted of three regional meetings in which the
product of the first phase of the study was reviewed, fn addition, persons partici-
pating in the regional meetings provided an input to the study by answering four
specific questions. Up to the present time about 1,000 years of experience in
vocational education has been brought to bear on the topic.

The current phase of the study- action at the AVA Convention is intended to
provide ar additional review of the first two phases and to seek additional points
of view not covered in the first two phases. The Convention phase represents one
step in the process of validating the work undertaken to December 1, 1970.

This paper contains only basic statements; the rationale related to these basic
statements has been deleted for the purposes of the Convention meeting. For each
of the basic statements, persous attending the Teacher Education Department
meeting are asked to do two things:

I. React (agree, disagree, undecided) about each statement
2. Add new statements.

Later upon completion of the project, the Teacher Education Department will
make a report available through the publication facilities of the American Voca-
tional Association.

Dr. Brandon commented that the group meetings to follow the general meeting
were to be work sessions and a vital part of the total project. lie commended the
Department Planning Committee for the project idea: Melvin Barlow and William
Loomis for their direction and implementation; participants, chairmen and rccorders
in preliminary' and convention meetings related to the project; and the Vocational
Personnel Development Branch of the U.S. Office of Education for its support.

Dr. Brandon said that he was listed as "chief consultant" for the project but he
felt that he was more of an "observer," particularly as the project relates to impli-
cations for AVA and the Teacher Education Department. He remarked that this
rote will change when he returns to Penn State University on July 1, 1971, and he
is not optimistic about the project monitoring process in light of limited staff
personnel and budget.

Dr. Brandon recommended that workshop participants keep two questions in
mind as they consider statements concerning the role of AVA in vocational teacher
education: "v;ho is AVA?" and "In what kind of political ball game will we find
ourselves after the Christmas recess of Congress ?" This last question refers to the
following:

1. Manpowe: legislation
2. Renewal of the vocational Jmendments which will expire
3. Renewal of the EPDA amendments which will expire
4. Community college (career education) legislation
5. Proposals for block grants.
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PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS

Developing Non-Farm Occupational Training Programs

Research to Identify Non-Form Agricultural Occupations. Through grants by the
State of Louisiana and the U.S. Office of Ed ;cation, the Department of Agricultural
Education, Louisiana State University, conducted a research project including sur-
veys of seven metropolitan areas and the smaller villages and towns in the state to
determine pre-employment and continuing educational needs for workers in non-
farm agricultural occupations, to develop descriptions of the jobs identified, and to
develop training programs at the high school level designed to prepare students in
vocational agriculture for jobs requiring knowledge and skill in agricultural subjects.
Lists of non-farm businesses were compiled from trade associations, the Chamber
of Commerce, and the yellow pages of the telephone directory. Data were collected
by specially trained interviewers in the metropolitan areas and by teachers of
agriculture in the smaller villages and towns. The leachers hal completed a grad-
uate course which involved instruction on survey procedures, including an actual
survey of the teachers' school area. The study of 2,430 non-farm agricultural busi-
nesses with 51,719 employees revealed that 40 percent of the employees required
agricultural training. These workers were distributed over 1,699 different job titles.
The research yielded sufficient data to build functional training programs for use in
the state as a whole or in any particular sector. Fourteen differer.t publications plus
training programs and subject matter publications resumed from the research.
(CHARLES M. CURTIS, Professor of Agricultural Education,
Louisiana State University)

Developing Units 6.1 Instruction. Planning began in November 1965 for a work-
shop which would have as its objective the development of curriculum materials for
the new programs in non-farm agriculture identified in the statewide surveys that
have just been described. We selected teachers from several disciplines, to prepare
instructional materials for vocational agriculture. During the six-week workshop,
16 vocational agriculture teachers, four business and office occupations teachers,
and four distributive education teachers wrote lesson materials. The 24 teachers
were divided into four writing squads. Eight training programs were written! Farm
Machinery Sales and Service; Agricultural Service; Farm Service; Ornamental
Horticulture; Farm Supplies and Equipment; Li.estock and Poultry; Crops, Forestry
and Soil Conservation; and Wildlife and Recreat:on. Incorporated into each unit is
subject matter to guide students, recommended references, and other teaching aids.
(JAMES H. If trr:ittssoN, Professor of Agricultural Education, Louisiana State
University)

Organizing Subject Matte, for Teaching. After the publication of the units of
instruction for the eight areas of non-farm agricultural occupations, it became ap
parent that teachers needed additional subject matter to make effective use of these
materials. Teachers did not h ive she technical training nor the practical experience
required to use properly the prepared lesson plans. Arrangements were made to
develop subject matter for three areas of non-farm agricultural occupations. Fight
experienced teachers of vocational agriculture who were enrolled in a graduate
professional course and two members of the mate department of education formed
two writing teams. Each unit was edited by both writing teams aid the instructor.
Several units were edited by subject matter personnel at the University. The subject
matter units in ornamci tal horticulture, agricultural service, and crops, forestry,
and soil conservation were distributed to all teachers of Jgricultur in the state. ,\
second workshop was organired to prepare subject matter for the other five areas
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of non-farm agricultural occupations. These publications have been well received
by teachers.
(J. C. ATHERTON, Professor of Agricultural Education, Louisiana State University)

Building a State ,'rogram of Work. Occupational opportunities available to rural
youth have -.,nded to shift from farm to offfarm agricultural industry and services.
However, the continuation and strengthening of existing programs to train for work
on the farm is being emphasized also. In preparing students to select intelligenCy
occupational objectives, vocational agriculture students in Louisiana participate in
a basic two-year program al the ninth- and tenth-grade level, which is based on the
agricultural science;, leadership, and exploratory work in farming and off-farm
occupations. The following three options are available for students for specialized
study at the eleventh- and Twelfth -grade levels: farming; off-farm agr:cultural oc-
cupations; and pre-.-allege preparation for professional careers in agriculture. Stu-
dents whose met]; .venal objective is farming receive classroom instruction which
is supplemented with supervised work on the home farm, the school farm, or on
other acceptable farms. State supervisors, teacher educators, and vocational agri-
culture teachers cooperatively drew up steps to implement the Cooperative Agri-
cultural Education Program, which is designed for students who wish to enter non-
farm agricultural occupations. Students are placed in an agribusiness establishmnt
for 15 hours of relcsed time from school per week plus five hours of classroom
instruction per week. The program is open to juniors Ind seniors. Students may
pursue work experience without release lime from school. Last year we introduced
a new agriculture laboratory program which is designed to provide individualized
instruction for juniors and seniors who need advanced skill training and to provide
training for disadvantaged students. Schools are offering laboratory programs in
agricultural mechanics, meat merchandising, forestry, and horticulture. The needs
of students who are college bound requiring preparation for professional courses
in agriculture are also taken into account. For example, if a student's interest cen-
ters around veterinary medicine, his study is focused on animal science in the class-
room and supplemented with related work experiences.
(IVAN C. BAKER, Area Supervisor, Louisiana Department of Education)

Providing Work Experiences in Vocational Agriculture. At Saline High School
we implemented Agriculture Laboratory III and IV programs by informing parents
and students of curriculum revisions which offer a college preparatory curriculum
for those who desire to go to college and a vocational curriculum for those who do
not plan to go to college, Of the 25 students in vocational agriculture in grades 11
and 12, 11 chose the college preparatory program, 7 chose welding, and 5 chose
auto mechanics. All students electing the college preparatory course selected voca-
tional agriculture as one subj.a.l.
(VAN H. BURNS, Teacher of Agriculture, Saline, Louisiana)

The Cooperative Agricultural Education Program at Thih )daux High School
presently involves 51 students, including 11 seniors, in the Agricu',ure IV coopera-
tive class. There are 12 different businesses involved in the program, which vary in
type fruin the smaller feed and seed stores to the large equipment and machinery
manufacturing plants. Students must have completed two years of vocational agri-
culture and be at least 16 years of age. We look for businesses that will provide
traini,ig in all phases of the occupation, not only employment. The business must
pros ;de supervision by qualified personnel, provide satisfactory' working conditions,
and have emplxnees who understand and appreciate the program.
(ROBERT V. ARC! NEM:1, Te 'cher of Agriculture.? hibodam Louisiana)

gained a great deal of experience with Cooperative Agricultural Education
Program al Rn)villc 11igh School Fiu,incsscs in which ouderhs were placed in.
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eluded a veterinary supply firm, a farm implement manufacturing concern, a farm
machinery agency, and a sawmill and lumber yard. All student-learners ::re seniors
and either 17 or 18 years of age. Age is one of the most important considerations in
job placement because of the hazardous occupations laws. A survey taken at the
end of the school year showed that parents believed the program was successful;
school administrators felt that the program should continue, but that more careful
consideration should be given to the selection of students; and employers said they
would continue with the program.
(ROBERT JENKINS, Teacher of Agriculture, Bogalusa, Louisiana)

Internships for Agriculture Teachers. I enrolled in the farm machinery sales and
service phase of the teacher internship program. Preced.ng the internship, I ar-
ranged an interview with the manager of the farm machinery equipment company
to explain the program and learn the method of operation of the business. My ac-
tivities were varied and about evenly divided between the parts department and
the mechanics depariment. Aside from the actual work experiences, the internship
program enabled me to learn the job description of each type of employee, the
mental and physical tasks required, the supply and demand for workers, and wages
and benefits by job titles. Experiences in the internship program will enhance my.
teaching.
(HAROLD DAVSS, Teacher of Agriculture, Amite, Louisiana)

The initial effort toward a summer internship program in forestry for vocational
agriculture teachers was conducted in the summer of 1970 and involved six of the
leading forestry industries in the state. Seventeen teachers of vocational agriculture
enrolled. I spent three weeks with the George Pacific Corporation. Opportunities
were given to learn how the business operated, what job opportunities are available
for high school graduates, what training is necessary for job entrance, and how we
can prepare students for job entrance. Time was spent with the silvicul.ure and
road building supervisor, logging contractor supervisor, forestry division supervisor,
pole yard supervisor, and in the particleboard plant, plywood plant, and personnel
relations office. We compiled a fife of job de criptions for some 55 jobs covering
approximately 500 job opportunities in the corporation. This program is welcomed
by the industries for it will help provide them ,sith a supply of better trained
employees.
(GARY BREITHAUPT, Teacher of Agriculture, Winnfield, Louisiana)

The Evolting Social Climate and Its Implication for
Programs in Vocational Agriculture

It will not surprise you that I lean toward sociological theory for the selling for a
discourse on the implications of evolving societal trends for vocational agriculturz.
First, in the context of general systems theory, I view all educational endeavors as
activities which take place within what might be termed a master societal system
where there are many subsystems linked to others in myriad role relationships
which relate an actor in one system to an actor in another system. The success of
each subsystem is dependent upon these relationships. Any vocational agriculture
operation must function to convince the outside world of which it is a part that it is
deserving of support. The second part of the approach concei of agriculture.
including vocational agriculture and rural life, as being Under confrontation by an
emerging mass society. Perhaps the most nisticeable trend indicating an emerging
mass society is the rapid urbanisation of the nation. Industrialisation is the second
indication that the U S. is assuming the characteristics of a mass society.. Indus-
trialintion serves to confront in many ways the members of social systems related
to agriculture and rural life, nrincipally by demanding constant change in order to
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keep up mass production techniques and mass marketing procedures. Industrializa-
tion also has an impact on levels and standards of living. The third trend which
marks the genesis of a mass society is mass communication. The third major trend
is the growing body of laws, programs, and pol:,ies which originate from some
level of centralized government, usually the federal government. Regardless of the
intent of these controls, they have a direct or indirect impact on agricultural educa-
tion and their implications cannot be ignored.

Let us turn now to a consideration of some of the implications of the changing
social climate. I can identify at least three aspeets of this change which have serious
implications for vocational agriculture. The first is a changing base of social power.
In the past, agricultural systems, including vocational agricultural interests, had
a great power. But agricultural systems have lost their strength and must now
resort to more finesse in their power plays. The implication is that the funding which
your programs are going to receive is at stake. To note that vocational agriculture
has fallen victim to the problem of cultural lag may give my remarks an unpopular
note. Some of the reports I have read indicate the not-unusual occurrence of such
things as outmoded curriculums, outdarud teaching materials, and as a result a
minimally marketable finished studem product. Perhaps the greatest indictment is
the relatively low status which vocational agriculture and similar programs are
awarded in academic circles. A third development derives from efforts of people to
,:valua,n the numerous experiments conducted in education over the past years. I
detect what I think is grossing apprehension that certain practices have not
out. I predict th-tt this country w;!1 eventually take as much pride in a good voca-
tionally and technically trained student as it does a university graduate. Another
trend in what might be termed attitudes and v..lues stemming from a changing
social climate is less discrimination on the basic of race, sex, and age. There are
many other changes taking place in the way people think and believe. For example,
we now take for granted that disadvantaged groups need special educational atten-
tion: we are more conscious of the problems of conservation and pollution: and we
seem more willing to support socialized approaches to health and other types of care.

I shall now talk about strategics which hopefully will provide those of you at
policy levels some food for thought. First, planning must be devoted to mounting
and maintaining the strongest base possible, otherwise you will not get your rightful
share of national training resources. The second strategy relates to the changing
values: it seems to me that vocational education enterprises have a good thing going
their way in the growing suspicion that not all students need a baccalaureate de-
gree. The strategy involves ways to make and keep the rank and file of voca'ional
agriculture sensitive to this trend and to convince your :ltentele that vocational
training can indeed fill a need which college degrees do not meet. You will have to
marshall your forces for a tremendous public relations effort. The third strategy
suggestion is related to the problem of cultural lag. First, some attention must be
given to the matter of keeping up with important new developments. The second
aspect of cultural lag is the stark necessity of replanning curriculums so as to make
them attractive and respected throughout the academic world. The only approach
I see to overcoming cultural lag is to cast aside tradition and solicit innovative ideas
in planning and policy formulation.
(MAIN L. BERTRAND, Professor of Sociology a id Rural Sociology,
Louisiana State University.)

A Complete Program of %'ocationgl Agriculture

Diversified and individuali:ri Instruclional Programs. 1 here are thousands of
school districts with the need for a disersificd training program in ,I.:riculture which
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utilizes the total agricultural resources of the community. A local survey of the agri-
cultural and related resources is needed to determine the training possibilities
which determine the training program. Instruction for diversified agricultural oc-
cupaiions should include group and individualized instruction. Group instruction
could be 50 to 60 percent of the total instructional lime during the year, with the
remaining time devoted to individualized study in which students follow individual
study guides. A group of teachers in Kentucky and North Dakota have developed
26 individual study guides and are trying them out on a pilot basis this year. Each
student should have a training plan developed cooperatively by the student, the
leacher, and the cooperating employer which states the terms of employment and
training and spells out the jobs the student will perform and the responsibilities he
will have. The student's individual study will focus on developing the knowledges
and understandings needed to perform at the training station. Teachers must pro-
side guidance and instruction in terms of how the individual study guides are to
be used.
(HAROLD R. HINKLEY, Chairman, Department of Nocational Education,
University of Kentucky)

Young Farmer Education. The recent decline in young farmer programs has
been primarily due both to the heavy workload of teachers and to the shortage of
teachers. In addition, some teachers and administrators claim that there are not
enough young agriculturalists in a community to have a program. But young farmers
are a challenging group with which !o work. They are usually becoming established
in farming, have real problems, and are willing to share their needs with the
teacher. An investigation was made in 1968 through personal interviews with 307
young farm operators in Iowa who were from 20 to 30 years of age. It was estimated
that there is an average of 25 to 30 young farmers in each school district. Their
average age was 26; 75 percent were high school graduates, 3 percent were college
graduates, and 32 percent had some post-high school education; 85 percent were
married: the father was the key individual in helping get them established in farm-
ing: 80 percent had other occupations prior to farming: 70 percent were individual
operators. The landgrant universities need to continue educational programs for
young farm operators. Area vocational-technical schools should develop young
farmer programs, and vocational-agriculture departments in local high schools
should increase effarts to meet this challenge.
(HAROLD R.CRAWFORD, Associate Professor of Agricultural Education,
Iowa State University)

Vocational Agriculture for the Disadvantaged. Funds are available for programs
designed to meet the needs of persons who have not been adequately trained in
traditional programs of education. This group is often referred to as the "disadvan-
taged." The desires of disadvantaged persons are to function in society as full-time
participants in the labor force and benefit from accepting civic and social respon-
sibilities. Basically they want what all of society wants. In Florida the curriculum in
agriculture for the disadvantaged is concerned with the total preparation of the
individual. Insofar as feasible, the curriculum provides for basic literacy, under.
standing of self and others, leadership and citizenship development, sound personal
health education, and job training. The curriculum prepares the student for three
possibitities: (a) to return to the regular agriculture program once he overcomes the
handicapping conditions; (b) to pursue advanced training upon completion of the
special program: and (c) to enter the labor market with employable skills, The
teacher must have compassion and empathy and be skilled in organizing subject
matter, designing learning activities, and using teaching strategies. Instructional
aids should be used to permit practical application of knowledge and to permit the
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subject matter to be taught in a challenging and effective manner.
(J. A. BARGE, Consultant, Special Needs Programs.
Florida Department of Education)

Role of the State Advisory Council and
Its Effect on Vocational Programs

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1966 require that states establish an
advisory council with members appointed either by the governor or by the state
board of education. The primary functions of state advisory councils are the follow-
ing: (a) to advise the slate board concerning the development and administration
of the state plan for vocational education; (b) to evaluate vocational education pro-
gram services and activities; and (c) to prepare and submit through the state board
to the U.S. Commissioner of Education and to the National Advisory Council an
annual evaluation report. According to a staff member of the National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education. the following items are frequently mentioned in
annual reports of state advisory councils: that the state plan is a poor planning
document in that there is an absence of clearly stated objectives which serve as
guides in planning: that there is a lack of adequate data either for management or
for evaluation; that there is poor coordination in the development of plans; that
the lack of strong leadership exists at various levels; and that there should be fund-
ing of vocational-technical education. Advisory councils cannot operate in a vacuum.
They must have facts on Which to base decisions. Your ideas and convictions are
important. This is a new avenue of communication outside the established structure.
(ROBERT H. WHITE, Executive Director, South Carolina Advisory Council on
Vocational Education)

Issues in the Evaluation of Vocational Agriculture Programs

Five issues Were discussed:
1. Should evaluation be primarily to chock accou'itability or to develop a basis

for program improvement? Accountability has been stressed by those re-
sponsible for federal and state support of programs. On the other hand,
there is a welling up of pressure from administrators and citizens to improve
the quality of programs.

2. Who should determine the criteria on %; hich evaluation of local and state
programs would be based? Uniform criteria make comparisons among dis-
tricts and states more feasible, but those responsible for administration and
local support of programs do not have a strong interest in such comparisons
and would like to hay.: something to say regarding the criteria on Which
programs are to be evaluated.

3. Who should direct and be involved in program evaluation? Historically.
checking the compliance with state standards has seemed to support the
direction of evaluations by the stale agency. On the other hand. there ;s
support for the contention that improvement in programs will depend
largely on the involvement in evaluation of decision makers. clientele, and
teachers.

4. What should be the role of state leaders in program evaluation? Should the
role continue to be one of setting revirements and checking to see that
'hey are met? Should state leaders recognise the potential competency and
desire on the part of local educators to conduct evaluations and to prepare
them for the task?

5. Should programs of vocational agri,ulture be evaluated separate from or as
a part of a comprehensive program of vocational education? The mutual
suspicions of leaders in the several kids of socational education with
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respect to biases, provincialism, and incompetence appear to be lessening.
There is much to be gained in conducting evaluations of vocational agricul-
ture as a part of comprehensive programs of vocational education.
{HAROLD BIPAM, Professor of Education, Michigan State University)

Reactions to 'Issues in the i valuation of Vocational Agriculture Programs"
There are many purposes of evaluation program planning, accountability, de-

velopment of evaluative processes, and accreditation. The purpose most important
at the time is the one for which the evaluation is being made. We need to evaluate
programs in terms of the objectives set for the program. We need to distinguish
among programs and products at the various levels and evaluate accordingly. The
product or the teacher educator is an able teacher: with the researcher, research
findings; of a supervisor, a program organisation which makes possible effective
education. If measurement in terms of predetermined objectives is so important.
why are any comparisons between school systems necessary'? A coordinated. com-
prehensive evaluation of a total school program is best. The smallest unit for evalua-
tion is the individual student, so the teacher need net wait on anyone else before
starting to conduct his own evaluation. For making administrative decisions. evalua-
lions by courses as well as programs are needed. The forces in society which have
brought about and maintained identified fields of service in vocations} education
will force evaluation within the same framework.
(ALFRED H. KREBS, fled, Agricultural Education, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University)

I believe the two primary purposes for evaluation are accountability and program
planning. Data are required for making judgments as to whether a program con-
tinues to justify itself in terms of its intended purposes in. terms of other possible
alternative offerings and costs. Also, program evaluation is to provide decision
makers with management information for use in program planning. if vocational
agriculture is to he viewed as part of a comprehensive school program. a school's
vocational programs may be seen as part of a cot prehensive state program of voca-
tional education and evaluated as such. It is desirable for state agencies and local
schools to contribute toward an overall evaluation effort which would provide ac-
countability and program planning information which can meet federal. state, and
local needs. Just as an agricultural program within a local school program may elect
to go beyond the evaluation effort within the school, so the local school has the right
to go beyond the state-local comprehensive evaluation effort and initiate its own
special evaluation. State and local educational agencies share many common objec-
tives and share needs for common accountability and program planning data
Efficiency can be achieved by using evaluation techniques which secure a basic
core of information about goal achievements for all programs and all schools within
a state, and which is made available to state and local program managers.
(HAROLD STARR, Center for Vocational and Technical Education.
The Ohio State University)

baluation as Basis for Program Planning in Agricultural Education

I would like to share with you what I believe to be some strong signals for program
planning. A survey of state supervisors regarding the status of 'agricultural education
today resealed the following concerns and needs: (a) more information on the
employment opportunities for skilled people in agriculture; (Fa) the recruitment and
in-service education of teachers: tel the expansion and extension of adult education.
(d) the extending and expanding of programs in ar,-,is other than farming: (e) em-
ploy ment of teachers on less than a 12-month h,sis: tff increased percentage of
students becoming members of the Future Farmers of America (I- FA); (g) expansion
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of state staff personne,, JO funding of ninth- and tenth-grade courses: and (i) in-
creased salaries for stale staff and teachers.

General agricultural programs that are only exploratory. are outdated. We must
develop in-depth programs geared to the manpower needs in agriculture. There is
a great need to expand and extend specialized programs. The objectives that were
established -a few years ago on the national level need revision. I am not too sure
but that the name of our program agricultural business and natural resources
isn't out or date. I would add environmental science and protection. Another strong
signal for program planning is the recruitment or comp«. It teachers for specialized
programs. There is not any question but that we will to turn to business and
industry for some of these teachers. A comprehensive in-service education program
is a must for these individuals. Planning and conducting in-service education pro-
grams for teachers is going to become a major function of supervisory and teacher-
educat:on staffs. In-service education Mill need to he planned and conducted by
major instructional area:.

We can better serve the needs of agriculture in a given geographical area by
using the abilities of all the teachers in the area. We must plan programs on the
basis of a county or larger geographical area. Teachers with outstanding knowledge
and abilities in specialized areas should he utilised in other districts, parti_ularly in
adult education. Research indicates that the area vocational school concept can
provide a more ,-,omprehen,ive instructional program than those already in force.
Very few instructional programs that we have today or will be developing in the
future should be less than 48 weeks in length.

As professionals, we must assume the responsibility for determining quality pro-
grams. Slate staffs and state vocational agriculture teachers' organization.` cannot
continue to approve individuals who are not willing to provide quality programs.
Local people must have a part in local program evaluation just as they must have a
part in the development of local plans for agricultural education. We need research
that will assist us in program planning. We know that ninth- and tenth-grade
courses are basic, but we cannot document this with reliable research. We need
research that will give us adequate information on the employment opportunities
in the major instructional areas, and we need to identify more specifically the per-
formance standards that persons must have for entering into agricultural occupa-
tions. We need to know more about the degree of performance of our product on
the job and the effectiveness or the process for produc' ig the product.

The role of supervision on the state level is rapid., changing to the concept of
educational management. Our management role trust he exerted more on a group
basis by geographical area. There is great interest in adult education, but we arc
not doing as well as could be. School administrators and boards of education that do
not support adult education arc just not operating relevantly.. It has been estab-
lished that adults want more education and that they support this hind or education.

There are strong signals for the FFA. One or the most important tasks on the
national, state, and local levels will he to adapt awards programs and leadership and
citizenship actnities for the major instructional areas. Every student should be an
actie member or the I-FA, and cery member should have the opportunity to
particip Ile. The name of the organization. the purpose and obje,ti cs, the award
sst,:m, the constitution. and the ritual should not st..nd in the was of am student's
parlleiNtIOn.

11./NWS L. c, Awst ant Director of Vocational f.dueation.
Ohio Departr rent of I ducation)
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BUSINESS MEETINGS
Officers
President, Agricultural Education Division, and Vice-President, American

Vocational Association: C. M. Lawrence, Florida Department of
Education

Secretary-Treasurer: James P. Clouse, Purdue University
Program Chairman: C. L. Mondart, Louisiana State University

Committee Reports
Membership. The Agricultural I ducatimi his ision had 9,555 members in the

AVA as of June 30, 1970. This represents i01 percent of the potential membership
bia is a decrease of 444 members front 1969 Membership in the Division was 21
percent of the AVA membership for the 1969-70 sear. Tsscnty-two states enrolled
more than 100 percent of their potential membership and an additional seven states
enrolled 90 percent or more. The membership committee recommends that a strong
recruitment program be developed in each state which sill recruit upperclassmen
in teacher preparation programs for n-.embership, involve personnel employed in
postsecondary institutions, and promote package membership programs in states
not now having them.
(CLARENcE E. BUNDY, Iowa State Unise:sity, Chairman)

Public Information. The major emphasis of the committee continued to be the
collection and dissemination of program information. During 1970 items of informa-
tion were submitted by 22 States, and six "Vocational Agriculture Program Facts"
releases were prepared and distributed. The second activity initiated was the
preparation of a publication on concepts of vocational education in agriculture. This
publication is now being reviewed prior to publication. During 1971 a beginning
will be made on developing concept brochures for the individual agricultural options.
:ALFRED H. KREBS, Virginia Polytechnic Irstitut::, Chairman)

Research. Compilations of "Summaries of Studies in Agricultural Education"
completed in 1969-70 and lists of studies in progress for the North Atlantic, Central,
Southern, and Pacific regions were distributed. The titles of 161 research studies
completed in 1968-69 were published in The Agricultural Education Magazine,
June 1970. Summaries of Studies in Agricultural Education, 1965-67, was published
by the AATEA in February 1"70. The committee i; compiling a similar publication
of studies completed in 1967-70 which will be published by AATEA.
(bos T. HORNER, University of Nebraska, Chairman)

Curriculum Materials. The 1969-70 edition of A Description and Source Listing
of Curriculum Materials in Agricultural Education was published and distributed
to each teacher educator and supervisor. The AGDEX filing system has been sold
in 40 states and 4 foreign countries. Teaching kits are available free to each head
state supervisor and teacher educator upon request from the Ohio Agricultural
Education Curriculum Materials Service,
(HARLAN E RIDENOUR, Ohio Department of Education, Chairman)

Professional Personnel Recruitment. This year's study of the supply and demand
of teachers indicates that the shortage of teachers of vocational agriculture is still
with us. Seventeen hundred persons were qualified for !caching vocational agri-
culture in 1969-70. compared to only 1,038 in 190. Fifty-one percent of those quali
tied in 1969.70 entered teaching. State recruitment cor ;missions are active in 43
states. Nearly 700 teachers who are successful in recruiting prospective teachers
were recognised ssOt "Teacher of Teachers" certificates during the year. More
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than 78,000 copies of the brochure "Opportunities in Teaching Vocational Agri-
culture" were distributed. A total of 650 sets of the slide series "A Future for You
Teaching Vocational Agriculture" have been sold since 1968. A major effort of the
committee during the year was the distribution to every teacher in the United
States of a mailing which included a poster designed to use in junior high schools
to acquaint students with opportunities in vocational agriculture. Another effort of
the committee was a complete revision of the slide series entitled "Look Ahead
to Teaching Vocational Agriculture."
{RALPH J. WOODIN, Ohio State University, Chairman)

Veterans Farm Training. A survey of stales revealed that about 800 veterans in
five states are enrolled under the present Veterans Benefit Act. Problems seem to
arise from the requirements of the Act and the lack of information about numbers
and location of veterans to be served. Solutions appear to be in surveying the num-
ber and location of veterans through veterans' associations, farm organizations,
and vocational agriculture teachers, and in making this training a responsibility
of area vocational schools.
(DOYLE BEYL, Wisconsin, Chairman)

Safely. This committee is a subcommittee of the joint American Vocational
Association-National Safety Council Safety Committee. The committee's major
responsibility at present is determining the needs of the Agricultural Education
Division in the field of safety through a survey of literature and solicitation of ideas
from the membership. A complete report of the committee will appear I the joint
AVA-NSC Safety Report.
(G. DONAVON COIL, Illinois, Chairman)

The Agricultural Education Magazine. Nine of the twelve issues published in
1970 were expanded from 24 to 28 pages. Articles were submitted from 45 states
and Canada. High school and postsecondary teachers authored 45 percent of the
articles, supervisors wrote 15 percent of the articles, and teacher educators wrote
27 percent, while the remaining articles were written by graduate students and
research specialists. Reviews of 34 books were published.
(J. ROBERT WARMBROD, Editor)

Advisory Committee. The National Advisory Committee of the Agricultural Edu-
cation Division held its annual meeting on March 4-5, 1970. The highlight of the
meeting was a symposium on "Status, Problems, and Trends in Vocational Agri-
culture." Members of the National Advisory Committee were very active during
the year in assisting with problems relating to agricultural education. Three of the
Advisory Committee members made special presentations during the convention
in New Orleans which will be most beneficial in planning future actions for the
Agricultural Education Division. Members of the National Advisory Committee
are: Charles D. Bennett, Foundation for American Agriculture, Chairman; Jere A.
Brittain, Uniroyal Chemical, Vice-Chairman; Tony T. Dechant, National Farmers
Union; Clyde Greenway, Sears Roebuck Foundation; Vernon E. Schneider, Ameri-
can Institute of Cooperation; Fred Stines, Successful Farming Magazine; Louis H.
Wilson, National Plant Food Institute; Alexander Nunn, Alabama; Parke Brinkley,
National Agricultural Chemical Association; Derrell DeCiraff, American Meat
Institute; George \V. Koch, Grocery Manufacturers of America: D. N. McDowell,
National FFA Foundation Sponsoring Committee; and Douglas Hewitt, Farm and
industrial Equipment Institute.
(C. M. LAWRENCE)
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Resolutions
Policy resolutions pertaining to the following were approved:

that the Agricultural Education Division go on record as supporting the recently
adopted organizational pattern in the S. Office of Education which provides
identification of vocational fields of service and vocational youth groups, and that it
pledge the continued effort of our professic.nal organization to secure adequate,
identi;ied staffing, funding, and organization of agricultural education at the local,
state, regional, and national levels; and that in order to accomplish the implemen-
tation of the present legislation and the further improvement of programs of voca-
tional education that the NVA.TA-USOE Relations Committee continue its efforts
to obtain full funding with adequate and specific budgeting of salaries and expense
funds for the USOE staff.

that the AVA, through its affiliated state associations, make every effort to
insure the involvement of vocational education in the organization and planning
of programs which may result from the proposed comprehensive manpower legis-
lation, and that state vocational associations work to encompass all vocational edu-
cation and training under the direction of the appropriate state vocational education
agency.

that the AVA encourage its members to accept wholeheartedly the increasingly
essential professional responsibility cf maintaining and improving quality programs
in vocational education; and that the AVA take steps to accomplish this objeclive at
the national and state levels through promoting and developing guid..lirvs and
goals for continued upgrading of vocational programs in agriculture.

that the Agricultural Education Division develop means whereby students
preparing to teach agriculture can be oriented to the role and functions of profes-
sional organizations.

that the Agricultural Education Division support reducing the number of class-
room hours per week and the addition of required individual on-farm instruction
in regulations pertaining to the veterans farm training program.

that the members of the agricultural education profession throi.2.h the Agricul-
tural Education Division establish a "National Committee for the Development of
Vocational Agribusine.s and Natural Resources," to be appointed by the vice-
president for the Agricultural Education Division.

AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
National Vocational Agricultural Teachers' Association

Special Program.- Atiocime Commissioner for Adult, Vocational. and Technical
Education. Recently I was looking for new visibility for the Division of Vocational
and Technical Education in the Office of Education. I felt that the various voca-
tional program areas were not properly represented in the organizational structure.
nor did I think youth groups, not only FFA but the other youth groups. had the
visibility they needed. So one of the main thrusts was to recognize in the organiza-
tional structure youth organizations and the occupational areas.

I get criticisms of vocational agriculture just as I get criticism of other secondary
and postsecondary programs. Som: people criticize vocational agriculture and voca-
tional education in the same breath. We have a lot of work to do. but there is no
easy solution to the problem. The critics of agricultural education continue to charge
that you have 40 percent of your total enrollment in secondary programs and it is

all production-related. I asked them, has e you looked at the programs lately'? Agri
cultural education is moving to agribusiness and agrimechanics programs. they
are moving away from production agriculture. but they arc not and should not
eliminate production agriculture. Sonic programs need to he moscd to the post-
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secondary level. I here are many opportunities at the postsecondary level in agri-
culture, but ve cannot eliminate the secondary school programs. I am not saying
that everything is right in vocational agriculture or vocational education. I look this
job to improve vocational education; if you want to help me improve vocational
education, we must begin from the ground up, for that is the only way we are going
to survive.

I need to ',now more about what you in agricultural education are doing. I know
most of you want to improve the total program of agricultural education. It is no
easy job to change programs. Agricultural education will be a main part of the total
program, but we are all going to have to work together. Teacher education is going
to be the key to a lot of the problems we face. Upgrading and enhancing the prep-
aration of teachers and administrators is going to be the salvation of vocational
education. You have the expertise, knowledge, and capabilities to improve agri-
cultural education. If you want to stand up and fight and say, "let's change these
programs; let's move," I am here to help you make it go. I am here to help you and
work with you. If you want to help me, let's make a team and make things go.
(AwrituR LEE finituvock, Associate Commissioner. Bureau of Adult, Vocational
and Technical Education, U.S. Office of Education)

Report of the President. NVATA is an affiliation of state associations and only
with strong state associations can the NVATA remain strong and viable in its efforts
for the continued improvement of vocational agriculture and vocational education.
I recommend that state associations organize a State Vocational Agriculture-FFA
Support Committee that can help keep and improve what we have always known as
an excellent program. We must also improve communications. A random survey of
NVATA members showed a deplorable lack of knowledge about state associations
and tr,e NVATA. We should encourage the membership to communicate with the
national and state associations, the agricultural industry, state and national super-
visory staffs, state and national legislators, and others who influence the image of
our profession. We must cooperate with other agencies such as the Cooperative
Extension Service, four-year colleges, and two-year postsecondary schools. A great
amount of time has been spent on the special NVATA-USOE committee. In the new
organizational structure of the Division of Vocational and Technical Education.
agriculture is identified as "Agribusiness and Natural Resources Occupations, and
the FFA is identified along with other vocational youth organizations. This has been
one of the major requests of the NVATA.
(slit LARD GUM:MACH, Wisconsin, President)

Report of the Executive Secretary. The principal activity during the past year has
been a continuation of efforts started two years ago to regain identification in the
organizational structure of the U.S. Office of Education for vocational agriculture
and the FFA. Apparently these efforts have met with success. Effort now needs to
be directed toward correcting situations in states that )- ,ve followed the Washington
pattern. The NVATA leadership has urged affiLied state associations to form
State Support Committees for Vocational Agriculture and the FFA. Other major
accomplishments during the year include as follows: (a) official representation was
obtained by teachers of agriculture for the first time or! the National FFA Contest
Committee and the National FFA Foundation Board of Trustees: NVATA
successfully sponsored an amendment to the AVA Constitution permitting each
Divi. ion to elect its own vice-president, and NVATA also sponsored a resolution
adopted by the AVA House of Delegates calling for AVA :o take the initiativeative la
securing Division identification and staffing in the U.S. Office of f ducation: (c)
NVATA continued to cooperate with agricultural industry in sponsoring contests
!hat provided 15 members all expense trips to the National Convention.
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I recommend the following for your consideration: (a) continue as number one
priority the work of the NVATA-USOE Committee until vocational agriculture has
proper identification and adequate, identified leadership at the national and state
levels; (b) continue to urge state associations to have public information committees
that contribute materials to the Agricultural Education Division Public Information
Committee; (c) continue to urge state associations to organize State Support Corn-
mittees for Vocational Agriculture and the HA; (d) increase efforts to secure state
association and NVATA memberships, and participation from postsecondary insti-
tutions; (e) extend efforts to keep the membership informed, for there is a need for
all members, and especially leaders of the state associations, to become more con-
cerned and more responsible; and (I) continue to develop strong local programs of
vocational agriculture. I am more optimistic about the future of vocational agri-
culture and the FFA than I have been for several years. More work remains to be
done on the national and state levels; success will depend upon the leadership pro-
vided by state associations.
(JAMES WALL, Executive Secretary)

Resolutions. In addition to the policy resolutions adopted by the Agricultural
Education Division, the membership of NVATA approved the following resolutions:

--that NVATA encourage more suggestions from vocational agriculture teachers
through their elected contest committee representatives for the further improve-
ment of national FFA contests.

that NVATA request each state association to develop a State Support Com-
mittee for the promotion of vocational agriculture, and that NVATA support and
encourage these committees by establishing means of exchanging ideas and pro-
grams among committees.

-that the Executive Committee of NVATA provide direction for specific activities
aimed at the implementation of the NVATA program of work, and that the leader-
ship of state associations assume responsibility for the best use of the information
provided by NVATA by informing members and in planning and carrying out a
strong program of work.

that NVATA encourage its members to accept wholeheartedly the increasingly'
essential professional responsibility' of maintaining and improving the quality of
vocational agriculture programs, and that NVATA solicit the support of NASAE
and AATEA in developing guidelines for high quality programs in agricultural
education.

Officers, 1971. President, Glen D. McDowell, Pikeville, Kentucky; Past President,
Millard Gundlach, Montfort, Wisconsin; Treasurer, Sam Stenzel, Colby, Kansas:
Vice-Presidents: Region I, Fred A. Beckman, Weiser, Idaho; Region II, Bill Harri-
son, Leedey, Oklahoma; Region Ill, Francis N. Murphy, Madison, South Dakota;
Region IV, Odell Miller, Raymond, Ohio; Region V, D. P. Whitten, Centre, Ala-
bama; Region VI, Howard E. Teal, Boonville, New York; Executive Secretary,
James Wall, Lincoln, Nebraska,

National Association of Supenisors of Agricultural Education
Today's Realitic Tomorrow's Future for Vocational Agribusiness. I use the

term "agribusiness,- for I believe your ability to think in terms of a total concert of
agribusiness is as vital to your future as it is to mine. Agribusiness includes what
you call production agriculture and embraces the business of serving agriculture
with purchased inputs and services and the business of processing agricultural
products. What ere the realities that challenge the future of vocational agriculture?
(a) Vocational agriculture programs are vital to the production of food and fiber for
our exploding iopulation. (b) There has never been a time when agriculture has
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had less political power, so there will continue to be less concern on the part of
politicians both in Washington and state legislatures for agriculturally related pro-
grams including vocational agriculture. (c) We must admit there has been a sig-
nificant change in educational philosophy brought about by the Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments of 1968; there is no longer specialized funding for vocational
education; the Act generalizes vocational education. (d) National leadership for
vocational agriculture in the U.S. Office of Education has been diluted and the odds
are it will never return to its former strength; leadership must come from your ranks.
(e) Along with the void of strong national leadership has come a trend toward de-
centralization; you must plan for the future in your state. (f) You must realize that
vocational agriculture teaching must fie the changing needs of agribusinesse-s; you
must teach to the total needs of agribusiness; some rather dramatic changes in how
vocational agriculture is taught are a basic part of your challenge. (g) The fact that
youth are searching means that vocational agriculture and FFA activities can play a
more significant role in guiding and motivating young men and women toward
successful careers in agtibusiness.

What can you do to meet these challenges? (a) Formulate a plan of action with the
cull realization t'at the moves you must make cannot be accomplished overnight.

Figure out what kind of a curriculum vocational agriculture should have next
year and in 1975; then devise a plan to achieve these specific needs. My recommen-
dations for some of the elements of your five-year plan are as follows: change the
name of your professioncall it vocational agribusiness instead of vocational agri-
culture; change the name of the Future Farmers of America make the name more
contemporary; give the FFA a new modern symbol and put the boys in blue blazers
instead of blue jackets: give the whole ETA program a new look and meaning that
is tuned to the seventies; and address agricultural education to all aspect; of agri-
business. There is too much emphasis in your teaching on production agriculture,
for the reality is that many students cannot and will not get into farming. (c) Develop
an effective local-level public relatio n! program for vocational agriculture. (d) Or-
ganize a statewide support for vocational agriculture among the agribusiness com-
munity. An example of this is the Iowa FFA -Vo-Ag Challenge Committee. (e) Em-
phasize the leadership programs of vocational agriculture and FFA. (f) Support
your state and national vocational agriculture teachers' associations. Insist on strong.
specific leadership for vocational agriculture from AVA.
(FRED STIN Es. Publisher, Succe.csJul Farming Afagazfne.)

Report of the President. During the past two years I have been privileged to serve
on the USOE Study Committee. Just recently the new associate commissioner an-
nounced the new staff structure which identifies vocational agriculture under the
title "Agribusiness and Natural Resource,- EVA and the other youth organization,
are identified under a separate section. Much progress has been made; however.
we should not stop working. I recommend that the newly elected president continue
to serve on the USOE Study Committee. The continued effort of this Committee
can do more to assure the safety and continued growth of vocational agriculture
than anything I can think of at this time.
IT. I.. EAU! KNE It, Alabama, President)

American Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture

.4,17 FA Lecture Agricuhurul tducarion. Some Concerns and 0,nrfori. I v.1.11

to touch briefly upon some current ',sues in agricultural education which diturh
and concern toe. and some recent events in the field which please or comfort roe.
I am concerned about the national attitude regarding socaticmal education. I ar
too many parents still e sncational education is Acignoi for someone else s
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children. For years vocational education programs including agriculture have been
an important segment of local high school programs. Since vocational education
legislation included special funding for the construction of area vocational- technical
schools, many school districts have constructed this type of school. These schools
are providing both rural and urban youth an opportunity to prepare for an occupa-
tion. This is good: however, I am concerned that many strong vocational programs
in comprehensive high schools are forgotten by the state, district. and local admin-
istrators. I am concerned that too little attention is pointed toward occupational
education in agriculture for persons who have dropped out of school or who have
graduated from high school. I am concerned that for too long because of the few
federal and state "vocational" dollars involved we have permitted local and state
regulations to dictate the type of agricultural course that is offered in a school.

Now let us look at the brighter side and note what I call "comforts," We are mak-
ing progress in convincing people that agriculture is more than farming. The emer-
gence of thousands of educational program, over the nation for occupations in
agriculture other than farming has convinced me that the old concept that agricul-
tural education only prepares farmers is dying. I get a good feeling when reflect
upon the thousands of school superintendents, chief school administrators, college
and university, deans, and others in important positions of educational leadership
who have received their professional education and ewerience in agricultural edu-
cation. The development of improved curriculum materials is encouraging. The
improved physical facilities provided by schools for instruction in agriculture are
hard evidence that communities consider instruction in agriculture important. The
fact that more cities are now offering agricultural courses is encouraging. It is

encouraging to learn that agricultural teachers in increasing numbers are now being
chosen as leaders of conservation programs being established in secondary schools.
The growth of the National Young Farmer Institute is good.
WO iu R. Nfr Cr Al, Professor and Nr td, Department of Agricultural Education.
The Pennsylvania State University)

Distinguished Service Award. Lloyd J. Phipps, Professor and Chairman. De-
partment of Vocational and Technical Education. University of Illinois, E'rbana-
Champaign, was awarded the Association's Distinguished Service Award.

Report of the President. Among the activities of A ATEA during 1970 were the
following: three special committees were appointed or continued Role of A ATEA
in National Assessment of Education, National Goal, of Teacher Education in
Agriculture and Guidelines for Teacher Education in Agriculture: three issues of
the EA rEA Newsletter were printed and distributed. the Journal of the American
.t,,,ocialion of Teacher Educators in Agriculture was printed in a journal format
and two issue, were published: the 1970-71 AAT EA Directory was distritiuted. the
AAT EA historian prepared and distributed a publication entitled "A Composite
Listing of Teacher Educators in Agricultural Education by Institutions, 1917-
1970 ". and life membership certificates were presented to teacher educators who
retired during 1970.

Commirree on Guidelines for Teacher Education in Agriculture. This continuing
committee. kilned as a result of a request from the National Council for Accredita
lion of Teacher Education, has analvied the "Standards and I valuative riteria"
by which teacher education in agriculture would he evaluated, and has collected
relevant material, and document, which have a hearing on teacher edusation in
agriculture. It has also identified issues and drafted guidelines for teacher eduea
ion in agriculture for the following area.: faculty in teacher education, resources

and laciritics for leacher education: the program of instruction. caluanon of
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graduates: and students in teacher education. The list of tentative guidelines will
be disseminated to the profession for reaction in 1971.

iAN1 E. DRAKE, Cornell University, Chairman)

Committee on Role of AATEA in the National Assessment of Education. Origi-
nally, the National Assessment Project developed plans for measuring achievement
in vocational education. Objectives and tests were develo:)ed for each of the subject
specialties, including agriculture. The try-out of tests faded to establish their
validity and usefulness: therefore, efforts to assess achievement in specialized
areas of vocational education was discontinued. Attention was then given to assess-
ment pertaining to career and occupational development. The objectives and exer-
cises will be ready for use in 1971. The focus is now on generally useful skills, not
on specialized skills. The assistant to the director of the project reports that
"National Assessment will not be dealing specifically with agricultural education:.
(HARM t) M. BYR.SM, Michigan State University, Chairman)

Committee on National Goals of Teacher Educarion in Agriculture. -1Ihis com-
mittee, established by a resolution adopted at the 1969 annual meeting, is presently
preparing position papers. Work of the committee will continue in 1971.
(GtoRGF L. O'Kt-LIEY, University of Georgia, Chairman)

Officers, 1971. President, Gene M. Love, University of Missouri: President-Elect,
Earl Carpenter, Clemson University. Secretary, William Annis. University of New
Hampshire: Treasurer, Irving Cross, Cole rado State University: Historian. George
Ekstrom. University of Missouri: Regional Vice-Presidents: Central. James Clouse.
Purdue University: North Atlantic. Gerald R. Fuller, University of Vermont:
Pacific, C. Oscar Loreen, Washington State Uriversity; Southern. George L.
O'Kelley. University of Georgia.

Joint Meeting
National Association of Supervisors of Agricultural Education
American Association of Teacher Educators in Agriculture

Accreditation for Vocational-Technical Education. The American Vocational
Association has been asked by the regional associations and the Naconai Commis-
sion on Accrediting to undertake the development of guidelines k criteria. stto.-
dards, and procedures for the accreditation ol vocational-technical education. Six
guidelines have emerged: (a) accreditation should promote accountability: (b)
accreditation should encourage the collection of data about both process and prod-
uct and should encourage research into the relationship between prlduct success
and process factors: (c) accreditation must continue to be in terms of objectives;
(d) objectives should be stated in such a manner as to permit employers :Ad institu-
tions to know what to expect of people who have completed a given program: (et
accreditation should facilitate interchangeability of educational requirements, thus
increasing frcedm t of movem^ot between career ladders and eliminating any nec-
essity to repeat education in order to advance in an occupational field or to change
fields; and (f) accreditation should he an educational process aimed at improvement
of institutions and programs.
(LANE C. Asti. American Vocational Association)

Projections: Agricultural Education. During the 1970's the terms vocational
agriculture" nel "agricultural education'' will he changed to "vocational agri
business" and "agtib isiness education." Enrollment in agribusiness education by
1979 is estimated to e ;cced 1.150,000 students compared to the is60.000 students
enrolled in vocational agriculture in 1969. By 1979 it is estimated that 55 percent
of the students enrolled at the secondary and postsecondary loci% will be training
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for careers in off-farm agribusiness. Secondary enrollments in agriculture will
increase from the present 537,000 to 660,000 in 1979. Enrollments in postsecondary
institutions will tAceed 50,000 students in 1979, compared to 16,000 students in
1969. Adult enrollments in agribusiness should exceed 410,000 in 1979, compared
to 290,000 in 1969. Adult courses will be offered more extensively in areas in off-
farm agribusiness.

These estimates are based upon the assumption that there will be adequate staffs
at the national, state, and local levels to provide counsel, guidance, and promotion
for the development of programs along, the new lines of agribusiness and natural
resources. Also, it is assumed that teacher education programs will be increased
and modernized to produce teachers who are more specialized technically and
professionally. The merits of replacing the term "agriculture" with "agribusiness"
in agricultural education will be explored in depth during the forthcoming National
Agribusiness and Natural Resources Seminar in Denver, May 11-14, 1971,
(II. N. HUNS1CKER, U.S. Office of Education)
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POLICY COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Policy Committee Elections.

John L. Rowe, Grand Forks. North Dakota, was elected Division President. Other
members are Walter Chojnowski, Madison, Wisconsin, Chairman of the Policy
Committee; Leonard Carpenter, Portland, Oregon, Program Chairman; Joseph
Barkley, Athens, Georgia, Past President; Bruce Blackstone. USOE, Washington,
D.C.; Mildred Blair, Omaha. Nebraska; James Bowling, Zanesville, Ohio; Rosa-
mond Demman, Salt Lake City. Utah; Charles Newman, Jefferson City, Missouri;
Evelyn Robinson, Westlake. Ohio; Victor Van Hook, Stillwater. Oklahoma; James
Zancanella, Laramie, Wyoming; and. Harry Huffman, AV JOURNAL Editorial
Board, Fort Collins, Colorado.

BUSINESS MEETINGS
National Association of Teachers of Business and Office Education

Elected officers are the following: President, Evelyn Robinson, Westlake. Ohio:
Vice-President, Letsy Brown, Hamilton. Alabama; Secretary, Erma Johnson, Fort
Worth, Texas; and Treasurer, Nadine Marcum, Little Rock, Arkansas.

National Association of Supervisors of
Business Education

Elected officers are as follows: President. Merle Wood, Oakland, California:
President-Elect, Leonard Carpenter, Portland. Oregon; and Secretary-Treasurer,
Ethel Plock, Louisville, Kentucky.

National Association of Teacher Educators for
Business and Office Education

Elected officers are: President, William Mitchell, Eau Claire, Wisconsin; Presi-
dent-Elect, Anne II Lacy. New Brunswick, New Jersey: Sccrctary, Ronald Vaughn,
Macomb, Illinois: and Treasurer, Don Bright, Bowling Green. Ohio. The Executive
Board consists of Ili: following: Jack Reed, Cedar Falls, Iowa; Harry Huffman,
Fort Collins. Colorado: Charles Reigel, Memphis, Tennessee: and Robert Keyser
Moscow, Idaho.

National Association of State Supervisors of
Business and Office Education

kt
Elected officers arc the following: President, Marguerite Crumley, Richmond,

Virginia; Vice-President, Ruel Falk, Madison. Wisconsin; Secretary, Charles Bright.
Frankfort, Kentucky; and Treasurer. Robert Gordon, Santa Fe, Now Mexico,

PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
Let's Re-examine Prioritizs

Meeting the Needs of People--
New Directions for a New Decade

We hear a lot of talk today about the generation gap. Many young people ques-
tion the relevance of the experiences of people over 30 years of age. How cbout
federally funded vocational education? is there a generation gap'? Can a program
which was "born 53 years ago in an agrarian society be relevant to a rapidly
expanding urban society.? These e the questions we must consider as we look at
new directions for vocational education in the new decade.

Technological change was as rampant in the 60's and the rate of change will accele-
rate in the 70's. A corresponding increase in educational requirements for business
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and office occupations will necessitate the continued expansion of offerings in post-
secondary institutions. Programs needed will be in the new areas of education for
occupations in business, data processing systems, information communications,
personnel training, and supervisory and administrative management.

The trend should be toward preparation of students for "families" or "clusters"
of occupations. A changing labor market requires new combinations of job skills.
Vocational education must have the flexibility in the 70's to restructure curricula
as needed, across vocational service areas if necessary, to meet the new labor market
requirements. Adult vocational office education programs will be essential in meet-
ing the demand for "second career" education. Vocational office education must
be committed to developing each rung on the vocational career ladder.

A relatively new development which will afka vocational education in the 70's
is the women's liberation movement. The movement has served as a stimulus to
examine the programs available for women through vocational education. Empha-
sis must be given to enrollment of women in technical, mid-management, and
management level courses. In this way vocational office education can contribute
significantly to the better utilization of the country's human resources.

Another emerging concern is the condition of our environment. New prograr.
are being developed now to help meet the need for trained personnel in sure
fields as waste water treatment, environmental health, urban development, air
pollution technology, and similar technologies. These important programs and
other new and emerging occupational programs will be vital to the country in the
70's. Office occupations programs must adapt to include preparation of persons for
these new and emerging occupations.

Approximately two million people were enrolled in office occupations in the
fiscal year 1969. It is predicted that 20.4 mi'lion people will be employed in office
occupations by 1980. Indications are that there will be a 3.3 percent annual increase
in office occupations. The search for relevancy will continue to grow in this decade.
Elementary schools will increase their efforts to provide students with an orientation
to the world of work. Junior high schools will develop programs of occupational
exploration as a prevocational group guidance service. Secondary and post-
secondary schools will expand the number of cooperative office education programs
offered as vocational education embarks on training for new emerging occupations.
Simulation permits control of the teaming environment, and the games played can
bring students more learning time by eliminating some of the repetition which is
found in a real office.

A major trend will be an emphasis on developing a comprehensive and articulated
plan for vocational education in each community of the state, and an evaluation sys-
tem which shows the degree to which the objectives in the plan have been met.
Vocational education will be examined in greater depth and held equally account-
able for its contribution to solsing the social, educational, and economic problem,.
of the day, as it is held accountable for job-skill development.

Our society, as it grows in numbers and complr city, will increasingly rely on
quick access to and analysis of data for purposes of planning its courses of action.
The facilitating functions performed by office workers will be even more essential
during the 70's than during the 60's.
(f..r.ost P. NIINEAR, WASHINGTON, D C. )

Continuing Education Price of Survival
Many people still do not believe that there are more people with less than a ffth

grade education in cur cities than there are college graduates. Public schools, com-
munity colleges, and other public agencies did a good job in the upgrading and
retraining of employee workers during the 60's. Considerable headway has been
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made in high school completion programs for out-of-school youth. The big edua -
tional challenge has been and will continue to be the unemployed youth and adults
with no marketable skill and with the handicap of an eighth-grade reading level
or below.

The post-Sputnik philosophy of "weed out the less able and ccncentrate upon the
potential leaders of tomorrow" has been disastrous! It won't be easy to break,
Since the days of prehistoric man, men have argued over whose children should
have an education, how they should be educated, and how much they should he
taught to become full-fledged members of society.

Most adult programs follow a simple philosophy that works equally well with
many of the so-called highly disruptive day-school youth.

I. They use methods and materials on an individualized basis that will enable
each student to succeednot fail again. Some teachers may be dubious about
instructional methods such as programrrA instruction, but the pupils like tile
method and do learn more in less time, and that is what counts. Which of the many
new instructional methods is best? Any method which unables people to succeed in
learning, often for the first time in their lives, is a good method. With the necessary
funds for instructional supplies and equipment, and the essential in-service teacher
education, the public schools can and are doing the job.

2. They accept out-of-school youth and adults as they are, academically and
socially, and move ahead from there.

3. They treat 311 out-of-school youth and adults as adults--not as children. This
is essential.

4. They avoid labeling programs with such terms as "the unwed mothers pro-
gram," "the dropout group," or the highly disruptive class." The roots of selective
education for the few go deep in the thinking of many educators.

5. Almost everyone wants to succeed, not fail. Evening high schools, adult cen-
ters, and community colleges are usually pleasant learning places because the
focus is upon a second chance for learning and success. In contrast with many other
societies of history, our society does have an opportunity to help people help them-
selves through learning.
(ROBERT E. FINCH, CINCINNATI, OHIO)

Accountabilityby Public Demand
The call for accountability in education represents a policy declaration to review

and reform the educational system An excellent example of a policy declaration at
the federal level was made by President Nixon in his 1970 education message. Ile
stated, "From these considerations we derive another new concept: Accountability'.
School administrators and school teachers alike arc responsible for their perfor-
manse, and it is in their interest, as well as in the interests of their pupils, that they
be held accountable.

One innovative approach trii implementing the policy of accountability in educa-
tion is the performance contract. Through performance contracting, school systems
engage in incentive-penalty type contracts with private educational agencies for
instructional services. The terms and conditions of the performance contract are
such that if designated pupils achieve specified educational gains as a welt of
contractoradministered activities. the contractor receives a set compensation. If
pupils fall below specifications, the contractor receives less reimbursement, and
likewise, if the pupils exceed specifications, the contractor receives additional
reimbursement.

Education performance contracting has captured the attention of educators for a
number of reasons. At the most general level, it can be conceived a! a new stratiigy
for change within the educational system. If properly planned, implemented. and
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evaluated, performance contracting can afford educators with an economically
feasible, politically palatable, and instructionally sound approach to designing solu-
tions for the problems facing education today.

In November, 1969, the Did las Independent School District initiated a planning
effort which concluded on August 25, 1970, with the first day of operation of their
"Guaranteed Student Performance in Education and Training Project." The Dallas
Project, the first of its kind in a major metropolitan area, represents the most ex-
haustive planning effort undertaken to date in performance contracting.

The program encompasses grades 9-12 in given high schools, all of which qualify
for Title I funds. The operational components of the Project include reading, mathe-
matics, achievement motivation, and occupational training in automotive, metals.
and drafting. The Project also has two service components--audit and management
support.

Approximately 960 students are in the experimental group and 700 students with
similar characteristics comprise the control group. The characteristics of the target
population are as follows:

I. In their respective schools the students are from the lower' quartile, derived
for the ninth grade test scores.

2. Without exception, these students have sulfered the consequent.: of poverty
at home and a lack of success during their school careers.

3. Teachers and counselors have indicated that these students are generall±
lacking in a desire to achieve. This attitudinal construct is manifested in a
lack of life goals, inability and unwillingness to plan, and a lack of desire to
succeed in school.

New Century Company, a subsidiary of the Meredith Corporation, was selected
to operate the communication and mathematics program for the students in the
target schools. The achievement motivation and occupational components were
awarded to Thiokol Chemical Corporation in Utah. Thiokol has been involved in
occupational training of the hard-core unemployed for the past five years.
(JACK STENNER, WASHINGTON, D.C.)

Student involvement in Educational Program Design
The evidence is abundant that this is an age when everybody seems to want to be

directly involved in the formation of decisions which affect him. Particularly is this
true where education is concerned. Parents, teachers, and now students are demand-
ing a larger role in decision making. And there are good reasons to believe that
student demands for participation are not transitory. The question, then, is not
whether students will participate, but what are the most reasonable, sane, meaning-
ful ways of permitting them to do so.

At the same lime there is need to determine what students are tr;ing to tell their
school administrators and teachers the reasons which give roe to thc:r insistence
on participation. The two principal points the students stem to be making is that
school is just one big bore and that the school's curriculums are irrelevant, out of
touch with their needs.

Student demands may not reflect parental views or those of the "Establishment,"
which does not always share the sense of urgency' for a complete overhaul of the
curriculum. Moreover, there are other real constraints which must be considered
courses required by state law, graduation requirements, college entrance require
meets, Cle. Thus, it essential that the forms and limits of participation be care-
fully defined and well understood. Participation must not be permitted to become
control.

Schools are nox seeking ways of allowing students to have a part in cc nfecting
the educational design. Some are developing mini-courses; others are permitting
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students to decide how they wish to spend a given part of each school d !y. The
-school-without-walk" concept offers numerous opportunities for students to help
plan their educational programs. Many opportunities are present in every class-
room for students to have a voice in developing, implementing, and evaluating
programs. Students might even be permitted to have representation in departmen-
tal and building curriculum council meetings.

In the final analysis, there is need to examine closely what is actually going on in
classrooms that has led to the alienation of so many students. It is imperative that
teachers decide what knowledge is of most worth for today's youth and examine
their goals and their programs in light of their answer to the question. Flaying done
this, they will be in a better position to justify instructional assignments to youth
and to convince them of the relevancy of these tasks.

Since today's students are action-oriented, teachers must consciously plan to
involve them actively and totally in the learning process, for students who are
actively involved in meaningful learning tasks will in all likelihood not be complain-
ing of boredom or irrelevancy.

What students are really demanding is teachers who care who care that they are
not bored, that they recognize the personal significance of educational tasks, that
they have a part in designing their educational experiences.
(MALcofst F ROSENBERG, JR., NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA)

Students at Texas Tech University recently ranked as most important to therm
(a) student-designed curriculums, (b) legalized abortion, and (c) student evaluation
of faculty.

At the same university, business euucation students are designing a training
program based on practical experience. An office service center on the campus is
being organized by the students, to be marbled by business education students
from sophomores thrcugh seniors. The students enroiled in courses that will furnish
"employees" will do actual work for pay from the surrounding community, as well
as absorb any overflow from the university. Simulated work will be included with
the use work, when necessary. This program could be compared to an intern
program for doctors or student teaching for prospective teachers.
(WILLIAM R. PASEWARK, LUBBOCK, TEXAS)

Srudenis Tell II take It Is
Never before has the challenge been so exciting or the demand so great for youth.

Young people today are saying that they need total involvement more than any-
thing else. Young people are asking for contact beyond the classroom.

Youth organizations today provide a bridge between the classroom and the role
th.it a young man or woman must assume in adult life. These organizaJons help
prepare the young person to meet his life responsibilities by allowing him actually
to participate in decision making, group interaction, and leadership roles. Business
education teachers have the responsibi.ity of preparing youth, not only with tech-
nical skit's, I it with the qualities necessary to live and work with people. The busi-
ness teacher has the responsibility to the future leaders of this nation.

Students should belong to business youth organizations because they provide
young people uf America with experience which cannot be paralleled in the class-
room. Through such organizations students meet many people participating in all
aspects of Site, they get closer to business by actually participating in numerous
business actisities, they have opportunity' for travel, they work on committees, and
they hold offices of responsib A lea r must be able to express what he believes
and de co in a convincing and forceful V mner. Inch person must commit himself
to execute his leadership in the best fashion possible.

The choice of dedicated, cal able, a,.1 knowledgeable leaders should be predi-
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cated on the consideration of who is most interested in your problems, who is best
qualified to represent your viewpoint, and who is most committed to act in your
interest. It falls to each of us at some time to lead others of a common view toward
the accomplishment of a mutual goal. The obligations we shun will fail upon the
shoulders of others less attuned to our desires and less agreeable to our philosophies.

You, as business educators, must get involved with your students other than just
in the classroom. Your involvement will be truly rewarding and satisfying. It is

your privilege to work with business students in developing the qualities of business
and civic leadership. Keep in mind that no matter how they feel, how they act, or
what they do you students are tomorrow's business leaders.
(LONNIE KVASNICKA, EMPORIA, KANSAS)

The primary function and purpose of office education is the development of
vocational competencies in office occupations for office careers. Office activities
are the facilitating processes that are necessary to bring about the coordination of
production and distribution phases of our total economic system. Office occupations
requiring various degrees and kinds of skills, knowledges, and personal attitudes
lnay be found in nearly every business organization. Office work is the second
largest of all major occupational groups in the United States.

On the high school level, office education courses including typewriting, short-
hand, bookkeeping, and other skills may be followed by an area of instruction known
as the Cooperative Part-Time Office Education Program. The use of the term
"program" identifies the educational elements involved: (a) organized class
instruction and (b) part-time supervised employment training, as well as (ci the
office education youth activity and (d) the combining of each of these elements into
a Iota! program of instruction rather than a single course.

The goal of all office education programs is to prepare individuals for employ-
ment in the office occupations.

LAKEN, CANBY, MINNESOTA)

The Now Programs
Block Scheduling on the Postsecondary Level

Business and office education is one of the emerging and leading disciplines in
the vocational education spectrum. Teachers, business, and industry have experi-
mented with many instructional techniques to provide students with marketable
skills. The challenge has been to develop an instructional technique that would
enable business teachers to include needed skills and knowledges together,
simultaneously. in an actual working environment. The block time reality training
program has provided this answer. Through a concentrated, planned teaching
block of time, it is now possible to include. at the same time, instruction and work
experience in all of the required office skills. Once this technique was developed,
the next task was to prepare program of materials that would instruct students
in the correlation of these skills and knowledges in a simulated office situation. A
simulated program provided this need.

In order to understand fully the role reality training is to play in a simulated
office program, it in necessary to examine the nature of reality training as a concept.
Such a concept must include skills, knowledges, and attitudes Thus, the reality
training concept becomes a three-dimensional model. The model can be further
structures by other dimensions which act as unifying threads. Of importance in
expanding these threads of reality training are the lour -rarge goals of the program.
These long-range goals job orientation, human relations, career planning, integra-
tive skills, related studies, placement and follow-up serve as general guides for
the desired outcomes at the end of the program. The long-range goals reflect what
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is expected of the student after experiencing the total reality training program.
The operational aspect of a reality training program includes an orientation

phase, a transition phase, and the actual simulation phase. The orientation phase is
a flexible block of time provided to allow the teacher the opportunity to train the
students to the extent that they can perform with minimal efficiency in a clerical
setting. During the transition phase the students are introduced to the simulated
business, formally apply for a position, are interviewed, and are assigned entry-
level positions. 1 he third phasesimulationincludes the model office. This phase
contains the following components: department meetings, application and selec-
tion, performance appraisal and placement, functional divisions and clerical posi-
tions, activities, problem-solving techniques, interruptions and critical incidents,
and placement and follow-up.

An occupationally-oriented simulated clerical program of this type is well suited
for a block time environment. It is a program that has some new ideas in it as well
as some of the old. The challenge that remains for business educators is to choose
the software programsthe curriculum materialswhich best fit the needs of their
students. Thus, business teachers must be among the most creative and 'nnovative
of any discipline. This is their continuing challenge.
(OTTO SANTOS, JR., CLEVELAND, 01110)

The Audio-Visual-Tutorial (AVT) System
The AVT System is a plan for completely individualizing, instruction for every

student participating. It utilizes audio-visual equipment and materials, the learning
carrel, aad tutorial assistance to guide each student at his own pace until he masters
the concepts and skills of a course or program to the best of his ability. It adapts
easily to the range of intellectual, emotional, environmental, and physical differ-
ences among individuals. It adjusts readily for differences in prior education,
present extraschool activities, and future goals of each participant. It is an eco-
nomically feasible system that can be tailored for ali age groups from preschool to
graduate school, and for any subject matter area.

All courses are conducted on a laboratory basis with the facilities made available
to students as many hours each day as feasible. The student then utilizes these
facilities for as many hours each week as he wishes. The time involved depends
upon each student's needs, motivation, and external activities. He need not be
scheduled at the same time each day, nor the same days each week. In fact, there
is no need for a schedule at all.

When the student arrives at the learning center, he is normally' requied to sign
in in some manner, giving the date and the time. Most school records of this time
have many uses. The student then gets an audiovisual unit for his course represent-
ing the next single-concept unit on its program. fie goes '3 an independent study
carrel equipped with the hardware necessary to view and listen to the short, concise
lesson. The carrel and headphones reduce outside distractions and permit concen-
tration to the extent that most students are completely engrossed through the ntire
presentation. Whenever possible, students actively perform some task along with
the instructions. This active process of seeing, hearing, and doing for short periods
(averaging about eight minutes) makes learning new concepts much easier than
fifty-minute lectures which usually' over many topics.

After the student is satisfied that he has absorbed the material- he may repeat all
or parts of the unit if he wishes he returns the unit to where h: received it and
prepares to do a related assignment in another part of the laboratory. In a sense, he
immediately tests his learning. (Most schools use student aides to act as librarians
for the audiovisual units and to instruct, when necessary, in the operation of carrel
equipment). In the completion of the assignment, the student has access to a quali-
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lied instructor who is also in the laboratory area for this purpose.
Upon completion of his work, the student takes it to an r tructor to learn whether

or not it was done correctly. He thus has immediate feedback as to how well he is
doing and a chance to correct any faulty practices or erroneous concepts before
they become deeply entrenched. This tutorial aspect of each course is probably the
most significant because every student gets the individual and undivided attention
of the instructor as many times as there are units in the course.

The AVT unit cycle is completed by the student when he signs out of the labora-
tory, indicating the time of departure. lie could, however, remain in the lab and
proceed to the next unit of his course if he had the time and the desire to do so.
(RONALD K. EDWARDS, LANSING, MICHIGAN)

Guidelines for Simulated Office Education in
Teacher Education Instituiions

Duplicated office situations are used in Indiana for teacher education in office
occupations rather than the usual simulated office situations. Materials are gathered
from actual offices and organized into histructional areas. Office situations are
created to represent departments within the business firm. Each office situation is
created unique to the community and b, based upon employment opportunities.

Student teaching is not enough for prospective teachers. They should be invoked
in situations exactly like those the teacher will face upon employment. This factor
is a part of i%e guidelines for establishing simulated office education in teacher
education in Indiana. The approach is as follows: (a) survey of employmeni oppor-
tunities, (b) selection of equipment, (c) acquisition of real office desks, (d) estab-
lishment of programs of instruction. such as clerical, secretarial, data processing,
etc. (e) development of occupational grading standards, (f) follow-up studies, (g)
establishment of a local advisory committee, (h) development of a training plan for
each student, and (i) selection of students as employers would select employees.

The textbook and the chalkboard are not the basic materials of instruction any
more in the Indiana laboratory plan. Many laboratories have totally removed them.
When students enter the program, it is as if they have already graduated and are
now on the job. The teacher must be prepared to teach individuals, not textbooks.
He must know how to rotate students from one area of learning to another so that
knowledge is built upon that which was previously learned. The teacher and the
. iividual stations become goal-oriented on an individual basis, rather than through
group and general preparation for employment.
(Jolts D. LEE, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA)

The Actual Operation of Simulated Office Programs
The in-school Intensive Business Office Laboratory in Indiana is more than a

simulation of an actual occupational area it is an actual office. It has an intensive
environment that fully duplicates an actual busines establishment 100 percent in
layout, equipment, and materials. It must contain all the pressures, demands, and
problem-solving abilities that will be encountered by an employee within an eight-
hour working day. It is an application of previously learned kncissledges and skills
to on actual office environment rather than initial development for the first time.
The instruction centers upon the performance of production tasks involved in actual
occupational and educational projects which are brought into the program from
businesses or from within the school to develop occupational clusters of knowIedges.
The entire program is directly related to employment opportunities and has course
work set up and maintained with the advice from occupational groups concerned.
Each student within the program should be reoired to perfoml a variety of major
tasks which comprise the occupational area for which he is preparing. The instruc
lion is provided on an individual basis, thus. it can provide the a13ove average a
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higher degree of proficiency as well as offer the below average an employable
skill. A true occupational philosophy must be evident where each student is to
perform those actual office activities as an individual while under office conditions,
so as to be fully competent when seeking as well as maintaining employment on an
individual basis. To be fully compatible with a cooperative program which utilizes
actual business establishments, the Intensive Business Office Laboratory program
must make certain of full duplication of those actual business concerns, even to the
degree that grade requirements are equal to actual entry job requirements, so
that students are as well prepared as those within a cooperative program.
(LARRY L. SHINN, CAMBRIDGE CITY, INDIANA)

Individualized butruction for Disadvantaged Youth
For the inner-city business teacher, reality is trying to keep a group of students

working together on a Board of Education-prescribed syllabus. Reality is trying to
keep bright, able students happy with too much practice, and slow students afloat
with too little. Reality is trying to cope with the fact that only a third or a half of
your students attend on Mondays and Fridays, and it's not always the same half.

The inner-city teacher has long known that group-paced learning, graded
schools, rigid time schedules, and uniform curriculums just don't work well he
lives with the living proof each day in his classroom. A number of school systems
have been experimenting with strategies to overcome the realities just mentioned.
These experiments permit teachers to teach each child under their care indr-

Many. business education programs across the U.S. utilize modified forms of
Individualized Prescribed Instruction (IPI) designed specifically for the disadvan
taped youth. Some of the characteristics of the IPI programs are modular sched-
uling, block timing, self-instruction, contract plan, self-pacing, ,elf-initiated testing,
one-to-one counseling, etc.

Some tentative conclusions emerge after studying a number of IPI programs in
business education and examining the literature relating to IN. None of the fea-
tures used in IPI programs are new. The programs are innovative only in that they
combine many previously tested techniques into a total package. IPI programs are
remarkably similar in all types of schools. IPI in business education does not seem
to require mountains of dollars nor a cadre of university experts to develop.

Students seem to accomplish more work and receive better grades in IN pro-
grams than in the conventional curriculum. Business departments which move to
IPI formats are able to offer twice as many courses without an increase in staff.
Better utilization of teachers and greater professionalization of their role occurs
IPI programs. The teacher analyzes student learning problems and prescrines
remedial action, develops IPI material, or lectures on those topics that are his
sPecia14.

there are a number of reasons for suspecting that IN programs in business
education will be the norm within a decade, especially for youth who are classified
as culturally different, slow learners, or slow achievers. More self-instructional
materials arc available than just a few )ears ago. More materials are being pro-
duced with fourth- and fifth-grade reading levels and loss vocabulary. requirements.
IN offers a lessened threat to slow students through self-pacing. S and U grades.
and self-testing. More schools moving to modular scheduling makes IPI more
possible.

Units of instruction which students can pick up or drop as the need occiii s offer
opportunities for poor-attending students to stay in school longer and learn mare
when they attend. The low self-image of many disadvantaged youths and loss
achievers demands instructional formats which treat them as indisiduals wo-thy of
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special, one-to-one attention rathe than as large, anonymous groups of students.
(ROBERT SCHUL1I+EIS, EDWARDSVILLE, ILLINOIS)

SimulationWho Needs It?
Sir.ce most employers ask for experience, it must be extremely important to

them. We can prepare our students with the skills which arc a salable commodity,
but the question of providing experience is a difficult one. What does the employer
expect of the experienced employee that he believes he cannot get from the inex-
perienced one? lie wants people who are self-starters. lie wants someone who can
work as part of a iproducirig team and ore who will work cooperatively with all the
members of the team. lie wants people who can handle the ordinary wary: and
problems of the office with dispatch and who can deal with the unusual situations
with intelligence.

Over the years we have tried devices such as the practice set in bookkeeping to
"finish" our students. It works well for the purpose for which it is intended, but does
it provide that highly desirable assei, experience?

Office s' lation provides a most useful instrument which will help to provide
the clerieat .kers with experience. Simulation is a facsimile of a real office. It is
to office edL :lion what the Link Trainer is to aviation. The physical aspects are
uncLiLibtcdly helpful as a setting for the operation, but the really important part of
the simulation is it happens, how it happens, and the psychological appro ch to
the entire operation.

Some of the objectives of simulation are that students who are given the oppor-
tunity of ,vorking in an office simulation will gain the opportunity to apply learned
skills in a realistic ent ironment, will I 1,1 to work cooperatively with fellow em-
-i'''sees for a common purpose, v " be de to develop a feeling of responsibility for

work, will understand the depci.dence of others on that work, and will be given
the char,. to exercise judgments without the terrible pressure which on the job
could result in dismissal for poor or erroneous ju4iaent.

The simulation is both a testing and a training devic. It measures whether or
not students h,ive attained the behavioral obiectives which have been established
as goals. It provides the students with an op- tunity to work together in realistic
office relationships. Unlike the practice set, which has a fixed input, simulation
allows for a random input, in variable sequence, and permits the trainee to organize
his work, to set priorities, and to make a variety of judgments.

One of the most valuable aspects of the simulation is the fast feedback. In a simu-
lation, the student is able to see the consequences of his action quickly. The reaction
time i, a matter of a day or two hen invoices or purchase orders are processed. In
an actual office the reaction time may be more than ten days.

A second factor is the extremely low risk factor when an error is made. One of the
most important purposes of simulation is to build self-confidence. When a student
is placed in a position where an error may mean his job or censure, which causes
him to lose prestige, it creates a great pressure on him. In simulation he is placed in
a position of the same importance, but he does not have the pressure of job loss
or public censure.

A third advantage is the control factor. It is possible to weed out aspects of a job
which are not significant to a beginrer and which could possibly distract and con-
fuse him. The cost factor cannot be overlooked. It is much less expensive to run
students through a simulation than it is to place them on real jobs.

Simulation gives the low-ability students a chance to be winners. It imparts tO
them a self-confidence in their ability do something successfully. It gives them
the courage to apply for a job with the stlfasserance that they can do the job. That
element of insecurity is removed by substituting a feeling of familiarity. In simula-
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ticn you can make a mistake in judgment, in application, in computation, or in the
use of business doLuments, and you won't lose your job or your self-respect, The
interplay, inter-dependence, and plainly-defined routines make it reasonably pos-
sible to achieve and hold the respect of one's peers, and work wonders in improving
a regard for one's on ability.

W'heTi we give students the opportunity, the support they need, and our confi-
dence, they, in return, give themselves that extra chance they need to succeed.
and they do!
(MYRON J. KRAWITZ, GLEN HEAD, NEW YORK

Share and Tell
I would like to share wi.h you our experience in making a business education

curriculum notebook to be used by oar guidance counselors. We are often tempted
to blame someone else for our problems. In Cleveland, we were blaming guidance
counselors for many of our problems, although we had done little to provide them
with adequate information about our business education program.

A loose-leaf notebook was decided upon as being best suited for the handbook
since it was convenient and could be added to and easily updated. The notebook
explained how our cooperative and blocked proorams are organized and the ad-
vantages such programs offer students. Each program was explained individually.,
following this format: (a) program description, (b) topical outline of the program,
(c) program schedule, (d) performance skills which are the goals of the program,
(e) admission guidelines, (f) typical employment opportunities, (g) advanced occu-
pations, (h) places of employment, (i) practical employment and wage earnings for
selected office occupations in the Cleveland area, and (j) resources for use in orien-
tation and counseling. Such an outline would provide a counselor with adequate
data to inform and advise students.

It was felt that counselors, perhaps reflecting parents and society generally, have
been over emphasizing preparation for college and under-emphasizing preparation
for work. The student has been told he must make a choice: college or business.
Thus, we determined to develop a program that would permit a student to pursue
a combination acadern'c and business prori..m. To do this, we sought the coopera-
tion of our guidance department and of representatives of Cleveland State Univer-
sity. Therefore, another section of our guidance counselor's notebook describes a
program and includes a letter from the University commending the effort.

After more than a year of preparation, study, and suggestions from business
teachers, the manual is now complete. It is useful in many ways, but it is especially
useful in helping counselors do a better job of informing our students.
(.1ftssiEs R. BUSHER, CLEVELAND, Ottlo)

Puerto Rico's business education program is developing to meet the challenge of
a dynamic and changing American society. It works to eliminate unemployment
through the training ii office occupations of regular students, out-of-school youth,
high school graduates, employed and unemployed adults, disadvantaged persons,
and individuals with special needs. In this way, it contributes to helping the Puerto
Rican to bridge the gap between man and his work. The business education pro-
gram provides for the training of individuals for employment in a recognized office
occupation at the high school, vocational school, and special training centers
throughout the island.

The staff at the Commonwealth level has a 6irector, two assistant directors, two
general supervisors, and two curriculum technicians at the central office, and six
general supervisors, one in each of the six educational regions. During the 1969.70
school year, the business education program reached a total of 18,925 persons. This
included 15,404 at the secondary level, 851 at the postsecondary level, 1,050 out -of-
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school youth, and 1,620 adults, all in charge of 320 certified business education
teachers.

Business education, through innovative programs, is fulfilling its responsibilities
by meeting the needs of individuals, contributing to a healthy economy, and pre-
paring students for satisfyinf, employment and a high standard of living.
(ELBA IRIS Sk R(o PIEDRAS, PUERTO Rico)

In a large urban system which serves approximately 21,000 business and distribu-
tive education students, Philadelphia is committed to providing viable business
education and other school programs.

A series of slides related what was going on in Philadelphia to the following
three published research findings: (a) there is and will be an oversupply of leachers
generally, yet there is and will be an undersupply of vocational-technical educators
(Don Davies, American Education, October, 1970). (b) Teachers do make a differ-
ence in how pupils achieve (Do Teachers Make a Difference?, USOE, 1970). (c)
Parents and pupils strongly favor holding educators accountable--65 percent and
68 percent respectively (Institute for Development of Educational Activities, 1970
Survey of Public Schools, Annual).

Depicted on the slides were numerous business education programs in various
Philadelphia schools, as well as special business-industry sponsored programs and
the city's projections for the future.
(MARION B. WARNER, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSVLVANIA)

Another slide presentation described special programs in the Denver Public
Schools. Cooperative occupational education provides high school students with
tin-the-job training utilizing resources of the community and the school. "Office
occupations" is a twelfth-grade program for students with a potential for learning
to develop a salable skill. "Career clerical" is an exploratory course for the dis-
advantaged, designed for tenth graders with a general understanding of basic con-
cepts and skills. The "hospitality job fair and education" program informs students
of career opportunities and provides employment in the hotel-motel industry. The
Metropolitan Youth Education Center is a flexible program which provides the
school dropout a second chance to obtain a high selmol diploma or to upgrade his
skills so that he may become employable. The Denver Public Schools are producing
a series of 10 guidance films, each film presentin. job opportunities in a specific
field.
(LORETTA (MILLER, DENVER, COLORADO)

Let's Make It Perfect:) Clear
Vincennes University is Indiana's only junior college. It operates an open door

policy and tries to provide something for everyonestudents bound for four-year
institutions, students terminating their education at Vincennes, and those students
on a part-time basis wishing to improve their positions.

For business education students, the two-year secretarial program and the Iwo-
year clerk typist program are available. Both courses terminate with the office
practicum. It is so called because it gives the student a chance to have a practical
application of what he has learned in high school and college courses. The course
is organized similarly to the intensive office laboratory: we use no textbooks and
require office dress; students clock in and out, have breaks, must call in for illness;
and so forth.

Working with others is stressed in the praclicum since students are of diverse
backgrounds. Worker -to- worker relaiiorhips so necessary in the office are
developed by permitting one worker to call upon another to help him finish an
assigned task. Students who do not work well with others find it difficult to get a
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helping hand. Too, those who request help often find thi-A their peers frown upon
their not doing their part, and they feel this pressure.

The practicum is as marly a duplicate of the business office as is possible.
Quantity and quality of work are the most important factors in grading; these fac-
tor, -ount for 60 percent of the grade. Use of extra supplies needed for completing
unacceptable tasks makes up 20 percent, attendance au: punctuality 10 percent,
and the use of time while in class is the final 10 percent. At midterm students
evaluate each other on personal and personality traits, which gives then a little
insight as to how others feel about them.
(KAREN EDWARDS, VIFCENNES, INDIANA)

Simulation can be achieved in degrees. The typing of an unarranged letter in
mailable form in a typing class can be called simulation because this activity takes
place in an office. But is it really simulation' Simulation can be isolated or inte-
grated. The typing problem was isolated. A textbook of problems commonly found
in an office is al-o isolated.

In integrated simulation, a real office setting is used. Bruce Blackstone, I fei:d of
Office Occupational Education, HEW, says: ''A simulated program relates class-
room activities to actual job requirements. Model office laboratories may be iised
to train the student as a whole office worker with educational experience and real
office assignment-"

The student, in an integrated simulation, assumes a role in the .tructure of an
office. There is a comple,e office staff, and the teacher acts as branch manager.
For maximum exposure the student can be rotated to other positions during the
course.

The student is not directed in the traditional way he processes work generated
by completed work from other students or previously prepared in- coning papers,
such as letters, sales orders, purchase orders, bills. etc. The policies and systems
which guide the student are contained in an office manual which replaces the
traditional textbook. The student is able to identify' his position within the total
operation of the office and his work with the total work of the office. He is able to
experience h i.nart relations. He makes decisions and hi,s realistic feedback on the
success or failure of these decisions.
(RICHARD J. DALLAS, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA)

Teacher Education at the Crossroads

Guidelines for Preparing Office-Education
Teachers for Urban Centers.

Guidelines for selection of students to enter the area of business and office teacher
education are based on a three-dimensional model; academic success, recommenda-
tions of others, and an analysis of self-interest. The teacl.er.education program,
likewise, has three dimensions, consisting of in-class teaching, supervision of extra-
class activities, and professional relationships. With this model in mind. the
following guidelines provide a pattern for a teacher-education program.

1. Place student teachers in the m.in...reain of a well coordinat,d vocational
.eacher-education program.

2. Develop an actoss-the-board philosophy of vo;ational education in several
of the methods courses.

1 Recruit students from the inner city.
4. Provide appropriate occupational experience for prospective teachers.
5. Provide field and clinical experiences in the inner city.
6. Place students in inner-city schools for their student teaching.
7. Prepare the student for cooperative education programs.
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8. Prepare the teacher for sponsorship of youth club 2ctivities.
9. have the student teacher participate in the development of behavioral

objective and performance goals for teacher ecluf:ation.
(HARRY HUFFMAN, FORT COLLINS, COLORADO)

An Urban Center Teacher-Education Program at Work
San Francisco State College is located between the crowded inner-city areas and

the generally affluent outer city ard the north peninsula. Thus, we are looked to for
business teachers to serve both the inner-city schools as well as the schools of outer
San Francisco, Last year, one-third of those completing our program took positions
in inner-city schools.

Three institutes, coordinately but widely dirpersed throughout the county and
attended by inner-city business teachers, taught us the following principles: trust
and respect the student; teach the student. not students; provide student-oriented
instruction, including behavioral objectives; make subject matter relevant: and
follow the no-failure s!andard, applied to all teaching situations. These institutes
also taught us that the answer N as not in a different teacher-preparation program
but rather in alternate directions to the activities within the regular program.

All teacher candidates are not required to engage in the following inner-city
experiences; only those N ho seem to have special qualifications are encouraged to
do so. The special techniques being used regularly to provide experiences for the
inner-city are as follows: (a) tutoring, lb) a minimum of 25 hours with a community
social agency:, (c) working cicsety with schools employing teacher aides, (d) using
inner-city' business edu.-atioa departments for student teaching, (e) recruiting
prospective business teachers from community colleges, (f) an advisory committee
composed of business teachers from the inner-city schools, and (g) a part-time
faculty' which brings us a v.ealth of day-to-day problems and techniques. These
techniques also open up locations for increased field experiences for prospective
teachers.
(WILLIAM L. WINNETT, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA)

A Rural Area Business and Office
Teacher-Education Program at Work

Rural communities offer fewer occupational opportunities for their young people.
Youth in rural areas must, as a matter of necessity, generally look towards the urban
centers for employment.

Skill-wise they are prepared ;1 the basic, job-entry areas of typing. filing, bock-
keeping. shorthand, and business machines. However, business teachers, particu-
lady in rural areas, should strive to prepare their students emotionally, attitudinally,
and psychologically [07 the world of work and the transition they must even'ually
make. Rural business teachers should acquaint their students with the facts about
the places where they will seek employment, how to get along w,.h all types of
people, and about the survival skills they must possess to live and function ade-
quately in the urban areas. Too, students should be taught to appreciate and under-
stand the necessity, for conforming to the :Attitudes and concepts considered
acceptable to business and industry.

A followup study of students from most rural areas will reveal that (a) the
majority of such students will leave their communities upon gr -dui. on to find work
in nearby cities; (b) many of toese students (frequently 50 percent) return home in
a short time to accept any type of available employment: and (c) in a typical rural
community, only small percentage of the young people will he had an oppor-
tunity to visit a large metropolitan area prior to graduation.
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It therefore becomes the inherent responsibility of the teacher to develop and to
incorporate into the existing curriculum instructional materials and activities deal-
ing with current social and occupational trends, as well as materials and activities
dealing with urban living. Instructional units and materials developed should be
designed (a) to acquaint the student with general and specific occupational areas
and a knowledge of the skills needed for employment; (b) to give students a knowl-
edge and understanding of urban living both on and off the job; (c) to give students
a knowledge of people, their differences, prejudices, likes and dislikes, and how
people might affect them on the job or as members of the urban society; and (d)
to deveisp within the student an awareness of the problems workers might face
in a large company or in the cityand the ability to solve these problems based on
the student's own beliefs and philosophies.
(HARRY ANDERSON, DELTA, COLORADO)

Vocational Education
In Ohio, we operate on the K-12 system. All students through tenth grade are

exposed to the world of work and information systems. Grades seven and eight take
a look-s-e approach and grades nine and ten take a hands-on approach.

Our target should always be a job, not the unemployment rolls or welfare, and
we should never forget it. Without that target as a career objective, we're out of
business. A comprehensive high school should provide for all students with an IQ
of 50 up. Ohio has 78 different kinds of occupations for students to choose from in
preparing for a job. In a surv^y, the state found that of 200,000 students, 48
percent in grades 9 and 10 will take vocational education if it is offered. In Ohio.
we say that only 14 out of 100 will finish college because we take it from the first
grade.

In a study in 1961, the Bureau of Labor found that 26 percent of all high school
graduates want into office jobs. This is almost 40 percent of all working students
who finished high school. Sixty percent of all girls who went to work were in offices.

You've got to sell the boss if you want to get the most money you can for
business education. We must have feedback for curriculum revision, and we cannot
get the feedback we need with a suhject-centered curriculum. Teachers must teach
toward an occupational goal and they should make the curriculum revisions. We
must provide learning situations whereby students can work toward a specific job
competency.

In an tight-period day, in Ohio, we require that the student have the following
units: 2 social studies, I science, I math, 3 English. and I Health & Physical Educa-
tion. The student has the remainder of the time to take electives. When he takes
vocational education, we leave him enough tine to meet the general education
demands. In an intensive prof, am, the teacher has time to help the student more
than she could otherwise. Thus, he is a better student.

In a questionnaire circulated in 1969, studeuts made these recommendations:
involve students in developing their roles, relate the subject matter to daily occur-
fences, relate subject matter to significant eventsthings coming up in their fieids.
and open channels for interpersonal communications. These are very important
points if the school is to remain a miniature pluralistic society.

Proper facilities must be available if At arc to do a good job. In 14 buildings we
have removed the walls in business departments, and we have from two to ten
teachers in a room. We look upon clubs as a cocurricular rather than an extra-
curricular activity, and we think a combination of FBLA and OFA is the answer.

"The Office Occupations Outlook Quarterly" is worth looking into. It gives some
advance interpretations of our occupational problems.
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Advisory committees are also necessary and they should involve area em-
ployers, parents, teachers, and students. These committees belong at the local
level.
(R. D. BALTHASER, COLUMBUS, OHIO)

NOBELSBlueprint for Tomorrow
In the current phase of NOBELS, empiric data from 1.253 office workers 16 to

24 years of age were collected in four areas of the U.S. The interview data yielded
4,564 basic tasks that were analyzed into 32,447 steps of task performance. In turn,
these basic tasks were generalized to 375 performance tasks, functionally classified,
that represent ar. inventory of office performances.

To place the current phase of NOBELS in perspective and to visualize the useful-
ness of current output in terms of all curriculum renewal projects in business
education, a review of the NOBEL System Model is required. Five terms in
sequential order are necessary to picture the model; design criteria, performance
objectives, input to yield outputs, outputs from the inputs, and feedback circuitry.

I. Design criteria are the specifications, the values or philosophy that cast the
overall form for the total learning situation. Inherent in the design criteria are
many of the values now imposed on education for curriculum reform. For example,
decision makers are demanding specification of precise objectives that are, measur-
able, evaluation of outcomes in terms of actual outcomes to hold the system ac-
countable, formulation of the outcomes of the system in terms of the individual
learner, and relevance of the outcomes to the learner's needs. These demands all
call for a more neatly closed system of learning versus the open permissiveness of
too many courses in the past. In terms of current priorities of decision makers, each
of the foregoing items is inherent in the overall design of NOBELS. Unfortunately,
too little thought has been given by educators, to date, to a corsistent set of design
specifications.

2. Performance objectives contairing the behavioral format of Magerian goals
define the observable outcomes of a learning program. Based on the assumption
that generalized tasks as performed by office workers are relevant to training needs
of office-occti7ations learners, the current output of 375 performance tasks defines
the xope of office-worker learning programs. To date, success criteria have been
difficult to identify. Plans are under way to probe time dimensions of office task
performance to develop school criteria that are consonant with office needs.

3. Inputs to yield outputs are the means (materials, machines, manpower, and
methods) used to reach the expected behaviors defined. Casting performance tasks
into teachable packages is a next step being undertak various parts of the
country and by many groups. One such activity (ITIP- -Individualized Task
Instructional Package) developed at Wayne State University uses teacher developed
auto-instructional packets from teacher analysis of actual office performance tasks
observed.

4. Outputs from the inputs, or the measurement of the system, provides assess-
ment of the actual performances obtained in terms of those expected. This assess-
ment provides feedback.

5. Feedback is analysis of variance between expected performances and per-
formances actually yielded from the system. The analysis is the base for modifying
the system.

All business and office educators can invoke the controls of the NOBEL System
Model in the curriculum evaluation and renewal programswhatever their nature:
cluster, block time, integrated, simulated, modular, intensified, or whatever the
current fad may be. Invoking the eon'lls of NOBELS into all curriculum renewal
project, does, in fart, make the NOBEL System Model a blueprint for today.
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More detailed information is reported in the November, 1970, issue of Research
in Education, and is also available through ERIC Document Reproduction Service.
(FRANK W. LANHAM, NOBELS PROJECT DIRECTOR, DETROIT, MICHIGAN)

Classroom Demonstrations.
Three classroom demonstrations utilizing new materials or innovative techniques

were presented to members of the Business and Office Education division. Each
demonstration was given three times to alluw delegates the opportunity to see all
three.

Students from G. W. Carver Senior High School under the direction of Mrs.
Audrey Johnson and Miss Marilyn Pierre demonstrated the operation of a simulated
model office. Students explained the office organization and work flow and then
directed educators through the office, which had been moved to the hotel. out-
lining their daily activities in processing customer orders, replenishing stock,
maintaining inventory control, computing freight charges, billing customers,
keeping payroll records, and maintaining receivable and payzble accounts.

Students from F. T. Nicholls Senior High School under the direction cf Miss
Patricift McGuire demonstrated the aural-oral method of learning standard English.
This technique is designed to alter poor speech patterns by teachir p, discrimina-
tion between certain sounds through talking and listening, Actiritics appropriate
for the entire class -nd for individual students were shown.

Utilization of the Diatype analyzer and pacer for improving typewriting skills
was demonstrated by Mrs. Claire Rosenberg and students from J F. Kennedy
Senior High School. Effective methods for improving speed and accuraci in type-
writing were given by Mrs. Diane Ramirez and students from .1):-.n McDonogh
Senior High School, who showed the use of the EDL Controlled Shill Builder in
classroom instruction.

The large number of delegates who attended these sessions or the la-t day of
the convention was graphic testimony of the high interest in this we of meeting.
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PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
At the program planning meeting in March, 1970, it was decided that the program

for each of the three DE professional meetings at the Convention should be devel-
oped around the major goals in the 1970-71 AVA Program of Work. The three goals
selected to be used as themes far these meetings were as follows: (a) Are we servir.g
people?, (b) input and evaluation, and (c) professional development. Highlights of
presentations given at these meetings to develop each theme are given below.

Theme: The People We Serve
December 5

Miss Mary V. Marks, Program Officer for Distributive Education in the U.S.
Office of Education, pi,..._ented the keynote address at this session. Highlights of her
presentation follow:

"Evaluation is the focus of AVA's Program of Work, so it is fitting for us to look
at the people re serve and ask ourselves. Are we serving people'?" Answers to this
question will be explored by secondary, postsecondary and adult discussion groups
following this presentation. However, we must bear in mind that action answers
can only be determined by each of us individually. from the vantage point of our
own expectations and perceptions of reality.

"What do we know about distributive education? A quick check of the 14 state
reports received so tar show a net gain in enrollment of 2,500. Six states gained
9,000 and tight states had 6,500 fewer DE students in 1970.

An analysis of state reports, studies, and materials for 1969 reveals more corn-
plete data. For example:

9.5 percent of all vocational mrollments excluding useful home economics
was identified wit!, distributive educati-m.
In the five-year period 1965-69 in-school programs expanded significantly.
The proportion of secondary enrollments grew 10 percent postsecondary,
9 percent. Adults made up only 54.5 percent of the enrollments in contrast
to 75 percent in 1965.
For every federal dollar expended for DE, states and localities conlril,uted
$4.67.
A greater percent of DE graduates available for employment began
careers in tncir field of training, but there was a half of one percent
increase in the unemployment rate.
Secondary school and technical vocational districts provided the greatest
support for adult DE
Over 70 percent of the DE secondary students were in their first year of
training; 26 percent were in their second year.
Negroes accounted for 9.2 percent of the secondary DE students.

-- DE has the youngest secondary vocational teachers and they have the
highest proportion of masters and professional degrees, 81 percent of
these teachers are male.
First year postsecondary DE students outnumber second year students
seven to one.
Only 45 percent of secondary DE students were DECA members: member-
ship in the Junior Collegiate Division increased.
Only $270,000 was spent for funded DE research projects. Expenditures
for guidance and counseling activities related to DE were also small.
Over one-half of the 22,000 disadvantaged youth and adults served were
enrolled in regular DE classes.

"What does 'serving people' mean? Points of view differ depending upon the
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situation. Teachers would say that they have always served peoplethe learners in
their classrooms. This is their professional commitment. Society's interpretation,
howexer, would emphasize finding solutions to group and individual problems.
Society would point out that there are people who need to share more fully in
existing opportunities.

"Leoislators framing vocational education statutes would focus on the needs of
all students. They would be more concerned with and products than with programs.
In marketing 'serving people' would mean personalizing the benefits of products
to customers. Benefits promised must be supported by facts.

Each of these points of view has application, in vocational education. Distributive
education's obligation then in serving people should be stated in such terms as:
know people problems, design programs around people expectations, evaluate pro
grams according to people solutions.

"What do state advisory councils recommend for serving people more effectively'?
A review of 12 reports picked randomly provides the following advice,:

Vocational education should be introduced no latir than the seventh
grade. Occupational guidance and information should be available in
grades 1-6.

--- Every school district shoula design and implement a program to assume
and exercise appropriate placement of every student leav;ng high school
whether by graduation or otherwise.
Vocational-technical institutes should give appropriate credit for and
avoid unnecessary repetition of high school vocational programs.
Advisory committees should have substantive work to 'Perform. An annual
report form is needed for them to report how they were used and how
effective their work was.
The state board for vocational education should move toward rewarding
efficiency and effectiveness.

-- Duplication of effort should be eliminated by bringing the disadvantaged
into the mainstream of vocational education programs.

--- The state should give top priority to finding ways to encourage persons
to enroll in available programs.
Postgraduate or evening courses should be developed for graduates who
have not reached a level which is fully adequate for initial employment.

"Are we serving people? it seems to me that the best way for us to find a reliable
and valid answer to this question is to turn to systematic planning. We must con-
sciously plan to serve people before we can evaluate the effectiveness of our actions.
We will need to determine specific objectives for serving target groups of people,
consider possible strategies or action steps, justify' our plans in relation to the use of
resources, and determine in advance how we will know if the quantity and quality of
our services are producing desired results.

"Yes, we serve people. Since 1963 distributive education has shown an enrollment
increase of 82 percent. This is an impressive record. We now need to know what
this increase really means, and if indeed we are serving people effectively and
efficiently. Evaluation techniques must be applied by each of us as we individually
answer the question, Are we servins people?"

Following Miss Marks' presentation, three interest group meetings were held
to discuss ways that we can serve more people through distributive education
secondary, postsecondary and adult programs. Significant ideas resulting from these
interest group discussions follow:

Secondary Interest Group
I. The number of students of all types we reach must be increased rural, dis-
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advantaged, etc. Al least project classes can be offered where cooperative programs
are not feasible.

2. Teacher education programs must be changed to implement the pritect
method. The same methods cannot be used for cooperative and project dosses.
Some teachers cannot handle bot:i types. Before we implement the project method
in coral and disadvantaged areas, teachers must be trained !o do it.

3. The project method was originally set up to include sot to short term employ-
ment. One training station could thus handle more than one cooperative student

4. One-semester courses might be beneficial for those not wishing a full ve,,r of
DE.

Postsecondary Interest Group
1. Congress should be urged through AVA to re-evaluate the present guideline,,

and regulations for veterans in postsecondary vocational education to provide full
benefits to veterans who are full-time postsecondary' students, and to provide bene-
fits on a percentage basis to veterans who are less than full-time students.

2. Ways must be found to make on-the-job training for postsecondary students
meaningful.

3. Para-professional staffing must ti developed in postseconda.y programs.

Adult Interest Group
I. Adult enrollments must be analyzed to identify reasons for recent decreases

in enrollment.
2. 'Ways must be developed to attract adult personnel to rzplace those being

lost to community colleges and postsecondary institutions.
3. The need must be emphasized for increased funding and staffing in the states

for adult education.
4. Teacher education programs must be expanded to include training of perso.i.,

for careers in DE adult programs.

Theme: Input end Evaluation
December f

The keynote speaker for this session was Ray A. Killiati, vice-president of Belk
Stores Services, Charlotte, North Carolina, Highlights of his timely and challengr.g
presentation follow:

"A conference of this type should has e as its primary goal improvement in the
competency, contr,bution, and goai achievement of each individual in his own area
of responsibility, regardless of level or area of concern. It is my hope that our dis-
cussion today will achieve this primary goal of advancing the overall purpus..; of
distributive education in America. both from the standpoint of DE and its total
contribution to the human and economic life of each community swed.

"Wc will be concerned with four basic areas:
I. Challenges and opportunities confronting DE in the 70's
2. The function of your education training role
3. Keys to your managerial leadership achievement
4. Maximizing personal, professional, and program growth in each area

represented.
"Perhaps the most significant challenge confronted by DE personnel in the 70's

will be a continuing state of change. This will be rapid, dramatic, and unpredictable.
Students, educational procedures, institutional organizations, government involve-
ment, and the very structure of the business itself will experience radical changes
during the decade of the 70's. In order to meet this challenge, DE personnel at all
:vets will have to cope effectively with a new environmental relationship to all the
. gredients affecting their activities and ultimate achievement.
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"DE personnel will have to deal with these leadership challenges:
I. A service-oriented economy
2. A changing composition of the total work force
3. A rapidly rising cost of human time
4. Significant changes in the leadership i,nd supervision of people
5. Quantitative realities resulting from ..ciaputer analysis and forecast
6. Obsolescence of many current traditions, philosophies, institutions, and

techniques
7 A climate characterized by creativity and adaptability
8. A continuing revolution in the areas of consumerism, t,o.ren's rights,

ar,d pollution.
"The following guides are recommended in order to maximize managerial leader-

ship achievement on the part of DE personnel during the 70's:
I. Internal honesty in dealing with reality as it exists and as it will be

changed
2. A realization that managing 'in the past' will be doomed to failure and a

cruel delusion to those who believe that it can be done
3. An unlimited concept of the full opportunity prese....N1 by each comm ity

and operating environment
4. An understanding that the 'moment of truth' is the contribution made by

DE personnel and th.tiir programs -not paper plans, or 'hoped-for' results
5. A 'zero defects' approach to all activities, with the goal of doing things

right the first time--doing them exactly right and doing them the best
way they can be done

6. A willingness to compete for opportunities to serve and contribute and for
the resources necessary to make these opportunities realities

7. A recognition that achievement in the area of DE is dependent on an
effective relationship with other people, and being able to get things done
through others

8. A continuing orientation toward people, results, and the impelling im-
perative required of effective managerial leadership, whether on the part
of a DE instructor, a state supervisor, a federal official, a store manager,
or the president of a major corporation.

"Each individual in his own area of responsibility can 'make it happen' for him-
self and his programs during the decade of the 70's by responding to the following
requirements-

' . A systematic and implemented program
2. An effective and favorable relationship with all those whose good will

and cooperation are essential for program success
3. A return-on-investment on time, resources, and priorities
4. A. constant result orientation
5. f-input sufficient for achieving expectations
6. Input of others due to leadership and supervision
7. A discipline that is success-seeking rather than 'maintenance' only
8. A willingness to be measured by the track record
9. Checkpoints for personal and professional growth
10. A vision of the possible
II. The constant knowledge that you are 'building your future today.'

"In my opinion, the most significant guide for managerial le '..,ship for distri-
butive education in the 70's is an awareness of the need to re- examine constantly
and to improve everything that is being done. This requires continuing personal
and professional growth, which, in turn, demands the best commitment ant effort
that the individual is able to bring to bear on the job. To do any less is a form of
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'dishonesty' to the opportunities which will certainly be availabi' during the
growing and exciting decade of the 70's. My personal wish is for outstanding success
in every DE program.

As you serve PE. well, you will also b:c. serving our own critical needs in the world
of retailing and distribution."

Ray Killian is currently serving as chairman of the important NRMA Careers In
Retailing Committee. Following his presentation he told about some of the new
features and activities that will be included in this year's national Careers fn Retailing
Campaign. He also indicated that the committee will rely heavily on DE coordi-
nators to launch the campaign in their communities. He then announced that he
had invited three members of the DE Division to serve on the national committee:
Edith Patterson (Texas), T. Carl Brown (North Carolina) and William B. Logan
(Florida).

Theme: Professional Development
December 9

The purpose of this final professional meeting was to provide members of the
DE Division with current information on trends and career opportunities, and
technical information in four of the major industry groups within the field of
distribution. This was accomplished in a most effective manner through a panel
of management representatives from the fields of advertising, retailing, wholesaling
and hotel-motel. Members of the panel were: Donald B. Armstrong, Senior Vice
President and Associate Director, J. Walter Thompson, New York City; John W.
Edgerton, Public Relations Director, W. T. Grant Company, New York City; Paul
L. Courtney, Executive Vice President, National Association of Wholesalers, Wash-
ing:on, D.C.; and Foster N. Kunz, Vice President, Industrial Relations. Marriott
Corporation, Washington, D.C. The panel moderator was William F. McCurdy,
Vice President, Public Relations, Sears Roebuck and Company, Chicago, Illinois.
Highlights of three of the presentations that were available for abstracting are
given below. Arrangements are being made to secure all presentations in full for
distribution to members of the DE Division through the affiliated professional
organizations.

The Role of Distributhe Edkcation in the Food Service and Hotel Industries
FOSTER N. KUNZ

"The demand for skilled, technical, and management personnel in the food service
end hotel industries will ptovide opportunities for thousands of young people in the
years ahead. Most of these positions do not require college degrees. Opportun:lies
for high school graduates or those with college training are therefore excellent in
thrm industries. Well paid position; in managementboth technical and super-
visoryare readi'y attainable by :oung men and women with only a few years oI
practical experie e after graduation from high school.

"Leading eons .nies in these industries are cooperating with school and corn-
mu lily leaders in a variety .1 programs to attract youngsters and help them find a
suitable career. As a sponsot for the Metropolitan Board of Trade, Marriott
Corporation and other companies are conducting 'prep clubs' in center city high
schools. The objective is to familiarize students with basic requirements of business
opportunities available and ho +v to obtain them.

"The Career Exposure program being conducted in cooperation with schools and
community and business leaders is another effort to give young people opportunities
to become familiar with business.
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"A Career Progression program launched by our company to provide additional
training and education opportunities for employees is proving highly effective in
qualifying interested employees for advancement to higher positions.

"There is need for improving the partner relationship between educators,
counselors, and business. Through close cooperation with distributive education
teachers and counselors, we have been able to develop a greater appreciation in
the schools fo: opportunities available in our company and in the hotel and
restaurant industries. A close working relationship, needs to be developed between
schools and business to further the success of distributive education.

"Studies show that eight out of ten jobs throughout the United States do not
require a college education. Education and training in our nigh schools should help
students acquire skills necessary to find suitable emplo:, rf,:rt in the world of work.
This can be done only when schools and community in.' business leaders work
cooperatively in developing the necessary programs which will give the best and
most practical training to youngsters."

What's New In Retailing
JOHN W. EDGERTON

"Before launching into the subject of 'what's new,' I feel I must give you a report
on something that is really not new at illthe continuing dynamic expansion of
retail store facilities and of the ever-increasing merchandise assortments and ser-
vices which they present to America's shoppers. We can speak meaningfully of
career opportunity only when we relate it to a growing industry, one whose man
and woman power needs represent an almost insatiable demand for qualified and
ambitious young people.

"New stores are being opened at a steady rate, reaching into every city and town
of our great country. Because we are a 'people en wheels,' shopping centers are
springing up in locations where corn and potatoes once grew, giving our stores a
lower occupancy cost and providing vast free parking areas. Carefully studied
locations on arterial highways provide the convenience of huge assortments and
services to comparatively small cormnunities within a ten- to fifteen-mile radius,
important stores which those communities, by themselves, could not support. The
ride down the pike has become a family outing, and the conveniences provided,
once arrived, nuke the junket well worth the trip.

This steady expansion of tetailing facilities continues apace, in good years and
in bad. As an example, 1970 has been less than a thrilling year for American business,
with retail sales depressed and the confidence of the shopper diminished; profits
suffer accordingly. Despite this painful fact, W. T. Grant Company, as one example
I know most about, has opened 65 new stores during the year just ending, adding a
total of just under five and one-half million square feet of new stores space. Other
major retailers, particularly in the chain store field, are following equally ambitious
expansion programs, and I would have to guess that all of them have future com-
mitments in process through 1975 and beyond.

"And the expansion in number of stores is only part of the picture. Traditionally,
we have used the number of stores as a measure of a company's ability to serve
its public. Defining the word 'store' however, gives us something of a problem.
Just what is a 'store'? Five years ago, the average-size new store in our company
was only 30 percent the average size of today's new store. The average new Grant
store in 1%9 was 276 percent larger than those opened ten yea.-s before. The point,
from the career point of view, should be obvious. Retailing is expanding lustily, both
in numbers of stores and in their size, and that adds up to jobs without which
career discussion is mere conversation. At this moment, our company has 2,000
young men and women enrolled in our store management training program, a
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number necessary to keep pace with store expansion, retirements, and promotion
of store executives into field supervisory ar,d home office jobs, in keeping with
our policy of promotion from within.

"There is yet another dimension to the retail picture from the career standpoint
and it has to do with the reasoning behind the awesome expansion programs of the
nation's major retailers. The three, four, and five-fold increase in the size of new
stores is not a mere whim or a competitive desire to impress. It is r,quired by the
proliferation of merchandise lines and services demanded by our shoppers. Stores
which once offered primarily impulse items and small wares now present complete
fashion departments for all in the family; full lines of major appliances, television,
and sound equipment; furniture and floor coverings. Many have in-the-home
custom service. Many offer automobile service While you shop, reflecting again our
regard for the shopper on wheels. Food service and credit are now standard
customer services in stores which not so long ago espoused cash-and-carry selling
and who left food service to the rev uranteurs. Today, these are regarded as
necessary adjunct services for our shoppers' convenience.

"All of these developments provide management career opportunity for young
people, and practically all the major companies have well developed training pro-
grams to help young people succeed in the directions in which they appear to be
best suited. Any one of our giant new stores opened these days requires the equiva-
lent of three or four store managers to administer its operations and merchandising
efficiency, and all share in the profit performance of the store. Arid What kind of
career success am 1 talking about? It is not at all unusual for people in these secon-
dary management jobs or for those who work on a commission basis to average
from 510,000 to $17,000 a year.

"And yet another career opportunity is evolving out of the new giant store
development. Management has discovered a need for an in-store developed man-
agement function, to help the store management staff adequately cover the mer-
chandising of a 10,000 to 15,000 linear counter foot store. The company's reservoir
of store management trainees is just not large enough to fill this need, so major
stores are seeking young people with above average ability to fill jobs we call
'section merchandisers.' These young people are given basic training, then are
assigned complete merchandising responsibility for from three to six departments,
depending upon their ability. They do not become involved in customer service
except in very' unusual instances, Their job is checking and ordering merchandise
for their departments, checking rate of sale and adjusting replenishment accord-
ingly, following through on merchandise ordered for special sales events. They
report either to the store's merchandise manager or to the store manager, depending
upon the store involved and its top management makeup. These are so-called
local positions with the merchandisers not subject to transfer out of the store as
other management trainees are. Their job has a number of plus benefits. First,
these people are paid at a higher rate than ordinary sales people. they are not called
upon for Saturday or evening hour work. They enjoy a bonus based upon the
profitability of the departments they supervise, and they have the opportunity for
promotion to staff jobs in the store or enrollment in our store management
training program.

"And what does all this mean to our good friends in distributive education?
hlertty that you have to take another look at your fast-growing friends in retailing.
As we continue to grow and expaild, new placement ipportunities are provided
for your students. Watch for these new big stores in your community and when you
go in to visit, don't make it just a one-stop visit. Get around the store and become
acquainted with all our new facets. They're a Wonderland of new career oppor-
tunity.-
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Recent Developments In Wholesale Distribution
PAUL L. COURTNEY

"A few short years ago, about 1959, the number o gainfully employed persons
engaged in producing things ... manufacturing, mining and agriculture .. exactly'
equaled the number of gainfully employed persons engaged in distributing and
servicing those things. No society has ever attained that level of affluence before,
in all the history of mankind on the face of this earth. The emergence of our economy
from the age of production into the age of distribution or the distribution revolu-
tion has great significance for our educational system . especially for those of you
who are charged with the responsibility of preparing students for gainful employ-
ment outside the professions or sciences and education. The economy of the 1970's
has an insatiable appetite for trained technicians of all types and both sexes and all
levels of entry.

"Wholesaler-distributors are a very important and significant aspect of this
distribution process. At the risk of boring you I would like to cite a few figures that
will hopefully help you grasp the magnitude of our industry need for people of
varying skills, and then f will try to point up some of the competencies we look for
and the opportunities we offer in our dynamic growth industry.

"The 1963 census of business showed us employing 3.1 million people in whole-
sale trade. By 1967 that had grovsn to 3.5 million or at a rate of 100,000 new em-
ployees per year. To that must be added at least another 7.5 percent or 87,500 to
replace those dying or retiring. But our industry projection of employment in 1980
is 5.0 million, or a growth rate of 125,000 new employees per year, on the average,
to which must be added by 1980 another 125,000 per year to replace those who are
dying or retiring. So today, in 1970, we need approximately 200,000 new employees
to meet our growth and replacement requirements and by 1980 that will be a quarter
million new entries per year. What do we offer new entries in the way of stability of
employment and salaries or wages? Unlike manufacturing and retail trade, we offer
steady, year-round employment. A recent industry survey reveal., that we use lrss
than 3 percent extra help or part-time employees. We give 52 weeks employment
per year to 97 percent or more of our non-supervisory work force, and 100 percent to
our supervisory and sales work force.

"As to average weekly non-supervisory earnings, in 1963 they were $99.47 -

almost the same as manufacturing production workers' earnings of $99.63, and
46 percent above retail trade at $68.04. By 1967 our average weekly no, supervisory
earnings were $116.06: manufacturing was less, at $114.90, and retail trade was
much less, at $75.44. f thus feel that you can safely counsel your career seekers that
employment opportunities in wholesale trade are as rewarding, from an earnings
standpoint, as any other opportunities, and much more rewarding than other
careers in distribution from both an earnings and job security standpoint.

"Speaking of opportunities for self improvement . . . our industry traditionally
promotes from within. A large percentage of our present day owners and partners
or presidents of wholesaler-distributor firms started 20 or 30 years ago as office or
warehouse workers. We are basically small business firms ... the average wholesale
establishment employs only 10 people. In other words, those who seek careers in
wholesale distribution need not fear getting lost in the thousands of people on a
single payroll, We just don't have companies of that size.

"Ideally, therefore, it becomes perfectly obvious that students seeking career
opportunities in wholesaling would benefit greatly through specialized distributive
educational training, in the last year or two of their high school training. A very
successful program has been going on for several years at Edgewater High School
in Orlando, Florida, mainly because the DE coordinator there found it could be done.
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several years ago, and worked it out. It can be done and I would hope that more
of you would try it in your own systems.

"Juniors and seniors in high school can be given special training that will make
them more valuable to us, in the beginning. Our industry training needs are very
similir to those of the retail industry you DE teachers and coordinators have been
so familiar with for so long. The emphasis would perhaps be slightly different, less
on salesmanship and more on .marketing, communications, and economics. Yes, we
would even like to have them exposed to at least one class in whclesaling, the
efficient method of distribution."

BUFINESS MEETING
The business meeting of the Distributive Education Division was called to order

by Edith Patterson at 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday, December 8. Reports from OF rep-
resentatives on AVA committees were heard first. Abstracts of several of these
reports follow.

Editorial Board
Fairchild Carter reported that all articles this year were well prepared and well

received. An adequate number of articles for the balance of this publication year are
in the central files, ready for printing. Plans for next year- -theme and space will
be made at the Spring Editorial Board meeting. The increasing demands for publica-
tion space caused by the departmental participation and division expansion mandate
that the leadership within each organization in the DE Division concern themselves
with emphasizing early submission of articles for future issues of the JOURNAL as
soon as themes are set :.t the spring meeting.

International Education
Dorothy M. Ford reported that the three major objectives of the committee for

the 70's are as follows: (a) to coordinate the activities of existing divisions and
departments of the American Vocational Association, Inc., as they are related to
international education; (b) to identify the interest, expertise, and experience in
international education a:nong AVA members and to develop an appropriate
roster; (c) to provide a service which will assist government agencies, international
organizations, universities, and private staffs in the definition, organization, and
staffing of projects involving practical arts and vocational-technical education,
training and teacher training, school development, and course and curriculum
planning.

Resolutions-Programs of Work
Mildred Jackson reported that this committee has chosen as the thrust for 1972

the theme: PlanningFor Professional Development for Vocational Education
Leadership. At least two forces mandate such a theme. First, the expansion of the
entire field of occupational education requiies new methodologies, new teaching
skills, and nrw approaches to guidance and counseling. Second, the educational and
sociological changes which impinge on the vocational educator require new leader-
ship roles, to reach those who have not developed occupational goals or for whom
the traditional approaches are inadequate. You are urged, through your state
affiliate, to focus your efforts in three areas as we attempt to plan for professional
development for vocational education leadership. Thtse are (a) reaching others,
(b) working with others, and (3) telling others.

Accreditation
Cattle Stanley reported that the committee discussed a draft copy of "Charac-
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teristics of Vocational Education: Identifying Guidelines," field tests will be
conducted soon to evaluate the guidelines, and state directors will be sent copies
for their reactions.

AVA Advisory Council
Edgar Burke reported that the Council had concerned itself with recommenda-

tions to the following concerns: (a) Should AVA amend its bylaws to provide for
institutional memberships? (b) Should AVA kontinue as a federation of affiliated
organizations or as a national organization? (c) Should the present structure (10
divisions; 7 departments) be corrinued? (d) What is the role of AVA as a profes-
sional organization?

Reports from division committee chairmen were given next and abstracts of
several of the reports follow.

AVA-SBA
Wendall Metcalf reported that in 1970 SBA has issued 30 new small business

management publications and released two new movies. For DE and other instruc-
tors a new brochure has lx.- released rece.itly. ft is called "Management Training
Instructors Manuals" and .::scribes the series of manuals which the AVA/SBA
Committee initiated. A new instructors manual with visuals will be released on
December 14, 1970. This presentation is on the topic of merchandise pricing. The
two color movies produced and released this year are ideal for DE use. One, on
customer relations, is titled "You and Your Customers." The film shows a series of
situations which are dramatically enacted. The other new film is about merchandise
control in a small retail store. The title is "A Step in the Right Direction." During
the first 10 months of 1970, SBA and Distributive Education cooperated in conduct-
ing 300 courses, conferences, workshops, and clinics. More DE courses were co-
sponsored in Florida than in any other state. The greatest number following Florida
were in Ohio, Minnesota, and Utah in that order. Out of 84 SBA field officer, DE
small business management training was co-sponsored by 32 of them. There re-
mains much to be done.

DE Hail of Fame
Dwayne Tucker reported that in 1969-70 the committee decided to recognize

also the former teachers of each ne v Hall of Fame member through the presenta-
tion of a certificate of appreciation for contributing to the development of the
profession of teaching distributive education. Also, a new certificate for Hall of
Fame members was designed. From the records, it seems that some states have
been more successful in recruiting DE personnel from among the high school and
postsecondary programs than others. It has been suggested that each state associa-
tion consider ways in which they might promote careers in distributive education.
The certificates for the recipients of the 1970-71 Hall of Fame will be presented at
the DECA National Leadership Conference at San Antonio in April.

Membership
Wayne Harrison reported that as of November 10, 1970, DE memberships in

AVA had increased by 12.2 percent since November 1969, a number increase of
251, from 2052 to 2303. However, the November 10 membership is 313 less than the
ending membership of 2916 on June 30, 1970, Wayne Harrison then presented the
following two motions which were passed:

That NADET chairmen in each state be asked to serve this year (1971.72) as
DE Division chairmen for AVA memberships and be provided display and
promotional materials for use at the state conference.
That the DE Division vice-president request s budget of $1000 for reproduction
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and distribution of winning sales promotion and display kits to be piloted
through DE Division which will be sent to every NADET-AVA membership
chairman for use in promotion within the state.

Professional Development Awards
Gail Trapnell reported that the president of each of the affiliated organizat ons

within the Distributive Education Division was contacted to solicit assistant: in
organizing a promotional campaign in each of the affiliated organizations and in
each of the states. As of November 25, 1970, a total of $1,525.05 has been con-
tributed to the Awards Program from 47 individuals and/or organizations. Guide-
lines for the administration of the Awards Program will be released through the
Distributive Education Division and the American Vocational Association at the
first of the calendar year, 1971.

Publications
Ed Harris distributed a bulletin listing and describing the DE publications

printed and distributed by AVA in 1970. Publications on adult distributive educa-
tion are currently being developed. The American Vocational Association Publica-
tions Committee and the Distributive Education Publications Committee will
continue to make extensive use of resource personnel to expand their publication
efforts. Anyone interested in preparing a publication or willing to serve on an ad
hoc publication committee should contact E. Edward Harris, chairman of the
Distributive Education Publications Committee.

Under the order of new business the Operating Policies of the Division were
amended to provide for the Division vice-president to be elected at the Division
business meeting at the Convention. This was necessary in order to conform with
AVA policy changes made by the House of Delegates at the 1969 convention. New
appointees to the Distributive Education Policy Committee to serve until 1973
include: Dorothy Chambers, Alabama, and James Biddle, Indiana.

MEETINGS OF AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS
Highlights of the meeting of NASSDE, NADET, CDTE and NADELS are given

below.

NASSDE (National Association of Stale Supervisors of
Distributive Education)

Members of NASSDE were privileged to have as their keynote speaker Arthur
Lee Hardwicke, Assistant Commissioner of Vocational Education, who gave a very
challenging and straightforward message on reasons for the proposed reorganiza-
tion in the U.S. Office of Education, the need for better cooperation and unity
among all vocational educators, his confidence in the role and contribution c f d s-
tributive education, and the need for more effective visibility and evidence of what
we are accomplishing through distributive education programs. He also emphasized
the importance of developing strong vocational youth organizations and referred
to the leadership to be given by the USOE in the new organizational pattern.

Annual dues were increased from $2.50 to $7.50 per year. Associate dues rera n
at $2.50.

New officers elected include the following: president, James Biddle (Indidna);
vice president, Paul Bennewitz (Arizona); Secretary, Gail 1 rapnell (Florida):
treasurer; Lynne Rhudy (Alabama); and the following regional representative,:
Byron Vanier, Central (Nebraska); William Pace, Southern (Mississippi); Mir ha rl
Bullock, Western (Montana); and Alan Cohen, North Atlantic (Pennsylvania).
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NASSDE membership is at an all-time high and 100 percent of the potential is
the goal.

NADET (National Association of Distributive Education Teachers)
Speakers for the NADET meeting and their topics were: Harland E. Samson

(Wisconsin), "Innovations in Distributive Education," and Eugene L. Dorr (Ari-
zona), "Individualized Instruction in Distributive Education." They were both
excellent, pertinent, well-received and stimulated good reaction and questions.

As of November 30, 1970, NADET membership stood at 2,298 as compared to
3,069 in 1969-70. Efforts to develop more of the potential membership will continue
through regional vice presidents.

The Indiana association was praised for its effective program of work.
The current NADET project, "A Directory of Free and Inexpensive Educational

Materials and Audio-Visual Aids," will be mailed to the membership. Appreciation
was expressed to Joe Roberts and Harold Williams for permission to reproduce
their materials.

The completed Program of Work for NADET will appear in the spring issue of
"NADET News."

The slate of nominees for 1971-72 officers and the ballot will appear in the
February "NADET News." Members are urged to vote. Margie P. Davis (North
Carolina) was named NADET's representative to the AVA Advisory Council. The
new president will appoint all committees after July 1, 1971.

NADET awards presented included an Outstanding Service Award to Kenneth
Rowe (Arizona) and two Life Membership Awards to Nyna Keeton (Arkansas) and
Todd Sagraves (Connecticut).

CDTE (Council for Distributive Teacher Education)
The theme "Innovative Approaches in Distributive Teacher Education" was im-

pleminted through a presentation-demonstration by Fred W. Harrington (Pennsyl-
vania) on the topic of "Developing Coordination Skills Using Video Recorded Self-
Instructional Training Packages."

The following resolutions were presented and approved:
1. That the Executive Council of CDTE and Coliegiate DECA seek funds

from other agencies. If funds cannot be secured, CDTE follow the
Executive Council's recommendations of supporting Collegiate DECA
for the sum of $300, for temporary support of Collegiate DECA,

2. That a separate section in the Encyclopedia of Educational Research be
obtained for distributive education.

Awards presented included the CDTE Citation for Outstiiidirg Service to Mary
Marks (USOE) and the CDTE Academy of Distributive Teacher Education Award
to Harland Samson (Wisconsin).

New officers elected were the following: president, Neal Vivian (Ohio): president-
elect, Kenneth Ertel (Idaho); and secretary-treasurer, Vivien Ely (Virginia). Kenneth
Rowe (Arizona) was named CDTE representative on the AVA Advisory Council.

NADELS (National Association of Distributive Education
Local Supervisors)

1- theme "To Improve Instruction, Supervision, and Evaluation" was imple-
mented through the following presentations: "Are We Serving People?," by
Elinor Burgess (Virginia), "The Role of An Advisory Council in DE," by Dorothy
Chambers (Alabama), and "The Importance of Professional Grow th," by C. Edwin
Pearson (Tennessee).

Membership now stands at 43. ft was pointed out that NADELS is a new and
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small organization but one with great potential. The members work directly with
thme on the "firing line" ani, are their liaison with those in authoritative, decision-
n aking positions.

The following motion was presented and passed: that NA DELS set up a national
membership organization chaired by Roo Murphy that will conform to the U.S.
Office of Education regional breakdown with regional membership charmen.

New officers elected were as follows: president, Dwayne Tucker (Tennessee);
vice president, Elinor Burgess (Virginia); secretary, Luise Ilenmon (South Carolina);
board of directors, Pat Patterson (Florida) for a three-year term.

OTHER DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
DIVISION ACTIVITIES

Chain Store Luncheon
On Tuesday, December 8, members of the DE Division and their guests assem-

bled for the annual luncheon sponsored by 11 host companies representing the
national chain store field. Our genial host, Phil Schindel did his usual masterful
job in planning a program and arrangements which made this one of the most en-
joyable and rewarding highlights of DE Division activities at AVA this year. Carl K.
Darnell of the S. S. Kresge Company extended the welcome and handled the roll
call of states in a most unique and exciting manner. Dave Grundfest, President of
Sterling Stores Company in Arkansas, brought us one of the most challenging and
heart-warming messages we have heard en the topic of "What Have We Done To
Our Young People?" Our heartfelt thanks go to these ir,st companies for theiricon-
tinued support and faith in DE and for their generosity in providing this luncheon
each year and the reception which follows.

DECA, inc.
Highlighting the 1970 meeting of DECA, Inc., was the new committee structure

and the new action flow system for communications, services, and cooperative
action. It seems to be the concensus that this "new look" for DECA has already
resulted in greater involvement of people and better understanding of the national
picture of DECA. Reports of the new committees were distributed to each DECA,
Inc., member along with the annual report of the president and the treasurer's
report. Space does not permit their reproduction here, but DECA, Inc., represen-
tatives are urged to share them with others in their states.

Newly elected members to the DECA, Inc., Board of Directors are the following:
Jati.:s Biddle (Indiana), I. W. Baughman (Virginia), and Loris Lorenri (New Jersey).
Terms of office of Board members will begin July 1 following their election.

National Management Development Council for
Distributive Education

This has become one of the most powerful voices for distributive education in the
nation and will become even more so in the immediate future. Management rep-
resentatives of 17 large and small businesses across America are now serving on the
Council chaired this year by Lawrence E. McGotrty, President of Thom McAn
Shoe Company, Massachusetts.

Members of the DE Divisior. are encouraged to send Chairman McGourty,
T. Carl Brown (North Carolina), or Edith Patterson (Texas) names of management
representatives from their stales as possible members of this Council. There is a
particular need for representatives from the petroleum, fond, and apparel
industries.

The beautiful ABCDE color brochure for use in explaining Di, to management
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was developed by the Council and is now available through AVA. Members are
urged to order and use this effective instrument widely.

Members of the Council and their addresses are as follows:
Joint L. BROWN, Vice President - Director of Manpower, S. II. Kress Co., 114
Fifth Avenue, New York 10011, Phone: (212) 929-2700.
HOWARD EADES, Administrative Vice Prk sident, W. T. Grant Company, 1441
Broadway, New York 10018, Phone: (212) L04-1000.
ALFRED EISENPREIS, Vice President,- Allied Stores Corporation, 401 Fifth Ave.,
New York 10018, Phone: (212) OR9-0800.
DON GREVE, Chairman of the Board, Sequoyah Industries, Inc., 4545 North
Lincoln Blvd., Oklahoma City, Okla. 73105, Phone: (405) 528-7821.
WARREN HAGER, Assistant Vice President, Retail Systems Division, Nation'
Cash Register Co., Dayton, Ohio 45409, Phone: (513)449-2000.
LARRY T. HAMPTON, Vice President - Credits, Gordon Jewelry Corporation, 820
Fannin at Walker, Houston, Texas 77002.
WILLIAM W. NIcCoRmick, Assistant Director of Personnel, J. C. Penney Co.,
Inc., 1301 Ave. of the Americas, New York 10019, Phone: (212)957-5967.

RAY A. KILLIAN, Vice President, Belk Stores Services, Inc., P.O. Box 2727,
Charlotte, N.C. 28 '.01, Phone: (704) 375-3761.
SAUL KOMESSAR, Vice President, Shoe Corporation of America, 35 North
Fourth St., Columbus, Ohio 43215. Phone: (614) 221 -5421.
FOSTER N. KUNZ, Vice President for Industrial Relations, Marriott Corporation,
5161 River Road, Washington, D.C. 20016, Phone: (301) 986-5311,
WILLIAM F. MCCURDY, President, The Sears-Roebuck Foundation, 303 East Ohio
Street, Chicago, Ill. 60611, Phone: (312) 677-6598.
LAWRENCE E. McGouR-ry, Chairman and President, Thom McAn Shoe Com-
pany, 67 Millbrook Street, Worcester, Mass. 01606, Phone: (617) 1114-4711.
PHILIP SCIIINDEI , President, A.G.M.C., Inc., 1441 Broadway, New York
10018, Phone: (212) 736-0650.
LAWRENCE WALSH, Senior Editor, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West
42nd Street, New York 10036, Phone: (212) 571-3333.
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GUIDANCE
DIVISION

Proceedings Recorder..
Charles W. Ryan

Associate Professor of Education
College of Education
University of Maine
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The third annual meeting of the Guidance Division occupied a prominent por-
tion of all scheduled activities during the 64th meeting of the American Vocational
Association. Renowned speakers and stimulating topics provided the Guidance
Division members with an excellent overview of accountability and its relationship
to guidance. Evaluation of career guidance, counseling, and placement was the
selected theme for Guidance Division meetings. In essence, the theme reflects
serious concern on the part of guidance practitioners to assess the quality of their
work and demonstrate to a skeptical public the worth ta'' guidance services. This
report will present excerpts from the major papers and a summary of items comid-
ered by the Nanning and Policy Committee.

POLICY COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Charles G. Foster, our able divisional vice-president, opened the Policy. Com-

mittee meeting on December 4, 1970. Ali in attendance were welcomed and p
sided with an overview of Division plans. Mary Allen of AVA Headquarters Shia
identified five areas of concer for he Guidance Division to consider:

1. Proposed and pending legislation, with particular emphasis on the Man-
power Act and changes in the Vocational Education Act Amendmen's

2. Professional development within the guidance profession
3. Role and function of guidance personnel, with more emphasis on communi-

catin; to oth...rs what we do
4. Professional growth and development at lb' state association loch and the

development of guidance programs that will influence guidance personnel
to sell vocational education

5. Guidance representation on the National Advisory Council.
The above suggestions were received with enthusiasm.

A proposal to reorganize the USOE was distributed for discussion and comment.
These important recommendations were developed by Norm Gysbers, Gene
Bottoms, Dave Pritchard, and several consultants. The essence of the proposal is
as follows: Gene Bottoms stated that prior to meeting in Washington to fruit the
recommendations they were concerned that career development responsibilities
were diffused into three sections of the USOE Organization Chart. At a November
1970 meeting in Washington they agreed upon the title for a new branch, Career
Development Programs and Services, with seven subheaJings, as follows: (a)
Guid-nce and Counseling, (b) Elementary Career Orientation, (c) Secondary
Career Exploration, (d) Postsecondary and Adult Student Rerruitment and Ser-
vices, (e) Placement and Follow-up, (f) Career and Occupational Media Develop-
ment, and (g) Student Assessment Methods Development, One-sentence definitions
of each of the seven subheadings were developed. It was emphasized that this was
written to the vocational education audience. Ferris POEI then moved, seconded by
Lee Cavnar, that Gene Bottoms and Norm Gysbers be named to a committee and
given the latitude to do what has to be done to implement the proposed reorgani-
zation of the U.S. Office of Education. Approval of the motion was unanimous. The
committee was also instructed to prepare a resolution supporting reorganization of
the USOE for action at the Guidance Division business meeting.
The intent of this recommendation should receive unanimous support from the
membership, since it reflects a serious concern for guidance visibility at the national
level.

The issue or visibilhy was reflected in the emergency reconvening of the Policy
Committee on December 8, 1970, to consider action in regard to the Comprehen-
sive Manpower Act pending before the House-Senate Conference Committee.
John Odgers succinctly stated, "We've got to get the National Advisory Councils
for Vocational Education and Title Ill, ESEA, talking together." It was suggested
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that they jointly fund the cost of a guidance coi,ultant to perform the following
services:

I. Survey developments and report
2. Influence legislative stance (motivate and assist in the development of

legislative proposals)
3. Help develop Advisory Council policy and thereby influence USOE r hey

and staffi,tg
4. Disseminate idea producers to State Advisory Councils
S. Encourage the underwriting and coordinate national and regional confer-

ences (and interim activities) of state guidance leaders
6. Promote cooperation of vocational education and Title III funded programs

at state level
7. Provide recommendation to State Advisory Councils and State Depart-

ments on State Plan contest and writing
8. Study (promote ideas) to improve and make more realistic counselor educa-

tion ("for purposes of facilitating occupational choices")
9. Promote activities to assure the development and refinements of basic

state-level services (e.g., follow-up, needs assessment surveys, etc.)

Cooperative approaches between National Advisory Councils and AVA will be
investigated by John Odgers in conjunction with Calvin Dellefield and Ken Hoyt.

After discussion it was moved by Lee Cavnar, Colorado, and seconded by Jules
Kerlan, Minnesota, to send telegrams immediately of a resolution adopted by the
Guidance Division to Hugh Calkins, Chairman of the National Advisory Council
for Vocational Education, and to the members of the House-Senate Conference
Committee, with an information copy to Lowell Burkett, Executive Director, AVA,
and David Bland, Chairman of the Resolutions and Program of Work Committee.
Action on tf+e motion was unanimous and Lee Cavnar, Jules Kerlan, and Charles
Weaver sse,e named to implement the intent of the motion.

The agreed-upon content of the telegram wa., as follows:

Immediate action is requested to the following resolution passed by the Guidance
Division of the American Vocational Association National Convention currently
in session.

IVI1EREAS, The fields of counseling, testing, selection, and placement are tradi-
tionally viewed as parts of education, and

WHEREAS, The definition of "vocational education" contained in the 1968

Aniendments to the Vocational Education Act specifically include guidance, testing,
selection, and placemit and

Wituni-ns, In the proposed Comprehensive Manpower Act, counseling, testing,
selection, and placement are excluded from the definition of education and thus
require concurrence of the Secretary of HEW and

1VHEREAS, For the Secretary of Labor to have sole control over helping indi-
viduals choo,e vocational trairing, for selecting individuals to be trained, and for
placement is to leave the vocational educator helpless to control the quality of the
product he is to prepare,

THEREFORE, BE it RESOLVED, 1 hat the American Vocational Association exert
eve ry effort to influence the House-Senate Conference Committee so as to restore
counseling, testing, selection, and placement to the definition of education included
in that Act.

the action of the Policy Committee reflects the serious concern with which the
guidance profession views its role in developing national manpower and education
legislation. The service which guidance provides all students must continue to be
a vital portion of all legislation that is passed by Congress.
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BUSINESS MEETING
The business meeting of December 4, 1970, reviewed the activities of all stand-

ing committees and accepted the minutes from the 1969 Guidance Division session.
Ed Smith, Chairman of the Membership Committee, suggested that the confusion
which existed between direct and affiliated membership needs to be resolved.
Comments from the floor indicated that the AVA membership procedure for con-
tinuous enrollment was causing difficulty, as many members were not aware that
their application must be processed through the state vocational association.
Charles Foster was urged to bring this before the AVA Board of Directors.

The International Education Committee has been requested to provide consulta-
tive assistance to Uganda in guidance program development. Miss Sarah Maga la,
Ministry of Education, Uganda, conferred with Charles Ryan regarding the pos-
sibility of assistance via the followin,,.:

I. Guidance materials
2. Consultants
3. Student exchange.

Members with ideas or suggestions are urged to contact Charles Foster or Charles
Ryan. Further information will be forthcoming.

New business included the following items:
I. Gene Bottoms reported on the ao;on that had been taken regarding reorgani-

zation of the USOE (See Policy Committee report).
2. A revision of the "Operating Policies for the Guidance Division of AVA" were

reviewed by Charles Foster. Each of the following sections contain changes which
have been approved by the Guidance Division Policy Committee:

a. Election of the vice president
b. Process of Nomination
c. Appointment and Terms

3. Lee Cavnar, Chairman of the Nominating Committee, presented a slate of
officers for the following positions:

a. Adult Education: Ferris J. Post
b. Supervision and Administration: James E. Bottoms
c. Special and Related: Darold T. Bobier
d. Member-at-large: David W. W'inefordner
e. AVA Resolutions and Program of Work: Charles L. Weaver

4. John Odgers suggested a variety of approaches in utilizing Title III, ESEA
funds.

GENERAL SESSIONS
In additior, to attending Policy Committee and Business meetings all members of

the Guidance Division were given the opportunity to actively participate in general
sessions. The sessions on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday were structured to permit
maximum audience participation. ft was the intent of Gene Bottoms, Program
Chairman, that the ideas of those who attended the Guidance Division sessions be
elicited for later use in developing program goals at the local, state, and national
level. Each member of the audience was assigned to a work group and asked to
make a personal commitment involving three days of interaction. Group leaders
and recorders were responsible for keeping minutes that would be Rimed in to
Gene Bottoms. In essence, our Division's members were given the responsibility'
to share their ideas with other members of AVA, appropriate legislative groups,
and national or state advisory councils.

In conjunction with the evaluation theme, major papers were prepared that re-
flected concerns at the local, state, and national level. Each presentee Was limited
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to about 30 minutes in reviewing the highlights of his paper and suggesting ideas
for analysis by the work groups. After a brief presentation each work group was
charged to review the report and determine expectations of career guidance,
covi,seling, and placement at the local, state, or national level. The comments and
suggestions from the participants indicated much pleasure in actively participating
in developing program goals, Ti-.; group achieved involvement; it transformed
what could have been a passive learning situation to one of active involvement. It
appears that all work group participants acquired at least one idea that could
change practices in guidance in their state. The work groups were lively sessions
and indicated a high degree of self-discipline on the part of those in attendance.

To permit the reader maximum involvement the remainder of this report will
present excerpts from the major papers which were presented at the Guidance
Division general sessions. The reports have been classified in two parts. Part I will
review the papers prepared on evaluating career guidance, counseling and place-
mentlocal, state, and national level. Part II will present excerpts from the papers
prepared for Tuesday and Wednesday sessions, A variety of topics, including the
perennial "share and tell" session, are included.

Part 1Evaluating Career Guidance, Counseling, and Placement
The tone for all subsequent sessions was quickly established in an exciting open-

ing address by Gene Bottoms. Several national concerns of major importance
which pertain to career guidance, counseling, and placement functions were out-
lined. The nature and scope of these national concerns were listed for examination
and reaction in a report prepared by Gene Bottoms, Norm Gysbers, and David H.
Pritchard. In essence the authors sought answers to the practical question, what are
nationally influential groups and spokesman "saying about" and expecting of
"career guidance, counseliag, and placement"? Their next step was to synthesize
from their findings a catalog of "areas of national concern,- and then by summary
and/or example they synthesized what is being said about and expected of career
guidance, counseling; and place ,rent in each of the identified areas of concern. The
results are presented below.

DIRECT SERVICE FUNCTIONS
Facilitating Choices. There is concern that systematic efforts be made by the

total school at all levels to facilitate occupational choices for all students. In the
judgment of Congress. almost no attention has been given to prevocational counsel-
ing and orientation to the world of work.

Orientation and Information. There is concern that a developmental program of
career orientation and ir formation be initiated from grades K through 12 far ail
students with special emphasis given to youth who have academic, socioeconomic,
or other handicaps.

lob Placement. There is concern that education must assume she responsibility
for assisting each student to enter and hold a job satisfactorily.

Outreach. There is concern that schools perform an outreach function aimed at
youth outside the school system and designed to return them either to an appropri
ate learning situation or to part-time training and related employment.

Follow-Through and Linkage. There is concern that job placement be expanded
to include follow-through and linkage with assistance necessary to move up to a
higher position.

Identification of Students' Needs, Characteristics, and Circumstances. There is
concern that the needs, characteristics, and circumstances of all students be consid
ered and given prompt attention. Counselors must devote more time to this effort.
utilizing both direct contact with the student and indirect contacts through the
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curriculum, teachers, and community in formulating an educational climate more
conducive to the student's self-development.

Counseling. There is concern that the -vocational focus" of counseling be greatly
expanded for all students at all levels. Counseling serves as a common denominator
that cuts across the several guidance functions, rather than operating always as a
separate and distinct function, as is so often implied.

MANAGEMENT and SUPPORT FUNCTION
There are also national concerns that pertain to the management and support

functions of career guidance, counseling, and placement.
Accountability There is concern that all of education be answerable for its

accomplishments, including vocational education and career guidance, counseling,
and placement.

Funding. There is concern that vocational education funds be used to support
career guidance, counseling, placement, and other related career development
activities designed to facilitate choice.

Differentiated Staffing. There is concern that a coordinated team of personnel
be used to perform the career guidance, counseling, placement, and related career
development activities in order that the various parts be consolidated toward a
common thrust.

Administrative Support -National and State Levels. There is concern that na-
tional and state level vocational administration give a greater commitment to career
guidance, counseling, and placement programs. This commitment could include
increasing the number of national and state staff assigned to guidant ., thus provid-
ing essential leadership to establish and maintain a quality vocational guidance
program for inschool and out-of-school youth and adults.

It is essential that those in the guidance profession produce evidence to indicate
or demonstrate our success in the above areas of concern. Bottoms, Gysbers, and
Pritchard have identified what must be evaluated as well as programmed to meet
the constructive criticisms and recommendations concerning catcer guidance,
counseling, and placement which have emanated from a variety of sources, The
curriculum, hand-on-experiences, and multi-media methods are suggested as
appropriate vehicles to achieve direct involvement of youth in the daily activities of
the school.

The evaluation of career guidance, counseling, and placement at the state level
was capably reported on by Blan E. Sandlin and Wiiliar D. Stevenson, both of the
Oklahoma State Department of Education. In preparing their paper both authors
reviewed published materials anti collected opinions of local administrators, stu-
dents, teachers, counselor educators, members of the State Board for Vocational
and Technical Education, and the State Advisory Council, via a rating scale. Con-
cerns relative to guidance and counseling were rated on an 11 point continuum
ranging from a major concern to no concern. Prior to presenting the findings of
this survey it is essential to grasp an "overall- view of education and guidance in
the United Slates. According to the authors:

Academic guidance services developed rapidly as a result of the National De-
fense Act, 1958. Almost nine out of every ten high schools in the United States
provided academic counseling. In contrast, the occupationally oriented youth
got very little or no attention. The reasons for this inattention are many, some
of which Le: (a) Counselors for the most part came from the teaching ranks.
Their education, training and experience were academic. Therefore, they were
oriented toward the academic and knew very little about the world of work.
(b) Most state counselor certification programs and counselor training institu-
tions required only one course in occupations and vocations for counselor cer-
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tification (a recent survey shows that most all states are now requiring only one
three-hour course in this area). (c) The counselor-student ratio has been greatly
reduced. However, it is still too high for the counselor to provide all of the ser-
vices needed by all of the students. (d) Too many guidance programs have
been crisis centered and remedial rather than preventive and developmental.
(e) Developmental vocational and occupational guidance programs have not
been possible because of the very limited number of comprehensive elemen-
tary school guidance programs. (0 The public has not been convinced to the
point that it demands equal guidance services for the non-college bound
student.

Also:

Resource material for organizing and conducting developmental vocational
guidance programs K -12 is very limited. This is also true in the area of career
exploration. The curriculum in most local schools is so restricted to the academic
requirements that students do not have a chance to explore in the area of
careers which could help them find a real reason for learning 'reading, riting,
and rithmetic.' Students have not been permitted to move into and out of
vocationaltechnical programs and to select mixtures of vocational-technical
and academic courses.

Sandlin and Stevenson suggest that the following trends significantly affect the
job of the teacher and counselor. The trends indicated in the literature are as follows:

1. Toward becoming a career development specialist, assisting students to
formulate a career goal and develop plans for and adopt procedures to
reach that goal. This trend has an opposite to it which is a trend away from
being a crisis-oriented therapist.

2. Toward functioning in such a way as to be prepared to show evidences of
accomplishmentsevaluation. It means the formulation of measurable
objectives by guidance people.

3. Toward considering both interest and aptitude of student in counseling
concerning what is best for the student without prejudice on the part of the
counselor. The counselor must to the extent possible avoid showing to the
student in any way his r...sitii..tion of the student's goals and aims in life.

4. Toward more contact with an involvement of the total community in the
development and function or the .idance programs. Certainly possibly
more of a goal than a trend, but a I 0a-for result.

5. Toward starting career exploration and development work at an earlier age
(elementary school) and making it an on-going developmental process
throughout life.

6. Toward accepting career development as a responsibility of the total school
which cannot be limited to a single discipline or department.

7. Toward accepting responsibility for placement of students and graduates
on jobs in the talking stage at least. As said earlier, too little of it is being
done.

8. Toward more emphasis on providing services for the disadvantaged and
handicapped.

People are asking foi information as to the value or the quality of the career
guidance, counseling, and placement programs. The following data or information
is being asl.ed for or should be supplied in order to evaluate programs of career
guidance, counseling, and placement.

I. Is the guidance program influencing the school curriculum at all levels?
2. Are students making realistic educational and/or vocational plans based

on predetermined interests, test scores, and/or grade point aver ges?
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3. What experiences have students had to develop ability to make educational
and/or vocational decisions?

4. To what extent are post-high school activities of graduates and school
leavers consistent with their high school program?

Other areas of concern were identified but space limitations prohibit their inclusion.
The evaluation of career guidance, counseling, and placement must reflect the

concerns of those who are direct recipients of the services. Sand lin and Stevenson
suggest the following evidences as most often accepted by state-level administra-
tors, regional administrators, local administrators, and teachers, students, and
parents in assessing the quality of guidance programs. Following is the order in
which the evidences for evaluation were ranked by their respondents and their
average rating on an II point scale:

Evidence Average Rating

Extent to which post-high school activities (jobs, additional education, etc.)
of graduates and school leavers are consistent with their high school
program 10.58

Percent of high school graduates who have either a job entry skill or plans
for continuing education 10.27

Extent to which students who are able finish high school 10.22

Percent of students dropping out of college the first year 10.16

Percent of counselor education dealing with occupations requiring voca-
tional-technical training ;0.11

Extent to which student has had experiences which help to develop his
ability to make educational and/or vocational decisions 10.05

Percent of counselor's time spent on activities other than counseling,
guidance, and placement 10.05

Ratio of counselors to students 9.88

Percent of counselors who participated in in-service training for vocational
counseling 9.77

Percent of students who have current occupational information easily ac-
cessible to them 9.77

Percent of time spent by counselor on placement of students and/or school
leavers 9.72

Percent of schools hav,ng a witten plan for guidance services and a job
description for each counselor 9.58

Percent of counselors having up-to-date experience in business and industry
9.55

Number of areas of expertise recue,ei, .i. state staff; i.e., elementary,
testing, vocational, research, eva'..at'on, administration, secondary, infor-
mation, publications 9.52

Percent of junior high school students who have participated in career
exploration and testing for work aptitude 9.44

Percent of counselors having iii-service training in vocational education
avai:able to them 9.44

Extent to which this educational and/or vocational plan is realistic in terms
of students' test scores and/or grade point averages 9.44
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Evidence Ave rage Rating

Percent of vocational student graduates who get a related job or cont it e
in related training 9.27

Knowledge of the extent to which guidance programs pre influencing the
school curriculum at all Invels -.27

The percent of students having an educational and/or vocational plan 8.74

Extent to which materials from state level are identified and/or made
available to local counselors 8.83

Changes in enrollment in vocational programs in school or area school 8-75

Percent of students of different levels of ability participating in vocational
education programs 8.50

Length of time required from request to visit by state staff 8.05

State staff number of visits per school year 7.29

Mean 9.45

The third work group session focused on evaluating career guidance, cos.nseling,
and placement at the local level, Attendance for this session was 162, which is indic-
ative of the enthusiasm generated when convention participants are actively in-
volved. Frank Wellman did an excellent job of describing the necessary proved res
for effective evaluation of vocational guidance. An essential corn ,8--,nent of eva na-
tion is the development of clearly stated objectives that specify what you e:.pect to
occur. Does vocational guidance make a difference? The guidance profession is
being called upon to demonstrate that results of guidance justify the expenditures.
As 'Wellman states, evaluation must include:

I. Traditional evaluation procedures
2. Systems approaches
3. Specification of objectives and outcomes
4. Basic evaluation designs
5. Procedural suggestions for evaluation.

Each of these suggested techniques has values and limitations which must be con-
sidered in selecting the appropriate procedure to evaluate the guidance program.
Space precludes an examination of criteria associated with each procedure. To
provide the essence of Wellman's remarks regarding evaluation, the section dealing
with specification of objectives and outcomes is presented for perusal.
Specifying Workable Objectives and Achievable Outcomes

The specification of meaningful objectives and the use of appropriate criteria to
estimate the achievement of objectives are essential for adequate evaluation. The
difficulties encountered in accomplishing these tasks have, no doubt, discouraged
many guidance workers from undertaking comprehensive outcome studies. The
basic requirements for stating vocational guidance goals, objectives, and outcomes
follow the major parts of the systems model with the added criterion of feasibility
imposed at each step in the process.

1. Objectives should be oriented to identified student needs (educational,
vocational, and social).

2. Objectives should be consistent with sosietal values and professional
philosophy.

3. Objectives should be slated so they can be translated into expected behav-
ioral outcomes (relevant to the primary purposes of vocational guidance).

4. Behavioral outcomes should be defined operationally so that they can Se
quantified in terms of knowledge, skills, performance, and attitudes.

5. The data needed and methods for measuring and reporting behavioral mar i-
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festations should be specified for each objective and outcome.
6. Objectives and outcomes should meet the test of relevancy for the student

sample (such as grade level, sex, etc.) and the operational situation (such as
type of school, demographic characteristics, etc,).

A framework for the specification of guidance objectives and outcome criteria was
eevelopcd in the form of a taxonomy of guidance objectives as part of the proposed
National Study of Guidance. This taxonomy may serve as a guide for the specifica-
tion of vocational guidance objectives and outcomes that meet the above require-
ments and those of the systems model. The following outline shows the major
categories of guidance objectives included in this taxonomy.

1.0 Perceptualization ObjectivesThe development of awareness and -differ-
entiations of relevant environmental and self variables.
1.1 Environmental OrientationKnowledge and understanding of educa-

tional, vocational, and social opportunities, requirements, and expecta-
tions.

1.2 Self OrientationKnowledge and understanding of abilities, limitations,
identities, feelings, and motivations relevant to educational, vocational,
and social development.

2.0 Conceptualization ObjectivesThe process of analyzing relationships, mak-
ing predictions, evaluating consequences, and taking actions relevant to edu-
cational, vocational, and social goals.
2.1 Directional TendenciesFormulation of decisions and plans, and the

development of interests and value attachments which result in increasing
stability and consistency in movement toward educational, vocational,
and social goals.

2.2 Adaptive and Adjustive Behavior Developmen. f coping behavior to
meet educational, vocational, and social requirements and expectations.

3.0 Generalization ObjectivesThe development of a behavior pattern typified
by consistency, commitment, effectiveness, aid autonomy.
3.1 Accommodation--The psychosocial ability to cope with cultural and

environmental demands.
3.2 SatisfactionThe internal self interpretations of environmental trans-

actions.
3.3 MasteryThe congruency of expected or predicted achievement with

external criteria of achievement.

The following example illustrates how the taxonomy can be used for the specifica-
tion of objectives and outcomes. Assuming a group of tenth grade boys in a com-
prehensive high school and using objective 2.21 from the vocational domain of the
taxonomy, the resultant organization for evaluation might be:

Objective: For the studcnt to identify occupational alternatives that are
consistent with his abilities and claimed interests.

Process: Ten-week occupational orientation supplemented with three
individual counseling conferences with each boy.

Expected Outcome That each boy will be able to list at least one occupation con-
sistent with his abilities and claimed interests. and that 75 per-
cent of the boys will be able to list five or more such occupa-
tions.

In sum, evaluation will be expensive and tim:-consuming for many local school
districts. In the long run it may be the best investment as result of the findings
and their influence on what we do. By providing the public with evaluative evidence
of our effectiveness, education will continue to receive the financial support neces-
sary for continual program development.
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The final work group session demonstrated the intensity of commitment that
Guidance Division members made to the program. Well over i 50 participants inter-
acted and reacted for two hours after the Veltman presentation to synthesize the
results of three work group sessions. The positive feedback would suggest that this
procedure be cc isidered by other divisions of AVA to elicit more "grassroots.'
opinion in all areas of concern to the organization.

Part IIComments and Reflections
The final three sessions of the Guidance Division were concerned with a variety

of topics and issues. Research procedures, state plans for vocational education and
guidance., the role of state advisory councils, developing vocational guidance pro-
grams at the elementary level, et tablishing and operating regional career develop-
ment resource centers, and sire. gthening the vocational guidance dimension of
counselor education programs are lau,cative of the wide range of topics available
to participants in the Division's meetings. The following comments are offered to
provide a summary of ideas, suggestions, and goals for the )970's.

The breakfast session on Tuesday was a warm, cordial affair at which 90 Guidance
Division members were treated to an exceptional presentation by Calvin Dellefield,
Executive Director, National Advisory Council on Vocational Education. The es-
sence of this presentation reflected a concern for tasks that remain undone at the
national, state, and local level. For example:

I. Only two persons in the USOE have assigned responsibility to provide national
Leadership for guidance. The Guidance Division must continue to pressure for
changes that will secure the creation of a guidance branch.

2. The USOE is exerting less and less leadership for guidance development, and
this needs rectification.

3. The Guidance Division should influence and develop
a. Changes in training programs for counselors that will reflect work expe-

rience and infcrmatio- about thess)rk world.
b. Evaluation of guid: nc counseling, ..;,d career placement.
c. Follow-up research to ascertain what has happened to the graduates of our

schools.
4. The Guidance Division must exert continued efforts to influence various seg-

ments of the public that vocational education is not for someone else's children.
It is our responsibility for changin, this attitude.

Follow-up study methodology is an effective procedure for obtaining data from
former occupational education students. Th: presentation by Ken Hoyt docu-
mented the experiences and research findings of mailed questionnaire follow-up
methodology conducted as a part of the Specialty Oriented Student Research Pro-
gram. Under Hoyt's direction Donald A. Johnson completed a dissertation that
studied the differences between respondents and non-respondents when various
follow-up approaches are used (1964, University of Iowa). In effect, Johnson studied
differences in percentages of students answering the first year Follow -up question-

variations in addressing envelopes -"Dear Former Student" (printed), "Dear Mr.

dents and non-respondents associated with each of the factors studied. The seven

tech-
nical; (b) four forms of mailingquestionnaire only, questionnaire with insert
asking for employer's name and address, questionnaire with insert promising a copy
cf the results of those answering, and questionnaire with both inserts; and (c) three

Smith" (1) ped individually), and "Dear John" (handwritten)

were in training, he had a variety of characteristics for comparison between tops-in-

student characteristic variables he studied included (a) age. (1.) sex, (3) reported

question-
naire utilizing,: (a) students from three types of schools trade, business, and

Since he had available the original data collected from all students while they
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rank in high school class; (d) student evaluations of training, (c) student scores on
the Dailey Vocational Tests, (f) instructor ratings of students, and (g) type of training
program in which trolled. Johnson analyzed differences between respondents
and non-respondents for each of these seven student characteristics under each of
the varieties of follow-up pro,edures included in the basic design.

There were some differences between respondents and non-respondents in terms
of the seven personal characteristics. If one were to generalize from his findings
and conclusions, it would seem that if one wanted to find a student who would reply
to the follow-up questionnaire, it would be a girl, less than 21 years old, who ranked
in the upper half of her high school graduation class, scored in the upper half on the
tests included in the Dailey Vocational Tests, was ranked in the upper half of stu-
dents by her instructors, and who was enrolled in either a secretarial or clerical
training program. If one were to describe another student using as a basis for
description exactly opposite terms, one would wind up with a description of a per-
son most likely to be a non-respondent. There is no doubt that differences do exist
between respondents and that, as a result, there is some bias in the reported results.

In terms of some of the other factors studied, Johnson found no significant dif-
ferences among the three kinds of salutations placed on the follow-up forms. The
impersonal, printed form that read "Dear Former Speciality School Student" was
just as effective as the individually typed or hand-written form of greeting. lie
found that the "Employer Request" insert markedly lowered percentage of replies
from former trade and technical school students but not former business school
students. The "Promise of Results" insert did not affect replies from either trade
or business school students, but produced significantly lowered percentages of
returns from former technical school students. Enclosing both forms produced the
same kinds of results as enclosing only the "Employer Request" form i.e., sub-
stantially lower returns.

As a result, we now use only the standard, printed salutation, "Dear Former
Specialty Oriented Student." We do not enclose an insert promising a copy of the
results and we do not ask former students for the name and address of their present
employer. We think our procedures are more effective as a result of Johnson's
dissertation.

Caroline Hughes, Secretary, Oklahoma State Advisory' Council for Vocational -
Technical Education, was warmly received by members of Guidance Division. In
an excellent presentation, the rcle and purpose of State Advisory Councils. what
they are, who they are. and their function and interest in guidance were dearly
delineated.

State Advisory Councils are citizen groups with implied rather than direct power
of implementation. Members are appointed for their competence and status in
their communities, representing geographical diversity and bread backgrounds of
expertise and experiences associated with vocational-technic:it education. They
must be independent agents to be effective and have a freedom of par pose to con-
sider aspects which other legal entities do not enjoy. They shou'd be supportisc of,
but not subservient to, St.i:s Boards of Education and State Plans. They are charged
with evaluating present and long range programs, services, and activities of
vocational-technical education, and making recommendations to State Boards for
transmittal to the National Advisory Ccuncil. the Commissions- of Education, and
Ole Congress. The Congressional intent of their function is the integration and
interaction of vocational-technical education and the community at local, state,
and national levels.

Ideally. council membership is representative of business, industry, inanagemcnt.
labor, the general public, and to a lesser degree, education. If a state council is
"loaded" with professional educators, or those appointed for political expediency..
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the educational system is denied objectivity and remains locked within its own
inbred patterns.

The National Council is charged with a continuing assessment of vocational-
technical education and correlating training programs to eliminate interagency
duplication. Local advisory committees should he representative of employers and
fellow workers at the grass roots level; qualified to make recommendations regard-
ing course offerings and content, and selection and placement of equipment: and
capable of familiarizing local citizenry with vocational-technical programs at job
entry levels, as well as supplemental training opportunities.

Following these two excellent papers, Charles Foster described the essential
elements for a successful state plan for vocational educational which includes
guidance. The role of the state guidance supervisor for leadership has changed and
demands an expertise that supersedes the supervision of counselors. His leadership
now seems to me to be more global; rather than working principally with individual
counselors, he needs to be examining issues, looking at trends, studying legislation
both state and federal, and assisting 'a the preparation of legislation, as well as
providing guidelines and help to counselors, administrators, and others in meeting
and providing for the changing guidance needs of their society.

The State Plan for Vocational Education is now an annual affair with a five-year
projection. Guidance is a part of each of these S'.ate Plans. Is the state guidance
supeo.isor having any input in this Plan? What are the guidance possibilities under
this Act? Time does not permit us to mention them all at this time, and probably
the speaker could not name all of them if time did permit, but here are a few:

I. Individual differences must be taken into account. Guidance personnel
cLn identify the needs of the disadvantaged and the handicapped, as well
as the special vocational needs of the normal students. The counselor is
supposed to represent the student to administrators and teachers for equal
educational opportunity, as well as to enable the individual to realize his
potential.

2. Guidance personnel should be provided for and funded from the disad-
vantaged and handicapped monies.

3. Exemplary programs a:id projects are possible under this Act. Missouri
has a career orientation program at the elementary school level funded
with 5100,000 out of the S126,003 available through this portion of the Act.

4. Funding of counselor education is one of the uses for federal funds.
5. Reimbursement should be made for secondary, postsecondary, and junior

college vocational-technical guidance programs. The local school must be
sure it does not supplant local financial effort.

6. The audience is no doubt aware of the new and expanded part of (I e
definition for vocational guidance which sass, " . for the purpose of
facilitatng occupational choicc.. This part allows the development of
group guidance ,prevocational at the elementary school level as well as
at the secondary school level.

7. Individual and group instruction is a part of the vocational guidance defini-
tion under this Act.

8. Research is mandated and funded under the Act. Studies of guidance
shoeld be implemented through research funds.

9. the Act pros ides lot an adequate vocational guidance personnel staff at
he state level.

10. In-service education is possible for local school guidance personnel.
11. Counselor edacator meetings are an additional possibility. 1 his cm:bles

the state guidance supervisor to enlist them in assisting him in the solution
of guidance problems in the state.
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These are a few of the possibilities. I am sure that many of you in the audience
can think of others. Where does this leave the guidance profession? Do the voca-
tional education personnel request assistance from the state guidance supervisors
in every state? For some reason the answer is It seems to the speaker that the
opportunities are so great for the growth and development of guidance under this
Act that every guidance supervisor needs to become informed and then knock on
the door of the vocational enterprise and offer assistance. This Act mandates co-
operation inter- and intra-agency.

The comments front Foster exemplify the concern of Guidance Division members
for concerted action in elevating guidance services to a position of importance in
State Plans. Certainly, the support of every one of us will be needed to meet this
challenge.

SHARE and TELL
The final session of the Guidance Division involved the Fopular "Share and Tell'

concept, which provides members a broad overview of action projects Each of the
five presentations reflected the enthusiasm of g! idance personnel from a wide
geographical region. From Alaska, Illinois, Maryland, and New Hampshire
strategics for strengthening vocational guidance and counseling were shared with
the membership. Key excerpts from each cf the five presentations have been
selected to acquaint others with the programs.
Establishing and Operating Csreer Development Centers in Appalachia, Maryland.
This program was reported on by James W. Wilson. Career Development Coordina-
tor for Western Maryland, Hagerstown, Maryland. In addition to several ARC-
EPDA projects, the Maryland State Department of Education appropriated funds
to establish a Career Development Center in Western Maryland. This center was
established to develop programs and plans to facilitate the following career devel-
opment objectives:

1. To help individuals develop self-understanding
2. To help individuals develop understanding of the range of career and edu-

cational options
3. To help individuals use the decision-making process
4. To help in lividuals articulate a smoother transition from school to further

education or employment.
Other specific objectives include the following:

I. To work and support EPDA/A RC projects in the Tri-County area.
2. To work -losely with State Department of Education. Interdivisional Task

Force on Career Development.
3. To work with administrators and supervisors in the Tri-County area in

developing and implementing plans for career development.
4. To operate staff development and demonstration programs related to

career development concepts, and to use commt nity and business resources
in developing occupational information material and placement programs.

5. To carry out on-going evaluation of career development programs and dis-
seminate information about program. development.

The Career Development Center in Western Maryland began with funds appro
priated for n coordinator and a secretary, and funds for a limited computerized
information system in one large high school. It is possible that many other areas
may begin with similar operations in the future.

Perhaps some of the activities that have taken place during these first few months
sn Western MaryLnd may be of interest to those planning similar career develop-
own center,. After four months of operation the following pr, ,rams and activities
have been initiated:
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I. The Interactive Learning System has been installed at South Hagerstown
High School. A unique characteristic of this particular installation is that no addi-
tional personnel are required. The operation of the system is under the supervision
of the guidance department, but the operators are seven competent, fully trained
senior students. This has been working extremely well and certainly eliminates
additional cost.

2. Supervisors and other key personnel in the Tri-County area came together to
discuss how each is or can be involved.in career development. Dr. Kenneth Hoyt
explained the governmental involvement and obligations to such programs and the
outlook for the continuation and addition of programs during the next decade, as
well as our basic responsibility to youth in occupational awareness and career
development.

3. As a direct result of the above-mentioned meeting, some curricula are already
undergoing a change. The world of work and occupational awareness is now be-
coming an integral part of English, social studies, etc.

4. The Total Placement Program is what operates in most secondary schools; we
make a valiant effort to channel college-bound students through the counsc'or to
use the siablished application procedures for college acceptance. 'Thus, these
students for the most part are assisted in their career planning and have formu-
lated definite plans for their immediate future.

Stale Level Planning for Vocational Guidance Programs. State Joel planning was
reported on by Wanda Cockney, Supervisor of Guidance, Alaska State Department
of Education, Juneau, Alaska. The Division of Vocational Education has proposed
a plan that entails the organization of career development centers in each of the
regional schools, proposed and existing. The State Plan calls for each region to
have a school with a comprehensive vocational education program. The programs,
of course, will vary in different parts of the state. Some of these schools mentioned
will be the expansion of existing schools, some will be new schools. The regional
school, will have be rding facilities for those within the region that do not live at
the site of the school.

The Career Development Centers that will be established will be comprised of
various divisions:

1. Occupational information systems
Resource materials
Instructional units
Human resource inventory file

2. Vocational counseling and diagnosis
Diagnostic testing
Decision-making skills
Interpretation of test data

3. Rural school field service
Articulate program
Itinerant counselors
Resource person to rued teacher!.

4. Placement and follow-up
5. Teacher /Counselor in-service training

Doeloping Vocational Guidance Programs in the Elementary School. A report
was given by Josephine Ilayslip, Director of Guidance, Littleton Public C hods,
Littleton, New Hampshire. The elementary school vocational guidance program
doeloped by the Bethlehem Elementary School, Bethlehem, New Hampshire. was
the focus of this paper. Developing the vocational guidance program involved the
following:
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Step One: We surveyed the teachers to determine what occupations they felt
were being sufficiently covered in their classrooms and in what areas they felt they
could use resource information and resource people. Bethlehem has no guidance
counselor, so the success of the program will depend upon the enthusiastic coopera-
tion and participation of the teachers. We used the main and subtitles from the
Occupational Outlook Handbook and asked each teacher in grades one through
eight to place a one beside occupational areas which he felt he was covering suffi-
ciently and a two beside those which he could use more resource information about.

Step Two: We surveyed the parents. Although the return was low, we received
an interesting crosssection or occupations willing to participate in the program.
The survey simply read, "In cooperation with the guidance department at Littleton
High School, the Bethlehem Elementary' School teachers are participating in a
vocational guidance program. One aspect of this program will involve adult mem-
tiers or the community -parents and other interested adults will talk with young
people about their occupations. Please indicate on the attached form if you would
be interested in participating in this program." Replies came from a banker, a ser-
vice station manager, a part-time secretary, a telephone installer, a plumber, a
housewife, a carpenter-mason, a shoe factory' worker, and a Ski-Doo dealer.

Step Three: We surveyed three classes --grades six, seven, and eight- adapting
a survey model found is the ERIC System. Not until we did 'his survey did I really
begin to fed some shared enthusiasm. I would recommend to anyone attempting a
similar project that he start with the kids; this is really where it's at. The youngsters
were enthusiastic and contributive, with some expected and unexpected results. To
the question, "What kind of work does your father (or mother) do?" the youngsters
wanted to put down all the things they did, not just the main wage earning task.
Most or them knew, or thought they knew, exactly what their parents did for a
living. These_ are some typical examples: the corn merchandise director for the
Littleton Stamp and Coin Company since seventeen years old; he works at the
hospital as an administrator; he is retired but he was in the army for twenty years;
she is a part-time secretary; she's just a plain old housewife.

In Bethlehem all the planning has been done cooperatively. Youngsters and adults
seem interested and enthusiastic. We're not getting this "Ugh, one more thing to
do" attitude. Another emphasis to be made is that so Far the project has cost very
little money, for interested people have contributed both information and the
talent. A couple of field trips are in the works, but only those students previously
indicating an interest will be taken by car to visit the hospital, the furniture Factory,
an artist's studio, etc.
Strengthening the Vocational Guidance Dimension of Counselor Education Pro-
gras. Richard Bradley, Southern Illinois University', Carbondale, Illinois, included
as a highlight of this presentation an analysis of real and ideal coverage for 22
typical occupational information topics as rated by counselors and counselor edu-
cators. Inspection of the data reveals several discrepancies between what prac-
ticing counselors want and what their professors provide. For example:

I. Counselors want more of their training to include information regarding
occupational trem:s, evaluation of vocational information, value of work to
man, teaching occupations classes, conducting vocational research, and
using career information in counseling.

2. Counselor educators in Bradley's sample felt that they were providing
training in the above areas. The perceptions of the counselor sample indi
sate a discrepancy and suggest the nccd for greater articulation within
progNms of counselor training regarding occupational information topic!..
A final point is that counselors would like more training in test interprcta-
tation, conducting followup studies, and referral and placement. It woul
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be advantageous to re-examine our course offerings in counselor education
programs to assure adequate coverage of these areas.

Junior High School Career Exploration. Kenneth B. Hoyt, Professor of Education,
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, performed the difficult task of
serving as archorman at the close of a stimulating and lively convention. Ken is to
be congratulated for assuming the role and performirg so capably. In short, his
charge to the audience called for greater emphasis in the junior high school on
career development. Junior High is not too early but almost too late to begin.
Guidance personnel are urged to consider the counseling concept of "helping
students not to go to college."

Counselor education must meet this challenge by going into the field and schools
where the action is. Unless a concerted effort is forthcoming from the schools of
education, we will see changes in the school emanate at the grassroots level. Skill
centers, such as those funded by MDTA, will initiate changes that will influence
school curricularns and reach those youngsters who have not succeeded in "typical"
school programs, To achieve this goal a massive attack on the attitudes of counselors,
teachers, and other staff members toward career development and exploration is a
first requisite before changes can be incorporated in classroom activities and cur-
riculum. A team dsvelopment approach that will utilize he skills of the industrial
arts, horae economics, a-i counseling staff should be used to change attitudes and
stitbuiate career exploration in the classroom. Counselors should not teach career
exploration, but should act as tha change agent or catalyst to pull the diverse forces
within the school together in a solid team approach for career development.

In retrospect, the 1970 AVA Convention was nostalgic about its review of past
successes. But in anticipation of the future, it is even more exciting when we consider
the tremendous challenges that face all divisions. For the Guidance Division the
Convention is our moment of truth. We know where we have been and what we
have accomplished. Our challenge is to move from Om is to what should be: the
provision of quality career guidance, counseling, and placement for all youth in the
United States. Guidance is not just for those who occupy favored positions in the
social strata guidance is a privilege and right for all. Our challenge is to insure
that this mandate is met In the 1970's. Best wishes for a successful year.
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POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING

December 4,

Presiding: DALE F. PETERSEN
Recorder: LEwt.: D. Floo.owAY

Chairman Dale Petersen called the meeting to order at 9:20 A.M. in suite 4,
terrace of the Jung Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana. Present were Mary Vick,
Mildred Mason, Joan Stoddard, Lewis D. Holloway, Wilma Gillespie, Marian
Thomas, Elizabeth Kerr, Ellen Abbott, Louise aid Dale Peterson. Louise
Harding and Robert M. Tomlinson were absent. Several guests were in attendance.

The minutes of the spring meetings were approved as printed. Chairman Peter-
sen gave a brief summary of the annual report which he had made to the AVA
Board of Directors. Committee members were given copies of this report, highlights
of which ., Juded the high priority of establishing liaison committees, the difficulty
of getting divisional committees functioning, and poor communication within AVA
committees. A paper was given by the chairman on tt-e effects of conversion to the
metric system on health occupations education.

There was discussion regarding the election of Policy Committee members, since
the terms of Louise Harding and Robert M. Tomlinson expire this year. An election
will he held at the Tuesday business meeting.

The need for a program chairman for the 1971 convention in Portland was also
discusseu. It was moved by Joan Stoddard and seconded by Mildred Mason that
Gordon Olson, Division Head, Mount Hood Community College, be asked to serve
in this capacity. The motion carried.

When Chairman Petersen presented information and materials regarding the
operating policies for our Division, there were some discrepancies found between
the policies and AVA By-Laws. The revisions will be presented at the business
meeting on Tuesday'. The AVA Board has accepted the policies, as revised, subject
to approval of the changes by our Division.

Milford Rosendahl reported that our Division had a membership of 899 as of
November 10, 1970, as compared with 643 on the same date one year ago. Our
membership as of June 30, 1970, was 1,088. A brochure has been developed to
assist in membership activities: copies were distributed. Mrs. R1,-.;ndahl also
reported on a survey to determine the extent of HOE divisions within slate voca-
tional associations. Of the 29 states replying to date, 13 had HOE divisions, 5 were
in the vocess of developing divisions, and II indicated no division and no activity
toward this goal.

Marian Thomas rer Jrted on the activities of the Resolutions and Program of
Work Committee. Mildred Mason and Ellen Abbott were appointed to serve with
Marian Thomas as an ad hoc subcommittee to draft possible resolutions, and Helen
Powers was asked to serve as consultant to this subcommittee. Suggestions for
resolutions were made in the areas of interdisciplinary activities. leadership devel-
opment, and youth clubs. Resolutions were to be brought before the membership
at the Saturday business meeting. Marian 1 homas distributed a form which is
being considered to 0.31. ne the 1971 Program of Work.

Chairman Petersen briefly discussed budgetary matters and indicated he had
been able to obtain an additional $560 from the AVA Board for operating expenses.
Petersen announced that the spring meetings of the Policy Committee would be
held in St. Louis on March 4, 5, and 6, 1971. Other activities were discussed.

The meeting was adjourned at 11:10 A.M.
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PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS

GENERAL SESSIONDECEMBER 5

Theme: Analysis of Occupations and Tasks in the Health Occupations as a
Basis for Evaluation and Career Mobility
Chairman: WILMA GILLESPIE
Hostess: SOPHIA METZLER
Recorder: MARIAN THOMAS
Topic I: Health Senices Mobility StudyCareer Ladders
Speaker: ELEANOR GILPATRICK, Director, Health Services Mobility Study

The health services field is an industry which delivers a product called health
services. Many of its institutions may be nonprofit, but managements must still pa!
for inputs, including equipment and labor. Payments are received for services, and
scarce resources must be allocated among alternative uses. Any policies for the
attainment of socially desirable ends, such as improved care, equal access to care,
and upward mobility for health workers, must take account of economic lerces, if
only to be able to utilize or circumvent their effects. For this reason, our approach
is a systems approach. It rejects the position that upward mobility is achievable
because it is good. It must be achieved because it solves problems.

We are developing a methodology and strategies which build on the fact that
health institutions need to draw on existing employees in a sound, systems-based
program of upward mobility if they are to deliver quality services and fill shortages
at professional and skilled levels. Since upper-level occupations in health require
academic training and are surrounded by credential barriers, career ladders in
health must 1.-c accompanied by curriculum ladders. We seek to minimize the train-
ing distances between steps in a career ladder by building on related, already-
existing skill and knowledge requirements in lower-level jobs.

We identify the work activities of jobs as "tasks. Task identification makes it
possible to restructure jobs so as to eliminate the duplication of lower-level activities
by higher-level personnel and makes it possible to create intermediary jobs where
none exist. Our method then identifies and rates the requirements of task perfor
mance with respect to learnable skills and knowledge. This permits us to group tasks
into a hierarchy according to similarities of skills and knowledge. The result is the
creation of skill and knowledge task families. Job ladders can be built from these
related tasks with minimum need for additional skill and knowledge training to
move up the ladders. The identification of learnable skills and knowledge Nil! be
translated into a curriculum analysis and design methodology.

Out method is being empirically field-tested. It is learnable by persons who are
not themselves health p,actitioners and is designed to be built into the manpower
function of an institution. The eefioitions and ,tales are all usable in any context or
industry, so ladders and lattices can be built across departments.

I would like to stress a specific point for this audience. Career ladders in health
cannot be accomplished without major changes in educational institutions. Par-
ticularly those involved in "vocational education" must be willing to reject the
concept of terminal programs in favor of the concept of continuous educational
programs with exit points along Me way.

There can be no upward job mobility if the employed student must start all over
again with an entire program of study designed for each scraLte title on a job
ladder. Curricula must be creditz`le in higher -level programs. Common contents
must be acknowledged, and tosser-level programs must be designed to meet rc-
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quirements which will be encountered later on.

Topic: UCLA ProjectsHealth Occupations Task Analysis and Evaluation
Speaker. ROBERT R. H ENRICH, Senior Assc:iate Director, Allied Health Professions

Professions Research and Instruction Projects, UCLA
My presentation today will be a discussion of a curriculum development program

based on task analysis with which I am involved through the Allied Health Profes-
sions Projects at UCLA.

The increase in manpower for the Allied Health Professions, and the necessary
accompanylog development of curricula are topics of great concern in the United
States today. At least four factors came to mind in explanation of the initiation of
our Project. factors I should like to consider are the following:

I. The overall costliness of medical care in the United States today.
2. The acute shortage of health care personnel.
3. The method of delivery of health care services and the pending changes

in that system or non-system, depending on your point of view.
4. The lack of adequate training for health personnel.

I should like to discuss somewhat in detail how these four points relate to the devel-
opment of Allied Health :urriculums.

The first reason for the interest in Allied Health manpower is the all-time high
cost of medical care in the United States and the (act that. depending on whose

.11istics you use, somewhere between 60 and 70 percent of all medical costs are for
personnel. One must conclude, therefore, that we should interest ourselves in the
most efficient utilization of personnel. z, few statistics, though not new, show a
continuing trend.

These figures come from a Senate report of the 89th Congress and relate specifi-
cally' to total medical service expenditures. In 1950. the United States spent 13
billion dollars on health care service. In 1960, we more than doubled that expendi-
ture to 27 billion. By 1965, a period of 5 years, the figure was nearly double again,
to 40 billion. So we can sec that there has been a fantastic rise in the cost of medical
care, and the public is becoming more and more aware that despite even higher
costs, there are problems in health care.

The second point we are discussing is the shortage of manpower. Our experts
tell us that we will need more and more people to provide adequate services. From
the Senate report we mentioned earlier, we learn that we have a critical need for
dental hygienists. We employed 15.000 dental hygienists in 1965. and our needs
are estimated at 42,000 by 1975. The same increasing needs exist in other health
areas. For example, in 1965 we employed 32,000 medical technologists; we will
require 100,000 in 1975. And in yet another field, that of x-ray, we employed 70.000
technicians in 1965 and will need 100.000 by 1975. These are tremendous increases.
Our experts in private enterprise and in .overnment, including those involved in
the management of health care systems, tell us that we will in the future be us ng
more Allied Health professionals and fewer M.D.'s to deliver health care to the
population. This is one of the major reasons for the call for greater numbers of
Allied Health personnel. The report showed an increase of 50 percent in the Allied
Health professions between 1950 and 1960, while the number of M.D.'s went up
only 18 percent in direct ratio with the rise in population. We cannot, therefore,
train enough phys;cians to meet the ever-increasing demands for health care and
must depend for the future on Allied aealth professionals

Our third point is probably the most discussed questien today relating to the
health of the nation: the system (or nonsystem) of deliv.ry of health care services
to the population. Many experts have stated that the next five years we
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will have a national health insurance program, and that private enterprise, the
hospitals, and the physicians have failed to take leadership and therefore the
government will prchably fill the void.

In many small communities, particularly in the Midwest, we no longer have a
physician in residence and therefore we do not provide basic medical care. We also
have no control over duplication of services. The fault in this matter lies possibly
with the boards of directors of the hospitals. We might have two cobalt units in
the same community, each being used only 20 hours a week. And we have the prob-
lem of hospitals operating five Jays a week when they could be operating seven
days a week.

Our fourth point is the lack of adequate training for health personnel.
After we recognize all the problems that I have mentioned and all the needs that

seem to be forthcoming, is there something we can do about it? President Johnson's
Commission on Health Manpower offered the following ideas: First, let's train to
do the job. Let's experiment with classification and roles. Let's see if the shortage
that is forecast is actually all shortage or partly a misallocation of person, cl.

Early in 1968, the Office of Education invited proposals for research and develop-
ment programs to stimulate the recruitment and training of manpower for the
Allied Health occupations. A proposal submitted by the Division of Vocational
Education, University of California, Los Angeles, was approved and funded for a
four-year period. The grant of funds for the proposed program, totaling 1.5 million
dollars, was authorized under provisions of the Vocational Education Act of 1963.
The initiators of the proposal were Melvin L. Barlow, Director of the Division of
Vocational Education and Professor of Education; Miles II. Anderson, Director of
Clinical Instructor Training for the Allied Health Professions; and David Allen,
Coordinator, Professional Resources Development Unit, Bureau of Industrial
Education, California State Department of Education.

The grant has two major goals, the first being to develop innovative preservice
and in service curricula and educational materials based on task analysis for ap-
proximately k8 Allied Health professions up to the Associate of Arts degree. The
second goal was to update these curricula and all other curricula that we discovered,
and to become a center for the dissemination of such materials.

At this point, I should like to discuss our first goal. For each occupation selected,
our staff, with the advice and guidance of a National Technical Advisory Commit-
tee and utilizing expert consultants as needed, will complete the following:

I. Identification and listing of all possible tasks (task inventory) within the func-
tional area described. This was accomplished through survey of general literature:
correspondence with occupational professional groups; and review of existing
procedures, policy manuals, instructional materials and curricula, and existing task
inventories, such as Christal's work at Lackland AEB and the Bartch studies. Task
inventories have been developed for more than 12 occupations.

2. Verification of tasks ---a process which might include a survey or field test to
determine appropriateness of the task list to the occupational category under
consideration.

The Project has gone out in the field in all our occupations to survey the tasks, to
find out what people are actually doing on the job, and to enable us to design
curricula based on what is being done, National Technical Advisory Committees
are selected in each occupational area as the governing body for that area, and will
have the right to reject some of the tasks found in the field if they feel that changing
technology dictates change or that a task is inappropriate.

Our survey sample included 48 facilities in 6 metropolitan areas. The areas were
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Boston, Chicago, Birmingham, Los Angeles, Seattle, and Denver. In each geo-
graphical area, facilities were chosen with rural and urban mix in a 200-mile radius.
There were two hospitals of 200 beds or more, two hospitals with 100.200 beds,
two hospitals with 100 beds or less, and two facilities for extended care.

3. Determination of the processes involved in performance of the task and
determination of the knowledge and skills required for satisfactory accomplishment
of each task.

Task analysis and interim reports have been published for seven occupations
pharmacy, purchasing, medical records, nursing, EEG, and dentistry. Quantitative
data analysis includes what tasks are accomplished, who does them, how often, how
difficult the tasks are, and if supervision is required. In the near future interim
reports and task analysis will be available in social service. clinical laboratory, and
inhalation therapy. Dietary, ward administration. and hospital engineering are
presently in the survey phase.

4. Development of behavioral objectives (performance goals). These have gen-
erally been developed for all occupations where task inventories have been devel-
oped. Such a procedure is based on the theory that if we know the tasks we want
the student to perform, we can state that he is to perform these tasks in an accept-
able manner. The difficulty comes in determining what is acceptable. In some cases
we have used expert committees to judge subjectively. The final limits will probably
come. however, when the instructional materials are evaluated in field testing.

S. Development of curriculum, including consideration of the career ladder
concept, continuing education. attainment of degree objectives. and transferability
of credits earned.

6. Development of innovative instructional materials and instructor manuals
in modular form leading eventually to core curricula and exemplary curricula for
each occupational category.

Core curriculum has been postponed except for subcorcs until we find out what
is happening in all occupational areas. Subcores have been developed in the dental
field and in nursing.

Instructional modules have been developed in medical records, pharmacy. pur-
chasing, dentistry. orthotics, clinical laboratory and nursing.

7. Testis, instructional materials preceded by in- service teacher education.
Testing has occurred in medical records, purchasing, clinical laboratories, and
nursing.

8. Evaluation of student performance by measuring attainment of bchaxioral
objectives.

9. Production of instructional materials
10. Distribution of materials.

GENERA'. SESSIONDECEMBER 6
Theme: Evaluation
Co-chairmen: boats ScHmtin & ROBI RT TOW 'MON
Hostess: BONNIE GLOVER
Recorder: ANNA PASSAREI LO
Topic The Structure and Purposes of ilaluation in N'ocationat and Technical

Education
Speaker: Re etRT N I.VANS, Professor. Vo.-alional llt:,hnic,11 I

crsifs of
Pie goal of esaluation is to determine the of so:.iciliing I he role of
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tion depends on what something and whose standard of worth. Evaluation helps us
to make wise decision,. If we know what decisions need to be made, we have clues
as to shai something needs evaluation and whose standards of worth should apply.
For example, a decision will be made as to who gets licensed in a particular occupa-
tional field. What something will be evaluated? Will it be performance? On what?
Whose standards of worth will :pply?

In the first graduating class from an Associate Degree Nursing Program. three
girls failed State Board Examinations. Decisions had to be made as to which student,
were to be admitted to that nursing program in the future and which should be
failed or counseled out of the program after having been admitted. What something
would be evaluated? (Is she likely. to do well on State Board Examinations? Did she
perform well on tasks similar to those called for in State Examinations?) Whose
standards of worth were to apply, those of the State Board or of the lead instructor?

The President of the Community College noted that one-fourth of those students
who apply are accepted, that one-half of training stations are empty' at the start of
the year, that half the students admitted flunked out, and that failures are in
nursing courses rather than in general education. He noted further that all students
are now passing State Board Examinations some 200 points above the cutting score.
What decisions are to be made? What something will be evaluated? (High board
scores? High program costs per student'? High number of applicants rejected? High
number washed out? Performance of the program administrator?) Whose standards
of worth will apply? (Those of the program administrator? Those of the president'?
Those of rejected applicants and their parents?)

Obviously' it makes a difference whar decisions need to be made, what something
will be evaluated, and whose standards of worth will be applied,

Robert Stake of the University. of Illinois has identified two contrasting approaches
to evaluation, "rationalism" and "empiricism." The rational approach is ernpha-
stied by many of the new generation of planners. It calls for planning in advance,
moving from theory to hypothesis, and from program rationale to specific practice.
Program planning and budgeting system, are an example of a "rational" approach.
The empirical approach is used by most teachers. They act. observe, get experience.
and assemble their experiences into gererali/ations.

The rational approach is internally consistent, but the focus is so sharp that ideas
outside the field of view are ignored. The empirical approm also has difficulties
it k the route that may be taken by the laiy and the incompetent. Too often. we
spend a lifetime getting experience and never place this experience into a structure
which leads to generali/ations.

The rational approach k favored by the Dcrense Department. They ask question,
such a, how to maximiie the number of tons of bombs to be dropped on a jungle.
but they may not have enough experience to know that bombing a juogle does not
produce result,. Too often the "rational- planner is not willing to listen to those
who have experience. The empirical approach as used by teachers often means
that when something desirable happens, you reward it. You choose immediate and
long-term goals. You plan instruction for short-term goals. but when a chance oc
currence shows the time is ripe and if the chance topic is in line with longterm
goals. you pursue it. For example, if you are discussing geriatric care, describing
the characteristics of old people, and a student as aboct the morals of prolonging
life for the incurably ill, you are faced with a decision. Should you reward the que,-
lion and pursue it. or give a ,hurt answer and return to the lesson outline' ii depend,
on your long-range goals. The rational approach usually would cut Out the question.

becau,c it was co. scheduled for discussion al that time.
c need both the empirical and rational approakhes. I he empirical approach
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works best when you don't know much about the thing being evaluated. The ra-
tional approach works best When you know a great deal about what is and is not
important.
The Structure of Evaluation

A "rational- structure too often means that an outside organization sets standards
(for example. the State Department or a professional association). The standards
are specific. (1800 clock hours of training: a rcore of 350 on a specified test; 6 years
of occupational experience for all teachers). The school must meet standards, or
there is a penalty (loss of funds, loss of accreditation). Students are logically related
to performance (1800 hours of training produces better results than 1200 hours plus
400 hours of general education).

Under the empirical approach, the training agency, employers, and the commu-
nity set tentative standards, with an agreement that standards will be changed in
the future. Standards are specific in terms of performance. but fk..xible with regard
to method and timing. Penalties are minimal and are tied to failure to perform
rather than to hours of training, etc. Rewards (praise, added funds, etc.) are sub-
stantial, and are tied to excellent performance.

I n the early stages, standards are determined empirically (if it works. continue it),
rather than determined by logic (it ought to work because it is in agreement with
theory). Later, as theory gets better, logic can replace empiricism.

Agencies for Evaluation
Professional associations worry about professionals, not about ut-. ers. Insiders

control things like grandfather (and grandmother) clauses. am.' Lniphasts is on
raising standards to keep outsidcu out. State certification agencies are arms of
professional associations.

Powerful evaluation agencies of the future will not worry so rn.Jch :bout insiders
but will worry more about outsiders and clients. When union arc ',,ressured to
accept apprentices who "don't meet standards," plumbers say sincere,: "hut if ,ae
take substandard apprentices, the health of the nation will suffer.- Ho.aecr if
one-half or three- fourths of the training stations in a health r try s priTram
are vacant, doesn't this effect the health of the nation, too?

State advisory councils look at health manpower shortages and at the sls -' growth
of health occupations program graduation lists and wonder why. 1 hey look ,,t health
occupations education programs that give no credit for previous tr tiring and expe-
ricnce in related fields and wonder why. They look at programs s.huh give credit
by examination but find that no one has ever passed a challenge exam, and they
wonder why. Student groups and client groups will be asking similar qw...tions in
the future.

Structure for Evaluation in the Future
Evaluation will require inside and outside evaluation, rational .valuation and

empirical evaluation. The evaluation structure needs help from ihject mailer
experts who can suggest mays of determining the worth of each thil 1 , e arc doing.
it needs help in choosing what things should be evaluated fast. It in
deciding whose standards of worth are to apply. It does not need help i deciding
if evaluation will be done. That is decided; it will be done. It does rot n cd help in
deciding if outsiders will help with evaluation. That is already decided. and out-
siders will participate. The only question for us is, Who are we prep ring to help
insure that evaluation will be fair and will result in improved 0. cr. of health
services?

lopic II: Problems and Approaches in Student haluation
Speaker !MAR,' I ti,sBFn }t MittiKFN,Associate Professor.Dcpartr of \ itior +I
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and Technical Education, Marshall University
(Copies of an expanded treatment of this topic will be available from the Depart-

ment of Vocational-Tec!.nical Education, Marshall University. Requests should
specify Monograph :2 in addition to above title.)

The pervasiveness of evaluation is matched by its ambiguities, which possibly
indicate; the complexity of the evaluative process. This complexity is at last begin-
ning to yield to division into workable components, as highly competent people
address themselves to the problem. We now are seeing the emergence of sys
temaiic approaches--some high]) sophisticated to the identification of specific
behavioral changes, to quantification in the measurement of such changes, and to
clarification of the rotes and purposes of evaluation at various levels of the educa-
tional and administrative structures. These advances provide a solid foundation
for next steps in establishing precise procedures for evaluation at the instructional
level.

Unfcrtunately:, the probability that there wi11 be any real impact on evaluation in
the classroom remains low. Before students can benefit from the advantages of
precise evaluation procedures, facilitating conditions and know-how must Filter
down to the instructional level. Classrooms, laboratories, shops, work stationsall
learning settings, if you will- must be characterized by systematic evaluation pro-
cedures which are highly objective and which measure learning outcomes in terms
of change in the learner's behavior potential rather than in terms or course content
which has been covered. This must become the commonplace, the expected condi-
tion in any instructional setting, rather than the exception.

It is the purpose or this presentation To present some possible approaches to
bringing about these facilitating conditions by dealing with existing obstacles and
by refining present evaluation procedures at the instructional level. The overriding
question is, How can we bring about a condition in which every student enrolled in
an educational program will receive honest, highly objective assessments or his
learning progress at regular intervals, with this assessment provided to the student
in terms of informational feedback which will assist him in directing his !earning
effort?

The following have been identified as existing obstacles to widespread usage of
refined evaluation procedures at the classroom level;

I. Confusion regarding the purpose of evaluation of students
2. Limitations in teacher-competence for designing precise measurement

tools and systematic procedures
3. Restrictive administrative factors
4. Lack of clear differentiation between evaluative data with implications for

programs, teacher performance, student performance, the school_ setting,
and the work setting.

Each of these problems is amendable through the provisions of in-service activi-
ties and consultative assistance, and through administrative commitment to provid-
ing that over-all condition which would facilitate refinement of evaluation proce-
dures at the classroom level.

The following propositions are offered as approaches needed For taking full
advantage of currently: available techniques For evaluation of student performance:

I. The purpose of evaluation of s udents needs clarification; until and unless such
clarification occurs at the instructional level evaluation of students is likely to be
dysfunctional.

2. Educational administroiors must provide Facilitating conditions for planning
and developing the procedures for classroom assessment of learning.

3. Educational personnel must clearly differentiate among those kinds of evalaa
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live data with implications for the School setting, the program or course of instruc-
tion, the teacher's performance, the work setting, and the student's performance.

4. Classroom evaluation pz ocedures must be radically modified to bring them in
line with the current state of the art of evaluation.

Topic III: Quantifying Occupation information for Program and Curriculum
Lsaluation

Speaker: RAYMOND CHRISIAL, Occupational and Career Development Branch,
Personnel Division (AF1IRL), Lackland Air Force Base

Two important questions concerning a vocational and technical education pro-
gram are how to teach and what to teach. In recent years there has been a great
deal of research with respect to the first question, leading to innovations such as
programmed learning textbooks, self-paced and individualized instructional pro-
grams, teaching machines. improved video and audio teaching aids, facilities for
increased "hands on" experience, and computer-controlled learning centers. There
has been considerably less research with r pect to the second question. which
logic dictates should receive first priority.

It is particularly important in the area of vocational and technical education to
orient training toward the work tasks and jobs which students are likely to encounter
after graduation. Unfortunately, there is insufficient information available on which
to judge the probability that a graduate will need a particular skill. Data collected
by job analysts do not serve this purpose. Costs prohibit analysts from studying
more than a small sample of jobs in an occupational domain, and no two analysts
will describe a job in exactly. the same terms, making it impossible to quantify the
information they collect.

For the past 12 years, the Personnel Division of the Air Force Ullman Resources
Laboratory has conducted research on new methods for collecting and quantifying
occupational data. As part of this project, information has been collected describing
150,000 jobs at the work-task level. Although these data are used for many purposes,
one of the large pay-off areas has been in curriculum evaluation,

Millions of dollars have been saved by cutting "deadwood" out of courses that
is, training in skills which students are highly unlikely to need in the job setting. In
other instances, blocks of traininn base b.en mov-d from entry-level to advanced
courses, in order to provide skills at the point in time when the are required. Again.
it has been found necessary in some instances to spit general courses into sclera]
shorter and more specific courses in order to provide each individual with only
those skills he will need.

Obviously no program can train students in every task in an occupational domain.
1hcrefore some method is required to select that subset of tasks which will yield
the highest pay-off value. A method for task selection is described which involves
giving consideration to such factors as the probability that the task will be encoun-
tered at various points in time after graduation.. the perishability of the skill; the
cost-effectiveness of teaching the skill in a formal classroom setting versus teaching
it in the job setting; the frequency of inadequate performance; the consequence of
inadequate performance; the probability that the skill will be needed in an emer-
gency situation; transferability of the skill; and trainability of the skill. A mathe-
matical model is described for combining data on such factors into a composite
reflecting the importance of including training in a skill as a curriculum clement.
Some attention is given to other methodoloi.ies dcselopcd within military settings
which may have value for [lose associated with socational and tes.:iiiical education
programs.
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Topic 1% Evaluation and Accreditation of Community Colleges Offering Occupa-
tional Education Programs

Speaker: ELIZABETH E. KERR, Director, Program in Health Occupations Educa-
tion, University of Iowa

Definitions
A. Occupational education programs: a sequence of educational and skill devel-

opment experiences designed to prepare an individual for entry, promotion, or
updating in a specific occupation or cluster of occupations, of less than professional
revel, in the fields of business, trade and industry, health, home economics, agri-
culture, and other special areas. These programs are normally two years or less in
duration and lead to an associate degree or certificate and to immediate em-
ployment.

B. Types of institutions which offer occupational education programs are: (a)
senior colleges, (b) two-year comprehensive community colleges, (c) two-year
technical institutes, (d) non-degree occupational vocational centers. (e) high school
occupational education centers, (11 comprehensive high schools, (g) technical high
schools, and (h) trade high schools.

C. Institutional accreditation: a judgment on institutional quality based on an
evaluation of the total institution, including appropriate attention to the component
areas of programs including occupational education.

The number and variety of occupational education programs and institutions
offering them is steadily increasing. The development and maintenance of quality
in this area of educational effort is the concern of numerous individuals and agen-
cies, including the six regional accreditation associations which make up the Fed-
eration cf Regional Accrediting Commissions

1. Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
2. New England Association or Colleges and Secondary Schools
3. North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
4. Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools
5. Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
6. Western Association of Schools and Colleges

These six regional accrediting associations and their constituent commissions
are concerned with the quality of the total efforts of an educational institution to
achieve its avowed purposes. Each commission, while defining its purview through
general eligibility requirements, assists and considers for membership institutions
possessing a diversity of characteristics and purposes. This means that institutional
quality will not always be defined in the same terms, but must be defined in terms
of the purposes the institution purports to serv'e. From this it follows that the of-
ferings in two institutions may be quite different even though both institutions
have been adjudged to be of high quality and are, therefore, accredited. The
policies, procedures, and evaluative framework of each commission are intended
to provide sufficient flexibility to allow for the diversity of types of institutions within
the commission's purview.

While established general procedures and expectations provide the basic frame-
work for accrediting activity by the commission, appropriate interpretations are
necessary as they relate to the purposes of individual institutions. Such interpre-
tations are facilitated through direct contacts the institution has with the commis-
sion and its staff. consultants, and examiners. All the commissions provide such
assistance.

Through this consultative activity, institutions offering occupational education
are assisted in appropriately applying the general expectations enunciated by each
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commission. In the self-study process which precedes ary on-site examination for
accreditation, institutions offering occupational education are normally encour-
aged to include in their analysis consideration of such special characteristics as: the
use of advisory committees; specialized faculty characteristics; relations with
unions, industries, businesses, and other employers: and follow-up of graduates.
Similar analyses and interpretations of general commission expectations are also
emphasized during the on-site visit made by a team of examiners.

Decisions of the regional accreditation associations and their constituent com-
missions are of two general types. One area of decision-making involves the estab-
lishment of the procedures and evaluative framework within which the commissions
carry on their accrediting activity. The other category of decisions relates to ap-
proving an institution for accreditation or membership in an association.

Since it is the intent of each commission to establish procedures and an evaluative
framework which can be applied in a generally consistent manner to any type of
institution within the commission's purview, it is inportant that an appropriate
diversity, of institutional viewpoints be represented on the commission decision-
making bodies individuals assumed to possess appropriate knowledge regarding
occupational education.

Decisions made by all the commissions regarding accreditation of an institution
involve the recommendations of a visiting committee in addition to consideration of
the examination report by the established decision-making bodies of each commis-
sion and association. Some commissions also utilize special committees which
review the examination report and team recommendations prior to consideration
of the case by the commission. These reviewing committees, where established,
are composed of individuals who are assumed by the commission to possess exper-
tise appropriate to the institutional cases being considered.

The on-site examination is normally the primary basis for the accreditation deci-
sion. Therefore, the examining team is usually the most important element in the
decision-making process leading to accreditation. Each commission establishes
examining teams whose composition is intended to provide appropriate coverage
for the significant programs and operations of the institution being visited.

Since my experience has been with the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, my further remarks will reflect the evaluative framework
within which this regional accrediting body functions in the evaluation of institu-
tions offering occupational education.

The Statement of Principles of the North Central Association, in its work with
institutions offering occupational education, directs attention to those areas which
are deemed important in the assessment of quality' in such institutions, and suggests
some of the question; that should be asked about the several aspects of an institu-
tion's work. It is a guide not a manual which sets forth the standards to be em-
ployed in assessing the quality of an institution. The Statement of Principles is
designed to assist (a) institutions offering occupational education in their contin-
uing efforts to carry on self-evaluation, (b) consultants serving such institutions,
and (c) examiners assessing the quality of Ptch institutions. It does nor provide
answers, but it does offer a basis for formulur g judgments and for drawing con-
clusions about institutional quality. It recognizes that there is no substitute for
sound judgment made by qualified persons.

The organizing device for the Starement of Principles is ihc following set of Sven
basic questions:

I. What is the educational task of thc institution?
2. Are the necessary resources available for carring out the task of the insti

tution?
3. Is the institution well-organized for czrrying out its educational task?
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4. Are the programs of instruction adequate in kind and quality to serve ,le
purposes of the institution?

5. Are the institution's policies and practices such as to foster good instruction?
6. Are the institution's policies and practices such as to maximize student

achievement?
7. Is student achievement consistent with the purposes of the institution?

GENERAL SESSIONDECEMBER 7

Theme: Report and Findings from the Health Occupations Education
FieldForum and Discussion

Chairman: JOAN E. STODDARD

Hostess DORRIS DACUS

Recorder: SANDRA NOALL
Topic I: Guidelines for Going Up: The All A Approach to Career Mobility
Speaker: ROBERTA SCHAEFER, Staff Associate. Division of Health Education, Ameri-

can Hospital Association

For the past several months, the American Hospital Association has been involved
in the development of a set of materials designed to enlarge the opportunities for
the upward mobility of employees of health care institutions within a broad variety
of occupational categories. Include) in these materials is a statement of rationale
which defines the reasons why a health care institution should be interested in
developing a career mobility program for its employees. It stresses the fact that
such programs can help to meet the needs of employers who are faced with man-
power shortages in skilled positions and with high rates of employee turnover. It
further notes that health care institutions are currently involved in educational
programs and a broad variety of personnel practices designed to provide attractive
working conditir ns and to encourage job advancement. Career mobility programs
require a rime efficient utilization of resources and increased combination of
accepted practices into a coordinated program.

The second part of the materials is a set of guidelines which outlines the essent;al
elements to be considered in the planning and implementation of career mobility'
programs. The guidelines begin with an analysis of the institutional need for such
programs. For example, the institution must define the particular area of manpower
short.ge. The guidelines continue with a description of the steps for developing
occupational ladders and educational programs; they call for collaboration and
coordination with educational institutions wherever possible. Administrative and
financial arrangements are also considered. Procelures for selection of participants
for evaluation of the program are discussed.

The final part of the materials consists of a catalog of current career mobility
programs. The purpose of such a catalog is to illustrate the guidelines and highlight
the infinite variations among project efforts.

Topic II: Deielopments in Health Occupations Education
Speaker: HELEN K. POWERS, Program Officer, Secondary and Postsecondary. and

Health Occupations, U.S. Office of Education
(The following section is a summary of the remarks presented by Sliss po,,,Aers.y
Health Occupations Education, familiarly designed as HOE by many in this

audience, is one of several program areas operated as an integral part of Vocational
and Technical Education, U.S. Office of Education. Administered within the public
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education system nationally. FLOE derives its financial support from public educa-
t on monies pro7idcd from local and state tax revenues and supplemented by ap-
propriations authorized under federal vocational education ac's.

Although federal legislation for vocational and technical education does not
specify support for any particular occupational fields (the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968 actually deleted ear-marked funds for occupational areas),
nevertheless, Congress made clear its intent under the Acts that authority was
given to serve needs for training in the health occupations. Under Part B of VEA
'68, funds are authorized to extend and improve occupational preparation for
any bona fide occupation requiring education and training up to, but not including,
the baccalaureate level. It is specified under Part C (Research and Training in
Vocational Education) that problems to be researched include those concerned
with careers in "mental and physical health.". Again, under Part I of VEA '68, one
of the purposes cited is development of curriculum for health occupations programs.
There is no question that vocational education legislation is expected by the Con-
gress to serve an important role in the education and training of health personnel.

Changing emphases in vocational and technical education's program, as it relates
to personnel for the health field, reflect the degree to which state and local educa-
tion agencies have responded to new directions in health and medical services. As
the nation increasingly supports the premise that health care is the right of all.-- 1,ot
just the privilege of those who can pay for it -new institutions with new types of
health workers are evolving. Expanding needs for technically competent workers
create new demands on the educational system. In addition, continuing education
for all health personnel is essential to maintain the higher levels of competency
required in the delivery of health care today.

In the fiscal year 1969. public vocational and technical education provided ness
types of educational programs and greatly expanded existing programs. A 'total of
176,344 youth and adults received HOE training that ranged from short entry-level
training for a job to extensive preparation that launched them on a health career of
their choice. An increase of 24.2 percent over 1968 enrollments was reported by the
states. Postsecondary health enrollments increased by 42J percent. Over the five
year period. 1964.1969, program growth has been phenomenal. with an enrollment
increase of 198 percent,

States continued to increase their share of matching funds used to support pro-
grams. Vocational education expenditures for health occupations education totaled
860,840,000 in fy 1969 as contrasted with 812,456,738 in 1964. Of the 1969 totals.
813.106,000 was federal and the balance, 78 percent. comprised the state and local
matching funds. The federal share has decreased from approximately one-third in
1964 to less than one-fourth in 1969.

Health occupations curriculums for high school youth are experiencing significant
changes as a result of several experimental programs. Ohio. Georgia. and Wisconsin
reported earlier on use of a basic "health occupations core" that provided s:ntry-
level job training and broad exploration of health careers. A curriculum project.
funded with monies transferred to the DVTE from the U.S. Public Health Service.
developed guidelines for such programs under public vocational education.

In addition to "core" programs described above, other secondary programs or-
ganized as cooperative education offerings and those prodding single-p...rpose cur-
riculums, such as practical nursing and dental assisting, showed some slight in reuse.
Health ,:a,-eers pregrum-.. presocational in nature, were reported increasingly in
both junior and senior high school.

I nrollments in postsecondary 111011 programs nearly doubled from 1967 to 1969.
In fy 1964. the 91.922 posccondary enrollees accounted for 42.3-- of all HOE
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students reported under vocational and technical education. The rapid growth of
community colleges, technical institutes, and area schools in general contributed
to this significant increase.

Employed health workers seeking upgrading or updating of skills were enrolled
in vocational health classes in every state. A total of 56,603 adults were served in
1969, comprising 7.1 percent of the total health enrollment. A number of states
conducted special programs for licensed practical nurses who had been licensed,
usually without basic training, under a waiver clause. The special curriculum was
designed to remove the waiver and thus give the employee appropriate credentials
for employment as a fully qualified LPN.

Persons requiring special types of instructional programs because of being handi-
capped or disadvantaged are finding new job opportunities through the vocational
health program. The number of such persons reported by tha states as served in
1969 was more than double that in 1967 and 30.7 percent more than in 1968.

Teacher education and state standards for certification of health occupations
teachers received considerable emphasis in most states. The number of teachers in
the health programs has grown rapidly -a total of 8,876 teachers were employed in
programs in 1969. A major proportion were in postsecondary programs, with the
greater number employed in community college programs. Over 60 percent were
full-time in heaith occupations curriculums. Forty-six universities and colleges en-
rolled 2,318 students in teacher education programs. Of these, 931 completed re-
quirements for certification. There were 4,380 schools employing 110E teachers
in preparatory programs and 791 schools using teachers for supplemental training
for health personnel.

Program supervision in states was provided by a total of 86 state officials, a group
comprising 66 full-time health occupations education supervisors and 20 part-time
supervisors, with eight vacancies reported. In all states, these supervisory personnel
were assigned broad responsibilities in vocational and technical education, ranging
from a comprehensive leadership role in health occupations education to respon-
sibility for two or more program areas while serving as the major focus for the health
area.

Pre-planning for a National Conference on Health Occupations Education was
undertaken by the headquarters office. The National Conference sponsored by the
Division of Vocational and Technical Education and conducted by the University
of Illinois was held in February 1970. Participants included vocational educators.
members of the health industry, and representatives from all organized health
professions.

The University of Iowa submitted a project application and was selected to
conduct a teacher education institute in Augus, 1969. This unique plan for such an
institute involved teacher educators, teachers, employers of teachers, and others
who have a vital concern lor the quality of instruction in health curriculums.

Special-problems states developed innovatise approaches to the vocational needs
of their citizens by working closely with the health services field. Much evidence
of this cooperation can be cited.

A major problem in the health field is the lack of communication and cooperation
among the many fragmented occupational and health interest greups. This problem
was dealt with, to some extent, during 1969 but requires continuing analysis and
experimentation toward the end that people desiring health careers can he served
more effectively.

Recruitment of he .h personnel and of students into health occupations programs
presents special pronlems also. In an effort to provide more effective career guid,
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ante for youth interested in exploring opportunities in the health field, secondary
schools and health leaders at the local level have worked with vocational educators
in planning appropriate courses for students in the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
grades. Student finzncial aid, like program funds, is inadequate in view of the
enormous task that needs to be done. Student loan funds under the National Voca-
tional Student Insurance Program provided the major source of student aid for
those who needed assistance while enrolled in health occupations programs.

Secondary school programs were impeded primarily by the problems inherent in
employing faculty for new and experimental programs. What should be their quali-
fications? Should they be given tenure? What would be their functions?

Needed are curriculum guides for new and emerging occupations, guides cover-
ing the transition from health agency-based to school-based programs, and guide-
lines for curriculums that assist workers in their progression from entry level through
various steps or levels in their career field.

Program Plans, Priorities and Objectives
A general over-all increase in the total health occupations education program with

special emphasis on areas other than nursing vas set as an objective in 1969.
Teacher education, curriculum development, and research into problems relating
to the foregoing were identified as among the areas to be given priority considera-
tion in the next fiscal year.

VTE's Goals for 1970
Vocational and technical education has committed itself to undertake a number

of activities this year in its efforts to help increase the health manpower pool. An
effective instrument for increasing health manpower output and, at the same time,
improving quality in programs is the availability of appropriate materials such as
program guides, handbooks for administrators, and instructional materials. In
a..:ord with the need for such guides, the Division of Vocational and Technical
Education has contracted for the development of three guides serving areas that
were identified in the states as critically in need of such documents.

A second goal of our Division that relates to health manpower is concerned with
improved cooperation between states. While it is unconstitutional for states to enter
into compacts, except as Congress authorizes such official action, much can be
accomplished thr.ugh cooperation and coordination of efforts.

A third goal is an outcome and a follow-up of the National Conference on Health
Occupations Education held in New Orleans in February of this year. For those
who did not attend this activity, let me briefly describe the purpose and the type of
conference planned. Under contract with the University of Illinois, the USOE
spot cored a three-day conference to explore the problems of coordination and co-
operation among various components of the two major co.itributors to HOE public
education and the health field. Some valuable results have been reported from
numerous states.

One conference outcome -a requirement in the contract is the development of
a handbook for use by scat; and local school administrators, among others. In its
second draft, the handbook should be ready for printing early in 1971. A series of
workshops or institutes, each involving three or four HEW regions, are tentatively
scheduled for April 1971. Presumably, a national conference will be needed again
in 1972 to continue the cooperative endeavor initiat:d in 1970.

The public education system has demonstrated its capability n administering a
broad and comprehensive program for people seeking health careers at less than the
baccalaureate level. There is every indication that the decade of the 70's will see
greatly expanded program offerings in health occupations education; a tripling of
current enrollments in programs supported with public education monies: cur-
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riculum offerings for students ranging from junior high school through the two-year
post-high school levels; the necessary flexibility in programs to foster career mo-
bility in accord with each person's motivation and potential; and a responsiveness
in all areas to changing needs in the health field.

Topic ill: Changes in Health Occupations Regulations and Educational Programs
Speaker: ELLEN M. ABBOTT, Coordinator, Health Occupations Education, Gross-

mont School District, California
In many ways the changes taking place in health occupations regulations and

educational programs are merely one manifestation of changes which are taking
place throughout the culture: the increasing mobility of the population, hence its
increasing heterogene4; the increased pragmatism of economic, cultural, and
political values, hence the decreasing prejudice resulting from racial, religious,
and sexual differences.

A person who enjoys comfortable and special benefits in the status quo is not hos-
pitable to changes that may threaten these privileges. It is much easier for him to
accept technologic changes, which most of us equate with "progress" and which
require only superficial changes in individual behavior. Many nurses fall into this
pattern of response to change. They have beers less willing to upset traditional rela-
tionships. In a tradition-oriented profession, relationships to authority within the
profession constitute one of the most traditional aspects.

Signed by the President recently was a five-year extension of the allied health
training law. Ceilings moved from $79.3 million for fiscal 1971 to S15b.S million for
fiscal 1075 with a five-year total for $592 million. The authorization covers construc-
tion, curriculum improvement, advanced traineeships, development of new training
methods, and the new wrinkle -- scholarship grants, work-study programs, and
student loans, starting at $9.5 million and rising to $36 million in 1975. Appropria-
tions for fiscal 1971 have also passed. Our California legislators see recent federal
health care law's as mandates that a democratic society must be open to everyone
and all avenues of upward mobility opened. Educational opportunities must be
more widely available, more easily accessible, and more acceptable and relevant
than at present. Also, the delivery system must be structured in terms of the human
needs of those being serviced, but with built-in provisions for dignity, satisfaction,
and economic iegards for all participants; customer-oriented health maintenance
is needed. and that requires management and teamwork.

Clearly the federal legislative sequence has represented a deliberate decision on
the part of the Congress to maintain the voluntary, pluralistic approach to health
care by building on the strength of our existing systems and by providing mech
anisms to extend it to include the needs of all people. This legislation signaled the
start of a process to dismantle and restructure the physical and fiaancial apparatus
that has required the indigent to receive their health care in a manner different
from those able to purchase their own health services.

What's particularly notable is that few, if any, informed observers believe N.11.I
isn't coming. National Health Insurance ori;inally was labeled socialized medicine
but now is being referred to as social medicine. Also invoked is a method to encour
age the development of services, including innovations or expansions of institutions
and manpower.

The something (Id and familiar which has died is the !Izmir: of operating our
programs in splendid isolation from the needs of society. The (Dais is upon career
ladders, career lattices, and new careers; conflict and confusion has resulted (rem
the introduction of such titles as "physician assistants," "pediatric nurse practi-
tioners," and the national cert:fication of "inhalation therapy technicians." Cali
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fornia has passed laws creating new medical laboratory positions to take the general
medical technologist position that we now know.

Under regulations expected to be published at the end of 1970, Medicare would
recognize all levels of performance including on-the-job training as part of tech-
nician training, although there would be some limitations en types of tasks trainees
may do and types of judgments they may make, California has already passed laws
to be ready for these provisions.

California legislation has been directed at many specific problem areas. The man-
dated credit for experience for LVN's toward the RN is a prime example. In the
next session changes will come in personnel licensurc at all levels. "The prolifera-
tion of rigid licensures is hampering the effective delivery of health care. It creates
fiefs within the institution," stated one legislator in an interview last week. "Li-
censure," he said, "produces a philosophy of eredentialism that tends to hold the
person in the slot for which he is licensed or accredited, not by the user of his ser-
vices but by a group with an understandable but vested interest." lie stated that
legislators arc "increasingly hearing cries to have the institution, the hospital if
you ,will, be the warrantor of all the personnel functioning with the organization."

Also there is cause for concern about an educational system such as for the regis-
tered nurse- expensive to society, with a 35 percent attrition rate, which produces
graduates, almost a third of whom do not practice, particularly in the face of
critical shortages. The California legislators and society elsewhere are going to
find a way to provide personnel to staff the critically needed healt's care services.
They have other questions too. Does the elaborate structure develop:d for liccnsure
actually accomplish its stated goal of protecting the public from unsafe practice
of nursing? Of medicine? Before this is answered too quickly in ;he neF,ive.
should there be a more effective substitute? California has twice in the past two
years had a bill did that does away with life credentialing for nurses, doctors.
teachers. Assemblymen Brown and Duffy are both concerned about making con-
tinuing education a requirement for license renewal for health workers. The bill
will be reintroduced this legislative session and has a greater chance to pass this
time.

1 would issue only one clarion call, and that is that every person not only LVN's
and non-degree RN's but every allied health worker at any level be perniqted to
become as educated as she or he wishes to become, but that upward mobility
education, while permissible, not be made mandatory. The LVN as she is today and
the diploma RN working in hospital staff positions are valuable practitioners r.ith.
out whom many of our institutions would close:. They are practitioners, competent
as they stand. Let's not make it essential that they must move to some other level,
that they are remiss, that they are lacking if they do not. Let's make it equally as
possible for them to become more efficient in their present positions with continuing
education as it would be for them to move up.

LUNCHEONDECEMBER 8
ChafrEtran: MILDRED A. !MASON
lioSfess: YVONNE RENDER
Recorder: Ruiti -lilt EN OSTE FR
Topic: Changes and Needs in the Health Occupations Held
Speaker. Dotct As A. FIND! RSON, Chief, Health Sersices Manpower. Special

R &D Projects Disision, P115. IISMIIA. D111,W
(The following section represents a summary of the remarks presented by Dr.

criderson).
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American Medicine and the Inevilables of Its Future (Dar ley, Ward, JAMA,
1963. 178-179) is the title of a brief prophetic statement about changes in the organi-
zation and delivery of health care published in 1963. These "inevitables" include
the following: increasing knowledge. specialization, demand costs, personnel
shortages. communications technology, and institutionalization of delivery of care.
As these changes are taking place, health occupations educators need to adapt their
programs to accommodate the rapid pace of change.

Unequal access to health care and sharply rising costs stimulate greater emphasis
on primary and preventive ambulatory medical care. Several current legislative
proposals are intended to close the gap in 'access to adequate medical care. Recent
legislation requires a systems analysis of alternative means of delivering medical
care to all. The report of this study due in Congress in the form of draft legislation
by September I, 1971, will specify' the population, services, and costs associated
with each alternative. In addition, PL 91-519 requires that each of the several pro-
posals for improved National Health Insurance or entitlement be subjected to a
similar type of analysis, and be reported to Congress before March 31. 1971. These
requirements are indicators of the changes in health care delivery predicted by
Dar ley.

Already the medical community is evidencing heightened interest in group
practice arrangements. From 1959 to 1970 the number of medical groups increased
from 1,546 to 6,371. The respective numbers of physicians so employed changed
from 13,000 to over 40,000 in the same period, and a prominent health economist
predicts a continued shift in this direction supported by increased use of allied
health personnel to deliver the health care services. Thus, the trend toward increas-
ing institutionalization of medical care is in evidence.

Recent legal decisions also re-enforce this trend. One decision holds that "cus-
tomary practice" in a geographic arca is not a valid reason for failure to employ
the best available medical techniques and knowledge; and in another, a hospital
N% as held liable for damages caused by its faulty "practice" of medical care. Dis-
cussions such as these create pressures for improvements in the organization and
delivery of health care.

The health industry lags behind its commercial counterparts in personnel organi-
zation and utilization by a decade or more. The frequently punishing environment
of hospital employment tends to encourage stereotyped and ritualistic work be-
haviors. The high turnover rates in many hospitals also tend to confirm this ob-
servation.

Unnecessary rigidity and artificial barriers to flexible utilization and career
development as well as the lack of job relatedness of many education and training
programs have prompted some speculation that the new organizational arrange-
ments may elect to establish their on technician training programs.

The adaptive flexibility required with the coming of the "inevitables- demands
the use of performance evaluation studies in place of pedagogical arguments about
the impact of one curriculum on class of personnel versus another. Vocational.
technical education, with its rich heritage L f preparing your people realistically for
a place in the nation's work force, provides unique opportunity to contribute to the
health of the American people through its adaptability to the "inevitables."

BUSINESS NI ELITE NGS
December 5,
Presiding: DAI F. PtuRsts
Rcconirf: Usk's Ifot t OWAY
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Prior to calling this meeting to order, Chairman Dale Petersen described the
development of the Health Occupations Education Division. He also introduced the
Policy Committee members and the HOE members of AVA Committees.

Chairman Petersen called the meeting to order at 4:15 p.t . in the lberville Room
of the Monteleone Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana. Minutes of the December 4,
1970, Policy Committee meeting were read.

The terms of two policy committee members which are to expire this December
were discussed. Elections for these positions will be held at the Tuesday business
meeting. It was stated that at the Tuesday meeting it will also be necessary to act
upon proposed revisions of the HOE Division Policies. Robert M. Tomlinson de-
scribed these changes.

Dwight Marshall reported on the activities of the Armed Forces Committee. Al-
though it was reported that this has not been an active group, the great need for
action was discussed. This includes the needs of personnel entering the military
services as well as of those being discharged. A spirited discussion followed, includ-
ing reports on some very positive activities presented by Ralph Kuhli and Bill Sands.

The ad hoc subcommittee to prepare resolutions submitted three resolutions to
the HOE Division. It was agreed that a proposed resolution dealing with the de-
sirability of a higher minimum level budget for AVA Divisions and one on an AVA-
sponsored national HOE conference be directed to our Division chairman for pos-
sible action directly with the AVA Board.

A third resolution was presented having to do with the need to establish priorities
for leadership development in new and emerging vocational-technical areas. Dis-
cussion followed on the proposed resolution. and the group expressed their agree-
ment with the basic idea of the resolution but suggested revisions in the wording.
it was moved by Marian Thomas and seconded by Mildred Mason that the resolu-
tion be adopted in intent, with the subcommittee being diLe:ted to reword it as is
appropriate following the discussion by the Division members. The motion carried.

The Meeting was adjourned at 5:20 P.M.

December 8

Presiding: DALE F. PETERSEN
Recorder: Ltwis D. HotiowAY

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Petersen at 9:15 A.M. in the lber-
ville Room of the Monteleone Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana. Minutes of the
December 5th, 1970, meeting were accepted as read.

Chairman Petersen remarked briefly on his annual report to the AVA Board and
provided copies to those who had not previously received them.

Milferd Rosendahl reported that the Membership Committee now has a "re-
cruitment- brochure available for distribution. She also reported on a survey of
state HOE Divisions now being conducted.

The activities of the AMERICAN VOCATIONAL JOURNAL Editorial Board were re-
ported by Elizabeth Gurney. It was indicated that the JOURNAL would have a theme
for each issue and that few articles on HOE have been available.

Marian Thomas, the HOE representative on the Resolutions and Program of
Work Committee, reported that the program on evaluation for the 1971 Convention
had been developed and that they were hard at work on the program of work for
1972. She said that approximately 20 resolutions were being submitted to the
delegate assembly and that the ones submitted by the HOE Division had been
grouped together with others.

The goals of the Publications Committee were described by Jean Kintgen; she
administered a questionnaire to obtain suggestions from the members in attendance.
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Although there is no Newsletter Committer, Bill Sands was asked to speak on
this topic. He suggested that a copy of the state newslety, be sent to Ralph Kuhli
at AMA and that a Division newsletter he developed.

Erancts McCann indicated that the purpose of the Advisory Coinmittee was to
provide an additional feedback line between the Divisions and the AVA Board.
She asked the following five questions: they were discussed, and the action taken
is shown below:

I. Is there a need for institutional membership within AVA? Although the
group agreed they had inadequate data, the rescanses were primarily
negative at this time.

2. Should the AVA remain a confederation of affiliated organizations or become
an independent national organization?

3. Should the AVA retain its present organizational structure of Divisions and
Departments? Questions 2 and 3 should be examir -d by an id-depth study
seeking to find the most effective operational plan.

4. What restraints restrict and inhibit vocational education at the local level?
The topic was considered too big to discuss.

5. What should he the function and role of AVA? It should cominue support
for legislation, but in addition should increase service-type activities to
members.

Doris Schmidt reported on the purposes of the International Education Commit-
tee and described a survey they were conducting.

The Public Information Committee has not been active, but Jean Clawson, the
HOE representative, asked members to please contact and assist her as is appro-
priate.

Sue Alder teported on the rote and activities of the Awards Committee.
The activities of the Constitution Committee were described by Jack Fatfietd.

They will be reviewing the Bylaws during the coming year.

Mary Gibbs addressed the group regarding the Consumer Education R:ojact on
which she is working. They are attempting to contact anyone who is teaching in
this area.

Robert M. Tomlinson was asked to present the proposed revisions to the HOE
Division Operating Policies. Copies of the Operating Policies were made available
to the members in attendance. (The reader is referred to the policies and the revi-
sions for specifics related to the following motions.)

Suggested Change I - Article IV, Section B.
Term of Office - Vice President
Adoption moved by Robert M. Tomlinson: seconded ty Ellen Abbott.
Motion carried.

Suggested Change 2 - Article IV, Section D.
Election of Vice-President for HOE Division
Adoption moved by Robert M. Tomlinson: seconded by Wilma Gillespie.
Motion carried.

Suggested Change 3 - Article V, Section B,
Quorum for Policy Committee.
Adoption moved by Robert M. Tomlinson: seconded by Doris Schmidt.
Motion carried.

Suggested Change 4 - Article '', Section D.
Selection of members-at-large
Adoption moved oy Robert M. Tomlinson: sccrineltd by Ellen Abbot.
Motion carried.
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Suggested Change 5 Article V, Section E.
Officers of HOE Division and Policy Committee.
Adoption moved by Robert M. Tomlinson: seconded by Ruth-Ellen Ostler.
Motion carried.

Suggested Change 6 - Article VI, Section B.
Divisional Committees.
Adoption moved by Robert M. Tomlinson: seconded by Elizabeth Gurney,
Motion carried.

Suggested Change 7 - Article VI, Section G.
Effective dates of committee appointments.
Adoption moved by Reber' M. Tomlinson: seconded by Wilma Gi:iespie.
Motion carriA.

Suggested Change 8 Article VIII.
Bi dget.
Adoption moved by Robert M. Tomlinson: seconded by Ellen Abbott.
Motion carried.

Chairman Retersen stated that the Policy Committee. terms of Robert M. Tomlin-
sdr, Resei.reO and Evaluation, and A. Louise Harding, Secondary' Education, were
to expire December 31, 1970, and nominations would be in order.

Secondary
Mildred Mason nominated A. Louise Harding: seconded by Wilma Gillespie.
Ellen Abbott nominated Ralph Kuhli: seconded by Milbry Pass. Helen Hosien
nominated Ruth-Ellen Ostler; seconded by Elizabeth Gurney. Milferd Rosen-
dahl moved that nominations cease: seconded by Mildred Mason. Motion
carried.
Ralph Kuhli indicated that he would like to serve the organization but that pos-

sibly he wets not the individual to fill this particular role and asked that his name
be withdrawn from nomination. It was withdrawn.

Ellen Abbott moved the acceptance of George Bridges, Violet Bower, and Vera
Blomquist as tellers for the election. The motion was seconded by Franck McCann.
Motion carried.

A. Louise Harding was elected to a three-year term.
Elizabeth Gurney moved that the ballot:, be destroyed: seconded by Mildred

Ni.lson, Motion carried ballots were destroyed.
Research and Evaluation
Milbry Pass nominated Robert NI. Tomlinson: seconded by Nfildred Mason.
Ellen Abbott moved that nominations cease: seconded by Yvonne Bender. Motion
carried. Robert M. Tomlinson was elected for a three-year term.
Two resolutions had been developed by the resolutions subcommittee which were

not submitted to the AVA Resolution Cornmiitee. Each was discussed, minor re-
visions were made, and action was taken.

Resolution 2: A National 110E Conference.
The acceptance of this resolution was moved by Marian Thomas and seconded by
Robert M. Tomlinson. Motion carried.

Resolution 3: A $1,200 minimum operating budget for AVA Divisions.
The acceptance of this resolet.on was moved by Marian Thomas and seconded by
filen Abbott. Motion carried.

A brief discussion of health organizations related to AVA was held. Ralph Kuhli
reported on AMA, Sister Mary Walsh spoke regarding NLN, and Chester B. Dzie-
konski presented information r t the American Medical Technologists.

A very brief discussio.. was conducted by several members on some general
concerns of cur Division,

The meeting adjourned at 11:55 A .M.
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kITITUDF, ADJUSTMENT 1- OURDECEMBER 5

flosressrs: MILFERD E. ROSENDAHL AND KATHERINE A. Loomis

An attitude adjustment hour was jointly sponsored by the Health Occupations
Education Division, Technical Education Division, and New and Related Services
Division. The activity, designed to provide an opportunity for members of the
sponsoring Divisions to meet and talk on an informal basis, was rated highly
successful. An estimated 500 persons attended. There was a general feeling that
a similar activity should he held at future conventions.
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Developing a Technical Skill of Questioning
HAZEL MAE CRAiN
Department of Home Economics Education. University of Nebraska

The main purpose of this study was to determine the significance of the effects of
varying modes of instruction upon the development of selected aspects of the tech-
nical skill of questioning. Secondary purposes were (a) to examine the effects of the
three modes of instruction as they relate to differences in the development of the
skill of questioning by open- and closed-minded students. and (1.)) to determine any
differences between the development of questioning skill in students taught by
professional staff and those taught by graduate students.

The population selected for tie study was senior home economics education ma-
jors registered in the professional semester of the Department of Home Economies
Education at the University of Nebraska during the 1969-70 academic year. The
78 subjects involved were randomly assigned to treatment groups.

Three modes of instruction- varying patterns of presentation, practice, and feed-
back were designed as the experimental treatments. The "full" treatment con-
!isieci of written texts, small group discussions, a videotaped model, and video-
taped practice sessions with peers, followed by playback and evaluation by self,
peers, and instructor. Some of the experiences were omitted for the other two treat-
ments. The "partial" treatment group did no view the model or was there :valua-
tion by the instructor. The "independent" treatment used only the writteo texts.
videotaped practice se.sions with peers followed by playback, and evaluation by
self.

The experiinent was repeated during the second semester with a change only of
instructors: professional staff served as instructors during the first semester, and
graduate teaching assistants served during the second semester.

The short form of Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale was used to identify open- and
closed-minded students. Pre- and posttreatment measures were taken and rated by
a panel of judges. The following conclusions were made: (a) The "full" and the
"independent" treatment groups performed significantly better than did the
"partial" treatment groups. There was not j significant difference between the
"full" and the "independent" treatment groups. fio.wever, the "full" treatment
group had higher scores than the others and showed the greatest gain of all groups
from pre- to posttreatment measures. (b) There was no significant difference be-
tween students taught by professional staff and those taught by trained graduate
teaching assistants. (c) Closedminded students had significantly greater gain
scores than did open-minded ones across all treatment groups. There was not a
significant difference between the two groups within any of the three treatment
modes, but closed minded student!, consistently showed greater gain scores.

Self Concept and Role Perception of Student Teachers of Home Economics

GRACE BENTON CALLAWAY
Department of Home Economics and Family Living
Western Kentucky University

The primary purpose nF the study was to ascertain the relationship between self
concept and role perception, and to discover whether role perception is related to
marital status and immediate professional objective. A secoidary objective was to
establish reliability' of the role perception instrument.

Data were collected in seven stales Alabama. Florida. Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Coralina, and Tennessee. Two research instruments were ad-
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ministered to 189 student teachers in vocational home economics education in 21
institutions during the fall quarter, 1969. The instruments were administered at the
conclusion of the student teaching period and included scores from Bills' Index of
Adjustment and Values (IAV) and Hastings' Teacher's Perception of Own Role
(T PR). Other information gathered consisted of marital status and immediate pro-
fessional objective.

Role perception was gound to be unrelated to marital status, but partially re-
lated to immediate professional objective. Significant differences in role perception
scores were found between two of the subclasses of immediate professional objec-
tive ----teaching and nonspecified work related to home economics.

Major conclusions are as follows: (a) role perception appears to be consistent
with self concept; (b) the TRP is a reliable measure of home economics teachers'
role perception; and (c) the relation of rote perception to marital status and imme-
diate professional objective needs further investigation.

C:valuation of Teaching of Low income Families
VONNA CANNON AND Rum P. HUGHES
Division of Family Resources, West Virginia University

The nurpose of the study was to develop instruments to measure progress toward
objectives of the West Virginia Ex.,anded Nutrition Program and to use the instru-
ments in a pilot study in a selected county.

Objectives on which evaluation focused were: (a) to improve attitudes toward
food, environment, and health and their interrelationships, and (b) to develop
knowledge as to adequate planning and selection of foods based on family resources
and proper nutrition. Evaluation was of product only: objectives .nd process were
accepted as given.

Four instruments were devised, two for each objective. Investigators studied
detailed content for each objective and selected for the instruments four key items:
knowledge of nutrition and meal planning, physical home conditions, food buying
practices, and attitude toward the program. Instruments had to be short, constructed
so that aides could administer them with :Ade trainin3, and so constructed that they
would require no writing by the clients themselves. These limitations were set at
the start of the study and posed a genui le challenge to the evaluators. Another lim-
itation is that the small n may have resulted in spuriously high instrument statistics.

For Instrument I, food models provided by the National Dairy Council were used
in menu planning and categorization of fonds for the Basic Four. Analysis of the
test revealed a mean item discrimination of .47 and reliability estimate (split-half) of
.98. Instrument I t was a form for recording observation of physical home conditions
at the time of a client's entrance into the program and again after several months.
On art initial test, interrated reliability averaged .92. On the same initial test, which
included two observations at two diffc :cnt times, observers noted effectiveness of
the observation in detecting changes. Instrument III, a descriptive rating scale, was
used to determine tne extent to which comparative shopping techniques were used
in food purchasing. Interrated reliability determined on the small pretest averaged
.91. The instrument, not intended to be used in the presence of the client, was to be
filled out after shopping trips. Instrument IV was designed to provide a brief assess-
ment of the client's attitude toward participation in the program. Although no statis-
tical analysis was made of it. content validity and cla ity of questions were of special
concern.

1 he pilot study ova% done in a northern county in West virginia, but only two
instriin....its (I and IV) were used. plus reports or aides and selected demographic
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data. Subjects were 10 randomly selxted clients who had been in the program for
a year or more designated "old," and 10 randomly selected clients who were "new"
to the program. lnstrunizrit,, were administered by five aides who were tested before
participation.

Findings were that (a) nutrition knowledge was the same for new and for old
clients; (b) both groups failed to include sufficient vitan.in A in the diet; (c) clients
knew which foods to eat but failed to incorporate them in their diet with any con-
sistency; (d) clients liked the program; their informal comments suggested that it
may have been the pleasure of having a visitor who helped with food preparation
aid buying thai was of most value.

Based on experiences with the pilot study, further study and evaluation of the pro-
gram ought to seek answers to such questions as (a) why does nutrition knowledge
differ from practice? (b) what changes in shopping practices have resulted from the
program? (c) what changes in home conditions have occurred over the months that
a family has participated? (d) precisely which aspects of the program are of most
value to families? Although results of this study can be generalized only to the one
county, it does raise the question of effectiveness of nutrition teaching per se com-
pared to other desirable aspects of the program.

Identification of Clusters of Knowledge and Ski :Is in
Home Economics-Related Occupations

IRENE BEAVERS

Associate Professor, Home Economics Education, Iowa State University a)
Science and Technology

Suggestions were made for the use of the findings of four years of research in the
Home Economies Education Department at Iowa State University. The long-term
research project was conducted as a part of a project, Identification of Selected
Clusters of Occupations Requiring Similar Home Economics Competencies, under
a gralt from the Iowa Department of Public Instruction.

Frances Shipley (1967) identified the common tasks for the three occupations of
hotel/motel housekeeping aide, homemaker/home health aide, and nursing home
housekeeping aide. Tasks found common were general household tasks, household
maintenance, and safety. Tasks unique to the homemaker /home health ai. occupa-
tion were in the areas of food production, child care, and care of ;.I and dis-
abled adult. Carpenter (1968) identified the clusters of common competencies for
the three occupations as safety, household maintenance, care and operation of equip-
ment, and sanitation, Hassebrock (1970) developed a self-study guide to be used in
teaching safety based on safety tasks and competencies identified by Shipley (1967}
and Carpenter (1968). Studies by Ruhr (1969) and Cap les (1970) identified the
competencies for the occupation c! homemaker/home health aide in food produc-
tion, child care, and care or the ill and disabled adult. Food production clusters of
competencies were meal planning, nutrition, food preparation, safety, and kitchen
maintenance. Clusters of child care competencies needed by homemaker/home
health aides were guidance, physical motor development, care of children, and
social development. Five clusters of competencies needed for care of the ill or dis-
abled adult were food preparation, feeding patients, personal care, mental and
physical health and care of equipment and supplies.

Suggestions made for the use of the findings, which are available in four leaflets
from the Iowa State University bookstore, were as follows: (a) working with ad-
visory committees to broaden scope of program; (b) in-service training of instructors
for wage earning courses: (c) use as a guide and check-list for including all under-
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standings needed in the curriculum; (d) use in developing evaluation materials
and methods; (e) use in talking with prospective employers to present possible
programs; (f) use as a public relations device with people who would benefit from
the program; (g) use with teacher education classes in presenting possibilities of
vocational programs; (h) use as a standard for evaluating present programs as well
as for planning future programs; (0 use for general public relations in a community:
(j) use in further development of curriculum materials and illustrative materials.

Further work needs to be continued in this project to identify generalizations and
learning experiences for each of the clusters of competencies needed in the three
occupations.

Evaluation of Vocational Home economics Program in
Terms of Effectiveness of Full-time Homemakers
and Homemakers Who Are Also Full-time Employees

ALEENE CROSS
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia
ANNA GORMAN
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
HELEN A. LoFrIs
Winthrop College, Rock Hill, South Carolina
AGNES F. RIDLEY
The Florida State University, Tallahasseo, Florida

Three research instruments have bcen developed daring the project. One ques-
tionnaire was devised to secure descriptive information about respondents from
family members and to determine the kind and extent of their enrollment in home
economics, membership in home economics clubs, and home econom;cs knowledge.
A preliminary form of the questionnaire was developed and circulated to team
members. After revisions were made, the questionnaire was ready for use.

The major effort was to develop a criterion measure which would be useful in
evaluating home economics programs in terms of the effectiveness of full-time
homemakers and of homemakers who were also employed. The assumption was that
the public has a perception of effectiveness .which could be expressed in the lorm of
expectations. In other words. people are able to state what they expect of a home-
maker in the way of knowledge, attitudes, ae abilities. The interview schedule
included questions to establish eligibility of the respondent. These questions were
followed by an open-ended question: What is expected of a homemaker? Probes
were used where needed.

Content analysis of the interview protocols revealed discrete expectations state-
ments which expressed some knowledge, attitude, or ability that v.as expected of a
homemaker. Each statement was placed on a 3" x 5" card, together with a code to
describe the respondents, the socioeconomic status, and the geographic place of
residence.

For each expectation expressed by at least i0 percent of the total number of
expectations within categories, an item was written to be incorporated into the
criterion measure.

The 116 items selected were arranged randomly into a self-report scale, titled
Rare Yourself as a Homemaker. Using a five-point scale, respondents were directed
to rate themselves I if the statement was true of them more often than of other
homemakers they know; 5, if the statement was true of other homemakers more
often than of themselves. The rating 3 was used to indicate uncertainty', while 2 and
4 were generally fave:able or generally unfavorable, respectively.
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Correlations of homemaker/husband scores, hushand/friend scores, and home-
maker/friend scores were highly significant, providing evidence of concurrent
validity. Analysis of variance indicated that significant differences existed between
sample means. The coefficient of reliability for scores of the husbands and of the
homemakers were both significant beyond the .005 level when the instrument was
administered as a test-retest with a time lapse of one week.

The I16-item instrument provided the basis for developing a second measure to
be used with employed homemakers. A small number of employers who employed
three or more married women were asked which of the items would describe their
expectations of an effective employee who was also a homemaker and mother.
Obviously, some items were not appropriate and were deleted prior to contacting
employers. As additional expectations were mentioned, they were added to the
instrument. When no further new items were mentioned, the instrument was con-
sidered complete. Validity and reliability were checked for the employed home-
makers' instrument, using only the data from the homemakers. The test for validity
produced a correlation of .623, which was beyond the .05 level of significance. The
coefficient of reliability was .822, which was significant beyound the .005 level.

The data-producing sample was composed of 69 full-time homemakers and 69
full-time employed homemakers in each of four states, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky
and South Carolina, making a grand total of 452 subjects. The homemakers were
characterised as female, 30 years of age or less, married, with husband present,
and the mother of one or more children. These subjects were farther stratified ac-
cording to socioeconomic level and place of residence.

The socioeconomic levels (one-third each) were identified by the husband's job
category: (a) working class, (b) technical and managerial, or (c) professional. The
place of residence was identified as city, town, or rural. The respondents in each
socioeconomic level and each homemaker group numbered 11 in cities, 8 in towns,
and 4 in rural places of residence. The percentage of each place of residence of the
population was based on the 1960 census, which was the most recent available
data at the time of the submission of the proposal.

The socioeconomic levels were further verified by means of the Nam-Powers
"Methodology and Scores of Socioeconomic Status," which was developed for use
by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The Nam-Powers Scale represents a combination
of the scores which an individual is assigned by virtue of the occupation in which
the chief income recipient in the family is engaged, that person's educational
attainment, and the current income of the family.

Place of residence was determined by the population definitions listed in a classi-
cal study in The American Occupational Structure by Peter Blou and Otis Duncan.
The following definitions were used:

1. A large city -100,000 or mote
2. Middle size or small t-ovn under 100.000
3. Open country not a fa,m

The subjects were located by the wavzsampling technique: that is, one home-
maker with known characteristics was identified. She was interviewed and asked to
name a friend who met the criteria. The friend was then asked to name someone
else, etc. When this procedure did not yield a sufficient number, subjects were
located by sampling lists of paten's of nursery, kindergarten, and first grade pupils.

Graduate students who had assistantships on the grant colected the data through
interviews. The interviewee was asked to complete the questionnaire and a personal
data sheet at the time of the visit. Fach wa'v assured that she would he anonymous
and that she would be referred is only by ode number. At no time was a list of the
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participants compiled. The purpose of the research and disposal of information was
explained before a request was made for cooperation. Some few subjects requested
a copy of the final abstract. Cooperation pith and interest in the study were ex-
cellent.

The completed questionnaires were placed in groups according to full-time home-
maker or full-time employed homemaker, and subsequently mailed to the University
of Georgia for coding and computerising. There were 276 full-lime homemakers
who completed the I16 items in Instrument I and 276 employed homemakers who
completed the 50 items in Instrument

Mean scores were analyzed in relation to the following variables at the .05 level
of significance.

1. Husband's occupation (for full-time homemaker): wife's occupation (for
employed homemaker)

2. Courses in high rehool in home economics, by number of }tars
3. Enrollment in eighth grade home economics
4. Four-H club membership, by number of years
5, Nor-credit home economics classes sponsored by public school
6. Membership in homemaker's club, by number of years
7. Extent of help mother had in teaching homemaker responsibilities
8. Geographic location,

Duncan's New Multiple Range Test was used to determine which of the differ-
ences between a set of k means were significant and ixhici were not.

A significant difference between the means of the scores of homemakers in the
working class category and those in the manigemcnt and professional occupation
categories, which were not different from each other, indicated that these home-
makers rated the 116 items as being more true for themselves than other home-
makers they knew,

Homemaker dub membership had a significant impact on the full.time home-
makers' perception of their el;..,:tiveness as homemakers, and having a background
of being taught by mothers who were regular or persistent in teaching them home-
making responsibilities had a similar effect on their self-perception as homemakers.
There were no significant differences among the five categories related to extent
of mother teaching on the returns from the employed homemakers.

Further study of the data is in press, and an analysis of the differences and simi-
larities between the mean scores of the two sets of respondents IS indicated.

Assessing Our Worth at high School, State, and Unilersity helots

MARY R. STOCKMAN
Chapin High School, Chapin, South Cart,lina
MARJORY COOPER
North Carolina State Department of Public Instruction, Raleigh, South
Carolina
ANN MESSER
Associate Professor, State University of Nen, York at Plartsburg. N. Y.

Assessing our worth at the high school level requires many es'aluations by man)
groups, each adding a block to the structure or replacing a block. In the South Caro-
lin. Lexington County District of rise schools, roach is done by outside teams at the
invitation of the school district or by in-schocl groups working with a consultant.
Each study has a purpose: to determine goals or to change goals: to diagnose and
to promote improvements, to measure progress: and to identiiy problems of he-
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havior. Is this district, these evaluations have resulted in improvement of physical
facilities, addition of new prcirams, changes in the home experience program,
changes in the adult program, changes in the summer program, changes in empha-
sis in subject matter areas, and charges in the work of the future homemakers.

In the two high schools in the district, two years of con,umer and homemaking
education And one of family living are offered. In the middle school, twelv- weeks
of personal and Family living are offered to each of the sections in the sixth, seventh,
and eighth grades.

The u-rual procedure for en evaluation is as follows:
I. A committee meets, sets goals, selects a consultant, and makes plans.
2. A general meeting of the involved administrative staff is held; the plans are

discussed, evaluated, ani amended.
3. The orocedure decided upon is followed.
4. The participants meet to discuss prIgiess and contribute rew ideas.
v. Inlormation obtained is used to upgrade the area under investigation.
6. Reports c re made to the administration and to the entire faculty, if this is

considered of value.
Evaluation a; the high school level should be continuous, varied, appropriate, and

Irefully planned.
A program of evaluation of socational education on a state-wide !Axis in North

Carolina was set up as a five-year project, starting during the 1966-67 school year.
Each year during the five years, 20 r ,rcent of the local administrative units were
randomly selected to participate.

The following strategies were identified as a guide in carrying oat the evaluation
process:

--To provide for the involveme.tt of persannel at the local and suit level in the
development of criteiia to be used in tine evaluation;

To create a positive atmosphere in which evaluation will be acre, as a key
to program improvement:

-To provide nn understanding and acceptance of the role of evaluation in the
educational process:

--To demonstrate the necessity that evaluation become a process rather than
an event-
To provide learning experiences so that the evaluative process will ultimately
be somewhat self-sustaining, with increased local involvement:

To obtain a commitment to p ogram improvement from each person involved
in vocational education as a result of the evalurtion: and

--To organic- supervision at all levels according to specifically stated
otfectives in terms of ways aid means of irrprosing programs of vocational
education.

Thus, from a supervisory viewpoint the evaluative process might be seen as an
effort to organize supervision more effectively' to performance criteria.

An attempt was made to answer four basic questions concerning vocational edaca-
tion in each classroom. shop, and laboratory in the state:

I. What is the present status of vocation. ! education in the state of North Ca ro-
lina in each of the classiooms, shops, and laboratories?

2. What ought vocational education in these respective classrooms, shops, and
laboratories be in the next one, three, five, seven and ten years?

3. What problems or specific barriers may stand in the way of the future devel-
opment of quality programs of vocational education?

4. With what will we develop courses of action in terms of long range plans for
the development of vocational education in each local administrative unit?
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A committee representine each of the vocational program areas within the Divi-
sion was appointed to develop realistic objectives that could be attained through the
evaluative process. Twenty-two such objectives were identifi-d. The state home
economics education staff studied these objectives and developed rela',ed criteria
to be used in evaluating home economics programs. An 3 dvisery committee of
home economics teachers helped rafine the criteria and develop instruments (rating
scales, checklists, charts, etc.) for recording data at the local level. These instruments
provide in-put as regards findings and recommendations in each of six areas:

I. Facilities, equipment, and instructional materials
2. Instructional program
3. Cooperative educational activiti,s
4. Interver:uoil of the program
3. Professional growth and development
6. Miscellaneous information

According to a predetermined schedule, each participating school and teacher
are visited by a member of the state staff between February 15 and May L An
opportunity is sought to confer with the principal and perhaps to hold a joint con-
ference with the teacher(s) and prinicipal during the consultant's visit.

A summary report is prepared by the state staff member which reflects the status
of the local program in terms of the objectives for the total evaluation project and
the four basic questions asked of all vocational programs. B) fall of the next year,
copies of the reports are distributed to each vocational tea:he.. and administrator
ii a local administrative unit.

For these first five years, the evaluation rer.scts inc. status of the programs
(process) rather than the outcomes of instructio t (product). Attention has been
focused or making :mprovements inhere needs art most evident.

The particular study of Purdue teacher education graduates is a descriptive study
ssith a stratified randomly selected sample of bachelor-degree teacher education
students who graduated from the live subject rnctter schools (Agriculture, Home
Economics, Technology, Science and Humanities, Social Science and Education)
from 1962-1969..

The questionnaire which was mailed in October 1970 contains items concerned
with current demographic factors, current position fac:ors, teacher education fac-
tors, undergraduate school factors, and university services. In addition, the ques-
,icnaaim contains 52 educatiorial goals in the areas of general education, subject
matter education, and professional education. Graduates are asked to react to each
goal as to its importance as all educational goal and the extent to which their par-
ticular. Purdue teacher education program helped them to attain each goal.

As of now, there is just over a 60 percent -own, with questionnaires stilt coming
in. It is hoped that the study will be completed ty June 1971.

An excellent source of information on evaluation is the center of The Study of
Evaluation, 145 More Haii, N.C.L.Ai. 405 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, C.,i-
fornia, 90024. You tray ask to be put on the mailing list for their excellent publica-
tion. "Evaluation Comment."

Motiralion: How You Can Increase Your Horsepower

HAROLD C. BRYSON
Regiona, Information Officer. USDA Consumer and Marketing Services,
Dallas. Texas

Just Ps surely as you can identity the steps for gosling )our own auto, you can
identify the steps for starting your horsepnAer. Using Ora sprk plug; to represent
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visuals and audience participation, Mr. Bryson compares these eight steps to the
eight sparkptugs on your automobile:

1. Discover your horsepower.
Begin where you ace.

2. Multiply your horsepower.
Find something you are interested in and multiply that interest.

3. Want to increase your horsepower.
Want, Tr.: wishing, is the goal.

4. Make a start.
Begin by breaking down big problems into smaller parts.
Resporse from others is greater when we begin small.

5. lvfalre notes.
fpnitc your imaginalirn and write it down.

6. Pi!e, up ideas.
Quantity breeds quality.

7. Open your mind.
Think big- :little ideas arc tile beginning of big ones.

B. Set a deadline.
Stick to your deadline. Come up with something.

Before we can increase our horsepo'v.cr we must get rid of seven devils which keep
us from developing to ouc greatest potential:

I. "Wel cross that bridge when we get to it.'
2, 'Don't rock the boat."
3. "They doc't do it that .vay where 1 tome front."
4. "I tried it once and it did not ..:ork,"
S. "It might work bi.r, you'd never convince the boss."
6. But we've always done it that way "
7. "How are you gonna pay for it? ft is not in the budget."

The Future of Vocational Home Economics as the U.S. Office Secs It

MARY I_Fir MAT
Senior Program Officer, Division of Vocational and Technical Education,
BAVTEr Office of Education, MEW

Never before has there been demand for as many services for individuals and

families for which trained personnel are needed as at tne preent time. The training
for there personnel can be offered as a part of home economics edocation, An esti-

mated ';5,CCIO orri.ngs for trained personnel in child care and development will be
available this year. An estimate of almost a million workers will be needed each
year in the food services field to meet the demands of commercial food services
establishments. In addition, there are large numbers of persons trained in the food
service field nee( 'd in nursing homes, hospitals, sdrool feeding programs. A rapid
increase in tourism means an increased need for housekeeping personne'. The
demand for trained household emplc)ces is never met. In 1969 about 1.6 million
women were employed as private household workers, including baby sitters. Com
munity agencies serving famines and individuals are hiring aides and assistants
such as consumer aides and assistants to social workers, and many more home-

-:er-home-health aides um needed. As o-r society becomes more affleent,
families will pay for the services of those prepared in interior design, in clothing
design, in construction, and it alteration.

Never before has there been as much interesr in education in the various areas
included in consumer and homemakini, education as at the pre-rent time. As all of
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you know there is a great deal of interest in consumer education in the Federal
Government. There is the President's Committee on Consumer Interests, and
recently guidelines for curriculum development for grades K through 12 have been
published. There is an Office of Consumer Affairs in DHEW. Some of the 'fates
have passA laws and resolutions that const mar education be included for all stu-
dents in the schools. Consumer protection tgencies are being set up, laws passed,
and policies established which affect consumers. Part F of the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968, a federal law, requires that to be approved home economics
programs must include consumer education.

The Vs House Conference on Nutrition and flea ItO and several studies of
nutritional status have highlight:d Cc.: need for nutrition education. An Office of
Nutrition and Health Services has been established in DHEW, and a person has
been appointed as an undersecretary in HEW For nutriti-n edccatien. The Horne
Economics Ex enjon program, under USDA. has legislation to support an expanded
nutrition education program. The new legislation for school fecoing programs has
a nutrition oibeation component built in. Part I- -if the Vocational Education Amend-
ments of IS68 was amended last spring to include "promotion of nutritional knowl-
edge and food use, and the understanding of the economic aspects of food use ao
purchase." as a part of consumer education.

The new Office of Child Developmem in 13111.W is promoting education tor
parenthood. The expansion of courses in high school which include o'o,cr.,ation
and participation with children is being strongly encouraged. Monty is being put
into the develor ment of curriculum and instructional materials for high school
courses in Mild development.

Occupational programs in home economics in vocational education have gained
recognition and demonstrated their value in training and retraining persons for
jobs. There will be adequate support for these programs. The challenge is ta main-
tain initiative in making contacts with agencies, businesses, and industries which
employ workers in jobs which utilise knowledge awe! skills in home economics, aid
to convince them that vocational education ffers them a :csource in p 'cvieling
training and re: raining of their employees.

Consumer and homemaking education r,.ograrns, no one doubts, me en essential
part of educational programs for youth and adults Questions asked about these
programs offer real challenges: Why federal support for trAst.mer and home-
making education when states and local districts over-match the funding to a ',lie
degree? Why should consui-ier and homem.akir g education be supported as a part
of vocational education? Why should support for comiumer education he a part of
home economics programs? Don't all students need consumer education? Should
programs in home economics only in depressed areas bc supported?

Our challenges are the following: (a+ to work for continued federal legislation
supporting consumer and homemaking education as r. part of all vocational educa
tion, and to keep those who are in the position. to give that support informed cf how
iunds are used and of the results; (b) to continue to serve as a supporting ser-
vice to those enrolled in vocationtl education, but also to organize offerings so tna.
they are available for all students who desire to enroll in certain areas; (c) to con-
tinue to isith teachers so that youth and adults enrolled in vocational horns
economics, particularly in depressed areas, change their behavior to make their
lives and he lives of their children more satisfying.

Home Economics Program baluation

BERFIsleE MALLORY
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Formerly Senior Program Officer, Division of Vocational and Technical
Educ:,:don, BAVTE. Office of Education, !MEW

There are many seasons for the current emphasis on evaluation. Edward Such-
man in a paper for an education testing service conference stated that evaluation
feeds on dissatisfaction and change. Action is sought to alleviate discontent and
postpone open conflict, and evaluation is seen as a means of maintaining, rationality'
and control. kalph Tyler has said that the great need for new theories and proce-
dures for evaluation has come about for such reasons as the following: require-
ments for evaluation of activities under Title I of ESEA; the rapid increase in
technological devices in education; rapid .societal change:; stress on improving
educational oppo.tunities for disadvantaged children; and the effect on evaluation
of new technologies such as high speed computers.

Like all of education, vocational editcators are concerned about program assess-
ment. One evidence is that the AVA Program of Work for 1970 focused on "two
crucial aspects of vocational educationplanning and evaluation,"

Program evaluation in *.iome economics cannot be done in isolation it must be
planned and carried cut with full recognition of what is going on in the t. tat field
of education and hi various areas of vocational education. Some pertinent studies
and activities that are now in progress include the following activities:

-A joint fe6eral-state task force on evaluation has assumed the task of devel-
oping a comprehensive system to evaluate federally supported elementary
and secondary education programs.

--The National Center for Educational Statistics of the Office of Education has
initiated plans for contracting with states to assist them to secure, tabulate,
and analyze data for its annual surveys of public elementary and sccortir ry
school systems. The e data are designed to meet the needs of educational
planners within and outside the Federal Government.

-The National Assessment of Educational Progress is a nation-wide project
of the Education Commission of the States.

The 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Education Acts required the ap-
pointment of national and state advisory councils on 'vocational edocatan.
Theic. evaluation groups were given specific responsibilities by Congress.

-The Center for vocational and Technical Education at Ohio State University
has developed a siate evaluation system model to assist state-4 some are
already using it.

'cued program evaluation in home economics depends on sound research. A
resew of research in home economics education for the past 10 years shows
progress in scope, quality, and quantity. There are gaps, but these as well as future
needs have been identified.

Home economics program evaluation will make increasing o'sntribu:ions to the
development of high quality home economics programs if we:

--Use resources :o good advantagefunds, personnel, results of previous
studies, bibliographies, and other reports of research, etc.

-- Meet our obligations- to keep informed about and use research findings and
data from. other fields, to become involved with groups that can influence
vocational education such as national and state advisory councils, to work
-sith others on matters of mutual concern, etc.

--Accept the challenges to continue research in both "useful and gainful"
aspects of home economics programs, to do a more effective job of dissemi-
nation and use of research findings, to initiate some longitudiial studies, to
increase- the amount of theoretically based research, to initiate some long-
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range evaluation studies, and to study the vales and contributions of the
Future Homemakers of America.

Recognition Time

HAZEL CRAIN
Department of Home Economics Education, University, of Nebraska, Lincoln

At the Home Econormcs Education Division luncheon three home economists
were honored by having fellowships established in their names by co-workers and
former students:

Myrtle Gillespie, Wyoming. Presentation made by Dorothy Hoese, Wyoming.
-Letitia Walsh, Illinois. Presentation made by Anna Gorman, Ohio, and ac-
cepted by Emma Whiteford.
Berenice Mallory, Arlington, Virginia. Pres,mmions made by Alberta 11i11,
Pullman, Washington.
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Nelson A. Hauer
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INDUSTRIAL, ARTS COMMITTEE MEETINGS
INDUSTRIAL ARTS POLICY COMMITTEE
Friday, December 4
Chairman: E. Robert Rudiger
Secretory: Richard C. Erickson
Present: Chairman Robert Rudiger; Vice-President Lockette: Commit-

tee members Atteberry, Boyd, Carrel, Cochran, Erickson, Funk,
Grainge, Hauer, Minelli, Prichard, Sieges, and Spercc: Division
representatives Angus McDonald and Carl Wallis: and guest. Dave
Jeldon

I. The Chairman opened the meeting at 9:00 A.M.
2. Minutes of the March 6 and 7 IAPC meetings were approved as distributed.
3. Chairman Rudiger distributed the Operating Policies for the Division that

were approved by the membership at the Boston business meeting and
pointed out charges relative to the procedure for election of the vice-presi-
dent for the Division that had become necessary as a result of a change ii
the Operating Policies of the Association.

4. Les Cochran distributed a report of the Membership Committee, re.iewed
the activities of the Committee during the past year, and cited some note-
worhy statistics relative to the Division membership picture. Less than
half the members or, the rolls from 1967 to 1970 are current members. Of
the 125 members currently serving on Divisior committees, only 47 percent
paid their dues in the Division and only 60% percent were paid AVA mem-
bers. Currently we are about 100 members ahead of last year's membership
at this time.
There still appears to be a problem of Industriitl Arts Division members
having their membership recorded in other divisions of AVA. Considerable
discussion of this problem ensued. The membership I sters of other divi-
sions will be reviews e in an attempt to have misplaced Industrial Arts
Division members properly class;fied. After a quick check with Elizabeth
Horton, Joe Carrel reported that four out of the fourteen Policy Committee
members present were cu.rently listed as members of the Trade and
Industrial Division.

5. Vice-President Lockette advanced the suggestion that we, as a Division.
develop a public information program. Currently there is approximately

available to the Division. It was his suggestion that perhaps some of
this money could be used for a public information newsletter.
Ge objective would be to make recruitment materials coming from the
Membership Committee more meaningful. Considerable discussion en-
sued. Gordon Funk moved that the vice-president send to elected represen-
tatives of the Division, on a quarterly basis, the latest happenings in Indus-
trial Arts Education. Tye motion was seconded by Floyd Grainge and
approved by the Committee.

6. Herb Siegel reviewed the evolution of progress in the AVA rtlative to
garrering its support of industrial arts and its relationship to the Vocational
Ed4cation Acts. He presented a resolution that called for the inclusion of
the words "industrial am" in future vocational education legisLtion. IDC
Carrel moved that the Committee approve the resolution. The motion was
seconded by C don Funk. Some discussion was devoted to suggestions for
structuring sr s tesolution. It was agreed that Herb be given the letw.J)
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necessary to get the resolution passed. The motion was approved by the
Comn ittee.

7. Dave Jr ldon reported on a project concerned with the accumulation and
distributivn of industrial education materials that are in various stages of
development but not necessarily ready for inclucion in the ERIC Collection.
Schools appear to be interested in exchanging instructional materials
including software, hardware, lectures, video tapes, etc. Would the Indus-
trial Arts Division ba willing to support this type of activity through spon-
sorship of a periodically published listing of available exchange materials
and their sources? A dissertation project under Dave's sponsorship would
provide the first go-around tnat woulca be available in the spring of 1971.
Sup ',Jon for the idea was expressed by the Committee.

8. Carl Wallace reported 'hat goad returns from the mail ballots were received
for tail year's Divisional awards. It was suggested that an award be estab-
lished for outstanding contribution to membership activity. Vice-President
Lockette added that the Committee might also consider any others who are
making outstanding contributions. Ernest Mine lli moved that a certificate
be developed to be awarded to divisional committee members contributing
outstanding service to their committee upon recommendation by the com-
mittee chairman and approval of the Policy Committee. Th' motion teas
seconded by Les Cochran and approved by tie Committee. The Committee
also authorized reprinting of the Service Award and Leadership Award
certificates.

9. Angus McDonald suggested that the visibility of industrial arts edusation
can be expanded through publications in the AV lociaNet . Ile criL or

aged the submission of articles (especially controversial oncid to the

JouRN.bid
10. Ernest Minelli distributed a report of the ?ublications torornitIck.

briefly discussed the Committee's program of work, including the t,ra.
of various publications the Committee is or has bier concerned with
the past year.

II. Bill Spence presented a proposal for a new publication. ,4

Study of Industric,! Arts Teacher Education. Jack Chaplin has been %soil ing
on this project for several yearsa joint effort between ACIA11 , A1A 5.
and the Division. A sum of $100 was requested from the Do.k3on for sup
port of this publication. Ernest Minelli reported that he had taken 'hi,
proposal to the AVA Publications Committee and was informed that they
did not want to get into the practice of providing "seed money" for future
publications. Joe Carrel moved that the Research Committee be authorized
$100 for this purpose and charged to work with ACIATEiand A IAA in devel-
oping the appropriate arrangements for joint publication. The motion v as
seconded by Spence and approved by the Committee.

12. Joe Carrel reported that the Nominations Committee had met and a slate
of nominees is reaiay to be presented at the business meeting Tuesday
morning.

13. The meeting was 'j'eurned at 12:30 P.M.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
INDUSTRIAL ARTS GENERAL SESSION
Satuiday, Dv.embtr 5
Theme; An Articulawd Approach to Occupational Personnel Development

in Illinois
Chairman: Joe F. Talk ington
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Host: James G. McMurry
Recorder: Philip G. Baird
Program Participants. Shc,.wood Dees, William E. Reynolds, Ronald W.

Stadt, E. Edward Harris, Lloyd Phipps, Charles Porter

Summary of Presentations:
Education is being challenged to provide educational opportunities for all youth.

The Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, ir, mandating this challenge.
created a task which can be accomplished only by occupational educators who are
adequately prepared. Illinois is attempting to meet this ch 'lenge by making a
total commitment to prepare adequately all personnel who arc engaged in the
instructional process in vocational education. This commitment includes: providing
a structure within the Slate Department which permits the latitude for personnel to
accomplish the task: committing adequate funds, which permits the State Depart-
ment to function as a change agent in the instructional process: and, developing a
means for the articulation, designation, and imolementation o: a professional devel-
opment program which will meet the occupational needs of all youth.

the writing of the Illinois State Plan in 1969, the Division of Vocational
Education was iestructured to consist of eight units: the Fiscal and Statistical Unit,
the Program Approval and Evaluation Unit, the Occupational Consultant Unit, the
Special Programs Unit, the Professional and Curriculum Development Unit the
Research and Development Unit, ar. Postsec.mdary Coodination Unit. and the
Nianpower Development and Training Unit. Personnel onsists of the director, two
assistant directors, eight coordinators, a head consi.:1;ant and consultants.

Early in 1970, after the reorganization, the director asked the presidents seven

state universities to meet with the Division of Vocational and Technical Education
to d:scuss ways of developing a system to improve the program of professional
devele;,oent within the state. From this meeting, seven persons were named by
the presidents of universities. Their function was to plan and articulate all activities
with which the Division of Vocational and Technical Education was involved. They
would sere e as the liaison between the division and the universities.

Once the basic plan for teacher education was prepared and approved, the chal-
lenge became one of detern-.ining how vocational teacher education curricula in
the State of Illinois could best be developed. After a number of processes and tech-
niques were explored, the process which scented most desirable was one %hich
might best be described as the -competencies approach to curriculum devel-
opment."

Efforts by the State Department, university teacher educators, doctoral research
efforts, and research conducted by other agencies are being directed toward the
development of a master plan for vocational teacher education.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS GENERAL SESSION
Sunday, December 6
Theme: Disadvantaged Youth
Chairman: Rutherford E. Lockette
CoChairman: Robert G. Throwitr
Hosts: Edward J. Coughlin, Benjamin H. Alsip
Recorder.' Chris H Groneman
Topic I: Preparing Teachers to Teach

Disadvantaged Youth

Speaker: Rutherford E. Lockette
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The speaker reported on the procram he conducted entitled; An Institute fo,r
Freparing Vocational and Practical Arts Teachers to Teach Disadvantaged Youth.''
The institute was scheduled for a six-week period.

In his introductory remarks, he stated that the American public school is con-
ceived according to a democratic philosophy ordered by the intellectually elite,
st ,ffed by the middle class, rind attended in the main by lower socioeconomic
groups, This represents a conflicting climate (or appropriating its service; impar-
tially and effectively. Those who staff the schools hold middle-class values and are
little aware of the theoretical and practical considerations which cause cultural
deprivation and, accoteirigly, account for the behavior of those who are affected.
They are usually unaware of the characteristics of cultural deprivation.

A growing number of scholars in many fields, according to the speaker, have
turned their attention to the problems of cultural deprivation. Marty are vying with
others in assigning value to their specialties in the education of deprived ycuth. The
limited space in the curriculum makes it necessary for occupational education to
present a strong case for itself as a subject offering vast qportunities for upjrading
the level of achievement of culturally deprived youth. This strong case must mani-
fest itself in changes in behavior of disadvantaged youth (and adults). Ultimately, a
knowledge of fundamental skills as well as experiences must be compounded with
the development of marketable skills to reduce cultural deprivation. The more
occupational education contributes to this goal through meaningful experiences and
explorations and in other ways, the greater will be its worth as a curriculum offering.

One of the first steps in gearing occupational education to culturally deprived
youth is that of developing greater awareness of the factors which underlie it in the
minds of teachers, guidance counselors, and administrators. Among the .colitions
of disadvantaged youth mentioned were the following:

1. Lack of conversation in the home
2. Very Milt reading materials in home
3. Parents who do not read themselves
4. Poo, auditory and visual discrimination
5. Inferior judgement of time, numbers, and basic concepts, due to faulty

habits of hearing, seeing, and thinking relative to ecpectations of school.
b. Inattentiveness with retad to 'urroundings and speech of others.

We also know that the social characteristics of disadvantaged youth are as
follows:

I. His family is on the bottom rung of the income ladder, not just of the
working class.

2. 1 he family is rural in background.
3. It is discriminated against by a favored majority.
4. It is widely distributed except in high income areas such as suburbia.

Procedure Employed in the Institute
The Institute was conceived to constitute three distinct but highly related phases

Phase I. The first phase of the institute focused attention on the causes and
characteristics of cultural deprivation through prepared lectares follosied by
group discussions.
Phase II. The second phase dealt with educational programs directed to the
problems of disadv .ntaged youth and adults,
Phase III. The third phase of the institute gave the participants an opportunity
to develop curriculum and instructional materials and strategies judged suit-

able for disadvantaged youth.
In clo-,'ng. the speaker stated that the participants indicated their willingness to

work in closer relationship with disadvantaged youth and aoulis. Also, there was
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reason for believing that through direct exposure to the factors en.crienced by de-
prived youri and adults, pcAtive attitudes and changes in behavior would occur on
the part of the project participants.

Topic II: Special Education
Speaker: Marietta 0. Gruenert

A special education program has been in effect since September. I knew the pro-
gram was to be started a year ago, and all I could think was, "That's just what I

need to make my job complete: retards." However, I received a huartwarrning
surprise. These students are slow learners; that's all. Most have problems reading
and doing math, but when it comes to practical work, they excel.

Students can be cruel tc, other students, just as animals are: it's the survival of the
fittest. The first week of school, the ot'ver students uidn't know that among them
were two special education students. When the other students slatted to make Fun
of the special education students because they couldn't read do math quite as
wall or as fast as they could, I informed the r;ngleaders a`tout the special education
program and told them I could use their help in teaching the spcjat students. I
asked them to spread the word around to the rest ,tf the class. They did, and now it's
one happy family working and learning together. it's nice to see a student helping a

Vss fortunate student; in fact, some have more patience than I have.
The program at Burlington County is one of management training as well as

basic skills. A little extra time must be taken to work with special education students
because in all probability they will not enter management. However, they do the
same work, except sometimes it is explained a little differently. I believe if workers
know and understand management's problems, manage it will have fewer
employee problems. For this reason., all students do the same work, Special educa-
tion irwelents take the same tests; however, they are usually given orally, or in some
cases just a little extra explanation is given.

The student's academic subjects are taught by a special education teacher;
working together as we do, special help is given the student regarding change
making, weights and measures, etc.

One student wanted to run the cash register, and I told her when she could prove
to her teacher that she could make change, I would tet her rut, the register. She
accomplished thi' and needless to say, she is now one of our cashiers. The same
student wanted tc be manager for a week. t was a little skeptical, but said okay. She
did a fine job; in fact, she runs a tighter ship than I do.

My greatest con :ern is nut the problem of being able to obtain jobs for these
people, but seeing that they are not taken advantage of on the job. They are always
willing to work and do a good job. These alone are great temptations for manage-
ment to overwork them.

Although this is a pilot program, I am sure other vocational schools will want to
adopt a similar program of .neir own. 'uvt think. useful people, gainfully employed.
taking pride in their work, with job satisfaction. Even the taxpayer benefits, for one
less rerson is on welfare.

"The Burlington Project," a comprehensive plan for a pilot project to integrate
educable mentally retarded youth into the Burlington County Vocational-Technical
High Sr.hool, was initiated with Mr. John K. Gssi, the Superintendent. It received
approval for a grant by the Division of Vocational Ed cation for its implementation.

Thirty student; were accepted and an orientation program during the month of
July was held. Both the parents and the youngsters were interviewed, and a full
battery of tests was g.ven to asce lair the youngsters' abilities and disabilities and
levels of funcroning. Youngsters' interests were discovered and correlated with
their abilities. On the basis of this data, an individcalircel program for each youngs-
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ter was constructed which tied in with shop work. For instance, mathematics for a
person in food services is adding up a check in a restat,-..ini, hill for fr ad, making
change on a cash register. etc.

We believe that this program, which is a joint venture or a team approach be-
tv,een vocational education and special education, is well designed to meet every
need of these youngsterssocial, academic, and vocational.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS GENERAL SESSION

Sunday, December 6
Theme: Industrial Education Within the School Community
Chairman: Ernest L. Minelli
Host: Tom Flean
Recorder: John Murphy

"lock I: An Articulated Approach
to Curriculum Development

Speaker: B. Gordon Funk

The presentation reflected a background of experience in California and Los
Angeles. Industrial education is a continuum based upon common tools, equipment.
processes, occupations, materials, skills, and knowledges. While the continuum is

force from the elementary school, junior and senior high, occupational center.
community college and four-year college, the facilities, program, emphasis and
vehicles of learning vary with the educational level.

In the elementary school, industrial arts is utilized by the regular classroom
teacher with portable equipment and hand tools to give graphic learning experiences
in art. social studies, science, and mathematics. in the junior and senior high
schools, the industrial arts shop organization is on a family of occupations basis.
each general in area but limited to one field. The emphasis in industrial arts is on
an exploratory experience involving toots, equipment, materials, and processes of
industry. In the eleventh grade an occupational emphasis begins in vocational
preparatory programs. At the senior high school level, the number of shops in a
given school is dictated by the needs of the students and the school community.
Occupational centers have been devfloped in response to community demands for
adult education training, re-training, and uograding. F 'cus is on the problems of
the urban environment Lou the needs of the disadvantaged and for manpower train-
ing. The occupational center is a vigorous growing institution and conflicts are
developing with both the senior high school and the community college. Regional
occupational planning is needed so that the role of each institution is more clearly
defined.

The community colleges offer training in the lower division for industrial arts
teachertraining and two-year technician programs, as well as prepration for other
skill training. Inci,ased emphasis is given on the degree programs since students
are college-oriented. The four-year colleges are involved in two programs in the
industrial education field: first, teacher training for industrial arts and occupational
courses: and second, for four-year .tchnical education programs, building on the
community colleges' lower division program.

The high school program has been the weak link in the chain in the continuum of
the industrial education program. The financial support provided through VLA
funds has gone a long way toward making the high school no longer only a college
preparatory institution, but truly comprehensive.
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Topic II: A Fully Integrated Educational Experience
for Industrially Directed Youth

Speaker: Thomas M. Benton

More than ever i'efore it is necessary to integrate fully the educational experience
of youth stho will perform the occupational tasks of this country in the eighties,
nineties, .trisi early years of the twenty -first century.

By an i-.tegrated educational experience, I refer to an experience which by its
very ,iature serves to unify and make whole, an experience in which all parts are
so related and interwoven that each part not only supports and strengthens all
others, but that together they form an organ:zed and meaningful whole.

The establishment of tlese meaningful relationships has always been, and con-
tinues to be, necessary to the effective cothprehension, acquisition, retention, and
transfer of educa:ional phenomena. But today there are additional reasons which
make integration of the individual's educational experience absolutely essential.
I will mention only two of these reasons.

For one thing, there is a significant disintegrative force at work which tends to
fragment and isolate the content of education. This force is a product of the massiv.
accumulation of knowledge and tends to show a close parallel with it, in that dis-
integration becomes more severe as the vantity of kno sledge increases. This dis-
integration is caused by two on-going processes. On the one hand, the large volumc
of knowledge demands systematization and management. Accordingly, knowledge
has been divided into branches or disciplines and further divided into subjects
within disciplines. The continuing discovery and organization of new knowledge
has necessitated further divisions into increasingly narrow compartments. At the
same time, faced with a vast array of disciplines and subjects for possible transmis-
sion to succeeding generations, we have selected-out and boiled-down to the extent
that only the most essential content remains. Further, for efficiency of transmission
and adequacy of coverage, we have packaged these select bits-and-pieces between
the covers of a book, prepared the specialist teacher, and designed the box-like
classrooms.

Thus, "education," for the most part. has become nothilig more than a series of
isolated courses in which a fragment of meaningless information is transferred by a
specialist teacher from the pages of a single text to the mind of the student. The
stLderit learns by sheer memory, regurgitates sufficiently to pass the course, and
moves on to the next fragment. When he has accumulated sixteen to eighteen
course credits, he graduates from secondary school and moves on to college to
repeat the process.

Aside horn the disintegrative management of knowledge. there is a second major
reason for increased efforts to unify the educational experience. Here I refer to the
continuously changing and increasingly complex occupational environment within
which we function. Youth who will perform the occup..tional tasks of this country
for the next half century more than anything else, must be flexible, adaptable, and
able to apply their knowledge.

If th.: educational experience is to facilitate comprehension, acquisition, retention,
and transfer of knowledge and skill, and if it is to facilitate the acquisition of con-
cepts and principles as opposed to meaningful trivia, then it must be fully inte-
grated. The cd rational experience must be completely intergrated both vertically
and ?tally. By vertical integration, I mean that the experience roust be inter-
related from the very beginning into initial employment. Faith level of formal
preparation should strengthen, support, and give mean ng to all rs. Particularly
important here is the establishment of relationships bets een varkus !cvels of forr.z:
preparation and occupation:. The individual must not only be assisted .n the selec-
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lion of an appropriate occupational aspiration, but he must "see" a direct relati ,n-
ship between classroom performance and occupational success. By horizontal inte-
gration, 1 refer to the establishment of meaningful relationships across the entire
spectrum of on-going, concurrent experience. Not only must discipline he related
to discipline, but the formal, in-school experience must be related to concurrent
out-of-school experiences.

Clearly, we must provide a fully integrated educational experience if we are
effectively to prepare today's youth for tomorrow's occupational tasks.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS GENERAL SESSION
Monday, December 7
Theme: Teacher Preparation for the Disadvantaged
Chairman.. Harold ,S. Resnick
Co-Chairman: Pat H. Atteberry
Host: Leslie H. Cochran
Recorder: Neil S Levine
Topic I: What Makes Ln Effective Vocational Teacher in an

Inner-City School A Supenisor's Point of View
Speaker: Benjamin Whitten

The recognition by vocational teacher educators that they need to address them-
selves specifically to the task of preparing occupational teachers to work effectively
in the inner-city school; of our nation is a sign of hope for me and for others like me
who have responsibilities for programs of vocational education in America's cities.

For too long a period of time it has been felt that the philosophy. psychology,
and methodology of our instructional vogranis would adequrely meet the needs
of all pupils, urban, sifJurban, and rural, lower class and middle class, poor or af-
fluent, black or white. After all, vocational subjects were p.,reel ited to be the most
meaningful and relevant subjects in the entire school curriculum. In addition,
vocational educators had lean successful for several generations aid in 'w ) national
emergencies in preparing people to perform the jobs that we-e needed for rational
survival.

But for many of the inner-city residents the learning of marketable skills for
employment while in secondary schools is almost a last dance for a productive life.
Dropout rates are high, an too many of those who leave school at ale 16 fail to
find any employment at all. At best, they develop a personal accommodation for
daily idleness that is almost impostible to overcome. Ear worse, others turn to
crime, dope and sex or survival.

Becausn economic independencs r.sults from stable employment in occupations
that have a future and pay a docent wage, the inner-city schools have an obligation,
in my ,..pinion, to assure that all their students are educated for meaningful jobs as
well as for further education. Vocational education traders, therefore, can play a
major role in preventing today's student from becoming tomorrow's hard-core
unemployed person. Indeed, they must perform their teaching activities at a level
of competence never demanded of them before so that the inner-city student who
fails or becomes a .1ropout is a rarity.

Inner-city children, like other human beings, react most favorably when they are
accepted and valued as persons. Emerson stated this principle most succinctly when
he said, the secret of education 'les in respecting the pupil." Acceptance. respect,
understanding, compassion, and empathy are prerequisites for success in inner-city
schools.

As inner-city vocational teachers plan their walk, they most identify the related
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entry jobs that require minimal learning and then require that all students master
this minimal, shut -term program in whatever length of time it may take them as
individuals, Additional levels of competence must be structured, the resulting level
of employment identified, and instruction planned fcr students to achieve these
levels of competence, also at their cwn rates.

The successful teachers, while not igno:ing the need to do a minimal amount cf
reading, look for other ways to accomplish their objectives. The use of audio-visual
materials, demonstrations, practice periods, games, visitatiors, and loads of per-
formance capitalizes or. the strengths of poor readers. These are action-oriented
kids in many instances, and the teacher who forgets tbis does so at his own risk.
The frustrated reader finds something to do that isn't in the course of study'. Voca-
tional teachers who work with inner-city children must use many instructiooal tech-
niques *.o accommodate the learning styles of all of their kids.

Topic II: Teacher Preparation
for Disadvantage) College Youth

Speaker: Clyde W. Hall
The t.:rm disadvantaged youth has become a very popular one to describa a

specific type of student attending educational institutions of this country. Most
-academicians classify students as disadvantaged when they have academic, socio-
economic, and cultured handicaps which will prevent them from succeeding in a
regular middle-class schoui program. Usually these disadvantaged students
manifest one or zil of the (cloy. ing characteristics: (a) low-level reading ability:
(b) limited formal vocabulary; (c) poor speech ccostruction and diction; (d) relative
slowness in performing intellectual tasks; (e) limited desirable experiences with
social, cultural, and governmental institutions.
Student-Centered Approach

The typical student who enrolls in a preduininxntly black -ollege has scorei on
the mathematical and verbal Etctions of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) 'Jr the
College Enrance Exa:nination Board of approximately 375 and 350, rtroectively,
as corrpared with the national averages of 48G and 465 for entering college stu-
dents. He probably has an IQ of 90 according to his performance on the ntis-Quick
Scoring Mental Ability Test, and has made grade [lacements on the Advanced
California Achievement Test of 8, 10, and 9 in reading, mathematics, and lan-
guages. respectiv-iy.
Success Attitude Approach

Teachers exercise strong infbience on student motivation through their on
expectations of what students ear. do. Since students' expectancies about success
are i tal factors in their aspirations, the teacher's appraisal of them and behavior
towa;d them can increase or diminish their mctivation.
Compensatory Approach

The theme of a college program for the disadvantaged must be "compensatory"
in terms of time. pe&gogy, environment, etc. This by no means should be limited
to organized classroom experiences, but must include extra-c.irricular f.octions as
well. The college community mast provide a holesome environment for many
functions which cannot be duplicated in the communities from the students
came. One must remember that a disadvantaged student is not only handicapped
academically, but socially, economically, and politically as well, end that he must
be reached as a "whole person."

Topic ill: Senior Urban Held Experience
Speaker: David F. Smith
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Articles and books describing urban education have, in the past few years, begun
to appear with increasing regularity. The American Federation of Teachers pointed
out in its Tentaiivc Summary Report for an Effective School's Program in Urban
Centers: "Schools must guard against isolation from the community. We dare not
encourage the cultural alienation which has created between disadvantaged chil-
dren and their parents such tragic hostility, directed both at themselves and
society." James Olsen, in an article in Changing Education, summer 1967, stated:
"New approaches to teacher training, a flexible curriculum, and closer work with
parents can help educators break down the rising social and cultural barriers
separating the school and the community." Traditional ways of teaching may not
continue to suffice in ghetto schools. Teachers must make a greater effort to be
pupil-oriented rather than subject matter dominav:;.1..

A proposal was made ft; a field experience as a starting point, and with the
assistance of the State Department of Community Aff,irs, several faculty in the
Department of Industrial Education began to develop an urban observation ex-
perience to ir,:lude in the seminar.

BasiCally, the program was dm-loped as follows: each student selected two
agencies within the city of Trenton to ohvirve..fhe agencies used in this program
included the following: recreation, police, planning and development, schools,
welfare, health, local community centers, UPI affiliated organizations, youth
houses, manpower training centers, child guidance centers. churches, religiously
oriented organizations, courts, and racially oriented groups.

Meetings were held with the directors of the various agencies involved to explain
the purposes of the program and to get their suggestions as to how the observations
might best be made. It was emphasized that the students were to concentrate on
observation of the people within the community and on be cultural, economic, and
social conditions under which they were living.

After the observations were completed, the students as individuals and in groups
were fiven time to organize and record their observations and their reactions to
then. Approximately two weeks after the observations, the entire class met, usually
for two three-hoar periods, to share experiences and reactions. The focus was on
what individual tr achers in their own schools could do with the kind of youth who
live under the , onditions that had been described.

INDUSTRIAL. ARTS GENERAL SESSION
Tue.sday, December 8
Thew: Evaluation in Industrial Arts
Chairman: ThomA Tsuji
Co-Chairman: Wes Ketcham
Host: James G. McMurry
Recorder: Chris Groneman

Topic I: Standardized Tests: A New Tool for Evaluating Industrial Arts
Education "An Overview"

Speaker; Hugh L. Oakley
Th.: Cooperative Industrial Arts Testing Program had its origin in July, 1964,

when three representatives from the American Inwstrial Arts Ass .,ciation, three
representatives from the Industrial Arts Division of the American Vocational
Association, and two representatives from the U.S. Office of Education n.i.t with
test specialists of the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, Itew Jersey, to
explore the need for and feasibility of e :aloping such tests.

Despite the fact that the lack of 3 standardized curriculum posed a major barrier
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to the development of such instruments, the representatives agreed that a continuing
program of evaluation was urgently needed, and that standardized measures,
based on current curricular offerings, would ..,erve as a starting point from %Yhich to
evaluate both ongoing and innovative prograos.

Pretests were developed and were administered in the spring of 1968 to schools
selected in accordance with recommendations of educators and administrators in
the field of industrial arts. Every effort was made to involve only those schools with
industrial arts curricula of the type called for by the test specifications.

Ten final forms, two fur each of the five tests in the series, were assembled on the
basis of item analysis made of the pretesting results. These forms were standardized
in the spring of 1969 and constitute the Cooperative Industrial Arts Test Series,

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the Cooperative Industrial Arts Test
Series came into being as the result of a joint effort on the part of many people who
labored long and hard. Thus a new tool with which to evaluate Industrial Arts
Education more effectively' was born.

Topic II: The Role of the Profession and the Role of the Educations) Testing
Service (ET'S) in Developing the Industrial Arts Tests

Speaker: Benjamin Shimb.:rg

The Educational Testing Service undertook the development of tests for indus-
trial arts courses (junior high school levely at the request of the profession. ETS's
role was largely technical in nature providing logistical support. The tests them-
selves were prepared by industrial arts teachers, industrial arts educators, and
administrators of industrial arts programs at the state and local levels. Separate
committees were established, one for each test area: general industrial arts, woods,
metals, drawing, and electricity electronics. Under the leadership of test develop-
ment specialists, detailed specifications and test plans were formulated.

The pretest sample was identified with the assistance of professional groups such
as AIAA and AVA as weil as industrial arts supervisors in various states. The pre-
testing was carried out in 54 schools located in 15 different cities in 10 states. On
the basis of a detailed item analysis, test specialists developed two 50-item alternate
forms of each test. These forms are comparable in content coverage and difficulty..
The final forms were normed during May 1969. The tests are available from the
Cooperative Test Division of Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.

Topic Problems Involved in Using the Cooperatiie Industrial Arts
TestsVievvpoint of a Teacher Educator

Speaker: Rutherford E. ockette

The appearance of Cooperative Industrial Arts Tests marks the beginning of an
era in evaluation procedures as they relate to the establishment of norms by which
to compare students in this field. This gives the obvious potential of facilitating
evaluation of programs as they relate to each other. The disparity in industrial
arts offerings will certainly come into focus and perhaps an interesting by-product
of the observations made will bc an earnest drive to make industrial arts programs
on the baccalaureate and graduate levels truly comparable.

The tests purport to assess outcomes in instruction: that is. the level of achieve.
ment attained by the student. They will undoubtedly reveal more than this, such as:
teacher effectiveness, brladth of course content, the adequacy' of instructional aids,
the particular focus of s)me departments, and the extent to which industrial arts
objectives are being attained, as well as other strengths and weaknesses of industrial
arts programs. The classroom teacher availed of this additional means of assessing
students can determine from an arialy:s c: scores obtaiud how his students rank
with reference to the larger population of industrial arts students. T-e tests yield
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an Index by which to estimate the effectiveness of couri.es of study as they are
revealed by analyzing performance on specific test items and/or on specific gr iups
of items.

The advantages of Cooperative Industrial Arts Tests include (a) the spread of
knowledge tested within a specific industrial arts area, (b) the ease of adminism lion
whin permits mass testing utilizing the various tests, (c) the yardstick they provide
for estimating the comparability of programs.

The disadvantages relate to (a) the differences in programs from one school to
another, and (b) the possibility that bias exists within the school relative to emphasis
on a particular inoustrial arts area or even segments of a particular industrial :its
area.

Without doubt these instruments will become a valuable tool to provide national
data with reference to industrial arts offerings at the junior high school level.
They will also point up the lag between current concepts of industrial arts and
existing practices. They will reveal how adequately junior high sac als arc assiinilat-
iiig new concepts in the field.
Topi, 'V: Overcoming Problems involved

in Using the Cooperative Ineustrial Arts Tests
Speaker: Ralph V. Sytela

The Cooperative Industrial Arts Tests provide industrial arts personnel 'uiih
another instructional tool for improving programs. A frequently-heard comment
concerns the content of the tests. Some teachers feel that nationally-prepared
tests are not compatible with local situations. 0,hers who are attempting to teach
new approaches to industrial arts fear that the learning outcomes of their pupils
mzy nut be adequate preparation for tnt seemingly traditional approach of the test
organization. We will always faced with the widely varying organization of
industrial arts program:..

In answer to some of The questions raised, teachers may be assured that the
tests were carefully constructed to include not only a wide rasige of content, but
also items beyond simple tool manipulation. Another problem in using the test
may be that teachers will not take the necessary time to analyze he test itcms and
scores in order to draw generalizations individually regarding ,nstruction and to
determine weak spots or omission s. Teachers can, through lest score analysis,
assess the satiety and scope of their instructional programs and the attainment
performance achieved by the students. Questions raised by teachers ecneerning
the use of these tests are answered in the instructional handbook, Reading the
handbook convinces one that the tests are valid and rdiable and that Fret care
end s'_atislical analysis have gone into their construction. Tea,hers should find the
tests a helpful instructional tool.
Ird)USTRIAL ARTS GENERAL SESSION
Wednesday, December 9
Theme: Fluid Power Society -Education Institute
Chairman: B. O. Hayes
Recorder. John Nagohosian
Topic I: Fluid Power Education at the

Industrial Am-Secondary Level

the high school student having an opportunity to explore the fluid power industry
along with othei industrial aspects of our society. Also, because of the shortage of

Speaker. Emory E. Wiseman
The Education Functional Section of the Fluid Power Society is concerned about
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qualified, practicing spr 'Mists in this fast growing industry, the society is interested
in attracting you!h to r industry to help alleviate the shortage of personnel that
now exists in nearly all segments of the fluid power industry.

it is an obvious fact that power programs are becoming a part of industrial arts
programs on an ever-increasing basis. The question then arises as to the sources
or methods used to implement power programs. Listed are a number of ways in
which these programs are known to have become a part of school curricula:

I. Power mechanics programs including fluid power serve as media for ac-
quainting students with the service industries. It is an established fact that
65 percent of people gainfully employed are now in tertiary or service
industries, while the remaining 35 percent are associated with the production
of materials !or consumer use (Luck, 1967).

2. Power-producing and power-transmitting devices are a part of nearly
every segment of industry. Students of all interests should become ac-
quainted with the power sources that drive the machines upon which they
depend.

3. Student interest is excepti, rally high. For example, most male students
are fascinated by engines and motors and have a desire to learn about them.

4. One of the strongest arguments that can be presented to school officials is
that a great number of students can oe served for the dollars invested In
other words, a complete poxer mechanics laboratory, including com-
mercially purchased fluid power training models, can be equipped for no
more than the cost of one machine in some other areas of industrial education.

The inte:it of this presentation has been to provoke channels of thought which
might be relevant to specific situations. Hopefully son e of these suggestions will
aid various schools and their staff in considering the teaching of fluid power whether
it be a part of a power mes..anics program or a separ: to entity. The Education
Functis nal Section of the Fluid Power Society is willing do anything within its
ability to provide information Olt will help in the development of fluid power
programs.

Topic II. Continuing Education
Speaker: George Altland

The definition of "continuing ech.cation" seems to vary with the person being
asked. Abstracted from the many versions I have received, my own interpretation
for the purpose of this paper will be: "any formal program which tends to extend a
person's knowledge." These programs are often but not necessarily job-oriented,
and most of the people cuestioned seemed to agree that the programs are 101
usually degree-oriented.

Many people credit World War II with giving the fluid power industry the impetus
it needed to become one of our foremost means of transmitting and controllirg
power, It was also during World War il that the need for training in the applica-
tion and maintenance of this new medium became apparent. In an effort to meet
this need, Vickers Incorporated (now the Vickers Division, Sperry Rand Corpora-
tion) began offering courses to military personnel.

While public school teachers had been enrolled in tr tining as early as l%3, it
was the 1964 Fluid Power Institute at Wayne State Un'yersity in Detroit that truly
generated interest among educators. In fact, since that time an arrangement has
been made arough Dr. G. Harold Silvies at Wayne State University to enable in-
service teachers to obtain credit for attending our courses.

It might be well to mention also that discounts to schools are available throughout
the industry. and suppliers in your area can assist you in selecting components or
equipment to suit your requirements.
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Topic III: Vocational-Technical Education
Speaker: Stuart Vorpagel

What can the Fluid Power Society do to ai.. ist you, a vocational-technical educator,
in establishing and operating a successful fluid power program? As I sec it, there
are six areas .'here a great deal of help can be gained from the Fluid Power Society.

he Fluid Power Society can aid in determining the need for training in your
area. The first step in determining the need for training is defir.ing who uses or
woks with fluid power in your area. The people who make up the Fluid Pv..ver
Society are uvually the very people who are directly involved in the manufacture,
distribution, and use of fluid power in companies. They are also best qualified to
determine the type of training and the number of traized people the area needs.
Once the need for fluid power technicians is established in an area, a curriculum
must be dxvelopx1 to provide the training needed. At this point an advisory com-
mittee should be formed, made up of people representing the various areas of
fluid power activity. The curriculum developed must achieve at least three objec-
tives:

I. It should prepare the graduate to be a productive employee in an entry
leinl fluid power technician job.

2. The broad training, along with a reasonable amount of experience, should
th graduate to advance to a I.osition of increasing responsibility.

3. The foul idatlons provided by the trainin3 must be broad enough to enable
and motivate the graduate to do further self study within his field or to
enroll in additional courses.

The final area I want to discuss is that of job nlecement. Students shculd be
encouraged to attend the local society meeting. Here they will meet and talk with
prospective employers. A number of salesmen also belong to the society r,nd have a
number of daily contacts with prospective employers which can then aid the
graduates in establishing contacts.

The Fluid Power Society can be of help in the development of a strong fluid
power grogram in several areas: (a) determination of need, (b) development of
curriculum, (c) faculty recruitment, (d) facility development, (e) student recruit-
ment, and (0 student placement.

Topic IV: A Second Look at Fluid Power Education
in Teacher Preparation Programs

Speaker: William D. Wolansky
What 1 am going to say is organized around five points, as follows:

1. Designing a curriculum
A concerted effort needs to be made to establish what minimum content and
competencies c teacher must possess to teacn at the secondary and post-
secondary levc!.

2. Development of curriculum
An in-depth .nd comprehensive curriculurr needs to be established for
industrial education teacher prepareion in fluid power technology much
beyond the current survey courses that are being implemented in many
teacher education irAitutions.

3. Development of a teacher education center
A teacher education center for fluid power instruction would have the
responsibility to im; lement the curriculum resulting from the efforts of
the curriculum committee. The staff at such a center could field-test the
pilot program. Resource personnel from industry and the Fluid Power
Society chapters could be enlisted for provi ling needed expertise in
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specific areas of fluid power instruction.
4. Determining program effectiveness

An evaluation of teacher competencies and project impact upon the
improved educational opportunities for fluid power instruction t,t
secondary and postsecondary levels should be made by the teacher education
center for fluid power.Niecessary modifications and curriculum improvement
would be mi.de as the program got under way.

5. Dissemination of the progiiim
It would be desirable that the center provide a nucleus of teachers with
in-depth preparation to staff other teacher education institutions. The center
could also pro-ride in-service workshops to upgrade the competencies of
practicing teachers in fluid power instruction.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS BUSINESS MEETING
INDUSTRIAL ARTS DIVISION MEETING
Tuesday, Decem`nr 8
Presiding: Rutherford Lockotte
Secretary: Richard C. Erickson

I. The meeting was called to order at 10:30 A.m. by Vice-President Rutherford
Lockette, with 61 member, of the Division and guests present.

2. Minutes of the Division meeting on December 9. 1969. were read by the
secretary and approved as presented.

3. Vice-President Lockette announced a needed change in the Operating
Policies for the Industrial Arts Division and outlined the rationale for this
change. It was moved and seceded that the outlined change in the Oper-
ating Policies be adopted as divisional policy. The motion carried.

4. Leslie H. Cochran, chairman, distributed and reviewed a formal member-
ship committee report:
-- Division membership currently stalds at 1120 members
-- The membership goal for next year is 1650 members

Membership is up 18 percent over this time last year
Basic programs were outlined, and committee activities for the past
year were presented,

5. During the election of officers thc secretary presented the following Nomi-
nating Committee report, listing nominee, position, and date of term
expiration:
Hugh Oakley, Teacher Education (Decemuct 31, 1973)
armtts Boone, Postsecondary (December 31, 1973)

Carl Wallis, Adult Education (December ?I, 1971)
*Wallis was nominated to complete the unexpired term of Fred Dreves. Nomina-

tions from the floor were not forthcoming. It was moved and seconded that a
unanimous ballot be cast for all nomine:s. The motion car led.

6. Ernest N1inelli, chairman, distributed and reviewed a formal Publications
Committee report:

Members were advised to order their copies of Innovative Programs in
Industrial Arts
Walter Brown and Eis committee were commended for their effort' with
respect to Innovative Programs in industrial ,' 4.
Evaluative Criteria for Industrial Arts Education will be coming out soon.
The Industrial Ara in Education manuscript is ready except for a state-
ment of rationale for industrial arts education.
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A companion piece for implementirg Guide to Improvin3 Instruction in
Industrial Arts is in the works.
The General AVA Publications Committee has been responsible foe 13
publications this fast year and expects to double this output next year.
Divisional committees were advised to rev;ew their efforts and accom-
plishments for publication p,,ssibilities that should be brought to the
attention of the Publications Committee.

7. Herb Siegel, chairman of ill,. Resolutions Committee, reported that a

resolution calling for AVA to eacourage Congress to include industrial arts
in future legislation relating to the Vocational Education Act of 1963 and
the 1968 Amendments has been passed by the AVA Board of Directors.

8. Carl Wallis, chairman of the Awards Committee, distributed and reviewed
a formal report and announced and presented the following Industrial Arts
Division awards for this year;

Certificate of Appreciation for Program Participation Lone Hodges
Leadership Award -Frederick Kagy
Service Award- -Joseph Carrel.

9. Rutherford Lockette distributed and presented a formal vice president's
report emphasising concern for and some relationships between the Divi-
sion, industrial arts education and the socioeconomic welfare of the nation.
The main points were as follows:

Lack of an expanding membe ship is a major problem facing the Division.
Innovative Programs in Industrial Arts is available.
Metric Study: Industrial Ares Education has been completed.
A sweeping resolution suppoqing he funding of industrial arts has
been approved by the Board of Directors without a dissenting Vote.
Legislation indicating that industrial arts programs are eligible for fund-
ing as they direct attention to the needs expres:,ed in vocational legislation
is needed.
A comprehensive manpower bill that has far-reaching implications for
industrial arts has passed both houses 3f Congress and is being adjusted
in joint comiAittee.
The Division is, in the process of establishing a muchneeded communi-
cation system between the vice president, IAPC, and the membership.
Three important publications are the following: Improving the Welfare
System, Troining and Jobs for the Urban Poor, and Education for the
Urban Disadvantaged.

(0. The meeting was adjourned at 11:45 A.M.
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NEW AND RELATED
SERVICES
DIVISION

ALL SECTIONS
Proceedings Recorder: Mary L. Ellis

Director, Technical Education Research Center
Washington. D.C.

MANPOWER SECTION
Proceedings Recorder: Paul B. Hansen

Local Administrator, MDTA
Milvaukee Area Technical College

RESEARCH SECTION
Proceedings Recorder: Arthur M. Lee

Director, Arizona Research Coordinating Unit
Northern Arizona University

VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS SECTION

Proceedings Recorder: Clyde Hostetter
Director, Vocational Education Productions

California State Polytechnic College
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NEW AND RELATEP SERVICES DIVISION
(ALL SECTIONS)

Divisional IILlicy Committee

Donna Seay. Vice President. New and Related Services Division. called the
meeting to order at 9:00 A.m., December 1, 1970. The following people were
present: Merle Bodine, Vernon Burgener, Mary Ellis, Earl Hay. Sidney High,
Arthur K. Jensen, Arthur Lee, Bernie McAlpine, John W. Matthews, Duane Nielsen.
Joe Tuma, Paul Winston

Minutes of the March 6. 1970, Policy Committee Meeting were presented and
approved:

Mrs. Seay asked the following people to give annual sectional reports: Arthur K.
Jensen, Vocational Instructional Materials; Vernon Burgener, Research: and, Merle
Bodine, National Nlanpower Training Association.

The reports are presented in the respective sections.
The revised NRSD policies were presented and discussed. Arthur Jensen moved

that the policies be approved. Merle Bodine seconded, and the motion carried.
Mrs. Sea)' reported :hat the AVA Board approved a budget item for each sectional

group to have a representative at AVA spring meeting for program planning.
She submitted a te6..Ltive agenda for the NRSD Business Meeting on Tuesday,

December 8. 1970, 9.00 to 10:30 A.M. The Policy Committee agreed that the
election of the NRSD %ice president be by ballot vote. 7. irs. Seay requested that
Merle Bodine. NMTA, A, have three NMTA persons hand out ballots and count the
votes, since NMTA is not eligible to have a vice president this time. (The NRSD
vice presidency is currently filled with a representative of the NMTA1.

Currently, a NRSD brochure is being developed.
Appointments for the NRSD Policy Committee were discussed. Mrs. Sea) will

furnish names of new appointees to the AVA office.
The NRSD Nominating Committee endorsed Arthur Jensen, Vocational Instruc-

tional Materials Section, and John Cosier, Research Section, as rominces for vice
president of the New and Related Services Division.

During the meeting. Mrs. Seay preser ted the annual report of the vice president
of the New and Related Services Division. The report is as follows:

Since the New and Related Services Division is made up of three organised groups
actis c in vocational and manpower training, this report will include an annual report
from the three groups: Research, Nationa. Manpower Training Association, ',did
Vocatkmal Instrectional Materials.
Meetings

The Policy Committee for NRSD met in Boston at the AVA Convention and then
on March b and 7 it the AVA spring conference in Arlington, Virginia. At the spring
conference the Policy Committee recommended changes for the Division's policies
which would be consistent with the amendment made in the AVA 111a,ss at the
delegates' meeting in Boston.
Convention flans

Program Plans were made for the AVA Convention in New Orleans. NRSD is
having one combin-d meeting with the Health Dinisi n. Other th., n the NRSD
business meeting. there will be separate program meetings for :Leh croup
'in NRSD.
Recommendations for Poficy Committee

Recommend,ions for the new members to fill the savant or expire,' terms on the
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NRSD Policy Committee include: Arthur Lea, Earl flay, John K. Coster, and
Arthur Jensen. Other recommendations will be made afte, the election of the
NRSD vice president.

ce.s for Vice President
Research group nominated John K. Coster. and Vocational Instractional

Materials nominated Arthur Jensen. Both nominees will be presented to the
Division's Nomination Committee (the Policy Committee) on Friday, December 4,
I9'9, for approval.
Metric Conference

Each of the AVA Divisions had a representative present a paper at the Notional
Metric Conference held by the Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce,
on October IS. A paper entitled "Essentials for Planned Metrication Within Man-
power Training Programs for Adults was presented by the NVD vice president,
Donna Seay.
Compte!lensive Afalpower Act

The AVA staff reviewed with the vice president the status of the pending legisla-
tion and the action taken by them to ensure vocational education's role of providing
myipower training on the state and local levels. Copies of correspondence between
Lowell Burkett and -.he Assistant Secretary for Manpower were also made available.
Approval of Pr...grant Chairman

The AVA Board of Directors approved the NRSD request for a budget w' ich
would provide trace' for one NRSD program chairman and three other program
chairmen. one for each of the organized groups in the Division. to meet at the
spring Conference for program planning.

Professional Mee ling

The professional meeting followed the General Business Meeting of the Division
on Tuesday, December 8, 1970. Approximately' 150 people attended. Donna Seay,
vice president, New and Related Seiv'ces Division, served as chairman. Phil Teske
served as recorder, and Betty Simpson was the hostess. Mary Ellis introduced the
speaker, who was Robert E. Pruitt, Director. Division of Comprehensive and Voca-
tional Education Research, U.S. Office of Education. Following is a digest of
Mr. Pruitt's remarks:

Assumptions and Issues in Vora ,nal Education

Vocational Educatioir Pro,;rantming Alternative Approaches
I. Cognitive development is used as the basis for organizi _ad sequencing

learning experience, while psychomotor development is used to enrich or
give more meaning to the cognitive :earning.

2. Learning experiences should be organized and sequenced on the basis
of job hierarchies. Cognitive and affecCec capabilities should be taught at
a irrie and in a form that contribute to the psychomotor capabilities.

3. S.. , should be provided which give students an opportunity to develop a
variety of ski Is, not necessarily all direc:ed to specific occupations.

4. Instructional offerings are most effectively organized around separate
industrial needs. The Ohio State University Industrial Arts Project, whet.:
they have des eloped materials entitled "l11: World of Construction and
"The World el Manufacturing,- is an example of this type of organization.

5. The instruction is best organized on the basis of a cooperative program. fn
this kind of training a student would 'cure his skill development in a place
of employment and receive his academic training at the school.
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Assumptions Idmti ied with Respect to Vocational Educarion
1. Vocationa' education contrilstes to the employability of students.
2. Vocational education must prepare the student for availab:e or anticipated

useful employment opportunities.
3. A career is a way of life rather than a time - consuming job.
4. Vocational education must he an integral part of the educational system

with regard to philosophy, organization, administration, supervision,
fullities and equipment, curriculum, evaluation, etc.

5. Education must prepare people (a) for living and (b) for earning a living.
6. Relevance is a criterion for the content and methodology of he vocational

education program.
7. Occupational education must develop from a broad base in the early years

to more specialized programs in later years, as individual interest and needs
are identified.

8. The school should use ail the resources of the community to serve the needs
of all the people of the community.

9. An increasing portion of educational activities will be conducted outside the
traditional public school system.

10. The faculty and/or institution must operate on the philosophy of guiding the
individual student along with teaching him subject matter; the guiding
process should be keyed to a "zero reject" goal. with appropriate incentives
and rewards on a continuing basis.

11. The vocational opportuni for a student is enhanced when the instructional
program provides for vertical, horizontal, and diagonal mobility educationally'
and occupationally.

12. Individualized. self-paced, multi-media instruction requires self-instruc-
tional packages and the maximum use of educational technology, thus
releasing the leacher for activities that humanize the learning environment.

13. Accountability requires that objectives be stated in performance or
behavioral terms.

14. Vocational and academic education have a complementary relationship
to each other.

15. Vocational education should assume an increased responsibility for those
who have failed heretofore.

Educational Objectives
ISSUES

What are the issues that curriculum makers must face? Relevance certainly heads
the list as we look at the learning needs for all st.dents, with their variations in
abilities. We have recognized that relevant education is dependent upon the sehc
tion of integrated educational experiences that meet the performance needs of each
student. However, with the university' professor in control, most of the curriculum
development of the past decade has turned out to be curriculum needed to pass the
uxt discipline-oriented course.

In mid-century, Ralph Tyler was telling his students that the needs of the disci-
pline represent only one approach to organizing a curriculum. lie also noted that
curriculum could be organized around the present and future personal needs of
individuals or around the needs of the social order. It is becoming increasingly
obvious that we must pay attention to all three of these factors in the identification
of objectives and learning materials to. provide a compreiensive set of learning
activities for a multi - option, relevant curriculum.

Another issue related to performance objectives is indiv'dualization. Most secon-
dary schools are now structured to present science in a traditional patter of biology.
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chemis4y, and physics. Mathematics s presented in algebra, geometry, advanced
algebrr, solid geometry, and trigonometry. If we are to meet the educational nerds
of all students, particularly those in career-oriented programs, we must be flexible
even with the so called academic subjects in presenting learnir,g experiences in
the form and at a lime relevant to the career plan of each student. This means that
for some students, some knowledge, concepts, and principles of physics should be
introduced before grade 12. Other students with different career orientation may
not need principles in physics until grade 12. Indeed they may not need them at all.

We have long argued that students learn at different rates. Yet there is a di arth
of instructional materials and a paucity of educational practices to enable a teacher
to accomplish the goal. This all indicates our lack of commitment to individualization
in terms of learning rates. We move from one topic to another whether a student
ha., learned or not. In man: instances such a nroccdure guarantees subsequent
failure because the topic not ied is a prerequisite for the new objectives.

A third issue relates to learning styles. Most schooling is conducted from books
(principally textbooks) and teacher speeches. We know enough now to be sure that
students will learn better if a broader range of learning media and various grouping
options are available to them. We are beginning to learn that some kinds of learning
media and sonic kinds of approaches are most :ffective with students having
particular sets of characteristics

GOAL SEt TING

Persons concerned with the educational enterprise have always been concerned
about objectives. However, they may have expressed their objectives in other terms.
such as goals or principles. Whatever the words used, the statements amount 'o
expressing the objectives of the educational program. fn colonial times. prop,,
talked about the "three R's" (reading. writing, and arithmetic). These three goals
were rather universally accepted. Individual schools may have added other dimen-
sions, such as religion, morality, or occupational training.

By 1918, a committee of the National education Association, the Commission on
Reorganisation of Secondary Education, iiioposed a set of Seven Cardinal Principles.
These seven principles were significant in that they expanded considerably the
mission of the schools to include instruction in such matters as health. home
membership, use of leisure :imc, vocational education, citizenship education, and
ethical character.

Since 1918, there have been actions through the Education Policy Committee to
elaborate on the goals of education. In 1959, the Educational Policy Commission
issued the following statements about eltmertary and secondary school curriculums:

The elementary curriculum: "It should emphasize reading, writing, arith-
metic, speaking, and listening- the basic skills of the civil ed person and the
foundation of further intellectual growth." It should "help pupils to acquire
ideas, information, understanding, and skills in the social studies. science,
music, and art. It should promote understanding and the importance et learn-
ing and of intellectual values. It should teach pupils that people live, think,
and ',peak in various ways .

The secondary school curriculi.m: "The programs of all secondary-school
students should include English, social studies, science, mathematics, and fine
arts, as well as physical and health education .... There should be commercial,
vocational, technical, and homemaking courses designed to develop skills
which have social or economic value . . . There should be advanced :ourses
in mathematics, statistics, biology. chemistry, physics, geology, astronomy.
music art, literature, creative writing, history, geography, sociology, and world
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affairs. At least one modern foreign language should be offered ... and no less
than a three-year sequence is needed to permit learning to the point of effective
use . . . . The superior secondary-school curriculum . . promotes forms of
learning which require more than subject matter or factual knowledge." It
also develops "attitudes, standards, and skills."

You will note from this statement that little change in goal-setting took place
between the years 1918 and 1959.

However, by mid-century some significant thinking about objectives was being
pursued by a few individuals. Ralph Tyler's work around 1950 is probably recog-
nized as of major significance for present day developments. In 1950 Tyler said:

Many educational programs do not have clearly defined purposes. In some
cases one may ask a teacher of science, of English, of social studies, or of some
other subject what objectives are being aimed at and get no satisfactory reply.
The teacher may say in effect that he aims to develop a well-educated person
and that he is teaching English or social studies or some ether subject because
it is essential to a well-rounded education. No doubt some excellent educational
work is being done by artistic teachers who do not have a clear conception of
goals but do have an intuitive sense of what is good teaching, what materials
are significant, what topics arc worth dealing with and how to present materials
and develop topics effectively with students. Nevertheless, if an educational
program is to be planned and if efforts for continued improvement are to be
made, it is very necessary to have some conception of the goals that are being
aimed at. These educational objectives become the criteria by which materials
are selected, content is outlined, instructional procedures are developed and
tests and examinations are prepared. All aspects of the educational program
are really means to accomplish basic educational purposes. Hence, if we are to
study an educational program systematically and intelligently we must first
be sure as to the educational objectives aimed at.

The Russel Sage Foundation-sponsored mid- century conference report contains
these introductory words:

The Mid-Century Committee on Outcomes in Elementary Education was
assembled to describe for educators, test-makers and interested citizens the
measurable goals of instruction in our American elementary schools. Though
other groups and individuals have specified some of the outcomes sought by
the schools, or have described the subject matter and activities of schools,
there has long been a need for a comprehensive and authoritative survey of
elementary schooling, with primary emphasis on behavioral goats. Such a
survey should identify desirable attainable objectives so that they may be
susceptible to measurement, evaluation, and critical philosophical analysis.

Yo-a will note from these two quotes the emergence of the idea of precisely stated
objectives that can be evaluated in behavioral changes.

In spite of the few pioneering efforts, there was very little concern about state-
ments of objectives and very little evidence that they made much difference in what
teachers did.

Within the last 10 years, with the increased concern in educational accountability,
the need to improve teacher learning strategies, the greatest sophistication in
educational technology, and the identification of three domains of knowledge, we
have become very serious about more precise statements of objectives.

OBJEfihIS, INSIRUCTIONAt PROMS, AND EVAt.CAlION

Much has been saiJ and wiitten about the relationship of objectives to evaluation.
Ccrtainly the precision of the evaluation can be no more exact than the precision
by which goals are stated.
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We have paid less attention, however, to the effect of goal-setting on the instruc-
tional process. Carefully siiiiecterl and thoughtfully organized objectives do not
necessarily assure that the graduates of our schools Will have secured the capabili-
ties to cope with their world.

It is interesting to note the various ways that different educational specialists are
approaching objective specifications. We have seen the linear type behavioral
scientists chop the program into little "bits." Learning was assumed to have
occurred if the learner could demonstrate that he had mastered 85 or 90 percent
of these little pieces under prescribed circumstances. Little attention was given
to a concern that the pieces could be put together in such a way that broader goals
were achieved Too often learning packages produced by this emphasis resulted
in students' learning .lone from the printed word so that teaching became a matter
of merely recording the "bits mastered.

We have also had the behavioral scientist who designed programmed learning
according to a branching approach. In these programs broad objectives and pre-
requisite capabilities were identified. Prerequisites could be bypassed if a student
could demonstrate his ability to achieve the broader objectives.

During all this time practitioners were misled by the hardware of people who
wer" selling teaching machines rather than instructional programs based on care-
fully designed objectives, teaching and learning strategies, and evaluation measures.

We have also been confronted in the last decade with educators who have declared
that the resolution of the education problems rests with the teaching of concepts.
Three is little in the literature to indicate that most disciples of this cult took time
to explain what they meant by concepts, or even to make clear a hat a student would
be able to do with this collection of concepts that he could not do before.

Recently we have listened to the educators who have proclaimed that the major
purpose education to be problem-solving and decision-makirq. These people
have looked at the earlier efforts and have tried to make sense of both program
instruction end concepts by combining the branching prog.ams and recognizing
that conceit development is prerequisite but not to be equated with decision
making. They note that concepts are essential in formulating principles and that
these principles enable us to deal with problems. The branched program approach
permits us to look carefully at prerequisites for new learning.

Some of our colleagues who have been frustrated over the notion that objectives
must be staled in precise terms have turned to objectives ustich they call process
objectives. These objectives may not be too different from the terminal objectives
expressed by some of the behaviorists. However, the process objective educators
recognize that certain kinds of educational development arc long term and often
life-long elforts. In science, for example, ability to analyze data is not something
you have or do not have. In citizenship. participation in local gosernment is not a
thing we can do or cannot do. Appreciation of literature is not a you have or do not
have kind of thing, but something that we hope w.11 develop over a life span.

Another concern is the interrelationship of objectives of different types. In
vocational education for example, we have talked about the blending of the
academic and the vocational. I would rather state this concern in different terms.
We have identified three prociple domains of knowledge psychomotor, cognitive,
and affective. People often think that we can just say that we ought to bring about an
effective blending and it will happen. I believe that blending the three domains of
knowledge is one ol the most complex problems facing educators today. Much
research, hard thinking, and development are required to deal effectively with this
problem.

What about humanistic educators? They believe that the concern for each learner
as a human being is more important than the objectives sought for or the subject
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matter taught. Educators with this orientation have often felt threatened `,.j, the
narrowness of other educators who misuse performance objectives and utilize in-
human management strategies. They are disconcerted when they hear other
educational leaders proposing that students learn alone with a big dehumanizing
computer monitoring and directing by numbers the individual's progress toward
insignificant goals.

however, we are approaching the level of sophistication so that in the next five
years we can effectively combine the process objectives, performance objectives,
and problem-solving capabilities which integrate r'..e three domains of knowledge
in a humanistic educational program. We can provide education that is relevant
to the vocational, citizenship, and personal goals of all students. We can provide an
education that will equip each student for this role as a worker, citizen, and self-
fulfilling individual.

PROCEDURES

To accomplish this means much research, hard headed thinking, and evaluation.
We must continually reassess jobs, citizenship, and self-fulfilling needs of learners
under a variety of personal and societal conditions. This must be done in the context
of the three domains of knowledge. From this assessment of needs we must design
and continually redesign process or life-long goal which will be translated into
a set of behavioral or performance objectives as indications of progress toward
the process goals. These behavioral performance objectives developed through
the branching technique rr st be ordered in a way that is most relevant for each
learner. Having designated the objectives, learning experiences which will ac-
complish the objectives must be selected, multi-media approaches must be
identified, and appropriate evaluation measures designed, All of this must be
managed in the classroom in a way that maximizes the humanistic process. Once
the nature of the learner needs are conceptualized and the kind of materials that
will meet the individual needs of students are identified, management objectives
reed to be planned and packaged for curriculum developers, classroom teachers,

d administrators. These arc monumental tasks, and perhaps we at the present
time have only the knowledge to go part way. We have, however, made a start.
Individualized Learning

I. Individualized learning may mean (but dues not nccessaril: mean) learning
alone. Much learning must be done in a social context.

2. Individualized :earning requires learning materials that are primarily
self-instructional.

3. Individualized learning requires learning materials that can be sequenced
according to individual needs and goals, that is, self paced and tailored
to a variety, of learning styles and requirements varying from the practical
to the theoretical.

4. Individualized learning must provide for the proper blending of psychome
tor, cognitive, and affective capabilities to maximize the learner's capa-
bilities to hold a job and "live a life,"

5. An instructional management system must be provided to monitor the
learning process while freeing the teacher to humanize the learning
emlronment effectively'.

General Business Meeting

1 he meeting was called to order at 9.00 AM December 8, 1970, by Donna
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Seay, vice president, New and Related Services Division, Approximately 105 people
attended the meeting.

Mrs. Seay gave the annual report as outgoing vice president of the New a id
Related Services Division. (See report of the Policy Committee Meeting, New and
Related Services Divison, for the context of her report.) In addition. Mrs. Seay
briefed the members on the status of the pending Comprehensise Maeposi.er
Legislation (which was in Conference Committee at the time).

Upon completing her report, Mrs. Seay asked the following people to gave brief
oral reports concerning the annual activities of each section: Arthur Jensen
Vocational Instructional Materials Section Jerome Moss --Research Sect' in; Merle
Bodine National Manpower Training Association Section. (Refer to each sectional
report for complete details.)

Mrs. Seay announced that the nomineo for vice president of the New and Related
Services Division were Arthur Jensen. Clemson University, nominated by the
Vocational Instructional Materials Section of the Division, and John Coster, North
Carolina State University, nominated by the Research Section of the Division.
(Since Mrs. Seay was elected vice president while representing the National Man-
power Training Association (NMTA) Section of the New and Related Services
Divison, the NMTA was not eligible to submit a nominee). Mrs. Seay then called
for nominations from the floor. It was moved, seconded. :.nd carried that nomina-
tions be closed.

Mrs. Seay invited Earl Hay to introduce the Voc4.tional Instructional Materials
Section nominee, Arthur Jensen, and Jerome Moss to introduce the Research
Section nominee, John Coster. Ballots were distributed for voting. The ballots
were counted and Mrs. Seay announced the election of Dr. Caster r...; vice president,
New and Related Services Division.

At Mrs. Seay's request, Cleve Loman gave a brief oral report as the NRSD
representative on the AVA Advisory Council, Mr. Loman asked for col-mei-is
and recommendations, but no comments or suggestions were offered by the mem-
bers.

Mrs. Seay called for any additional new business, but there was none.
'Ise first elected vice president of the New and Related Services Division, Mrs.

Seay, closed the meeting by indicating that serving as vice president of the newly
created Divison had been both challenging and rewarding. The members of the
Division gave her a standing ovation as an expression of gratitude for her leader-
ship and hard work as the first elected vice president of the New :Ind Related
Services Division.

The meeting adjourned at 10:00 / u.

MANPOWER TRAINING SECTION

Btiiness Meetings
The National Manpower Training Association Board of Directors meeting was

held on December 5 with Association President Merle Bodine presiding. The
agenda for the business meeting and the treasurer's report were reviewed and
approved. A Nominating Committee to submit a slate of national officers was
appointed.

The annual business meeting of the National !Manpower Training Association
N as held on December 7 with Merle Bodine presiding and 70 persons in attendance.
The treasurer's report was approved as printed. The National Manpower Trainin3
Association constitution was corrected to proside for 10 directors to correspond
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with a new 10-region format. A proposal to submit a resolution v. the AVA Resolu-
tions Committee concerning the role of women in occupational training was
approved. The Nominating Committee submitted the following slate of officers:
president, Arthur E. Vadnais, Minnesota; vice president, Charles W. Phillips,
Washington, D.C.; secretary, Rolf T. Bjornson, New York; treasurer, Milton J.
Tankersley, Florida. There were no further nominations from the floor and the slate,
as presented, s as unanimously accepted. Regional directors were nominated and
elected to fill vacancies in Region II, Herman A. Kressel: and in Region IX, John
Dutton. Regions I. VIII, and X were not represented and directors' vacancies in
these regions wil! be MIA by presidential appointments. A discussion on member-
ship indicated that many AVA mentherships were being incorrectly credited to

& 1, Ind that if this were clarified and corrected National Manpr,wer Training
Association would have more than the 1,000 members the AVA requires for a
separate division.

Professional Meetings

1 he Manpower Section was able to attract high quality speakers and the sessions
we-:,well attended.

1 he first meeting was held on December 6 and presentations were given by Sar
A. Levitan of the Center for Manpower Policy Studies at George Washington
University, and by Howard Matthews, Director, Division of Mat !sower Development
and Training, USOE. Levitan spoke on "Manpower Training in a Recession,
and indicated that there is a recession in the sense that over one million more people
are now looking for work and hundreds of thousands more will leave the labor
market Jecause of it. He recommended that manpower programs for tight labor
markets be adjusted for :hest circumstances as follows:

I. When unemployment rises, manpower f-xpenditures should be shifted into
areas of public employment and training.

2. Enrollees are likely to stay longer in institutional programs, and these can
concentrate on basic education and he more serious problems of marginal
workers.

3. The Employment Service must increase job development and placement
efforts for tlio,e recently unemployed.

He believes there will be a renewed emphasis and reliance upon institutional
training, that the disadvantaged will be de-emphasired, and that there will be a
swing-back to blue-collar training.

Matthews spoke on federal manpower legislation, prefacing his remarks by
disagreeing with Levitan's position that emphasis in training would be for the
blue-collar v crker. He indicated that the emphasis would be on the non-productive
occupations, such as sales, real estate, and government, citing the increasing
employment in those areas. As an example, he noted that there are now 80,000
unhs of government in the country; consequently, jobs in the future will be in the
theoretical areas rather than in manual pursuit. Turning to his own topic, he noted
that the Senate and House versions of the Comprehensive Manpower Act were in
a 33 member Senate -House Conference Committee. Present progress seemed to
favor the Senate version, which includes six special c; tegories for special aid and a
larger appropriation for public employment. He indicated that transitional problems
in moving to a Comprehensive Nlanpower Act were monumental in that $275,000,000
in ',DTA projects will be on the books on hi, I, 1971, s :thout any provisions to
transfer authority, equiprne t, and supplies to other agencies. There is, hos ever,
a commitment to keep MDTA funds available for existing MDT personnel for an
orderly transition.
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The second meeting was held on December 6. Elizabeth J. Simpson, Research
Associate with the National Center for Educational Research and Development of
the USOE, in her presentation, "A Viewpoint of Women Power and Women's
Lib, included a justification for expanded vocational opportunities for women
and pointed out that vocational education has made little response to the women's
rights movement. Women today account for nearly 38 percent of the 80.4 million
persons in the civilian work force and most of them carry the responsibility of home-
makers in addition to their outside-the-home occupations. She recommended that
girls and women be given the opportunity to prepare for occupations in any field
of endeavor that interests them, includirt appliance repairs, construction work,
ornamental horticulture, veterinarian aide, environmental management, and
transportation. Vocational educators should be involved in expanding the vocational
self-concept of girls, helping to find answers to the problems of day care for
children, and promoting trial of new work patrerns for s,.omen. Charles Phillips.
U.S. Department of Labor. Arthur Lee Hardwick, U.S Officc of Education: Mary
Ellis, Director, Technical Education Research Center; and Trumbull W. Kelly.
Division of Rehabilitation of the State of California, reacted to the presentation
and participated in a general discussion. It was then recommended that a resolu-
tion be submitted to the AVA Resolutions Committee to support the proper role of
women in society.

The theme of the third session. held on December 7, was "Manpower Training
Needs." Morris Riger, U.S. Department or Labor. Ann Donovan, U.S. Office of
Education: and John Burnell, Executive Secretary of the New York City Central
Labor Council, spoke on "Upgrading and Retraining Needs." Morris Riger indicated
that fcr eight years manpower programs have grown through a combinatico of new
program ideas and redirection of old ideas, but that upgrading programs were
de- emphasized in favor of basic education, prevocational training, and entry-level
training. The Comprehensive Manpower Act has a whole title devoted to upgrad-
ing and another title that would pamit broad upgrading explorations. He recorn
mended that the definition of upgrading be re-evaluated and broadened, and that
realistic goals and means for measurement of achievement be established. We
should opt for a broad gauged approach to upgrading on the basis that by upgrad-
ing or stimulating the advancement of workers in dead-end jobs we will be leading
toward a more dynamic and productive economy.

Ann. Donovan stated that consideration of upgrading must start with people. and
that, in broad general terms, upgrading is making alternatives possible to people.
She expressed surprise that upgrading is considered something new; it appeared in
early vocational education legislation as Type C, Trade Preparatory Training. This
was narrow because upgradinia opportunities were available only in the specific
trade in which the individual was employed, a restriction which the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 eliminated.

Manpower educators should be involved in task forces that deal with upgrading.
The technical era in which we live must put priority on upgrading, and educators
should be involved in the planning for these programs.

John Burnell said that gainful employment is the only respectable means of
receiving monetary reward in our money-oriented society. The type of job an
individual has determines his status in the community and his style of living. His
family's ;some, clothing, food, and more importantly, his childien's education are
determined by his working status. Therefore, in our modern society, there can exit
neither political orientation nor educational philosophy that does not include the
world of work. A youngster's future in the v.orking world is largely dependent on
the quality of education. If the road to prosperity is a job. then the vehicle up the
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path is education and training. An essential part of the solution revolves around how
effectively disadvantaged youngsters can be educated and trained to meet the
needs of the present job market. if we do not establish a sound relationship between
the school and the world of work, the students from the ghetto are going to be
effectively isolated from the mainstream of our economic society. Burnell then
outlined a project at the August Martin New Queens High School in New York
that combines the work and education worlds.

Robert J. Brown, Associate Manpower Administrator for the U.S. Training and
Employment Service, spoke on the administration plans for manpower development.
Ile outlined the history of manpower legislation from the Employment Act of 1946
to the Manpower Development Training Act of 1962, concluding with a review of
the Comprehensive Man, awer Act which is presently in House-Senate Conference
Committee. Under this Act, an opportunity for a gainful, productive job is pledged
to every American seeking work. The Act aims to meet the diverse needs of all
people in finding and holding jobs and is to be made more effective as an economic
stabilizer by providing for Public Service Employment. He indicated that two
principal reforms were included in the CMA-- the decategorization of funding, and
the decentralization of administration to prime sponsors at the state and local levels.
The prime role of educators, particularly vocational educators, has beer written
into the ('MA at many points, and the House Report spells out po:nt in great
detail. The use of vocational schools, area 'kill centers, and postsecondary schools
and educational institutions both public and private -is emphasized. Ali prime
sponsors must maintain Manpower Services Councils which must be staffed with
representatives from education, vocational education, and community post-
secondary institutions. These councils shall assist in planning and evaluation. Prirr c
sponsors get a financial bonus if they coordinate and cooperate with agencies
administering vocational education programs, and the Secretary of HEW has
"concurrent power of approval" over the educational components of applications
for comprehensive .rvices programs.

The fourth meeting, held on December 8, was a breakfast meeting attended by
Sri MDTA state and local personnel. Howard Matthews reported on the progress
of the House-Senate Conference Committee on the Comprehensive Manpower Act.

The fifth meeting, held on December 9, was concerned with evaluation of
rranpx)wer institutional training. Garth Mangum, Human Resources Institute.
University. of Utah: Rupert Evans, Professor, Vocational and Techr ical Education.
University of 'Illinois; and Cynthia Deutermann, Division or Manpower Development
and Training, USGE, spoke on skill center evaluatic-s. Garth Mangum reported
on a skill center evaluation which had been completed involving 19 centers: he
indicated that reports would be available in the near future. The evaluation covered
the locale of the centers, types of facilities, sponsors, administrative responsibilities,
characteristics of the enrollees, selection processes, and the results of training.
Ile indicated that the locales varied and included both urban and rural, and the
types of facilities varied from converted warehouses to idealist r. settings. He also
indicated that the results showed that poor attendance leads to high completion
records but low employment and that hood attendance leads to a low completion
record with high placement.

Rupert Evans spoke en the selling and the sponsorship of skill centers. lie
indicated that tne location and the appearance of the facility was Jireetly related
to the ratio of attendance. Sponsorship generally falls into the following areas:
association with a junior college, with local public schools. private schools, or with
state agencies.

There are standard course offerings which were common to almost all of the
skill centers surveyed. These included welding, machine operator, auto mechanic,
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food ,ervice, and clerical skills. There were a total of 37 different courses being
offered in all the centers included in this survey. Employment Service requests for
training are based on present jib orders which result in the standardization of the
course offering at the majority of the centers. Many of the courses are the same as
regular vocational courses except in food services, building maintenance, uphols-
tering, and furniture repair areas. It was found that the courses such as ccsrne-
tology. drafting, carpentry, are electricity were found in vocational schools but not
offered in skill centers.

Cynthia Deutermann indicated that the skill center evaivation is one of a series
of four evaluation studies concerned with the MDTA institutional training programs.
The four studies currently in operation are: Program Review of Manpower Devel-
opment; An Analysis and Evaluation of MDTA Institutional Program, Systems, an
Practices; Evaluation of the Relevance and Quality of Preparation for Employ r'
Under the MDTA Institutional Training Program; and MDTA Outcomes Stu.
These four evaluation studies have been planned, developed, and contracted
jointly by the U.S. Office of Education and the Department of Labor and ore
attempt to develop a coordinated in-depth analysis and evaluation of the MDTA
institutional training programs.

Patrick J. W'egrnaff, Research Specialist from the University of California, spoke
on the topic, "Western ,Region AMIDS Evaluation A New Venture," staid
that there has been considerable discussion about progr rn evaluation it vocational
education and marpower training but very little agreement concerning purposes
and methodology. lie submitteJ a design for evaluative research which was used in
the western region of AMIDS; it had foul cincipal stages, as follows: identification
of goals, intents, and assumptions; selection of specific key aspects to evaluate:
comparison of intended vs. observed inputs, transactions, and outputs For each key
indicator in the light of descriptive data from other projects and general standards
of excellence: development of standards of :Kceltence which provide a "realistic
ceiling" against which comparisons can be made. The gap between the observa-
tions and the standards can be identified, judgments can be formulated, and specific
recommendations made.

Melvin Johnson, Department of Industrial Education, University: of Minnesota,
presented a report on the development of an evaluation system for MDTA
activities adaptable for nationwide use by state and local administrators. It was
divided into activities involving evaluation, identification, training. and placement.
The training process was divided into five activities. administration, counseling,
instruction, learning, and facilities. Identification and placement activities were
combined into a computerized analysis system utilizing available data from
Employment Security. A cos! analysis was &signed to compare a variety of
trainee costs across programs or institutions.

RESEARCH SECTION

First General Session: Evaluation of Vocational Education

Chairman.. JAY SKINK, Director, Pennsylvania Research Coordinating Unit
Hot :: JOHN Km, Director, Evaluation Section. Vocational and Technical
Education Division. Illinois Department of Education
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Recorder: FERMAN B. Mown, Chief, Special Vocational Education Pro-
grams, Pennsylvania Department of Education

Topic I: A Follow-Up Evaluation of
Vocational and Technical Graduates in the U.S.

Speaker: GERALD G. SOMERS, Professor of Economics and Director, Center
for Studies in Vocational and Technical Education, University of Wisconsin

Junior college vocational graduates reported significantly higher employment and
earnings than secondary and other postsecondary graduates in a national survey cf
students vs ho had graduated from secondary, postsecondary, and junior college
vocational and technical programs in 1966: the survey was based on a randomly
selected sample of schools stratified by program, size of enrollment, and geographic
region, Other findings included different vocational programs, differences in em-
ployment and earnings between postsecondary vocational and secondary vocational
programs. and differences in sex, age, home location, attitudes, further education.
reasons for dropouts. and grade point scores. The full report is scheduled for
publication,

Topic 11: A Master Plan for the Evaluation of
Occupational Education Programs in North Carolina

Speaker: ROBERT T. WILLIAMS, D. or of Planning and Research, Wake
County, North Carolina, Schools

A state plan for systematic evaluation was developed at the Center for Occupa-
tional Education, North Carolina State University, for adoption he the state agencies
in North Carolina by July I, 1971. It would serve most other states Lqually, \1eII. The
plan is product-oriented, based on a concept of evaluation as the comparison be-
tween the processes. outputs. and outcomes which are desired and the processes.
outputs, and outcomes which are actually ebscrved. It is divided into four sections.
a text and a three-part outline containing 104 ikems to he evaluated. The cc-

rart outline consists of the (a) legislation, policy. and administration. chi
instructional program trends (by six-digit OE codes): and (c) ancillary service
Each item is followed by six columns, which list the agency responsible for evalua-
tion, a suggested criterion. a technique for measuring the criterion, specific data
needed to obtain the measure, the source of these data, and the month in v.hich
evaluation should be made.

Topic III: A Labor Market Information System for
State-Local Program Planning and Evaluation in Vocational Education

Speaker. JAMES F. N1CNAIARA, Center for the Advanced Study of Educa-
tional Administration, University of Oregon

Because of the recognized increasing leadership role of slate departments of edu-
cation in bringing about changes and improvement in education. a planning model
was developed NhiCh utilizes labor market supply and demand inform. tion to deter-
mine where critical shortages currently exist. The model v.a. applied in Pennsylvania
to develop a single supply-demand posture for comprehensive and regional planning
involving the product of nine different training ,geneies (public schools and eight
postsecondary and adult agencies).

Topic IV: An Evaluation of Citizens' Advisory Committee
Operation and Function

Speaker: tioYD I.. NIcKts:NEY, Assistant Professor. Research Coordinating
Unit for Vocations( Education. University of Kentucky
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Recommendations based on a survey of school administrators, vocational educa-
tors, and citizens participating in Michigan State University's Evaluation Systems
''roject included the following: (a) advisory committees should have from live to
nine members representing varicus levels of education, includ.ng persons from the
community labor force; (b) a primary function of the committee should be evalua-
tions of local vocational education palicies, long range planning. facilities planning
and improvement, equipment planning and improvement, and their on work and
effectiveness.

Second General Session: Programmatic Research and Development:
What kit and How Does One Go About Doing it?

Chairman: FRANK C. PRJ.TZNER, Research Specialist, Center for Vocational
and Technical Education, The Ohio State University
Host: DARRELL WARD, Research Specialist, The Ohio State University
i?ecorder: JOSEPH P ARNOLD, Research Specialist, The Ohio State University

Topic I: What Is Programmatic Research & Doclopment?
Speaker.' DANIEL STL1FFLEBEAM, Director, Center for Evaluation, The Ohio
Stale University

Programmatic change was defined and explained as a function of two types of
processes. The first, general leadership activiiies, was discussed in terms of decision-
making and evaluation. The other type included the specific change strategies of
adoption, development, difiusion, and research. These two processes were then
incorporated into a model for programmatic change. The model provides a con
ceptual framework for classifying and understanding the types of decisions which
precipitate the specific change strategies.

Topic II; Programmatic Research & Development in Education
Speaker: HENDRICK GIDEONSE, Office of Program Planning and Evalua-
tion. U.S. Office of Education

1 he paper pointed out that defining programmatic research and development is
not Jn empirical task so much as it is a policy problem. It is a case of deciding what
is required or desired and establishing the procedures and criteria which would
best help to create the type of R & D sse are trying to call into existence. An end
pare objective of programmatic R & I) is one which is identified :n terms of trying
to .ichie,e something out there for clients: producing the actual change or condition
that is identified in the description of the desired end stile. A product objective is
one which is defined in terms of the creation of a product, process, or technique
which when used in a specified fashion yields specified outcomes in a client popula-
Eon or practitioner system. An area objective for programmatic R & I) is to crcat .
knowledge and test development strategies, on the basis of which "products or
"end state objectives cast ultimately' be conceived. decided upon, and achieved:

Topic III: A Model for Educational Doelopment
Speaker: JOHN HEMPHILL, Director, Far West Regional Laboratory for
Educational Research and Development

ducational development provides a 1,0 erful way of ch educational
practice. h offers a systematic means of creating new educational products and/.,r:
ness human capabilities which can produce significant changcs. Two major
proaches to educational development have been identified. Product development
creates materials, procedures. or deices sshich, ssben used as dirc'eled. promise to
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yield desirabh and specified outcomes. Educational development following the
change support approach emphasis, intervention in the behavior of education.
Most of the strategies employed today appear to be mixed ones involving different
degrees of use of one or the other of these two basic approaches.

Topic IV: The Convergence Technique:
An Alternative Strategy for Programmatic Research and Development

Speaker: Louis M. CARRESE, Associate Director for Program Planning and
Analysis, National Cancer Institute, Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare

The particularized requirements for a planning system suitable for research
efforts are identified, and a technique thveloped specifically for the planning and
programming of research efforts is described. Basically, the technique involves the
formulation of a series of flows and arrays depicting major ; rogram elements and
individual projects, sequentially ordered on the basis of research logic, and graphi-
cally' represented by a matrix which relates research performance to resources
required (including personnel, ma'erials, equipment and facilities, and funds).

Topic V: Programmatic Reso!atch and Development
At the Center for Voce:lona! Education

Speaker: EDWARD J. MORRISON, Research Coordinator, The Center for Re-
search & Leadership Development in Vocational and Technical Education,
The Ohio State University

The paper describes the development of .he programmatic work of The Center,
the major kinds of decisions which were necessary, and the principal mechanisms
which have been evolved to operate and manage the effort. Six program areas were
identified and judged most promising for application of the amounts and kinds of
talent and resources available to The Center: state leadership, teacher education,
curriculum practices, vocational development and adjustment, occupationally dis-
advantaged, and change process.

Third General Session: Vocational Research Policy

Chairma,-::ARTHUR NI LEE, Director, Arizona Research Coordinating Unit,
Northern Arizona University
Host: PAUL C. BROWN, Director, Louisiana Research Coordinating Unit,
Stec Department of Education
Recorder: JACK D+vis, Director, Nevada Research Coordinating Unit, Uni-
versity of Nevada

This was a session to explore the needs and concepts of a national policy in voca-
tional education research. State directors had been invited; several attended and
participated in the discussions folkwing each speaker.

Topic I: Presidet.tial Address:
Managed Research in Vocational Education

Speaker: JEROME Moss, President, American Vocational Education Re-
search Association, University of Minnesota

strong case was made for increasing the efficiency of allocating re.carch fun is
through carefully planned programmatic efforts directed at r- elected goals. In
the past both talent and dollars have been spread too thin through sponsoring un-
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related, episodic activities dependent upcn the unique interests of the investieator.
Among the requirements for programmatic research are specific training in voca-
tional education research, close coordination between various research-related
activities at both federd and state levels, a seasonable level of funding at a predict-
able rate, and an acceptable procedure for establishing goals and planning for their
attainment.

Topic II: DCVR Report
Speaker: ROBERT Pfturr-r, Director, Division of Comprehensive and Voca-
tional Education Research, U.S. Office of Education

Eight broad categories for vocational research and development have been iden-
tified by the U.S. Office of Education Division of Comprehensive and Vocational
Research: (a) the student and his environment; (b) application of manpower data to
occupational education; (c) state and local program planning. (d) instiuctiona! sys-
tems development; (e) career develoFment, guidance, placement, and followup:
f) instructional facilities: (g) organization and administration; and (h) 'valuation.
Within this general categorical framework specific kinds of research needed have
been listed in considerable detail, The major problem has been and continues to be
the uncertainty of funds to support the federal research program in vocational
education,

Topic III: Federal Support Policy for Vocational Research
Speaker: NORMAN STANGER, Director of Vocational Education, Orange
County Department of Education, Santa Ana. California

The need for change in much of the nation's educational system has set in motion
a number of major phase shifts in vocational education. These in turn have sug-
gted new vectors for research. Vocational research must provide the means of
updating, upgrading, changing, and expanding vocational education. A better nay
would be career education. Programs and concepts long cherished arc on their V. ay
out. Federal funds for re,nrch are committed to the mandate for change in federal
legislation.

Following the speakers, questions from the audience and discussion between
speakers and the audience, between researchers and slate directors, and between
researchers with different points of view suggested a desire for closer liaison among
all grouns in a national program of vocational education research. Consistency and
continuity in funding, coordination in administration, and greater recognition of
'be interdependence of research coordinating units and state departments of voca-
tional education are needed.

Fourth General Session: If The Job's Been Done,
Why Do It Again?

Chairman! JOPN F. STEPHENS, Acting Administrator, Division of Research
and Innovation, Utah State Board of Education
HOSi: GARTH HILL, Utah State Department of Vocational Education
Recorder; AUSTIN G. LOVELESS, Utah State University

Topic I: Status Report of Northwest Regional Laboratory'
"Nary Instructional ;Materials Project"

Speaker: ALAN D. St watt, Director, Navy Instructional Materials Project
Northwest Educational Laboratory

An indexcatalquing system of instructional materials available from the U.S
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Navy was developed by the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory in co-
operation with the departments of vocational education in Alaska, Idaho, Montana,
Oregon and Washington. The system lists location and costs of materials in seven
vocational subject areas: automotive mechanics, welding trades, machinist trades,
basic electricity, basic electronics, first aid, and marine navigation. The index
cataloguing system and instructional materials were field tested at nine schools
representing vocational programs at the high school, vocational technical, MDTA,
and community college level, with favorable results. Two methods of dissemination
of the index-catalogues were subsequently tested: (a) circulation through visitations
by state supervisors and exhibit at local and regional vocational conferences; and
(b) a mailing system which required predetermined individual schools to examine
the index-catalogues for a specific period of time and forward them to another
school listed on the circulation schedule. The second method was far more effective
than the first, accounting fcr 90 percent of the total number of schools that received
the index-catalogue., although only one state used this method compared to four
using the first method.

Topic II: The First Full-Scale Test of
Military instruction Programs in a Public School System

Speaker: WALTER ULRICH, Administrator, Division of Vocational-Technical
Education, Utah State Board of Education

JAMES H. STRALBEI., Executive Director, Aerospace Education
Foundation

A combination film and oral presentation svi,s made of the Utah Project, an experi-
mental program conducted by the Aerospace Education Foundation for the U.S.
Office of Education to test the transferability of Air Force instructional techniques
and materials to the civilian school system. Tests were carried out in three vocational
areas: electronics, nurse aide, and aircraft mechanics. Results indicate that for the
courses used little or no modification is required for use in the civilian schools.

Fifth General Session: Significant Research in Vocational Education

Chairman: WILLIAM W. STEVENSON, Head, Division of Research, Planning,
and Evaluation, Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical
Education
Host: GARRY R. BICE, Director. Tenr ssee Occupational Research and
Development Coordinating Unit
Recorder: WILLIAM D. FRAZIER, Director. Oklahoma Pesearch Coordinating
Unit

Topic I: Employment and Occupational Training
Opportunities f..n Rural Youth

Speaker: Ct' 4.RLES H. ROGERS, Associate Professor, Center for Occupational
Education. North Carolina State University at Raleigh

ibis is a study of teen-age unemployment in two selected rural counties in the
south, comparing Negroes and whites. It traces the labor market experience of teen.
ler% in both groups in each county, some of whom were school dropouts, others of
whom were from business, industry.. and educational institutions. The major findings
included the following: (a} the difference in the rate of Negro and white unemploy-
ment was lower than anticipated. (b) subemploy mot rates for both races were
higher than unemployment rates: (c) females, especially those who %Acre black,
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